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1. Introduction 

1.1 Climate variability and climate forecasts 
Uncertainty and risk are the quintessential features of agricultural production (Moschini and 

Hennessy 2001). ‘Farmers face uncertainty about the economic consequences of their actions due to 

their limited ability to predict things such as weather, prices and biological responses to different 

farming practices’ (Pannell et al. 2000, p. 69). With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and 

product prices are known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations 

of seasonal and market conditions (Anderson 2003) and their technical and financial capacity. 

Interest in climate and climate forecasts in the main relates to the influence that climate has on 

variables that affect the well-being of farmers, most importantly, crop and livestock production. The 

influence of climate variability on crop yields means that variation in climate is also the major driver 

of annual agricultural output in Australia. Anderson (1979) estimated that climate variability is 

responsible for around 40 per cent of the variation in Australia’s gross value of agricultural 

production. The extremes of climate variability like drought, have potentially large economic, social 

and environmental impacts. Drought routinely lowers farm incomes because it reduces agricultural 

output and in some instances increases production costs (e.g., through higher supplementary feed 

costs). 

The costs of climate variability are a separate, but related issue, to the value of seasonal climate 

forecasts. Seasonal climate forecasts are a tool that farmers can use to manage production risks 

associated with climate variability. Importantly, a climate forecast does not remove the impact of a 

particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought conditions acts only to 

remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still left with the problem of 

drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes however well producers are able to 

anticipate it (Marshall 1996).  

Climate forecasts offer information on climatic conditions in the coming season and are usually 

presented in the form of a probability of receiving a certain amount of rainfall, commonly described 

as discrete intervals like ‘above median’ or ‘below median’. They offer skilful but uncertain 

information about climatic conditions in periods of between three to 12 months ahead. A skilful 

climate forecast is one which is associated with a shift in climatic conditions away from its long-term 

mean. This is consistent with Chavas and Pope’s (1984) preferred definition of information as ‘a 

message which alters probabilistic perception of random events’ (p. 707).  

The prospect of using formal climate forecasts in agriculture is hardly new. Clements (1991) noted 

that managers of agricultural systems in semi-arid regions had aspired to long-term rainfall 

predictions for more than 100 years, and that goal had only appeared within reach in the last ten 

years. With improvements in scientific understanding, some of the earlier optimism about the 

potential value of climate forecasts has returned in more recent literature. Glantz (1996) commented 

that an improved understanding of atmosphere and oceans through ENSO was ‘Science’s gift to the 

20th century’. Similarly, Easterling (1999) claimed that seasonal climate forecasts based on the 

understanding of atmosphere and oceans were the premier advance of the atmospheric sciences in 

the 20th century. 

Seasonal climate forecasts provide opportunities for producers to better match decisions to pending 

climatic conditions. Economic value arises from the use of climate forecasts to alter decisions which 

either reduce losses associated with expected adverse climatic conditions or take advantage of 

expected good climatic conditions. Farmers benefit from their use through the selection of crop 

types, varieties, stocking rates and input levels better suited to impending climatic conditions. Climate 
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forecasts offer value by moving decision makers towards a position of greater certainty about the real 

state of nature at the time decisions are made. 

Surveys of climate forecast use in Australia suggest that between 30 and 50 per cent of farmers take 

seasonal climate forecasts into account when making farm management decisions (White 2001). This 

is relatively high compared with farmers in other countries, although the term ‘use’ is open to 

interpretation. Despite purported use, agricultural producers frequently raise concerns about the 

accuracy and timeliness of climate forecasts, experience difficulties in applying forecasts to farm 

management decisions and seek evidence of the economic value of climate forecasts to reduce risks 

associated with their adoption (Hayman et al. 2005).  

1.2 Objectives of this report 
The principal objectives this report are to provide the reader with a review of (a) the range of values 

that have been estimated by those making valuations of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) for 

Australian agriculture, (b) the factors that influence these values, and (c) the research gaps that need 

to be filled. It should be emphasised that there are two parts to the report. The first, in this 

document, is a narrative description, and the second, in the form of an Excel spreadsheet, is an 

annotated bibliography (Appendix 1).  

The terms of reference for this literature review were to: 

o include all relevant Australian based studies which relate to applications of climate forecasts 
to broadacre agriculture 

o capture studies in the peer reviewed literature as well as studies in the grey literature 
including a large number of reports arising out of MCV investments and past efforts of 
RDC’s.  

o provide a succinct summary of the literature in a plain English report (approx. 30 pages) that 
highlights key findings, gaps and issues that need to be addressed in further case studies 

o provide a data set that clearly identifies the: 
▪ attributes of the forecast 
▪ type of forecast assessed (operational, hypothetical) 
▪ wet or dry 
▪ forecast skill level at the time of the decision point 
▪ attributes of the decision environment 
▪ industry or commodity 
▪ region  
▪ the key decision points relevant to that industry and region 
▪ type of decision (nitrogen, crop mix and area, stocking rate) 
▪ other factors that may affect value (soil moisture, planting date)  
▪ scale of analysis - field, farm, region 

This document is the abovementioned plain English report, and Appendix 1 is the data set. 

1.3 Outline 
The next section provides important context and background to the study and provides a snapshot of 

recent findings about the value of climate forecasts. Section 3 outlines the main methods of valuing 

SCFs. This is followed in Section 4 by a consideration of the commodities covered in valuation studies 

and a review of values estimated by commodity. Section 5 considers the treatment of risk and how 

this may have influenced the findings of more recent studies. Section 6 then integrates this material 

with the objective of showing where there are deficiencies, and where future research may be most 

productive. Some brief conclusions are presented in Section 7. A number of appendices are provided 
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covering some of the important theory that underpins forecast valuation and the valuation of 

information more broadly. 

 

2. Background 

2.1 Some history 
In the development of seasonal climate forecasting in Australia, the focus has been placed on the 

relationship between the Southern Oscillation and rainfall (eg McBride and Nicholls 1983). The history 

goes back to Quayle (1929, quoted in McIntosh et al. 2005). The development of SCFs for agriculture 

was given momentum by research conducted during the 1970s. Laurmann (1975, p. 1084) considered 

that it would take a relatively straightforward research project to “establish the feasibility of 

predicting seasonal climate averages a year or two in advance”. The decade that followed was a 

period of search for likely agricultural circumstances in which climate forecasts would be valuable. In 

New Zealand, Salinger (1979) examined the varying climate record since 1853 and proposed that the 

length and intensity of the growing season in certain locations followed a cyclical pattern and were 

predictable.  At about the same time in Australia, Parton (1979) and Parton et al. (1981) used a 

normative approach to compare perfect seasonal forecasts with those that were then available to 

conclude that there was minimal value at that stage, but considerable value could be expected if 

forecast could be improved. Nicholls (1980) showed that many studies had provided results 

suggesting that “some meteorological parameters can be predicted on a seasonal or monthly time 

scale, at least for certain regions and certain times of the year”.  

This optimism was manifest in the plethora of both scientific and economics research that followed in 

the 1980s. Nicholls made a considerable contribution to the work that advanced the science in 

Australia at that time (McBride and Nicholls 1983; Nicholls 1981; 1985; 1988; 1989; Nicholls and 

Woodcock 1981). The ENSO relationships were being understood better. On the economics front, the 

tools were being assembled that would form the basis of valuing SCFs. For example, the general 

decision analytic approach was outlined by Anderson, Dillon and Hardaker (1977), Winkler et al. 

(1983) and McCown et al. (1991).  This was used to assess the potential importance of various 

parameters to forecast values. Livezey (1990) and Murphy and Ehrendorfer (1987) showed the effect 

of forecast skill on value of a forecast, Easterling and Mjelde (1987) the effect of lead time of the 

forecast,  and Mjelde and Cochran (1988) demonstrated the influence of risk attitude of the farm 

decision maker.  

Also empirical work was proceeding to provide the data for the foreshadowed economic valuation 

approaches. In relation to prediction of crop yields in Australia based on previously observed climate 

information, Nicholls (1985) showed an association between crop production and ENSO.  Stephens et 

al. (1989) reported a method of estimating wheat yield using hindcasts of precipitation.  

This work formed the basis of research more directly on estimating the value of SCFs in Australia that 

has since been completed. A search of published articles on this subject produced the time profile of 

Figure 1. After small beginnings in 1990, articles related to estimating the value of SCFs in Australia 

began to build-up, so that a serious researcher in this area would now be confronted by up to 200 

articles per year. A selection of these articles, together with many unpublished papers, form the basis 

of the review contained in this document.  
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Figure 1: Number of articles in a literature search of: value "seasonal climate" forecasts +Australia. 
(Trend line is a polynomial of degree two.) 

2.2 Recent studies 
In the literature various estimates have been made of the range of values of seasonal climate 

forecasts for broadacre agriculture. Most recently, Asseng et al. (2016, p.170), suggest that, 

“Knowledge about rainfall ahead of a season has been shown to be beneficial for adjusting the main 

management decisions at the beginning of the season to save input costs in low-yielding seasons and 

to increase inputs to utilise a higher yield potential in wet seasons across Australia (McIntosh et al. 

2007; Moeller et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009). Extra benefits from applying available seasonal 

forecasting systems ranged from A$2 to 60/ha in Australia (Asseng et al., 2012a,b; Hammer et al., 

1996; McIntosh et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009) to US$5–25/ha in other parts of the world (Messina et 

al., 1999; Jones et al., 2000; Cabrera et al., 2007; Letson et al., 2009).” However, this range of $2/ha 

to $60/ha in Australia leaves out many instances when the observed value of the forecast was zero 

(Vizard and Anderson 2009), and some studies where the value was higher than $60/ha (Asseng et al. 

(2012b) estimated a value of $66/ha for a POAMA forecast with a skill level of 80%).  

Two years prior to this, the Centre for International Economics (CIE) (2014) completed a review of 

work to that point. They selected eight studies as representative of the literature and produced the 

results shown in Table 1. This shows a vast range in values from very many different agricultural 

contexts from grazing in Argentina to cotton at Moree, NSW. The ultimate purpose of the CIE (2014) 

study was to assess the benefits of seasonal forecasting for the agricultural sector and the rural 

community in Australia.  Because it was the only study at the time based on POAMA, Asseng et al. 

(2012b) formed the basis of their sector estimate. The procedure they followed for cropping activities 

was to aggregate up from the $66/ha observed by Asseng et al. (2012b) to the Western Australian 

and national levels.  

Table 1:  Various estimates of the value of perfect rainfall or ENSO forecasts for agriculture (Source: 
CIE(2014)) 

Study  Benefit  Industry/region  Other information  
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1  10 per cent of 

income  

Grazing in South 

Africa  

Perfect knowledge 

of ENSO  

1  15-27 per cent of 

profit  

Grazing in NE 

Australia  

Imperfect SST and 

SOI forecast used 

to adjust stocking 

rates  

1  3-9 per cent of net 

benefit  

Potatoes in Chile  Perfect forecast of 

SST in Nino region  

1  5-10 per cent of 

net benefit  

Spring wheat in 

Chile  

Perfect forecast of 

SST in Nino region  

1  15 per cent of net 

benefit  

Sugarbeet in Chile  Perfect forecast of 

SST in Nino region  

1  14-19 per cent of 

gross margins  

Cotton-sorghum 

system in Dalby, 

Australia  

SST and SOI 

forecast  

1  3 per cent of gross 

margins  

Winter wheat in 

Moree, Australia  

SST and SOI 

forecast, fertiliser 

application rates  

1  44-71 per cent of 

gross margin  

Summer cotton 

(dryland) in Moree, 

Australia  

Imperfect SST and 

SOI forecast  

1  1-2 per cent of 

total value  

US agricultural 

production 

(national scale)  

Looks at low, 

moderate and high 

skill forecasts 

rather than perfect  

1  3-10 per cent of 

gross margins  

Overall, combined 

estimate for 

Australia  

If adoption rate 

were 40-50% then 

value A$70-

300m/year  

2  A$50/ha of 

additional gross 

margin  

Wheat in WA  Value of POAMA 

forecast for 

nitrogen 

application, under 

particular 

conditions  

3  A$66/ha of 

additional gross  

Wheat sheep 

operations in WA  

Average value of 

POAMA forecast  

4  0.41 per cent of 

revenue  

Sugarcane in N. Qld  Total value for the 

Herbert region 

estimated at 

A$0.5m (range 

A$0.1-1.9m)  
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5  A$26-79/ha of 

additional gross 

margin  

Wheat in the 

Murray Darling 

Basin  

Baseline gross 

margins: A$-20 – 

700/ha; higher 

values realised for 

areas of higher 

yield variability.  

6  Net returns 

increased 2.4-132 

per cent depending 

on the model used, 

price assumptions 

and grain type  

Sorghum and corn 

in Texas  

Looked at nitrogen 

application rates, 

crop mix and area 

planted using 

single hectare, 

farm level and 

aggregate supply 

models. Models 

used a range of 

forecast skill – 

from historical 

climate to perfect 

forecast. The 

aggregate model 

used ENSO phase 

forecasts.  

7  US$190/ha or 24 

per cent of gross 

margin  

Cropping (maize, 

wheat, soybean 

and peanuts) in 

Argentina  

Value of perfect 

forecasts realised 

through adjusting a 

range of farm 

management 

practices (crop 

variety, planting 

date, planting 

density, nitrogen 

fertiliser 

application).  

7  US$3-5/ha, or 0.4-

0.6 per cent of 

gross margin  

Cropping in 

Georgia (maize, 

wheat, soybean 

and peanuts), US  

As above  

8  84 per cent 

increase in gross 

margins (or 

A$208/ha)  

Wheat in Birchip, 

NW Vic  

Changes to 

planting date and 

nitrogen 

application in 

response to a 

perfect forecast  

Sources: 1. Ash et al. 2007; 2. Asseng et al. 2012a; 3. Asseng et al. 2012b; 4. Everingham et al. 2012; 5. 

Wang et al. 2009; 6. Mjelde and Hill 1999; 7. Jones et al. 2000; 8. McIntosh et al. 2007.  
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They also separately estimated the value to livestock farming. This provided an estimate of the value 

of a POAMA-like forecast of rainfall of between $958m and $1,930m for cropping and livestock 

combined. This simple aggregation procedure was adopted because “The current literature on use of 

forecasts does not comprehensively cover the various agricultural industries, or the many sets of 

decisions that operators in these industries could make based on seasonal climate forecasts.” (CIE 

2014, p.42). This issue of limited coverage of some agricultural commodities is taken-up in Sections 4 

and 6. 

In a separate exercise, the CIE (2014) estimated the value of the Managing Climate Variability 

Program (MCVP). Under the following five assumptions, the “value of improved seasonal forecasts 

could be in the order of A$110m per year” (CIE 2014, p. 32): 

▪ “benefits would be realised 2 years after POAMA become operational  

▪ the investment by MCVP will bring forward the launch of POAMA by one year (from 2014 to 
2013)  

▪ there would be a 25 per cent increase in number of farms using seasonal forecasts due to the 
development of POAMA, the only estimate of current use of seasonal forecasts provided was 
a rough figure of around 75 per cent of farms.  

▪ it will take 5 years to reach maximum adoption levels with MCVP investment and 7.5 without  

▪ use of POAMA forecasts would lead to an increase of 2 per cent of net value of production for 
all farms using the forecasts.” 

Hence, the overall conclusion of the CIE (2014) study was that the range of values of seasonal 

forecasts to Australian agriculture was $110m and $1,930m per year, or between 0.51-9.01% of the 

gross value added for the agricultural sector. 

The other important starting point for the current project is the work of Meza et al. (2008). They 

reviewed 33 papers across a number of countries on valuing seasonal climate forecasts for agriculture 

covering 58 different assessments. They showed that in terms of scale, the most common studies 

were at the individual crop or enterprise level. Others considered the value of climate forecasts at the 

farm level (Messina et al. 1999; Jones et al. 2000; Letson et al. 2005), and a few were aggregate level 

studies (Solow et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2002; Adams et al. 2003; Hill et al. 2004). Moving from the 

individual crop to the farm level allows covariances between crops in risk assessment and hence in 

valuation of forecasts, and moving from farm to the aggregate level introduces market effects into 

the valuation of forecasts.  

Meza et al. (2008) were concerned about the limited coverage of farming systems and locations in the 

forecast valuation literature. Figure 2 shows their classification of the published assessments that 

they reviewed, together with the range of estimates of the value of seasonal climate forecasts. The 

vast majority are agronomic, single crop, studies, with three horticultural and two livestock. The 

valuations observed ranged from zero to $700/ha, with horticultural studies generally being the 

highest, followed by agronomic studies and then livestock. The values tended to be related to the 

intensity of the system and the value of the crop. 
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Figure 2: (a) Number of published assessments and (b) range of estimates of seasonal forecasts’ value 
for different farming systems. Source: Meza et al. (2008) 
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3. Valuation methods 

3.1 Introduction 
As a background to valuation methods, Appendix 2 presents a theoretical framework on information 

value in relation to forecasts. It shows that the value is dependent on the four factors: 

i) structure of the decision set (acts 1,…,x,…,X) (equivalent to flexibility); 

ii) structure of the pay-off function, composed of the outcome function yxs (representing the 
decision maker’s technology and environment) and the utility function u (representing the 
decision maker’s preferences towards risky outcomes);  

iii) the degree of uncertainty in prior knowledge s; and 

iv) the decision maker’s perception of the mapping from the states of nature s to the set of 
forecasts  f . Perceptions are encoded in the likelihood function qf|s and through Bayes’ 

theorem into the posterior probability s|f. 
Appendix 3 considers these four factors in a more practical context related to SCFs. This shows that 

the value of SCFs is dependent on attributes of the forecast (forecast skill, timeliness), attributes of 

the decision environment (flexibility in the decision set, structure of the payoff function, sequential 

nature of risk, variability in the production environment, farm-level constraints, environmental 

effects, risk aversion) and degree of uncertainty in the prior probabilities. At various points in the 

discussion of forecast value these issues are referred to. 

Scale of analysis is a useful means of classifying the valuation methods that have been applied to SCFs. 

SCF valuation studies have been performed at three different levels: (a) regional or national, (b) farm 

level, and (c) field level. Each of these is considered in turn. 

3.2 Regional/national-level valuations 
At the regional or national level, SCF valuation studies have examined the distribution of benefits 

between producers and consumers, the distribution of benefits between different producers over 

time, and the benefits that accrue over time from a particular forecast innovation. Such studies 

generally have the purpose of providing information about policy, particularly policy related to 

investment in forecasting systems.  

The analysis of the distribution of benefits between producers and consumers is shown in Figure 3. 

The initial demand and supply functions, D and S1, are for a given farm commodity, such as wheat. 

When a forecast becomes available and is adopted by farmers, more output is produced and the 

supply function shifts to S2. The benefits of the SCF innovation are measured by the changes in 

consumer surplus and producer surplus. Hence, in aggregate, consumer gain is measured by the area 

P1ABP2 and producer gain by the area P2BCE.  

In this general case the benefits are not just to producers, but are shared between producers and 

consumers of the commodity for which the SCF is used. A special case of this regional/national-level 

analysis was estimated by Anaman et al. (1995). This is where much of the national output of the 

commodity is exported and these exports are so small that they do not affect the international price 

(i.e., this is the “small-county” case in which the demand curve is perfectly elastic). In this case the 

benefits of the SCF all accrue to producers, as shown in Figure 4 (area KLMN). 
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Figure 3: The distribution of benefits between consumers and producers from the introduction of a 
seasonal climate forecast 

 

 

Figure 4: The distribution of benefits between consumers and producers from the introduction of a 
seasonal climate forecast. Small country case where all benefits accrue to producers (Source: Anaman 
et al. 1995) 

At the regional/national level, the obvious additional step over farm-level models is to include a 

market equilibrium analysis. Parton et al. (1981) used a 15-representative farm model of the North 

Western Slopes of NSW to value seasonal forecasts, but this was a static model that assumed that 

Australian agriculture was a price taker, similar to Anaman et al. (1995), and hence prices were 

unchanged in response to additional output when the forecast was adopted. 

A second type of analysis valuing SCFs at the regional/national level examines the share of benefits 

between different producers over time. Messina et al. (2006) investigated the benefits of SCFs for 
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tomatoes in Argentina, and Rubas et al. (2008) the benefits to different producers supplying world 

wheat trade. In both cases the lion’s share of the benefits accrue to early adopters of SCFs, late 

adopters gain little and non-adopters lose.  

A third method by which SCFs have been valued at a regional/national level is to assess the aggregate 

benefits over time resulting from a particular forecast innovation. In Figure 5, two time paths of 

benefits are shown. The first, without the investment in the forecast innovation, shows that the 

innovative SCF would be developed and adopted according to the S-shaped time profile on the right.  

The effect of the investment in seasonal climate forecasting is to shift the adoption curve to the left 

so that the innovation is adopted earlier. Then the aggregate benefit to the farmers from adoption of 

the investment in the SCF is measured by the difference between the two curves and the resulting 

incremental impact on agricultural output. 

 

Figure 5: Adoption of a SCF with and without additional investment  

An example of a study that uses this method is CIE (2014). As outlines in Section 2, it measures the 

value of the returns from the Managing Climate Variability Program investment in POAMA by 

assuming that the forecasting system would be adopted two years earlier than it would have been 

without the investment. The value of earlier adoption is estimated to be $140 million.  

3.3 Farm-level valuation 
At the farm-level, the valuation studies are mainly normative, whole-farm, mathematical 

programming (MP) analyses, though it is possible to obtain values for SCFs using descriptive 

approaches through, for example, stated-preference or revealed-preference methods. Normative 

methods are considered first and then descriptive approaches. 

3.3.1 Normative approaches 
The most extensively used set of techniques to value the benefits of seasonal climate have been of a 

normative or prescriptive type. Normative approaches are ex ante in nature and attempt to estimate 

the benefits of climate forecasts technologies based on some rational rule or assumption, commonly 

the maximisation of profit or utility (Hansen 2002). Such approaches rely on a logical extension of 

decision theory to questions of information value, often referred to as either Bayesian decision theory 

or simply the economic theory of information value. Lawrence (1999, p. viii) describes decision theory 

as “a ready-made methodology for assessing the economic value of information”. Within this 

framework, additional information like that of a climate forecast, is simply another factor in the 

decision process that aids to reduce uncertainty (Johnson and Holt 1997).  

The types of normative approaches used to assess the value of climate forecasts are strongly related 

to the disciplines involved. The applied meteorological community have approached valuation of 

climate forecasts from a history of valuing weather forecasts where the forecasts have been 
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simplified to wet or dry rather than a probability distribution of rainfall. The umbrella problem, 

whether to carry an umbrella all the time or respond to the forecast for rain, is used by introductory 

texts in decision analysis to introduce decision trees and value perfect and imperfect forecasts (e.g. 

Clemen 1996). Versions of the umbrella problem have been applied to many agricultural problems. 

Common applications have been in the area of horticulture: spraying fungicides or protecting against 

frost for example. These applications make reference to economics literature, but are usually 

desktop, partial analyses and involve yes/no decisions rather than incremental responses of crop 

area, stocking rates, or other input levels. As raised by Dillon and Anderson (1990), farmers rarely ask 

yes/no questions, they are interested in how much.  

Agricultural scientists have relied on biophysical simulation models to evaluate the benefit of 

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) based forecasts to cropping (Hammer and McCown 1995; Hammer et 

al. 1996; Hammer et al. 2000; Meinke and Hochman 2000). This approach involves the comparison of 

biophysical and economic outcomes of a fixed strategy, representing the ‘without-forecast’ scenario, 

with the outcomes of a flexible strategy, representing the ‘with-forecast’ scenario, over a period of 

historical climatic conditions. The prior probability distribution of economic returns (derived from all 

climatic years) is used to determine the optimal fixed management strategy while the posterior 

probability distribution (derived from a subset of years associated with that forecast type) determines 

the optimal flexible management strategy1. The difference in returns achieved under the two 

scenarios reflects the economic value of the forecast.  

Associated with the use of biophysical simulation models is the practice of ‘hindcasting’2 whereby 

climatic and agricultural production data are partitioned by a forecast. Posterior probabilities are then 

directly obtained from the data rather than through formal application of Bayes’ theorem. Biophysical 

simulation modelling provides important data on the performance of crops under varying climatic 

conditions and has allowed the forecast question to be broadened from simple yes/no scenarios to 

rates of input use, selection of crops, and some other field-level decisions. Hansen (2002) 

acknowledged the contribution of simulation studies, but questioned whether they had over-

emphasised issues that simulation models were good at (for instance, nitrogen rates, sowing times, 

etc).  

Agricultural economists have broadened the evaluation of seasonal climate forecasts in three main 

ways. First, some economic studies have evaluated the economic welfare implications of more 

widespread use of seasonal climate forecasts at region, country and international levels (Adams et al. 

1995; Chen and McCarl 2000; Hill et al. 2004; Solow et al. 1998), as discussed in Section 3.2. Second, 

economists have introduced mathematical programming (MP) models of production systems in an 

attempt to place climate forecasts in a more realistic, farm-level decision making context  (Byerlee 

and Anderson 1982; Marshall et al. 1996; Mjelde et al. 1988; Mjelde et al. 1996; Mjelde et al. 1997). 

Finally, economists have been responsible for a more formal inclusion of risk aversion in climate 

forecast studies by sometimes specifying an objective function that maximises expected utility rather 

than monetary value (Baquet et al. 1976; Byerlee and Anderson 1982; Marshall et al. 1996; Mjelde 

and Cochran 1988).   

Farm-level analysis introduces the possibility of valuing forecasts across a series of enterprises, and 

hence reduces the possibility of underestimating the value of a forecast by evaluating too few farm 

decisions, as would occur with a single-crop analysis at the field level (Mjelde et al. 1997). It generally 

follows a mathematical risk programming (MRP) method (Marshall et al. 1996; Petersen and Fraser 

                                                

1 Note that the terms ‘fixed’ and ‘flexible’ used here refer to annual decisions and therefore do not address 

sequential risk. 

2 Using this approach, past climatic years are partitioned according to their forecast type. The resulting partitions can be 

used to derive a probability for the occurrence of any relevant state given that forecast type. 
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2001; Crean et al. 2013; 2015). Such an approach captures three aspects that can enhance the 

realism of the analysis. First, except for mono-culture farms, the impact of forecasts across more than 

a single farm activity better represents the way in which seasonal forecasts would be used. Second, 

forecast are generally introduced into farming systems that are already buffered against risk by 

diversifying across farm activities. Such activities have a covariance structure that reduces overall 

riskiness and affects the way in which a forecast would be used, and hence produces a lower value of 

the forecast. Third, other farm resources are shared across multiple enterprises, and the introduction 

of a forecast could influence the way in which resources are shared. That is, a seasonal forecast is a 

kind of additional input that affects the rational allocation of the other farm inputs (see further 

discussion on farm-level constraints in Appendix 3).  

Until recently many MRP analyses have been based on simplistic assumptions to do with the 

representation of farmer behaviour that tends to overestimate the value of seasonal climate 

forecasts.  Crean et al. (2015) highlight this problem and suggest a way forward using discrete 

stochastic programming. The outcome is series of farm plans in the without-forecast situation that 

are more reasonably hedged to represent the prior situation better. Hence a climate forecast even 

though it still revises expected probabilities held by farmers does not call forth such large changes in 

farm plans and farm incomes. This results in a lower, more realistic estimate of the value of seasonal 

climate forecasts. Nevertheless, a residual problem of the farm-level, MRP analysis remains. It is that, 

to all but MRP modellers, the analysis seems highly complex.  

The whole-farm MP method is reviewed by Alford et al. (2004, p.4): “the problem must be defined in 

terms of an objective function to be maximised (or minimised); a set of activities that may be 

undertaken; and a set of constraints that have to be satisfied relating resources available to resources 

required.  .... By optimising a specified objective function, the method can attempt to replicate how a 

farm manager decides to what extent a new technology is adopted on the farm. The objective 

function might be to maximise total farm gross margin or some other objective, for example to 

maximise total farm gross margin subject to a lifestyle constraint such as an upper limit on the use of 

family labour.” 

Applications of whole-farm MP attempt to incorporate seasonal climate forecast information into an 

existing on-farm decision context. The analysis reported in Crean et al. (2015) for example is based on 

a representation of the underlying decision environment facing a farmer in Central West NSW at the 

time of winter crop planting. Key aspects of the decision context are shown in Figure 6. They include a 

long-term farm plan that sets the overall balance between cropping and livestock, the suitability of 

planting conditions (combinations of soil moisture and planting date), the available choice set (crop 

and pasture activities) and an opportunity to respond to the climatic state when it is known (decisions 

around the use of crop outputs and meeting livestock demand). 
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Figure 6: The farmer’s decision problem assessed in Crean et al. (2015) 

3.3.2 Descriptive approaches  
In contrast to the normative, whole-farm methods that purport to show what a rational farmer should 

do, descriptive approaches to valuation attempt to show (a) how farmers actually use SCFs and (b) 

the value they obtain from such use. Hence, descriptive approaches assess how decision makers 

actually respond to a forecast and are ex post in nature. They assess the ways that actual forecasts 

are interpreted and applied and hence draw lessons about forecast value from actual experiences 

(Stern and Easterling 1999). Descriptive studies range from simple surveys (or stated preferences) and 

case studies through to monitoring of actions of decision makers (or revealed preferences) (Katz and 

Murphy 1997). The strength of descriptive approaches lies in their ability to reflect the real decision 

making context in which climate forecasts are actually considered.  

Descriptive approaches have made an important contribution to an improved understanding of the 

value of climate forecasts. They have highlighted: the many constraints in the environment of 

decision makers and institutional settings that limit the application of climate forecasts; problems 

associated with forecasts including issues of skill, timeliness and resolution; and problems of how 

forecasts are communicated to and interpreted by users (Nicholls 1999). The most detailed 

descriptive studies have tended to be undertaken in developing countries and have highlighted the 

challenges to the value and ultimate adoption of climate forecasts. Stewart (1997) and Roncoli (2006) 

provide comprehensive reviews of this literature.  

In Australia, Cobon (2015) provides a useful review of descriptive approaches to SCF use in the sheep, 

lamb and beef industries. Significant in this review are Cobon and Toombs (2013) and Keogh et al. 

(2004; 2005) who describe farmers’ stated information needs; Cobon et al. (2008) who assess 

increases in the level of farmer knowledge about SCFs following training programs; and O’Reagain et 

al. (2014) who show the physical ecosystem impacts of using SCFs.  

Many descriptive studies, however, lack sufficient detail to produce estimates of the monetary value 

of climate forecasts and instead tend to focus on ‘perceived usefulness’ (Katz and Murphy 1997; 

Stewart 1997). It is argued that, as a relatively recent innovation and one that has a probabilistic 

nature, there are also doubts whether farmers have had sufficient exposure to climate forecasts to 

offer accurate ex post assessments of their value (Hansen 2002; Meza et al. 2008). Moreover, in an ex 

post sense it may be difficult for farmers to isolate the contribution that a climate forecast made to a 

final decision and outcome, given other environmental, agronomic and economic influences. 

Particular problems arise with the common use of case studies to indicate forecast value, given 

findings that are often anecdotal, relate to a set of specific conditions and are commonly only 
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relevant to a single climatic event or season. In many instances, case studies have tended to be used 

to publicise success stories from forecast use, while failures are seldom dwelled upon (Hayman et al. 

2005; Vogel and O’Brien 2006). 

Apart from case studies, two other methods have been used in descriptive analysis: stated-preference 

methods and revealed-preference methods. Stated-preference methods depend on surveying 

farmers about their preferences for alternative situations characterised by different SCFs (or none) 

and different financial outcomes. The methods include choice experiments and contingent valuation. 

The results reveal how much a farmer would be willing to pay to obtain a SCF with particular 

characteristics.  Anaman (1996) describes a stated preference approach, and The Break newsletter 

(DEPI 2014) regularly has surveys that have a stated-preference philosophy. One drawback about 

such stated-preference methods is that there are always doubts about whether farmers would 

actually act in the way they said they would in their survey responses. Proponents of the methods 

claim that by sophisticated cross-questioning they can minimise this problem (Morrison et al. 2009). 

The second alternative in descriptive analysis, revealed-preference methods, requires observation of 

farmers to assess the way in which they have used a particular SCF, and then inferring from this an 

estimate of its value. This approach has been suggested with respect to Yield-Prophet. This would be 

done by consulting Yield-Prophet records to investigate the relationship between farmers’ use of 

particular computer files that contain predictions from SCFs and decisions that they are making on 

their farms at that particular time. Then the value of the forecast can be inferred from this 

relationship. There are at least two important drawbacks from the application of such revealed 

preference methods. First there is the difficulty of knowing precisely how the SCF influenced the 

farmer’s decision. We can’t see her thought processes. Second, any farm decision under scrutiny will 

be affected by changing influences other than the SCF. How to take account of such extraneous 

influences presents a substantial challenge. 

3.4 Field-level valuation 
Field-level valuations of SCFs are by far the most common type, and, of these, single decisions for a 

single crop (often nitrogen use on wheat) are the most investigated. Mostly gross margin is the 

presumed maximand, though as shown below, you would expect the objective function when using 

SCFs to include both risk and return. Only occasionally do field-level studies include more than a 

single farm enterprise (e.g., McIntosh et al. 2015).  

The analysis that is presented in this section includes risk in field-level valuations. As discussed in 

Section 5 and Appendix there are good reasons why the analysis of risk should only be considered 

within a farm-level valuation. Nevertheless, given the many field-level studies that have included risk 

when valuing SCFs, it is necessary to present that analytics behind such an approach. 

The analytical basis of field-level valuations of SCFs is described using Figures 7 to 13. The decision 

situation used in the explanation of the method is the level of nitrogen to be applied at sowing of a 

wheat crop. Figure 7 shows the available choice set, or production possibility frontier, in terms of 

level of nitrogen to be applied in a situation prior to the availability of a SCF. Selection of, say, the 

point labelled 40kg/ha means that this level of nitrogen is to be applied at sowing and the expected 

return is $a and the risk level is b. (Various measures of risk have been applied in SCF valuation 

studies, including standard deviation and proportion of outcomes that end in a loss. The analysis 

presented here is general across these various measures, and is simply here referred to as “risk”.) 

Hence, selection of a particular level of nitrogen input is equivalent to selecting a particular level, or 

combination of, expected return and risk, in this case {$a,b}. It is worth emphasising that this is not an 

outcome, merely the expected outcome, conditional on the given level of nitrogen being applied. 

Many events could conspire during the season to result in an actual, end-of-season outcome different 

from this. 
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Figure 7: The feasible set of production possibilities for a farmer prior to the availability of a SCF 

Figure 8 reveals the prior optimal point for a highly risk averse farmer. This is the position in the 

feasible set (along the prior production possibility frontier) that has the highest preference in the 

utility contour mapping (nearest the north-west corner). So for this farmer, 40 kg/ha is the optimal 

level of nitrogen input when no forecast is available. While the value of this choice, m, is measured in 

the two dimensions, expected return and risk, it can be collapsed into a single measure of certainty 

equivalent. This is the risk-free return that provides the same level of satisfaction as m. In the 

example, the certainty equivalent of m is CE1.  

 

Figure 8: Optimal position (m) for a highly risk averse farmer prior to the introduction of a SCF. The 
certainty equivalent of m is $CE1 

Figure 9 shows the equivalent prior optimal decision point (n) for a less risk averse decision maker 

facing the same production possibilities. This time the optimal level of N is 80 kg/ha and the certainty 

equivalent of n is CE2.  
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Figure 9: Optimal position (n) for a less risk averse farmer prior to the introduction of a SCF. The 
certainty equivalent of n is $CE2 

When a SCF becomes available, a farmer can start to act strategically. If the forecast for the season is 

drier than the climatological mean it may make sense to reduce the level of nitrogen to be applied. 

Conversely if a SCF suggests wetter than normal conditions, the best strategy may be to increase the 

level of nitrogen used. The forecast enables the farmer to better match her production to the likely 

prevailing conditions and to either increase expected returns or reduce risk or both. In the technical 

language of the analysis, the production possibility set has expanded (as in Figure 10). Here the first 

corner solution is labelled “[20, 40, 60]”, indicating that 20 kg/ha is applied if the forecast if for dry 

conditions, 40 kg/ha if it is forecast to be average and 60 kg/ha if wet. The other points along this new 

efficiency frontier have a similar interpretation.  

 

Figure 10: Prior production possibilities (without SCF) and production possibilities once a SCF is available 
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Figure 11 shows one, often used, but imprecise method of valuing a SCF for this single-crop, single-

input situation. It is simply to estimate the difference in gross margin between the situation when the 

forecast is available and when it is not. The distances b minus a and d minus c measure the value of 

the forecast for two different starting positions a and c.  

 

Figure 11: Two estimates of the value of a SCF, $(b – a) with starting conditions at a, and $(d – c) with 
starting conditions at c 

A more precise method of estimating the value of the forecast takes account of the fact that there are 

two dimensions of value – expected return and risk reduction – that are impacted by the SCF. The 

reason farmers use seasonal climate forecasts is to increase profitability or reduce risk, or both. As 

shown by Pannell (1994, p.367) to estimate the value of a forecast requires recognition of both of 

these dimensions: “The total expected value of information is the increase in expected profit plus the 

reduction in risk premium”. He went on to show that where a farmer is risk averse, the measure of 

the value of information that aggregates expected profit and risk premium is the certainty 

equivalent.3 Then the value of a forecast is the difference between the certainty equivalent for the 

situation without the forecast and the certainty equivalent for the situation with the forecast. The 

analysis of Figure 12 shows that for a risk averse farm decision maker the prior optimal position 

(without the forecast) is 40 kg/ha. This optimal becomes the strategy [20, 40, 60] when the SCF 

becomes available. The value of this forecast that includes both expected return and risk is the 

difference in certainty equivalents, CE2 minus CE1. 

                                                

3 In this analysis using certainty equivalents, an assumption is implicitly made about the level of risk aversion. Flatter 

utility curves represent less risk averse decision makers. We take-up riskiness of decision situations and risk aversion in 

Section 5.  
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Figure 12: Value of a SCF for a highly risk averse farmer measured in certainty equivalents = $(CE2 
minus CE1) 

Figure 13 shows a similar analysis for a less risk averse farm decision maker. In this case the 

availability of the forecast shifts the optimal position from the fixed 80 kg/ha to the strategy [40, 60, 

80]. The value of the forecast for this farmer is then measured by the difference in certainty 

equivalents, CE4 minus CE3. It has been observed in field-level analyses that SCFs are likely to have 

more value for farmers who are more risk averse. 

 

Figure 13: Value of a SCF for a less risk averse farmer measured in certainty equivalents = $(CE4 minus 
CE3) 
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4. Previous studies of climate forecasts relative to proposed case studies 

As the previously completed research is reviewed and compared, it is important to be aware of the 

particular method employed in each study and the way in which the method can affect the estimate 

of the value of a SCF, as discussed in Section 3 and Appendices 2 and 3. Where the method is a 

strongly determining factor this will be made clear as the values obtained are compared.  

Table 2 shows the proposed case-study coverage in the Improved Use of Seasonal Forecasting to 

Increase Farmer Profitability Project. A comparison between this table and the coverage of SCFs 

shown in Table 3, reveals that all areas except for grains require much more substantial work. It is fair 

to say that for beef, cotton, sugar, and rice, few valuation studies have been carried out, and only the 

basic issue of examining the farming system to define when SCFs might be valuable and how they 

might be used has been achieved. Even for wheat, where most of the valuation studies have been 

performed, there is more research to be done. Here an important issue to examine seems to be why 

recent POAMA forecast studies obtain high values. 

Table 2: Proposed case studies - Improved Use of Seasonal Forecasting to Increase Farmer Profitability 
Project 

Commodity / Region  Operational Leader  

Beef – Northern  USQ  

Beef – Southern  NSW DPI  

Cotton  NSW DPI  

Grain – Northern  USQ  

Grain – Southern  NSW DPI  

Grain – Western  NSW DPI  

Rice  NSW DPI  

Sugar  USQ  

Some 153 studies are considered relevant to an assessment of the value of SCFs in Australia, and 

of these 40 provide direct estimates in dollar terms or in certainty equivalents. Studies related to 

wheat comprise 56% of these estimates (see Table 3). The remaining studies are based on mixed 

farming, beef cattle grazing, cotton, sugar and canola. The wheat studies mainly focus on the 

farm decision about the quantity of nitrogen fertiliser to apply at sowing. Other decisions related 

to wheat include: nitrogen topdressing, sowing date, cultivar choice, herbicide strategy and 

harvesting strategy. For beef grazing, the issue is stocking rate, for cotton it is area to plant or 

row spacing, for sugar it is harvesting strategy, and for canola it is the level of nitrogen to apply at 

sowing.  

Table 3: Estimates of the value of climate forecasts in relation to proposed case studies 

Reference Date Place Decision Forecast Value ($/ha) Forecast 

Type 

Beef-Northern 
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Stafford Smith 

et al. 

1999 Charters 

Towers 

Beef cattle: 

stocking rate 

SOI cuttoff 

-5<SOI<5 

Modest to 

negligible 

Hypothetical 

Cobon&McKe

on 

2002 Western 

Queensland 

Sheep/Beef: 

grazing 

management 

SOI 5% to 9% of 

annual cash 

surplus 

Experimental 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2005 Dalrymple 

Shire 

Beef cattle: 

stocking rate 

SST April $24,744 cash 

flow per 

property 

Hypothetical 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2005 Dalrymple 

Shire 

Beef cattle: 

stocking rate 

SOI 3 

phase 

$12,785 cash 

flow per 

property 

Operational 

       

Cotton 
      

Anaman&Lell

yett 

1996 Namoi 

Region 

All farm 

decisions 

(implicitly) 

Cottonfield

s Weather 

Service 

WTP=$233/farm

; Regional 

PS=$397,150 

Operational 

Hammer et al. 2000 Dalby Cotton: 

Choice of 

rotation 

SST 20% of GM Hypothetical 

Carberry et al. 2000 Dalby Cotton: 

Choice of 

rotation 

SOI 5 

phase 

14% of GM Operational 

Hammer 2000 Darling 

Downs 

Cotton: Row 

spacing 

SOI 5 

phase 

$28 Operational 

Ritchie et al. 2004 Mungindi Cotton: Area 

to plant 

SOI 5 

phase 

September 

d Operational 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2005 Moree Cotton: Row 

spacing 

SST 

September 

$80 Hypothetical 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2005 Moree Cotton: Row 

spacing 

SOI 3 

phase 

$49 Operational 

       

Grain-

Northern 

      

Abawi 1993 Qld Wheat 

Belt 

When to 

harvest 

SOI 5 

phase 

$20-$40 Experimental 

Abawi et al. 1995 Qld Wheat 

Belt 

Harvesting 

strategy 

SOI 5 

phase 

$12 Operational 

Hammer et al. 1996 Goondiwindi Cultivar 

choice 

SOI 5 

phase 

$5b Operational 

Hammer et al. 1996 Goondiwindi Sowing N SOI 5 

phase 

$8b Operational 
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Marshall et al. 1996 Goondiwindi Sowing N, 

Cultivar 

choice 

SOI 5 

phase 

$0-$11c Operational 

Robinson & 

Butler 

2002 Dalby Sowing N SOI 5 

phase 

-$3 to $5.50 Operational 

Robinson & 

Butler 

2002 Dalby Choice of 

variety 

SOI 5 

phase 

$3 Operational 

Robinson & 

Butler 

2002 St George Sowing N SOI 5 

phase 

-$15.10 to $1.20 Operational 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2005 Dalby Sowing N SST April $7 Experimental 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2005 Dalby Sowing N SOI 3 

phase 

$5 Operational 

       

Grain-

Southern 

      

Lythgoe et al. 2004 Brim Topdressing 

N 

SOI 5 

phase 

$52.50b Operational 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2007 Birchip Sowing date, 

sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

SOI 5 

phase 

$3 Operational 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2007 Birchip Sowing date, 

sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

Perfect 

rainfall, 6 

categories 

$65 Hypothetical 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2007 Birchip Sowing date, 

sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

Perfect 

hindsight 

$208 Hypothetical 

Yu et al. 2008 Walbundrie Sowing N Perfect 

seasonal 

rainfall 

$65 Hypothetical 

Yu et al. 2008 Walbundrie Sowing N Perfect 

seasonal 

rainfall 

$66.50 Hypothetical 

Wang et al. 2008 Walbundrie Sowing N SOI 3 

phase 

$6.20 Operational 

Wang et al. 2008 Walbundrie Sowing N, 

soil moisture 

SOI 3 

phase 

$8.70 Operational 
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Wang et al. 2009a Wagga 

Wagga 

Sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

SOI 5 

phase 

$2 Operational 

Wang et al. 2009a Wagga 

Wagga 

Sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

Perfect 

rainfall, 6 

categories 

$10-$12 Hypothetical 

Wang et al. 2009a Wagga 

Wagga 

Sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

Perfect 

yield, 6 

categories 

$33-$34 Hypothetical 

Wang et al. 2009a Wagga 

Wagga 

Sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

Perfect 

forecast 

$54 Hypothetical 

Wang et al. 2009b MDB Sowing N, 

topdressing 

N 

Perfect 

forecast 

$26-$70 Hypothetical 

Hayman et al. 2015 Hart Topdressing 

N 

POAMA 2 

category 

$8-$23 Experimental 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2015 Griffith Sowing N POAMA 2 

category 

$16 Experimental 

McIntosh et 

al. 

2015 Ardlethan Sowing N POAMA 2 

category 

$80 Experimental 

       

Grain-

Western 

      

Pannell 1994 Merredin Herbicide 

strategy 

Perfect 

yield 

$6.10a Hypothetical 

Moeller et al. 2008 Merredin Sowing N Perfect 

rainfall, 2 

categories 

$31 Hypothetical 

Moeller et al. 2008 Buntine Sowing N Perfect 

rainfall, 2 

categories 

$40 Hypothetical 

Moeller et al. 2008 Wogan Hills Sowing N Perfect 

rainfall, 3 

categories 

$62 Hypothetical 

Moeller et al. 2008 Mingenew Sowing N Perfect 

rainfall, 3 

categories 

$60 Hypothetical 

Moeller et al. 2008 Merredin Sowing N 40% skill, 3 

categories 

$15 Hypothetical 

Moeller et al. 2008 Mingenew Sowing N 40% skill, 3 

categories 

$0 Hypothetical 
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McIntosh et 

al. 

2010 Western 

Australia 

Sowing N POAMA 2 

category 

$60 Experimental 

Asseng et al. 2012a Southern 

WA 

Sowing N POAMA 2 

category 

$50 Experimental 

Asseng et al. 2012b Southern 

WA 

Sowing N, 

sheep 

stocking 

rate, 

diversion of 

land into 

cropping 

POAMA 2 

category 

$66 Experimental 

       

Sugar 
      

Antony et al. 2002 Herbet River Sugar: 

Guiding the 

harvesting 

strategy 

SOI $1.7m to 

regional 

producers 

Hypothetical 

Osborne et al. 2011 Herbert 

River 

Sugar: 

Optimal start 

of harvest 

SOI 5 

phase 

$0-$61 Operational 

Everingham 

et al. 

2011 Mackinade, 

Bambaroo 

Sugar: 

Harvest start 

day 

Level of 

SOI 

$0.1m to $1.9m 

to regional 

producers 

Hypothetical 

       

Other 
      

Parton 1979 NW Slopes 

NSW 

Mixed 

farming 

Forecast se 

37.5% of 

actual 

rainfall se 

$500/farmc Hypothetical 

Parton et al. 1981 NSW Mixed 

farming 

Perfect 

rainfall 

$14.6m for NSW 

Agriculturec 

Hypothetical 

Parton et al. 1981 NW Slopes 

NSW 

Mixed 

farming 

Forecast se 

37.5% of 

actual 

rainfall se 

$400/farmc Hypothetical 

Bowman et al. 1995 Hamilton Stocking rate 

woolgrowing 

Perfect 

rainfall 

$2940/farm Hypothetical 

Bowman et al. 1995 Hamilton Stocking rate 

woolgrowing 

Correct 8 

years in 10 

$2390/farm Hypothetical 

Bowman et al. 1995 Hamilton Stocking rate 

woolgrowing 

Correct 6 

years in 10 

$2050/farm Hypothetical 
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Petersen & 

Fraser 

2001 Merredin Whole farm 

management 

Forecast 

retains 

mean, but 

reduces 

uncertaint

y 

$1.23 Hypothetical 

Vizard et al. 2005 Australia 

wide 

NA BOM 

rainfall 

terciles 

Low value Operational 

Wang et al. 2008 Walbundrie Canola: 

Sowing N 

SOI 3 

phase 

$4.60 Operational 

Wang et al. 2008 Walbundrie Canola: 

Sowing N, 

soil moisture 

SOI 3 

phase 

$6.00 Operational 

Vizard & 

Anderson 

2009 Australia 

wide 

NA SOI 5 

phase 

Low value Operational 

Mushtaq et al 2012 Coleambally Many farm 

decisions 

Forecast of 

available 

water 

$1.33-$9.58 Hypothetical 

Crean et al. 2015 Condobolin Mixed 

farming 

Tercile $0.20-$23.18c Hypothetical 

Crean et al. 2015 Condobolin Mixed 

farming 

SOI 

positive 

phase 

$0.22-$0.59c Operational 

a -measures certainty equivalents; b - includes risk as proportion of loss making years; c - farm-level 

analysis; d - no dollar amounts given but uses generalised stochastic dominance to show that there is 

value in using the SOI forecast particularly when water is scarce 

 

4.1 Beef – Northern 
There are four results for beef-northern (see Table 3). They relate to stocking rate decisions or grazing 

management strategy. All obtained relatively low values. The two most recent estimates are from a 

single study (McIntosh et al. 2005). The first of these uses a hypothetical forecast based on sea-

surface temperature (SST) to June and the second a more operational 3-phase SOI May-June 

forecasting system. The location is Dalrymple Shire in northeast Queensland. The decision being 

considered is a stocking rate decision for the second half of the year. The results show that average 

stocking rate can be increased using the SCF information by about 8.1% with the SST forecast and 

3.8% with SOI phase system. The resulting impacts are estimated in terms of cash flows generated by 

the property, which increase by $24,744 and $12,785, respectively. The increase stocking rates also 

result in increased soil loss. 

4.2 Beef – Southern 

We found no estimates of SCF value for beef-southern. 
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4.3 Cotton 
There are six studies for cotton (see Table 3), which generated seven results for the value of SCFs. To 

estimate the value of the Cottongrowers Weather Service, Anaman and Lellyett (1996) completed a 

survey of producers in the Namoi. They obtained a willingness-to-pay estimate of $233/farm and, 

based on estimated cost reductions, a regional producer surplus benefit of almost $400,000. Hammer 

(2000), Hammer et al. (2000) and Carberry et al. (2000) found similarly modest values of SST and SOI-

based SCFs used in rotational decisions and row spacing for southern Queensland.  

Ritchie et al. (2004) was based in the Border Rivers catchment, and analysed the use of a seasonal 

forecast of water supply to determine area of irrigated cotton to plant. Using generalised stochastic 

dominance, the results show that an SOI 5-phase based strategy is “useful but not in all cases 

examined” (Ritchie et al. 2004, p. 86). This strategy was more profitable when starting water supply 

was more restrictive. When water supply was not restricted at the start of the season, the value of 

the SCF was between zero and 2.34% of gross margin (depending on level of risk aversion). When 

water supply was restricted it was between zero and 28.42% of gross margin (again depending on 

level of risk aversion). 

The other two results for cotton are from McIntosh et al. (2005). This study examined the use of SCFs 

in dryland cotton near Moree. The first case used an SST-based forecast to September and the second 

a 3-phase SOI August-September forecasting system. The decision being considered was density of 

planting. Both forecasts are considered to gain in accuracy at that time of the year. The results show 

that gross margin is increased by about $80/ha using the SST-based forecast and about $49/ha with 

SOI phase system.  

4.4 Grain – Northern 
The next series of results in Table 3 are for grain-northern. There are ten results from six different 

studies. They cover decisions relating to harvesting strategy (Abawi 1993; Abawi et al. 1995), cultivar 

choice and amount of nitrogen to apply at sowing (Hammer et al. 1996; Marshall et al. 1996; 

Robinson and Butler 2002), and level of nitrogen to apply at sowing (McIntosh et al. 2005). Except for 

Robinson and Butler (2002), these studies showed some positive value of the SCFs concerned, ranging 

between close to zero and $12/ha. Comparison between these studies is difficult because they each 

have a different basis.  

At Goondiwindi, Dalby and Emerald, Abawi et al. (1995) examined the value of a 5-phase SOI forecast 

to May in relation to harvesting strategy to be adopted for wheat in spring and summer. The value is 

obtained by early harvesting and drying in seasons when wet conditions are expected. This showed an 

average net profit for producers of about $12/ha.  

While Hammer et al. (1996) and Marshall et al. (1996) examined similar decisions (cultivar choice and 

sowing nitrogen level) at Goondiwindi, their methods were entirely different. The first used a field-

level approach and included risk as a proportion of loss making years, and the second used a farm-

level approach, and measured gross margins at different levels of risk aversion. Nevertheless, the 

levels of benefits that were to be obtained by farmers from using a 5-phase SOI-based SCF were of a 

similar magnitude for these two studies. Also both were clear in showing the impact of the level of 

riskiness adopted by the farmer. In the decision to do with level of nitrogen at sowing, Hammer et al. 

(1996) estimated a value of using the SCF of $10/ha for risk averse farmers, but falling to $2/ha for 

those close to risk neutrality. With respect to cultivar choice the average profit impact of using the 

SOI-based SCF was $5 to $10, with the higher value for those who were more risk averse. Marshall et 

al. (1996) obtained between zero and $11/ha depending on initial soil nitrogen, date of planting, and 

level of risk aversion. The average value estimated for an SOI-based SCF was between $3/ha and 

$4/ha. Robinson and Butler (2002) also examined cultivar choice and sowing nitrogen level based on 
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an SOI forecast, for Dalby and St George. Overall they obtained low valuations of the SCF, including 

some negative values. 

The final study in this group (McIntosh et al. 2005) was based at Dalby and studied the optimal level 

of nitrogen to apply at sowing in May. There were two estimates of the value of SCFs: one for an SST-

based forecast and one for a 3-phase SOI based forecast. The SST forecast had a value of $7/ha, while 

for the SOI forecast it was $5/ha. In both cases the level of risk was reduced slightly. 

4.5 Grain – Southern 
With 16 separate estimates of the value of an SCF for wheat farming, grain-southern has the highest 

representation of any commodity/region. Also, the decisions analysed all involve nitrogen application 

decisions, either at sowing, or topdressing in mid-season, so there is a degree of comparability 

between them.  

It is instructive to compare operational forecasts with hypothetical or experimental forecasts. As 

expected the estimates of the value of operational forecasts are lower. This is most clearly seen by 

comparing results obtained within particular studies. In relation to a topdressing decision, McIntosh 

et al. (2007) at Birchip, estimated a SCF value of $3/ha for an operational 5-phase SOI-based SCF, 

$65/ha for a 6-category perfect rainfall SCF, and $208/ha for a perfect hindcast. In a similar manner 

also related to a topdressing decison, Wang et al. (2009a) at Wagga Wagga, estimated a value of 

$2/ha for an operational 5-phase SOI-based SCF, $10-$12/ha for a 6-category perfect rainfall SCF, 

$33-$34/ha for a 6 category perfect yield forecast, and $54/ha for a perfect forecast. For the Murray 

Darling Basin, Wang et al. (2009b) estimated the value of a perfect forecast used in a topdressing 

decision of $26/ha to $72/ha. Yu et al. (2008) estimated similarly high values for a perfect seasonal 

rainfall forecast used at Walbundrie in relation to a decision about the level of nitrogen to use at 

sowing a wheat crop (see Table 3).  

Also clear from the work on operational forecasts, it is the particular starting conditions that result in 

the SCF having a larger value. For example, Lythgoe et al. (2004, p.4) found that for a 5-phase SOI 

(June-July) used for topdressing decisions, “At Birchip, Mildura and Griffith, a “flexible” [i.e., using the 

SCF] strategy did not produce higher profits when initial plant available water (PAW) on the 1st of 

January was low, i.e. 10% of maximum PAW, and at Mildura, when the starting conditions where 50% 

of maximum PAW and 10 kg N/ha, and Griffith, when the model was initialised at 30% of maximum 

PAW and 60 kg N/ha.” Whereas at Brim, “with a 10% of maximum PAW and 60 kg N/ha on the 1st of 

January, at the same level of risk assumed with a “fixed” management, i.e. 13.6% risk, the flexible 

strategy produced an additional $52.5/ha and $59.5/ha profit, compared to the “fixed” pre-drill and 

top-dressed strategies, respectively.” 

 

The final two studies for the grain-southern region were an examination of the use of a POAMA 2-

category forecast in relation to a decision about the amount of nitrogen to apply at sowing or mid-

season topdressing of a wheat crop (Hayman et al. 2015; McIntosh et al. 2015). Hayman et al. (2015) 

obtained values between $8/ha and $23/ha for topdressing at Hart. This study used as a measure of 

risk the chance of the return falling below $1.10 for each dollar invested in topdressing. Two 

estimates were made by McIntosh et al. (2015). At Griffith the value estimated was $16/ha and at 

Ardlethan $80/ha. This study used the 2:1 ratio between expected profit and fertiliser cost and as a 

consequence may have valuation issues related to the treatment of risk, as discussed in Section 5. 

4.6 Grain – Western 
There are ten estimates of the value of SCFs in wheat production for the grain-western region. All are 

either hypothetical or experimental and therefore obtain relatively high value estimates. Pannell 

(1994) completed one of the earliest studies, and one of the most comprehensive in terms of 
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addressing the impact on forecast value of changes in various parameters. The decision considered 

was herbicide strategy in wheat production, the forecast was a perfect yield forecast, and the 

valuation was in terms of the impact of the SCF on certainty equivalent. The result was $6.1/ha with a 

relative risk aversion level of 1.8 (the most risk averse level considered). 

Moeller et al. (2008) provide six estimates of the value of SCFs for various locations in Western 

Australia and for various forecast types. The decision under consideration in each case was the 

amount of nitrogen fertiliser to apply when sowing wheat. For perfect rainfall forecasts (2 or 3 

categories), the values obtained were between $31/ha and $62/ha. Reducing the skill level to 40% for 

3-category SCFs results in a value of $15/ha at Merredin and zero at Mingenew.  

The final three estimates for grains – western were based on POAMA 2-category SCFs. McIntosh et al. 

(2010) and Asseng et al. (2012a) investigated the decision related to nitrogen to be applied at sowing, 

and Asseng et al. (2012b) developed a field-level approach to using SCFs in combined decisions on 

level of sowing nitrogen, sheep stocking rate and diversion of land into cropping. The values obtained 

in these three studies ranged from $50/ha to $66/ha. All used the 2:1 expected profit to nitrogen 

fertiliser cost rule and are once again subject to the qualifications discussed in Section 5. 

4.7 Rice 
We found no estimates of SCF value for rice. 

4.8 Sugar 
There are three estimates for the value of SCFs used in sugar production (see Table 3). All have 

investigated harvesting strategy in the Herbert River region, and all used an SOI-based forecasting 

system, for which accuracy improves mid-year in a timely manner to be informative to harvesting that 

commences in July-August. In an operations management manner, Antony et al. (2002) asked the 

question what could have been done in particular past seasons to manage the harvest better if the 

information from a SCF was available. The benefit to regional producers who varied the timing of 

their harvesting operations based on the SCF was about $1.7 million for the 1998 season (which was a 

difficult harvest season). Everingham et al. (2011) obtained a range of values between zero and $1.9 

million, but in answer to a different question. Their concern was whether a forecast available in 

January could be used to direct harvest planning from March onwards, noting that harvesting 

commences in July-August. 

Osborne et al. (2011) reviewed the benefits that could be obtained in slightly adjusting the 

commencement of the sugar cane harvest in response to a SOI 3-phase forecast. The outcome 

depended on the exact location and the soil type. The highest value of about $25/ha was for good soil 

at Bambaroo, $23/ha for good soil at Macknade, and falling to $6/ha for poor soil at Bambaroo and 

almost zero for poor soil at Macknade. 

4.9 Other crops and mixed farming 
Table 3 shows 14 additional estimates for the value of SCFs used in Australian agriculture. Except for 

the study of canola (Wang et al. 2008), these analyses have a different perspective to the research 

reviewed above. Parton (1979) and Parton et al. (1981) are early farm-level studies that highlighted 

the importance of probabilistic forecasts. As discussed in Section 3.3, Crean et al. (2015) emphasised 

the importance of correctly defining the baseline of any analysis of the value of SCFs, and showed 

that operational forecasts tend to have limited value at particular times of the year. For operational 

forecasts, both of the studies that used whole-farm discrete stochastic programming (Peterson and 

Fraser 2001; Crean et al. 2015) estimated low values for SCFs. 

4.10 Summary 
The clearest values obtained are for wheat. They are mostly single crop studies. As shown in Table 3, 

the values of the SCFs used for wheat are fairly modest for most operational forecasts, and 
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understandably much higher for hypothetical forecasts (which include perfect forecasts). Also of note 

are the high values obtained in recent studies related to POAMA. The mean value of the operational 

forecasts shown is $10.80/ha and the mean value of the POAMA forecasts is $54.40/ha. Even a value 

of about $10/ha compares favourably with other types of innovation, such as a new crop variety, that 

are developed for agricultural production. However, it must be noted that some of these SCF values 

may be artificially inflated by the choice of a particular level of risk aversion. This issue is taken-up in 

Section 5.  

With respect to the non-wheat studies, comparison among these crops and between them and wheat 

is difficult because most are not measured on a per hectare basis (see Table 3). Though, those few 

that are (for sugar, cotton and canola) suggest that SCF values may be higher for sugar and cotton, 

and lower for canola, than for wheat. One result that is clear on closer examination of all the studies 

is that with SCFs based on the SOI phase system, there are times of the year during which forecast 

skill is higher. This is one of the factors the makes the use of a SCF when topdressing of wheat in the 

eastern States (after July) more valuable than forecasts at sowing (in May). It is also why ENSO-based 

forecasts seem valuable to sugar harvest decisions (in the second half of the year), and cotton area-

to-plant decisions (in September). Indeed, Crean et al. (2015) examined this timeliness of forecast 

information directly, and concluded that there was little value in the operational SCFs at sowing time 

for wheat (April-May) in the Central West of NSW, but there would be considerable value if forecasts 

at that time of the year could be as skilful as those from mid-year onwards. 

5. Risk and forecast value 

Risk has been raised on a number of occasions throughout this report in relation to its impact on the 

value of SCFs. Forecasts are used by farmers to increase the chance of a better financial outcome 

and/or to reduce the risk of a poor outcome. Hence, as discussed above, the valuation of SCFs 

involves both risk and return. In Section 3 and Appendix 3, it was shown that risk and a farmer’s 

attitude to risk are more reasonably conceived of as farm-level phenomena. Hence their normal 

domain would be in the context of whole-farm analysis. From this perspective, forecasts only achieve 

value if they can offer benefits over and above the farm’s already existing risk management 

mechanisms. In a sense, SCFs need to be assessed and have value within the overall network of other 

risk ameliorating approaches. Moreover, the value of a SCF is the incremental value (measured in 

terms of return and risk) that accrues from SCFs, given that other risk behaviour such as crop 

diversification and insurance may be present. Clearly estimation of forecast value that incorporates 

risk in this incremental manner requires a whole-farm approach, a conclusion that corresponds with 

Hardaker et al. (2004a), when considering risk more generally. It may even need to incorporate the 

added risk involved in financing the farm (Parton and Cumming 1990). 

The above discussion emphasises the importance of properly accounting for risk when valuing SCFs. It 

also may seem to promulgate the idea that inclusion of risk has a substantial effect when estimating 

the value of a SCF. Two remarks need to be made in relation to this. First, as shown in Appendix 3, 

there is no general monotonic relationship between level of risk aversion and forecast value. It could 

be a direct or inverse relationship depending on the circumstances. Second, while estimates of the 

value of risk aversion coefficients for Australian farmers are dated (Bond and Wonder 1980; Bardsley 

and Harris 1987), they tend to be low, that is close to risk neutrality. If such value of risk aversion are 

truly reflective of Australian farmers’ risk preferences, then risk would have only a small impact on 

the value of SCFs, as in other circumstances analysed by Pannell et al. (2000). 

Notwithstanding the above argument that risk can only effectively be analysed within a whole-farm 

approach, some field-level analyses that estimate the value of SCFs have included risk. Few of these 

(e.g., Pannell 1994) report the value of the risk aversion coefficient, and the few field-level studies 
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that report the effect of risk aversion on the value of a SCF (e.g., Hammer et al. 1996) show an inverse 

relationship (in this field level context, unlike more generally), so that the more risk averse is the 

farmer, the higher the value of the forecast.  

One way in which risk aversion has been rationalised in field-level analysis is in terms of applying a 

rule of thumb. In the decision related to how much nitrogen fertiliser to apply when sowing wheat, 

the rule that has been used in the analysis of valuing SCFs is that, “Nitrogen fertiliser is only applied if 

it is expected that the additional profit exceeds the N cost by a reasonable safety margin. For 

example, the targeted marginal gross margin is A$2 increase GM per each A$1 invested in N fertiliser 

(pers. comm. M. Robertson for the Western Australian wheat-belt, J. Kirkegaard for the eastern 

Australian wheat-belt, P. Carberry for the north-eastern Australian wheat-belt). This target might 

increase up to A$3 per A$1 of N in extreme low rainfall regions and with very risk averse farmers.” 

(Asseng et al. 2012a, p.68).  

It is worth considering this study more closely because it does highlight the impact of the particular 

assumed level of risk aversion on the estimated value of a SCF.   

“Other studies have also indicated that the value of a forecast is strongly dependent on the 

risk behaviour of a farmer (Cabrera et al., 2007; Letson et al., 2005). In our example of using 

the POAMA forecast for crop N management in Western Australia, the value of the forecast 

would be nil with assuming unrealistic  profit maximisation, but can become positive when 

considering a more realistic risk behaviour of about A$2 profit target for each A$1 invested in 

N fertiliser. In addition, the high sensitivity of the forecast value to input costs and wheat 

prices (Fig. 5) indicated that the value of the forecast strongly depends on these parameters 

(Cabrera et al., 2007; Hansen et al., 2009; Letson et al., 2005). Ignoring this sensitivity can give 

a misleading estimate of forecast value under different economic conditions.”    (Asseng et al. 

2012a, p. 71-72.) 

Clearly, in this instance, the level of risk aversion assumed has a dramatic effect on the estimated 

value of the SCF, and the concern is that Asseng et al. (2012a) may have (probably unknowingly) 

adopted a large value for their risk aversion level. Unfortunately, there is no indication in this study of 

the level of risk aversion implied by the use of the rule of thumb, A$2 profit target for each A$1 

invested in N fertiliser, except for the following: 

“The quantification of risk behaviour as profit target per investment is consistent with the 

relative risk aversion in agricultural decision making described by Hardaker et al. (2004a), as 

used by Cabrera et al. (2007) and Letson et al. (2005) in quantifying the value of seasonal 

forecasts.”  (Asseng et al. 2012a, p. 68).  

A similar approach was adopted by Monjardino et al. (2015), who do indicate the level of risk aversion 

that they have adopted: 

“The CARA [constant absolute risk aversion coefficient] coefficient typically varies between 

0.0 (risk neutral) and 0.0266 (very risk averse), based on the relative risk aversion scale of 0.0 

to 4.0 (Hardaker et al., 2004a, 2004b). Here, we use wider absolute risk aversion bounds, 

from 0.0 to 0.035, to give a better illustration of the impact of ranking alternatives (Hardaker 

et al., 2004a).”  (Monjardino et al. 2015, p. 111). 

In this instance, the value of constant absolute risk aversion of 0.035 seems extreme. To see this 

requires a small calculation. Let’s work out the absolute risk aversion coefficient for a farmer who 

owns a 1,000ha farm valued at $2 million4. Starting with the case where the relative risk aversion level 

                                                

4 This is not a particularly high value for such a farm. So the values that are determined in this paragraph for the level of 

risk aversion are at the upper limit of such values.  
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is 4.0, which Hardaker et al. (2004a, p. 102) regards as being “almost paranoid about risk”. Arrow 

(1965, p.33) showed that ra = rw/w, where ra is the absolute risk aversion coefficient, rw the relative 

risk aversion coefficient and w is the wealth of the farmer. So the absolute level of risk aversion at the 

farm level for the farmer who is almost paranoid about risk is 2.0x10-6. As shown by Raskin and 

Cochran (1986, p.207), you can simply divide by the number of hectares to obtain a value of the 

absolute risk aversion coefficient per ha (though they are concerned about the problems of whole-

farm effects that can be overlooked in such a calculation). So dividing this by 1,000 provides an 

estimate of the upper limit on the value per ha of the absolute risk aversion coefficient of 0.002. This 

is far below the value of 0.035. To obtain this latter value, the 1,000 ha farm must be worth only 

$114,000. The conclusion is that Monjardino et al. (2015) seem to have adopted too high a value for 

their absolute risk aversion coefficient. If Asseng et al. (2012a) have a similar issue then they may 

have considerably overestimated the value of the POAMA SCF. Their conclusion is as follows, but it 

should be treated with caution: 

 “When combined with other systems knowledge, the POAMA seasonal rainfall forecast can 

translate into about A$50 ha−1 of additional gross margins when used in N management 

decisions in wheat cropping. A realistic risk behaviour of farmer’s decision making and 

variations in input costs and wheat prices need to be considered when determining the 

benefits of using a forecast system for management decisions in agriculture.”   (Asseng et al. 

2012a, p. 68).  

The overall conclusions on risk are that (a) it should be regarded as a whole-farm phenomenon; (b) 

farmers may be less risk averse than is typically assumed; and (c) when risk analysis is applied in 

estimating the value of SCFs in field-level studies care should be taken to avoid overestimating the 

level of risk aversion, and hence overestimating the value of the SCFs. 

6. Research gaps 

Despite the achievements to date, there are still many gaps to be filled in this research area. Ash et al. 

(2007, p. 961) concluded, “Given the large influence that inter-annual rainfall variability has on 

agriculture in Australia and the key role that ocean temperatures have in driving this variability, there 

would appear to be considerable potential to capture value from seasonal forecasts. This is especially 

true for regions that are strongly affected by ENSO, which is a moderately predictable large scale 

ocean–atmosphere phenomenon. However, the current skill of forecasts in most regions is quite low 

and the relevance of forecasts to agricultural decisions and the way they are communicated does not 

encourage widespread confidence and adoption.” This sounds like a plea for three things: forecast 

skill, forecast relevance and good communication about how a forecast can assist farmers. The 

implied outcome in this statement is that before forecasts can have value, widespread adoption must 

be achieved. Examining closely the statement above of Ash et al., reveals that there must be quite a 

demanding ex post valuation of forecasts; one that echoes Murphy (1993) who argued that a good 

forecast must fulfil three aspects: consistency (or correspondence between the forecast and the 

forecaster’s judgement), quality (or correspondence between forecasts and observations) and value 

(or incremental benefits of forecast to users).  

The type of descriptive analysis implied by Ash et al. (2007) and Murphy (1993) is a most demanding 

method of valuing SCFs. There is little research of this type that surveys farmers and attempts to 

investigate how they make decisions using forecasts. Therefore, if it is desired to achieve this level of 

positive (as opposed to normative) analysis, the research gap is substantial. Nevertheless, it would be 

useful to have more stated-preference and revealed-preference studies.  

The bulk of the research into valuing SCFs in Australia has been normative. This is true whether the 

scale of the analysis has been regional/national, farm level or field level. These normative studies 
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develop a model of a stylised version of a farm situation. They then proceed to discover what would 

be the optimal decisions that a rational farmer should make in situations with and without the SCF. 

Then by observing the difference between expected returns (or expected returns plus risk or certainty 

equivalents), the value of the forecast is ascertained. 

Farm-level analyses can capture certain aspects of the real farm situation that are omitted from field-

level studies. These include the allocation of resources across a number of farm activities, the use of 

forecasts simultaneously in a number of farm activities, and a more reasonable handling of risk, 

particularly through diversification. This added realism in farm-level analyses means that SCFs can be 

valued more reasonable using such methods, and it seems a glaring oversight that there isn’t more 

research of this type. However, once again, few studies have been completed using such methods, 

and the research gap is substantial. Also, as noted above, many researchers find these methods 

complex. 

Turning to field-level studies, the major research gaps are related to the type of farm production that 

has been analysed. There are many studies on wheat, particularly related to determining the value of 

SCFs in the context of decisions related to the optimal amount of nitrogen to apply at sowing time. 

Consequently there is less need for further studies in this area compared with other areas of farm 

decision making.  

Considering the commodity/regions proposed in the Improved Use of Seasonal Forecasting to 

Increase Farmer Profitability Project (see Table 2), only one commodity/region (cereals – southern) 

has reasonable coverage, and even here the focus of valuation has not been on operational SCFs, or 

on decisions other than level of nitrogen fertiliser to apply. Both grain – northern and grain western 

could merit more studies valuing SCFs, particularly operational forecasts, and particularly analysing 

decisions other than nitrogen fertiliser application.  

These comments could be reiterated, but with more emphasis, for beef – southern, beef – northern, 

cotton, rice and sugar. For these commodities, the valuation of SCFs is at an embryonic stage. An 

example quote from just one area is representative, “Cane farmers could apply climate forecasts to 

improve their decision making across a range of management actions such as planting, harvesting, 

plough-out and the appropriate application of herbicides” (Osborne et al. 2011, p. 2).  

A final research gap is in the area of risk when valuing SCFs using field-level analyses. Section 5 covers 

this issue, urges some caution and suggests that research needs to investigate actual levels of risk 

aversion in Australian farm decision making, and how such behaviour towards risk can be represented 

in both farm-level and field-level analyses.  

7. Conclusions 

This review has shown that overall there is much research work still to be done if useful estimates of 

the value of SCFs for Australian agriculture are to be obtained. The acid test of value is whether 

producers are actually using SCFs to enhance the productivity of their farms, and if so in what 

manner. There are a range of challenges to undertaking robust ex post descriptive studies to answer 

these questions, not least of which concerns the variable nature of forecasts themselves and the 

rapid development of improved forecasts. More descriptive studies need to be done.  

Turning to normative research, it is clear that farm-level studies can represent farm situations more 

realistically than field-level studies. This is especially the case if risk is considered to be important, 

because risky decision making is essentially a whole-farm issue. Again, the scarcity of farm-level 

evaluations of SCFs is disappointing. 

Field-level studies form the lion’s share of research investigating the value of SCFs for Australian 

agriculture. The focus in such studies is on wheat, and particularly in relation to decisions about the 
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level of nitrogen fertiliser to apply. This emphasis is, perhaps, understandable, given the tractability of 

this wheat-fertiliser issue within the commonly-used simulation methods of agricultural science. 

Nevertheless, the outcome is a heavy bias towards one class of decision for a single crop. Much more 

research is warranted on SCF use in relation to beef, cotton, rice and sugar, and for a wider variety of 

farm decisions than just the level of nitrogen fertiliser to apply.  

Finally, the issue of risk is an area that needs further investigation. In field-level studies, the level of 

farmer risk aversion that is assumed influences the estimates of the value of SCFs. For the most part 

the studies reviewed gave no indication of the level of risk aversion that was embedded in them. 

Hence, there was little indication of the size of the risk effect on the value of the SCF. In addition, 

there is no well-considered manner of including risk in such (often) single crop analyses. These are 

reasons to be cautious about the estimates of the value of SCFs that are derived in such studies. The 

impact of risk on SCF valuation in field-level analyses and the appropriate was to include risk in such 

analyses are areas worthy of further research. 
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Appendix 1: Determinants of forecast value 

Application of the theory on information value to forecast valuation 

Seasonal climate forecasting is an information-based technology and so approaches to valuation face 

similar challenges to those of valuing information more generally. Eisgruber (1978) highlighted a number 

of challenges which included: a lack of market prices to suggest the value of public information systems 

(related to the characteristics of non-rivalry and non-excludability); the fact that information is not a 

physical good and therefore lacks concreteness that normally aids evaluation; that information systems do 

not have an impact that is observable in readily measured variables, implying that econometric techniques 

are likely to be of little assistance; and that public and private values of information may differ 

significantly. These challenges imply that attempts to value information must rely more on deductive 

rather than inductive processes.  

Theories of decision making under uncertainty provide the framework for considering how producers 

might use information like seasonal climate forecasts to make production decisions. Despite some failings, 

the Expected Utility (EU) model has developed over time as the standard economic framework for 

analysing decision problems under uncertainty, including information valuation. At the core of the EU 

model is the notion of lotteries. Given probabilities of different states of nature, choosing a particular 

action will result in a probability distribution or lottery of outcomes  (Moschini and Hennessy 2001). A von 

Neumann-Morgenstern utility function assigns preferences over these outcomes so that the action with 

the most preferred distribution of outcomes can be selected. 

The EU model draws a clear distinction between uncertainty about states and the attitude of the decision 

maker towards outcomes in these states (Robison et al. 1984). Uncertainty is reflected in the probabilities 

assigned, while attitudes towards outcomes are reflected in the utility function. A non-trivial restriction 

placed on risk preferences in the EU model is that utility is assumed to be state-independent so that a 

single utility function is assumed to apply across all states of nature. It is also easy to imagine cases where 

attitudes towards outcomes and risk may well depend on the state of nature rather than being 

independent of it. 

The way in which climate forecasts are assessed using the theory of information value is now outlined, 

drawing on the exposition of Hirshleifer and Riley  (1992). For simplicity it is assumed that risk is of a non-

sequential type and so the description refers to a single-stage problem.  

A farmer faces a choice between a set of acts (1,…,x…,X) which have different pay-offs depending on the 

occurrence of the future state of nature (1,…,s…,S). The farmer’s selection of an act x combined with 

nature’s selection of state s, results in the monetary outcome yxs. Under conditions of uncertainty, the 

farmer is assumed to hold a prior probability distribution that embodies all their initial knowledge about 

future states (s). The utility of the monetary outcome is denoted by u(yxs). The decision maker will choose 

whichever act has the highest expected utility: 

1 1 2 2
( )

Max ( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( )

( )

x x S xS
x

s xs
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U x u y u y u y

u y

  



   


    (A2.1) 

The optimal act is the act with highest utility (xo). It is referred to as the prior optimal act because it is the 

best act available prior to the arrival of further information. In studies of climate forecasts, xo is the act 

which provides the maximum level of utility under the prior probability distribution, often assumed to be 

historical climatic conditions. Assume now that a forecast f  becomes available providing information 

about the likely occurrence of state s. Forecast f  is just one forecast in a set of possible forecasts 

(1,…,f…,F) within the forecast system F. The farmer is assumed to process the forecast information and 

form a revised or posterior probability distribution over the occurrence of states. Given knowledge of the 

past performance of the forecaster, Bayes’ theorem can be used to obtain the posterior probability 

distribution s|f as follows: 
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        (A2.2) 

Where s|f  is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f, s is the prior probability of state s as 

before; and qf|s is the conditional probability (or likelihood) of forecast f, given state s. Although posterior 

probability distributions can be obtained from Bayes’ theorem, in practice statistical based forecast 

systems can directly provide posterior probabilities through hindcasting (Johnson and Holt 1997). The 

information required to derive posterior probabilities using this approach is contained in the joint 

distribution of the forecasts and observations (Wilks 1997).  

The posterior probabilities are an essential ingredient in the valuation of forecasts. After a particular 

forecast f  has been received, the decision maker determines the optimal action again using (A2.1), but 

now employing the posterior probabilities s|f , rather than the prior probabilities s. The revised 

calculation might lead to a different optimal action xf, normally referred to as the posterior optimal act or 

Bayes strategy. Adapting Hirshleifer and Riley (1992), the expected value of forecast f  can be defined as:  

( ; ) ( ; )f f s| f o s| fV U x U x          (A2.3) 

The value of a particular forecast f  is calculated as the utility of the posterior optimal act less the utility of 

the prior optimal act when that forecast is issued. The gain in expected utility must be non-negative 

otherwise xf could not have truly been the optimal act based on the posterior probabilities. Forecast f 

could have zero value in the event that the posterior probabilities led to no change in the optimal act.  

The value of a single forecast (Vf) is important, but decision makers are generally not able to either 

purchase or selectively invest their time in understanding a single forecast. Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) 

noted, ‘one cannot purchase a given message, but only a message service’ (p.180). The true measure of 

economic value is the value derived from the use of the entire forecast system. The distinction between 

the value of a single forecast versus the value of an entire forecast system is important. A single forecast 

with high skill might be particularly valuable, but may in fact add little to the overall value of a forecast 

system, if it issued very infrequently. The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of 

all forecasts by the frequency with which each forecast occurs qf ( 1.0 f

f

q  ) as given below: 

[ ( ; ) ( ; )]F f f f | f o | f

f f

V V q U x U x         (A2.4) 

The value of an individual forecast Vf  is non-negative5 and so the value of the entire forecast system VF  

must also be non-negative, at least prior to considering any cost of accessing the forecast system. The 

total value of the forecast system is summed over all states and all forecasts. Each posterior optimal act is 

implemented in line with the probability of its associated forecast occurrence qf. Note that if xf  = xo  for all 

f, then the climate forecast system F has no value because decisions have not been changed in light of any 

of the forecasts.  

The value of the forecast system can also be directly stated in terms of outcomes. If y*
s f  denotes farm 

income in state s resulting from implementing the posterior optimal act xf, and y*
so denotes the 

corresponding farm income from implementing the prior optimal act xo, then the value of a single forecast 

can be written as: 

* *( ) ( )f s| f s f s so

s s

V u y u y          (A2.5) 

                                                

5 While the expected value of an individual forecast Vf is non-negative, the actual value of a forecast in any year can be either 

negative or positive depending on whether the predicted state was consistent with the actual state. Over the long term 

however, the value of a skilful climate forecast (one that provides more information than the underlying climatology) is non-

negative.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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And the value of an entire the forecast system can be written as: 

* *( ) ( )F s| f f sf s so

f s s

V q u y u y         (A2.6) 

The value of the forecast system is the difference in expected utility with and without the system. The left 

side of equation (A2.6) calculates the utility with the forecast system, while the right side calculates the 

utility without the forecast system.  

The risk attitude held by a decision maker is reflected in their utility function. If risk neutrality is assumed, 

as is commonly the case, then VF will represent the monetary value of the forecast. If this is not the case, 

then valuing the forecast requires that the difference in utility be converted to its certainty equivalent, the 

maximum amount of money the decision maker could give up and remain just as well off without the 

forecast (Baquet et al. 1976).  

The above highlights the main assumptions underlying the economic theory of information value, and can 

be summarised as: 

i)  decision makers hold prior probabilities about the likelihood of climatic states;  

ii) there are consequences or pay-offs arising from taking certain actions under each state;  

iii)  decision makers are able to rank alternative pay-offs according to their own set of preferences; 

and 

iv)  the availability of forecast information leads to a revision of prior probabilities to create posterior 

probabilities.  

A diagrammatic representation of forecast value 

A particular benefit of focussing on states of nature, consistent with the state-contingent approach, is that 

the effects of uncertainty can be represented more intuitively through the use of diagrams. The following 

diagrammatic representation of climate forecasts is used as a reference point to discuss the determinants 

of forecast value. 

Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) illustrated the value of information in a two-state world (s = 1, 2) with three 

possible acts (x = 1, 2, 3). This example can be adapted to the valuation of seasonal climate forecasts and 

is illustrated in Figure A2.1. The expected utilities of the acts, assumed here to be alternative crops6, are 

shown by their respective pay-off lines marked x1, x2 and x3. The slope of each line illustrates how the 

expected utility of each act changes between the two states. In this example, the states refer to rainfall, 

with state 1 being low rainfall and state 1 being high. The utility of x1 (e.g., a hydroponic crop) is totally 

unaffected by the state conditions and is therefore represented by a horizontal line. In contrast, x2, and x3 

are crops reliant on rainfall and their respective utilities vary depending on the state of nature. The utility 

of x3 varies markedly and can be thought of as a crop that is highly moisture sensitive that performs well 

in a wet state, but fails in a dry state. 

The horizontal axis shows the increasing probability of state 1 (1), the dry state, moving from 0 on the 

extreme left to 1 on the extreme right. The probability of state 2 (2), the wet state, is simply the inverse 

of 1 (i.e., 2 = 1- 1). Prior to the introduction of a forecast, the decision about which crops to grow is 

made on the basis or the prior probability denoted by . The act with the highest utility is x1 and yields 

expected utility shown by point G. 

The introduction of a seasonal climate forecast can be pictured as follows. The forecast system F can 

generate two possible forecasts f = f1, f2. Each forecast leads to a posterior probability vector. If forecast f1 

is received, the posterior probability becomes  | f 1 ( 1| f 1,  2| f1) and the optimal decision shifts from x1, 

                                                

6 In complex dryland farming environments, the utility maximising choice typically involves the selection of a portfolio of 

crops or enterprises rather than the choice of single crops as indicated here. Nevertheless, the same concepts apply to the 

illustration of how seasonal climate forecasts offer economic value to farmers. 
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to x2. The expected utility of this decision is indicated by the height of point D. The ex post utility gain over 

x1 (Vf 1) is equal to DL, reflecting the probability-weighted average of the gain SR, when state 1 occurs, and 

the loss NA, when state 2 occurs.  

 

(Source: adapted from Hirshleifer and Riley 1992) 

Figure A2.1: The economic value of information 

Similarly, if forecast f2  is received, the posterior probability becomes ( 1| f 2, 2| f 2) and the optimal 

decision shifts from x1, to x3. Expected utility is indicated by the height of point C. The ex post utility gain 

over x1 (Vf 2) is equal to CK, reflecting the probability-weighted average of the gain MN, when state 2 

occurs, and the loss RT, when state 1 occurs. The value of the whole forecast system F (VF) is the gain in 

expected utility, represented by EG lying above the point  on the horizontal axis.  

Determinants of information value 

Of particular interest to scientists involved in the development and extension of climate forecasts is how 

the value of a system is influenced by attributes of the forecast and attributes of the decision maker’s 

environment. In a seminal work on the economic value of information, Hilton (1981) synthesised some 

general results about the determinants of value for any information system. He proposed that the value of 

information is dependent on the following four factors:  

i) structure of the decision set (acts 1,…,x,…,X) (equivalent to flexibility); 

ii) structure of the pay-off function, composed of the outcome function yxs (representing the 
decision maker’s technology and environment) and the utility function u (representing the 
decision maker’s preferences towards risky outcomes);  

iii) the degree of uncertainty in prior knowledge s; and 

iv) the decision maker’s perception of the mapping from the states of nature s to the set of forecasts  
f . Perceptions are encoded in the likelihood function qf|s and through Bayes’ theorem into the 

posterior probability s|f. 
Attributes of the decision environment are captured in i), ii), and iii), whereas the attributes of the 

information (attributes of the forecast here) are captured within iv). Hilton found that only the attributes 

of the information system itself (such as skill, timeliness, etc,) have a consistent effect on the value of 

information. So while attributes of the decision environment, factors that are external to the information 
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system, can have a large influence on the value of information, their effect is not consistent. The 

economic intuition behind some of Hilton’s findings is discussed below.  

Attributes of the climate forecast 

The most obvious and important determinant of the value of an information system is the characteristics 

of the information system itself. The main characteristics of climate forecast systems assessed in the 

literature relate to skill. A skilful climate forecast offers an improvement in predictability over using the 

climatological record of past rainfall. Skill is a relative term that is used to indicate an improvement in 

accuracy, where accuracy refers to the level of agreement between the forecast and a set of observations. 

The effects of improving forecast skill is illustrated in Figure A2.2 through an extension of the earlier 

example given in Figure A2.1. 

There are two forecast systems F and F̂ , each capable of producing two forecasts of the climatic state. 

The initial forecast system F results in posterior probabilities of  | f 1 and  | f 2 (small dash lines) as per the 

earlier example. An alternative forecast system F̂  results in posterior probabilities of ̂ | f 1 and ̂ | f 2 

(larger dash lines). The alternative forecast system F̂  is more skilful than the initial forecast system F 

because both its forecasts lie closer to the respective y-axes. Note that the y-axes represent probabilities 

of 1.0 for each state, a case of certainty in other words. The posterior probability ̂ | f 1 lies to the right of 

 | f 1 and the posterior probability ̂ | f 2 lies to the left of  | f2. Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) point out that 

when the posterior probabilities associated with one forecast system bracket those of another, such a 

system can be defined as being ‘more conclusive’ (more certain). 

In comparison to the utility derived from the posterior probabilities of the initial forecast system, points C 

and D, the use of ̂ | f 1 leads to the higher utility of D' when a forecast of state 1 is issued and a higher 

utility of C' when a forecast of state 2 is issued. The use of the more skilful climate forecast of F̂  results in 

expected utility of GK which exceeds the expected utility of forecast system F with expected utility of GE. 

Net improvement is given by EK which can be interpreted as the marginal gain of improved forecast skill.  

An important consequence of the bracketing condition observed by Hirshleifer and Riley (1992), is that a 

more skilful forecast (termed ‘more informative’) like F̂  leads to a higher expected utility that forecast 

system F, even when the posterior optimal actions remain unchanged from F. That is, two forecast 

systems may lead to exactly the same choice of actions, as shown in Figure A2.2, but one forecast system 

can be more valuable than another if there is lower risk associated with its use. The reason is that there is 

a smaller risk of posterior error (choosing the wrong action) associated with using the more skilful climate 

forecast. In the event that a more skilful climate forecast also leads to a further change in a decision, 

relative to the less skilful climate forecast, then the gain in utility will be even greater.  
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(Source: adapted from Hirshleifer and Riley 1992) 

Figure A2.2: Effect of forecast skill on forecast value  

In addition to the issue of forecast skill, it is also evident that any factor which influences the location of 

prior and posterior probabilities shown in Figure A2.2, has the potential to influence forecast value. The 

communication of forecast probabilities has been raised as a particular challenge to the use of climate 

forecasts (Barrett 1998; Mjelde et al. 1998; Nicholls 1999; Hansen 2002). McIntosh et al. (2005, p. 4288) 

for example, suggested that ‘failure to incorporate the probabilistic nature of forecasts into decision 

making leads to a lack of faith in their reliability’. Lack of confidence in forecast probabilities can be 

viewed as the posterior probabilities,  | f 1 and  | f 2, lying closer to the prior probability   than they 

would otherwise be. Forecast value is necessarily lower when this is the case.  

It is also evident from Figure A2.2, that the location of the prior probabilities will influence forecast value. 

The direction of influence depends on the direction of bias contained within the subjective probabilities. 

For a decision maker that held prior probabilities that overstated the historical occurrence of dry state, a 

forecast of a dry state would represent less of a shift away from their prior optimal act and therefore be of 

less value. A wet forecast would be more valuable for the same decision maker. Note that this is not an 

argument in favour of objective probabilities, just an indication that any difference between climatological 

probabilities and subjective probabilities, for whatever reason, will influence the extent of value derived 

by decision makers and the accuracy of any assessments of forecast value.  

Attributes of the decision environment 

As was the case with improvements in forecast skill, a focus on the underlying states of nature provides a 

more intuitive explanation of the effects of the decision environment on forecast value. One of Hilton’s  

(1981) determinants of information value was decision flexibility, defined as the range of possible acts 

available. One could expect flexibility to be positively correlated to forecast value because there are more 

acts to choose from in response to a forecast. This may be true in many cases, but is not true absolutely. 

Like other attributes of the decision environment, Hilton concluded that there was no consistent 

relationship between forecast value and decision flexibility. Greater decision flexibility using Hirshleifer 

and Riley’s two-state world is illustrated in Figure A2.3.  

The initial situation is assumed to be one where there are just two possible acts, x1 and x2. An increase in 

flexibility in the decision environment is represented by the introduction of a third act, x3. In each 
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instance, the value of the whole forecast system F (VF), prior to the introduction of the new act, is the 

weighted gain in expected utility and is shown as GE in Figure A2.3 a and b. 

In the first case (Figure A2.3a), the new act x3 increases forecast value. Prior to the introduction of x3, the 

prior optimal act is x1. The forecast system F results in posterior probabilities of  | f 1 and  | f 2, with total 

utility obtained from forecast use indicated by point E. The new act, x3, provides a high level of utility 

when state 1 occurs. With this new act, a skilful forecast of state 1 now becomes highly valuable. There is 

a sharp increase in overall forecast value which increases from GE to GH.  

In the second case (Figure A2.3b), the new act x3 leads to a decrease in forecast value. Act x3  has a similar 

level of utility in each state and becomes  optimal across a range of probability levels, including the prior 

probability level . Introduction of x3 results in a decline in forecast value from GE to GH. The stability of 

utility offered by x3 in the two states means that the decision maker is less affected by variations in state 

conditions. Naturally, the decision maker now gains less from a forecast of those conditions. As a special 

case of a decrease in forecast value, it is also possible that the introduction of a new act could remove all 

forecast value. This could be pictured in Figure A2.3b by the introduction of a new act that had an 

expected utility line that sat above all other acts. The new act in this case would therefore dominate all 

other acts. Normative studies of climate forecast value have found that in some instances a single act 

dominates all other acts. No value can be derived from forecast use when this is the case.  

 
(a)  New act – increase in forecast value 

 

 
(b)  New act – decrease in forecast value 
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(source: adapted from Hirshleifer and Riley 1992) 

Figure A2.3: Effect of decision flexibility on forecast value 

Hilton describes other attributes of the decision environment that influence value including the pay-off 

function, comprising the outcome function and the utility function. The outcome function incorporates 

the farmer’s technology and environment, which critically determines the sensitivity of acts to climatic 

conditions in each state. The slope of the pay-off lines in Figures A2.1 to A2.3 reflects this sensitivity of 

acts. It is apparent that any factor which influences the slope of the pay-off lines of each act can have 

implications for forecast value. In a farm context, this opens up the scope for forecast value to be 

influenced by a large array of biophysical (soil types, soil moisture, rotations) and economic factors 

(technologies, prices). The varying influence of these factors is borne out in the results of normative 

studies discussed in the next section.  

Another feature of the pay-off function refers to the risk preferences of decision makers, as reflected in 

the utility function. Intuitively, one could think that risk-averse decision makers would gain more from 

information that reduces uncertainty about the future. Again, Hilton dismisses such generalities by 

concluding that there is no monotonic relationship between risk aversion and information value. Whether 

a risk-averse decision maker gains more or less from forecast use than a risk-neutral decision maker, 

depends on the variability of pay-offs from actions taken with and without the forecast (Hirshleifer and 

Riley 1992).  

An informal explanation of the impact of risk aversion can be offered with reference to Figure A2.3. The 

key to the explanation is to recall that risk-averse decision makers have a preference for more stable 

returns over less stable returns. The stability of state returns or pay-offs is indicated by the slope of the 

pay-off lines in Figures A2.1 to A2.3. Accordingly, forecasts which favour the selection of acts with steeper 

pay-off lines (for example, x3  in Figure A2.3a) than the prior optimal act will be less valued by risk-averse 

decision makers compared to risk-neutral decision makers. Conversely, forecasts which favour the 

selection of acts with flatter pay-off lines (for example, x3  in Figure A2.3b) than the prior optimal act will 

be more valued by risk-averse decision makers. The reason underlying both cases, is that risk-averse 

decision makers prefer acts with less dispersed state pay-offs, and are willing to trade-off some portion of 

the pay-off for a greater level of certainty.  

The situation becomes more complex, but still intuitive, when it is recognised that the prior optimal act 

may in fact differ between the risk-averse and risk-neutral decision maker referred to above. A strongly 

risk-averse decision maker will have a prior optimal act with a low dispersion of pay-offs (a flat pay-off 

line). A forecast of an adverse state may have limited value in this case, because such a forecast would 

simply tend to reinforce the conservative prior optimal act. Conversely, a forecast of a favourable state 

may trigger a more substantial response when compared against the prior optimal act and be of more 
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value. Consequently, whether a risk-averse decision maker gains more or less from forecast use depends 

critically on the riskiness of actions taken with and without the forecast.  

These examples also highlight that in many real decision contexts there is likely to be a complex interplay 

between forecast skill, decisions and economic value. This becomes important when considering the 

findings of normative studies, particularly in attempting to draw generalisations from the literature.  
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Appendix 2: Factors affecting the value of climate forecasts  

The theoretical analysis of Appendix 2 points to three practical considerations requiring our attention in 

the valuation of SCFs. These are attributes of the forecast, attributes of the decision environment and 

degree of uncertainty in the prior probabilities. In this appendix, the influence of each of these three 

factors in determining the value of SCFs is reviewed. 

Attributes of the forecast that influence value 

Several studies have focused on how attributes of the forecast influence value, with the objective of 

informing potential improvements in climate forecasts (Brown et al. 1986; Easterling and Mjelde 1987; 

Mjelde et al. 1988; Mazzocco et al. 1992; Mjelde et al. 1993; Mjelde et al. 1997). Together, these forecast 

attributes can be loosely interpreted as aspects of forecast quality. There are different measures of 

forecast quality identified in the literature but no single quantitative measure (for instance, entropy) can 

capture all the quality attributes associated with a forecast (Mjelde et al. 1993). Skill and timeliness are 

the two quality attributes that have received most attention in the literature.   

Forecast skill 

Most attention to forecast quality has been directed towards understanding how forecast skill affects 

forecast value. Normative studies of operational climate forecasts implicitly value the level of skill 

contained in the forecasts. The level of skill is reflected in the conditional probabilities derived from the 

joint occurrence of states and forecasts. A common approach to considering an improvement in forecast 

skill has been simply to assume the availability of a perfect forecast. The value of the perfect forecast is 

compared against the value of the existing forecast to gain a perspective on the upper bound on the value 

of improvement. A perfect forecast, in the context of Figure A2.1, is one that has posterior probabilities 

that coincide with the two vertical axes.  

Although a number of normative studies assess the value of a perfect forecast, there is divergence about 

the definition of ‘perfect’. Some studies using biophysical simulation ( Hammer et al. 1996; Carberry et al. 

2000) take a perfect forecast to mean full knowledge of climatic conditions and agricultural production, 

which is perhaps an optimistic assessment of even a perfect forecast system. In other cases, a perfect 

forecast system is defined as having perfect information about the ENSO phase (El Nino, La Nina and 

neutral) ( Messina et al. 1999; Hill et al. 2000; Jones et al. 2000; Letson et al. 2005), which is imperfectly 

related to seasonal rainfall. Another interpretation of a perfect forecast is one that gives perfect 

information about a particular rainfall state, for example, tercile categories (Brown et al. 1986; Easterling 

and Mjelde 1987; Mjelde and Cochran 1988; Mazzocco et al. 1992; Mjelde et al. 1996; Mjelde and Hill 

1999). Variable definitions of a perfect forecast also provide a variable guide about the upper bound on 

the value of climate forecasts. 

In addition to variable definitions used in the literature, an obvious problem with the notion of a perfect 

forecast is that it can never practically be achieved, even with the potential allocation of substantial 

resources. Although a perfect forecast is useful from the perspective of placing an upper bound on the 

value of forecasting technologies, the elimination of climatic uncertainty is unlikely to be technically, let 

alone economically, feasible. Estimates of either current value of forecasts, or the value of hypothetical 

perfect forecasts, only provide part of the information required to make decisions about whether services 

should be enhanced or reduced. From an economic perspective, the relevant information concerns the 

marginal economic benefits associated with incremental improvements in forecast skill. The marginal 

benefit of improved forecast skill was previously denoted as the line segment EK in Figure A2.2. A number 

of studies (Brown et al. 1986; Mjelde and Cochran 1988; Mazzocco et al. 1992; Mjelde et al. 1993; Mjelde 

et al. 1997) addressed forecast skill in a systematic fashion.  

Timeliness (or lead-time) 

Many farm decisions are time dependent. Only a few studies (Easterling and Mjelde 1987; Mjelde et al. 

1988; Mjelde and Dixon 1993) have investigated the sensitivity of forecast value to timeliness. Mjelde and 

Dixon (1993) assessed the value of timeliness in respect to corn production in Illinois. They found that 

there was a trade-off between forecast skill and timeliness, with less skilful forecasts received earlier 
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found to be more valuable than a more skilful forecast received later. Timeliness also appears to be a 

major constraint to forecast use in Australia with the skill of operational forecast systems generally 

peaking around July, a time after which the main winter cropping decisions have already been made. 

Despite this, in the Australian literature, only Crean et al. (2015) have investigated the value arising from 

improvements in timeliness.  

Attributes of the decision environment 

Flexibility in the decision set 

Existing normative studies have concentrated on a relatively narrow set of responses to climate forecasts 

regarding individual crop management. The most heavily studied area is the usefulness of climate 

forecasts in managing nitrogen and cultivar selection in wheat management (Hammer et al. 1996; 

Marshall et al. 1996; Hill et al. 2000; Meza and Wilks 2003; Lythgoe et al. 2004; Robinson and Butler 

2002). Wheat management studies have proven particularly popular in Australia and are generally 

undertaken at a field-level utilising crop simulation. 

Hilton noted that there was no general monotonic relationship between action flexibility (i.e., the number 

of actions) and information value. This lack of generality occurs because greater flexibility influences 

optimal actions both with and without a climate forecast. Although there is no monotonic relationship, 

the representation of the decision environment, including the range of decision options available to 

farmers, will influence the accuracy of forecast valuations 

Mjelde et al. (1997) raised two important related points. First, that a number of decision types (e.g., crop 

areas, crop varieties, inputs) must be modelled to capture the value of climate forecasts. And second, 

integrated rather than partial analyses are required if climate forecasts are to be valued correctly because 

changes in one decision type may over-ride the need to change other decision types. Mjelde et al. (1997) 

explored this issue by considering a range of potential forecast responses including crop area allocation, 

nitrogen use and participation in the US federal farm program and crop insurance activities. Across 

different levels of forecast skill, they found that farm profits improved the most from changes in crop area 

allocation followed by nitrogen levels, farm program and crop insurance decisions. They found that an 

erroneous conclusion would be reached if decision options were valued separately and then summed, 

compared to considering all options simultaneously.  

Meza et al. (2008) also noted that there was a tendency in past studies to constrain decisions influenced 

by a forecast to those that could be readily simulated with biophysical crop models. They suggested that it 

wasn’t clear whether the salient decision options determine the modelling tools used or whether it is the 

availability of the modelling tools that influence the type of decisions assessed. It is important for further 

research to consider a broader range of decisions potentially influenced by climate forecasts and at a 

minimum consider issues of enterprise choice and input levels concurrently. 

Structure of the pay-off function 

As proposed by Hilton (1981), the value of information will be affected by the decision maker’s technology 

and environment (represented by the outcome function yxs) and decision makers’ preferences over 

outcomes (represented by the utility function u). The outcome function has potentially many attributes. 

How past studies of climate forecasts have addressed these attributes, including the sequential nature of 

risk, scope of agricultural activities, variability in the production environment, farm-level constraints and 

environmental effects are discussed first. The utility function is discussed last and concerns how studies of 

climate forecasts have considered risk attitudes.  

Sequential nature of risk 
As discussed in Chapter 3, agricultural situations frequently allow scope for farmers to respond to risks 

sequentially within the decision process. There is broad support among economists for the idea that 

models of farm behaviour typically need to consider tactical choices that arise as the season unfolds 

(Antle 1983; Hardaker et al. 1991; Kingwell et al. 1993; Pannell et al. 2000; Just 2003; Hardaker et al. 

2004a).  
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With few exceptions ( Mjelde et al. 1988; Mazzocco et al. 1992; Marshall et al. 1996), studies of forecast 

value assume that climate risk is of a non-sequential type and only arises after all decisions have been 

made. Farmers are modelled as passive recipients of the outcomes in each state of nature and are unable 

to make state-contingent responses to either enhance the outcomes of favourable seasons or reduce the 

impacts of unfavourable seasons. Normative studies of forecast value are most often single period 

problems with technology represented by a stochastic production function. The technology is fixed and 

climatic conditions enter the production function as a stochastic variable. 

When risk is assumed to be non-sequential, variations of the expected value approach are commonly 

adopted. One variation relies on the simulation of agricultural production to enumerate the economic 

outcomes of all possible decisions (at a paddock-level) across all possible climatic states. Arranging the 

resulting data by forecast category (e.g., rainfall terciles, ENSO phase, SOI phase) allows the most 

profitable decisions for each forecast category to be determined manually. Another variation of the 

expected value approach is to use  mathematical programming (MP) model to determine the optimal set 

of decisions for each forecast category based on the value of expected production parameters (e.g., 

expected crop yield). From this point forward, both variations are essentially the same and require that 

the optimal set of decisions for each forecast is implemented in line with the occurrence of each forecast. 

The value from this with-forecast strategy is then compared against the returns of the without-forecast 

strategy to compute forecast value.  

In both of these variations, the approach to uncertainty is to actually remove it from the decision problem. 

Optimal decisions in response to a forecast are determined by either evaluating the outcomes of all 

possible decisions (simulation), or by selecting expected values and then solving a regular deterministic 

problem (optimisation). Either of these variations negate the opportunity that farmers have to adopt 

state-contingent responses to uncertainty. They fail to recognise the sequential nature of risk.  

Variability in the production environment 

Past studies of climate forecasts in cropping environments have shown that forecast value is sensitive to 

levels of starting soil moisture (Marshall et al. 1996; Messina et al. 1999; Robinson and Butler 2002; Meza 

and Wilks 2003). The studies of Marshall et al. (1996) and Messina et al. (1999) found that higher forecast 

values were associated with higher soil moisture, whereas the study of Meza and Wilks (2003) found 

forecast value to be higher when soil moisture was lower.  

Forecast value has also been found to be sensitive to crop prices (Mjelde et al. 1988; Mjelde et al. 1997; 

Jones et al. 2000; Letson et al. 2005), but there is no consistent directional effect. Changes in relative crop 

prices in some instances will act in a way that expands the decision set and offer greater scope for 

forecast value. In other cases, changes in crop prices will lead to dominant farm strategies that will 

remain, with or without the forecast, and hence offer no scope for forecast value.  

These apparent inconsistencies in forecast value can be explained with reference to Figures A2.1 to A2.3 

above. Changes in factors external to the forecast, like soil moisture and crop prices, influence the slope 

and positioning of expected pay-off lines of each act. This in turn changes the utility derived from different 

acts in each climatic states. In some instances, these changes will steepen the trade-off between 

outcomes in each state, and in other cases, tend to flatten the trade-off. The value derived from forecast 

use depends in part on the magnitude of these trade-offs. At one extreme, perfectly horizontal pay-off 

lines dictate that a forecast has no value irrespective of its level of skill. At the other, near vertical pay-off 

lines imply that even a small shift in state probabilities will be associated with large forecast value. 

Farm-level constraints 
Outcome functions can be specified at either a field or a farm-level. Field-level studies are more common 

in the literature and this creates difficulties in handling constraints to forecast use often identified in 

descriptive studies. Many of these constraints often apply at a whole farm-level rather than at a field-

level. In addition, to the extent that farming systems are important, optimal decisions about management 
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at a field-level are likely to be different from the optimal decision for a whole farm when interactions 

between activities are considered.  

Economic production theory dictates that the profit maximising level of input use for an individual 

enterprise will only be consistent with maximising farm profits when inputs are not limited (Doll and 

Orazem 1984). Field-level approaches may either constrain (because different types of decisions are not 

considered) or exaggerate (constraints to forecast use are not recognised) forecast value. Most Australian 

studies have been at a field-level. Exceptions are Parton (1979), Parton et al. (1981), Byerlee and 

Anderson (1982), Marshall et al. (1996) and Peterson and Fraser (2001).  

Studies in the US ( Mjelde et al. 1996; Mjelde et al. 1997; Hill et al. 2000; Jones et al. 2000) and Argentina 

(Messina et al. 1999; Jones et al. 2000; Letson et al. 2005) have more routinely adopted whole-farm 

approaches, perhaps because crop area allocation was the main decision being considered. In general, 

many of these studies have placed very few constraints on the ability of farmers to respond to forecasts 

other than a general land constraint. Issues like rotational effects, variations in land quality and labour 

constraints were not considered and hence farm flexibility, and perhaps forecast value, might have been 

overstated in these studies. 

Environmental effects 
The scope of the outcome function assumed in climate forecast studies routinely only considers 

production effects. There is some suggestion that climate forecasts could also be valuable in minimising 

land degradation because of the role that climate variability plays in environmental problems. Its been 

proposed that groundwater accessions driving dryland salinity in Australia are in most cases an 

intermittent feature resulting from an interaction between land management and intense rainfall periods 

(Howden et al. 2002; Keating et al. 2002).  

Traditional climate risk management strategies such as long-fallows are often singled out as strategies that 

can lead to either runoff or deep drainage and associated problems of soil erosion and salinity. Land 

degradation might be reduced if improved seasonal forecasts reduced the riskiness of practices like 

opportunistic cropping. These practices utilise soil moisture and can reduce deep drainage episodes, but 

are also regarded as more risky. Mjelde et al. (1998) made the observation that there has been little 

research on how the use of climate forecasts might affect the environment.  

Risk aversion 
Some studies have assessed the effect of risk aversion on the value of a forecast by the specification of a 

utility function. There have been different approaches taken to the treatment of risk in the evaluation of 

climate forecasts. Marshall et al. (1996) described four ways in which risk attitudes have been accounted 

for in previous studies of climate forecast value: 

i) Ignore it by assuming risk neutrality and hence a goal of maximising expected monetary gains ( 
Brown et al. 1986; Mjelde et al. 1988; Mazzocco et al. 1992; Mjelde and Dixon 1993; Bowman et 
al. 1995; Hill et al. 2000); 

ii) Specify a utility function based on previous research (Byerlee and Anderson 1982; Marshall et al. 
1996; Mjelde et al. 1997; Jones et al. 2000; Meza et al. 2003; Letson et al. 2005); 

iii) Use stochastic efficiency criteria to avoid the need to specify a utility function (Mjelde and 
Cochran 1988); and 

iv) Directly elicit a farmer’s utility function (Baquet et al. 1976) 
Agricultural economists might have overstated the importance of risk aversion at the expense of 

representing other aspects of farming systems. The majority of farm-level studies have assumed risk 

neutrality with an objective of maximising expected monetary gains. In developed countries at least, this 

assumption might not be problematic. This is less the case in developing countries, although even here, 

some of the descriptive literature on forecast value suggests that an important limit to forecast use is 

access to resources rather than risk aversion per se (Glantz 1977). 
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Some field-based studies have invented another way of dealing with risk attitudes by attempting to 

redefine risk as failure of per hectare returns to reach some subjectively determined level ( Messina et al. 

1999; Hammer et al. 2000; Lythgoe et al. 2004). In these studies, outputs are placed into mean-variance 

(E-V) style space7 to determine risk efficient frontiers, with the mean return plotted on the y-axis and risk 

plotted on the x-axis. However, given their partial nature, it is unclear how such measures might be 

informative, either to researchers or farmers. If it is to be considered at all, risk appears to be an issue that 

should be considered at whole-farm rather than a field-level (Hardaker et al. 2004a).  

Generally only those studies adopting approach ii) are capable of providing insights into possible influence 

of risk aversion on forecast value (Byerlee and Anderson 1982; Marshall et al. 1996; Messina et al. 1999; 

Jones et al. 2000; Letson et al. 2005). Byerlee and Anderson (1982) found that forecast value was 

significantly affected by risk attitude and that risk attitude may make some types of forecasts more 

valuable than others. For example, if farmers were risk-averse in their fodder conservation decisions, they 

are likely to benefit more from forecasts of wetter conditions than those of drier conditions. Marshall et 

al. (1996) found that risk aversion did influence forecast value, but that it did not have a consistent effect 

on the value of the forecast system across different sets of planting conditions. In contrast, Jones et al. 

(2000) found that forecast value increased with the level of risk aversion and as the level of assumed 

initial wealth declined. Messina et al. (1999) and Letson et al. (2005) found that forecast value increased 

when moving from risk neutrality to low levels of risk aversion, but then declined again under higher levels 

of risk aversion. The latter could be a consequence of highly conservative decision making within the 

model when high risk aversion levels are adopted. Taken together, the findings generally confirm Hilton’s 

thesis that there is no monotonic relationship between risk aversion and information value.  

Degree of uncertainty in prior probabilities 

The decision maker’s initial uncertainty is represented by the prior probabilities (s) that hold over 

uncertain states (s) prior to the introduction of new information. Previous studies of climate forecast 

value have frequently used historical climate data to represent the subjective prior probabilities held by 

decision makers about future climatic states. The acceptance of historical frequencies in decision analysis 

as the basis for prior probabilities ‘involves a strong subjective presumption that the historical structure is 

unchanged and is relevant to the specific planning period under review’  (Anderson et al. 1977, p.70).  

Hardaker et al. (2004a, p.62) note that ‘there is usually some doubt about the relevance of historical data 

due to differences in time and space between the data themselves and the outcomes of interest’.  

A presumption of climate forecast studies is that decision makers are fully aware of the climatic data and 

rely exclusively on it in order to form their prior probabilities. Key questions also arise as to whether 

decision makers consider the full climatic record (often over 100 years) or consider a subset of the data 

relating to a more recent period that they subjectively assess as more relevant. Some of the psychological 

literature suggests that more recent experiences have a greater bearing on decision making than more 

distant experiences. Tversky and Kahneman (1974) showed that individuals may not accurately assess 

historical frequencies and this could lead to the use of different prior probabilities in decision making. An 

agricultural example of the influential nature of recent experiences on the formation of probabilities is 

provided by Lindner and Gibbs (1990). They found that farmers' perceptions of yield probabilities of new 

varieties were influenced by the nature of recent production years. The issue of climate change, 

particularly in a highly variable rainfall environment like that of Australia, raises legitimate issues about 

how farmers form their prior probabilities. Any factor which influences the prior probabilities held by 

decision makers has an implication for forecast value. 

The impacts of different prior probabilities on the value of climate forecasts have been investigated in a 

limited number of studies. Mazzocco (1992) incorporated subjective prior probabilities into a decision 

model that were slightly different from their historical probabilities. The use of ambiguous priors resulted 

in slightly different fertiliser decisions relative to historical priors and the overall value of the climate 

                                                

7 More precisely: mean-negative-deviation-below-target space. 
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forecast was found to be higher. Mjelde and Cochran (1988) adopted an extreme scenario where the 

decision maker was assumed to believe that the previous seasons’ climatic conditions would re-occur in 

the imminent season. The use of this naïve prior increased the value of the forecast.  

Some care should be taken in the interpretation of these results. Part of the forecast value being 

estimated actually reflects the value of decision makers possessing more informed prior probabilities. In 

these instances, the value being attributed to climate forecasts is not dependent on the availability of 

climate forecasts, but rather on a better understanding of the climatology. There may be lower cost ways 

of reducing uncertainty about prior probabilities than the use of climate forecasts.  
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2   

 Executive summary   

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.  

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the value of SCFs to the management of dryland cotton farms. The key 

decision identified by industry was whether to leave the field for fallow or plant cotton, and if so, 

when and to what skip row. The timing of this decision was early October for a rainfall forecast 

from November to February. Rainfall over this period can have an important influence on crop 

production. A skilful seasonal climate forecast is potentially valuable if it helps farmers make a 

different cotton planting decision compared with the decision made based on historical average 

rainfall. Five potential options were considered: fallow, cotton planted 15 October or 15 

November to single or double skip row planting densities.  

  Methods  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete 

climate states (dry, average or wet) were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile 

of November to February rainfall received at Bungunya, Queensland over the period 1889 to 

2015. Each year was classified as belonging to one of these climate states. Crop yields for each 

of these climate states were obtained from outputs from the biophysical production model 

APSIM-OZCOT. These outputs were combined with crop production costs and built into an 

economic model to capture the links between climatic conditions and crop production. The 

economic model was used to select the most profitable cotton planting decision under a variety 

of scenarios.  

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The use of a biophysical 

model allowed different amounts of soil moisture at sowing to be captured and outcomes to be 

explored in dry, average and wet climate states. Inclusion of various cotton price scenarios 

further helped to represent the context within which cotton growers make planting decisions.  
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In order to systematically assess the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system of 

dry, average and wet states was used. A total of 11 skill levels were assessed (0%, 10%, …, 

100%)  with 0% representing climatology (the historical average) and 100% skill reflecting a 

perfect forecast of the three climate states. Increasing forecast skill results in a higher probability 

of a particular climate state evolving, providing more certainty about future seasonal conditions.  

  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on the decision to plant cotton  

The level of initial soil moisture was found to have a strong influence on the cotton planting 

decision. Higher soil moisture levels at planting led to an optimal decision to plant cotton in 

November at single skip row configuration in the absence of forecast information. In contrast, 

fallow was predominately selected under low initial soil moisture.   

Cotton price and whether sowing rains were received had a moderate impact on the planting 

decision in the absence of a forecast. At a high cotton price and if sowing rains were received, 

cotton was planted when initial soil moisture 50% of plant available water capacity (PAWC). 

Conversely, with low cotton prices and in the absence of sowing rains, fallow was selected when 

initial soil moisture was 75% of PAWC.  

Different planting decisions were selected when forecasts of different climate states were 

included. In general, a dry forecast more often led to fallow being selected. This reflected 

greater certainty of dry conditions and changed the optimal decision from planting a crop to 

fallowing the field to store water for a subsequent crop. Conversely, a wet forecast modified 

decisions towards planting cotton. In this case, greater certainty of a wet forecast allowed for 

more certainty of sufficient in-crop rainfall to carry a profitable crop.  

  Value of forecasts  

Forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states had different economic value. A climate 

forecast of average conditions was found to have no economic value under all decision settings. 

This is unsurprising as the without-forecast decision is based on long-term average rainfall over 

all years, which is normally close to conditions represented by average rainfall tercile.   

Dry and wet forecasts were both found to be potentially valuable to growers, with the extent 

strongly dependent on initial soil moisture and, to a lesser extent, on cotton prices. The 

maximum value of a dry forecast improved returns by $352/ha and the maximum value of a wet 

forecast improved returns by $517/ha. These large values were found when the decision to 

fallow or crop was reversed.   

Improved forecast skill was naturally found to be positively related to forecast value, although 

the extent to which value related to incremental improvements was dependent on the settings of 

initial soil moisture, cotton price and whether sowing rains were received.  

  Key findings  

A general finding was that forecasts that led to decisions that run contrary to the direction of 

conditions provided the most value. For example, a wet forecast under low initial soil moisture 

was valuable as it triggered a change from fallow to planting cotton. This finding has some 

parallels with observations of Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) that the ‘news-worthiness’ of 

information is a critical determinant of its value.  

It is important to recognise that the decision investigated here represents only part of the risk 

cotton growers manage. The case study necessarily only represented one site and one 

production system and other sites, systems and decisions may find different results. However, it 

is likely that the general findings around the circumstances for which forecast value was found 

will provide insights for the use and value of SCFs for cotton growers more widely.  ii   
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions 

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological responses 

to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from one 

year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are known, 

farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal and market 

conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a key technology to 

help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important to 

distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that farmers can 

use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot remove the 

impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought conditions acts 

only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still left with the problem 

of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes however well producers are 

able to anticipate it (Marshall et al., 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms of 

the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit of 

SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and $1930 

million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range in 

benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis due to 

insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a major 

factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research investigating 

the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and Crean, 2016). 

The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, particularly 

relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  
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Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 

value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to SCFs 

and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).    

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government  

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources8 with the aim to bridge the gap between seasonal 

climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. The project 

had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This project 

aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to assess 

where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments in a 

simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and allows 

farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach 

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of information 

has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the cotton case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

                                                
8 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the described 

production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners was invited to 

describe the production system within which seasonal climate forecasts were evaluated. Invited 

participants were selected based on industry reputation and experience and differed depending on 

the case study. The group defined the production system that best reflected local conditions in the 

area. Subsequently, each of the decision points within the system were explored. Each major 

decision point was further scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of SCFs across a range of 

production systems and decision environments. They were not designed to be statistically 

representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total potential value to each 

industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach taken here attempts to 

strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very limited wider applicability 

and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important features of production systems 

that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses to 

climate variability.  

2 Cotton production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

Cotton production in Australia, and hence profitability, varies with seasonal conditions. For 

instance, the value of Australian cotton lint production for 2011–12 was $2346m (ABS, 2014) but 

under the more challenging conditions of 2014–15, this more than halved to $958m (ABS, 2016).  

Cotton is grown predominately in New South Wales and Queensland, with each state contributing 

about half of Australia’s total production. Figure 1 illustrates Australia’s main production regions. 

Within New South Wales, the major production regions include areas along the McIntyre, Gwydir 

and Namoi rivers. In recent years production has also increased further south along the 

Macquarie, Lachlan and Murrumbidgee rivers. The main production regions in Queensland are 

along the McIntyre River and in the Darling Downs, St George and Dirranbandi regions.  
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Figure 1 Major Australian cotton growing regions (Cotton Australia, 2018)  

Cotton can be grown as a dryland or an irrigated crop, with irrigated cropping dominant in 

Australia. However, growth in dryland cropping has increased due strong cotton prices and 

improvements in varieties, including better pest and disease resistance and yield performance.   

When planting cotton, different skip row configuration can be used to alter the planting density 

(Figure 2). Higher density plantings (e.g. solid and single skip) lead to greater yields if sufficient 

water is supplied to the plant. Nonetheless, lower density skip row configurations (e.g. double skip) 

are often used in dryland cotton cropping as plants can access more water which can reduce risk 

in lower rainfall seasons. Other benefits of lower density plantings include lower planting, 

harvesting and management costs.   

  

Figure 2 Skip row planting configuration options (Cotton Australia, 2013)  
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2.2 Description of production system and key decision point  

Industry consultation was undertaken to describe a typical dryland cotton production system and to 

understand key decision points. Further information on the consultation process is contained in 

Appendix 1: Industry engagement.   

The cotton case study was focused on a dryland cropping system based in Bungunya, 

Queensland (Figure 3). Dryland cotton production was selected due to the greater exposure 

dryland cropping has to in-season rainfall and hence greater potential for value of SCFs. The 

cropping rotation sequence was based on:   

dryland cotton – winter crop – long fallow – dryland cotton  

This case study was based on a farm size of 6000 ha with half the area (3000 ha) planted to cotton 

each year.  

Key features of dryland cotton production in Bungunya are shown in Figure 4.  

  

Figure 3 Map showing the location of Bungunya, the case study site  

 NSW Department of Primary Industries, July 2018  



 

 

  

Figure 4 Broad characteristics of dryland cropping for the cotton case study  

Note: These are estimated time of sowing and harvest, actual times will vary from season to season.  
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2.2.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

Will I plant dryland cotton?  

  

The time of the decision was October and the options were:  

1. Plant cotton on 15 October to:  

• single skip row  

• double skip row.  

2. Wait and plant cotton on 15 November to:  

• single skip row •  double skip row.  

3. Leave field to fallow.  

In making this decision, four key decision drivers were identified:  

1. Soil moisture at planting: higher soil moisture encourages planting, lower starting soil 

moisture encourages fallowing.  

2. Cotton price: higher prices encourage planting, lower prices discourage planting.  

3. Sowing rains: sowing rains encourage planting, no sowing rains discourages planting.  

4. Forecast of November to February rainfall: a wet outlook encourages planting, a dry 

outlook encourages fallowing.  

Figure 5 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include SCFs. This is 

necessary to assess the value of including SCFs against decisions made without SCF 

information. Further details on the process of defining this decision point and the decision drivers 

are contained in Appendix 1: Industry engagement.  

  

  

Figure 5 Decision pathway for planting dryland cotton including an evaluation of the decision made  
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2.3 Previous studies evaluating the value of SCFs to cotton production systems  

A number of studies have previously valued the use of seasonal climate forecasts for on-farm 

decisions for Australian cotton growers. McIntosh et al. (2005) conducted an analysis using sea 

surface temperature (SST) and the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) phase forecast system to 

assess the value of seasonal climate forecasts in dryland cotton. They assessed the two 

forecasts systems for decisions to (a) plant cotton or wait to plant sorghum and (b) if cotton is 

planted, determine what row spacing should be adopted. They assessed these options for 

dryland cotton in Moree, New South Wales, assuming 50% initial soil moisture and a 

withoutforecast scenario of planting cotton at double skip row spacing. They found that 

incorporating a SST or SOI phase forecast improved gross margins from the without-forecast 

management decision by $40 to $132/ha, respectively.  

Carberry et al. (2000) investigated the use of SOI phase forecasts to assist with strategic 

management decisions regarding crop rotations of dryland cotton and sorghum. They tested a 

crop choice decision over two years within a three-year summer crop rotation for a hypothetical 

dryland farm in Dalby, Queensland. The system was set to crop sorghum in year 1 followed by a 

crop choice in year 2 (sorghum, cotton or fallow) followed by cotton in year 3. Crops were planted 

in October on 47% full soil moisture profile. The without-forecast decision was to use a fixed 

option of fallow in the year 2 crop choice. Their analysis considered changes to a variety of 

economic and biophysical indicators. Results that included the SOI phase forecast to determine 

the crop choice in year 2 increased gross margin returns by $201/ ha over two years but with 

increased financial risk. Overall, Carberry et al. (2000) noted that use of the SOI phase forecast 

provided some improvement in making a crop choice decision and that several financial and 

environmental elements should be considered when conducting these assessments.  

Hammer et al. (2000) used the same data and assessment framework designed by Carberry et 

al. (2000) to expand their study to consider the value of four forecasting systems. These were a 

two-month and nine-month SOI phase system, a SST system and a projected SOI phase 

forecast using output from global circulation model runs. Inclusion of a SCF to make the cropping 

decision was found to improve gross margin returns compared with the withoutforecast option for 

all forecast systems tested ($185 to $304/ha over two years). Financial risk also increased but 

only up to 5% more than the without-forecast strategy.   

The potential value of SCFs to assist in setting cotton skip row spacing was investigated  

(Hammer, 2000). Using the simulation model OZCOT, cotton yields were estimated at Dalby, 

Queensland for solid, single and double skip row settings. Simulations were conducted assuming 

100 mm of soil moisture at planting (PAWC 260 mm) with planting on 1 October. They used SOI 

phase forecasts to evaluate gross margin returns with and without a forecast. The without-

forecast decision was to plant to solid skip row, the optimal setting across all simulation years. 

Use of a SOI phase forecast to alter the skip row decision yielded an average increase in gross 

margin of $28/ha. Across all the years analysed, approximately 40% of years led to positive 

value, 40% no value and 20% negative value.  

3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated through maximising returns of the system by 

selecting the optimal planting decision under various system conditions. An overview of the 

methodology is outlined in Figure 6. Four key components are provided to the economic model 

which then evaluates the potential value of SCFs. Each of these components is described in the 

following sections.  
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Figure 6 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, crop production costs, crop prices and 

climate state classification of historical data and probabilistic forecasts are used in the economic model to 

select cotton crop choice based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Crop biophysical simulation model  

The links between planting choice, climate conditions and yield were captured through detailed 

biophysical modelling using the Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM) version 7.9 

(Holzworth et al., 2014). The APSIM-OZCOT model consists of a cotton module and other 

modules that incorporate processes of soil water, nitrogen, crop residues, crop growth and 

development and their interactions in farming systems, driven by daily climate data. The 

APSIMOZCOT model contains processes that simulate cotton phenological development, floral 

initiation, and development of fruiting bodies. APSIM-OZCOT has been applied widely in 

Australian agricultural research. It has been validated against field measurements used for 

analyses of cotton crops investigated in this case study (Hearn, 1994; Milroy et al., 2004; 

Williams et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2014).   

APSIM-OZCOT was executed using climate data sourced from the SILO patched point dataset 

(Jeffrey et al., 2001) for station 042030 (Bungunya School). The soil parameters used in the 

simulation were based on red sodosol soil characterisation (APSoil No: 850; Bungunya) derived 

from APSoil (https://www.apsim.info/Products/APSoil.aspx) for the Bungunya region. A total of 20 

scenarios were tested, involving four levels of initial soil moisture at sowing (25, 50, 75 and 100% 

of PAWC) and five planting choices (fallow or plant cotton on 15 October or 15 November to 

single or double skip row configurations). The APSIM-OZCOT model configurations are detailed 

in   

Table 1. Soil conditions were reset annually on 14 October with soil moisture set to one of the 

four options.  

  

Table 1 APSIM-OZCOT configuration for cotton  

  Cotton simulations  
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Date of sowing  15 October and 15 November  

Sowing density (plants/m9)  7  

Sowing depth (mm)  50  

Cultivar  Ozcot_cotton  

Row spacing (mm)  1000  

Skip row  Single skip and double skip  

Fertiliser at sowing (kg/ha)  100  

3.1.1 Fallow  

Summer fallow was included as a land use option. Summer fallowing allows the build-up of soil 

moisture and contributes to the yield and profitability of the subsequent wheat crop2. To assess 

the economic value of fallow, a winter wheat crop was simulated at varying levels of soil moisture 

using APSIM-OZCOT. The wheat simulation assumed a fixed application of 100 kg/ha of urea 

fertiliser at sowing, with an additional amount applied at floral initiation based on a soil nitrogen 

deficit rule, which typically amounted to 140 kg urea/ha. The cultivar Lancer was selected as a 

suitable variety for the production system (NSW DPI, 2015) confirmed by personal 

communication with Darren Aisthorpe (Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries). 

Wheat was sown on 15 May in the simulation.  

A key aspect of wheat simulations was that the starting soil moisture was set according to stored 

soil moisture, recorded either after a cotton crop was harvested or after a period of summer 

fallow. The stored soil moisture was calculated as the average over 12–18 May to minimise 

anomalous results due to individual rainfall events. The soil moisture values were then 

categorised into 5 mm increments and were used to reset the wheat APSIM model. The 

performance of the wheat crop sown at these various soil moisture levels was then evaluated for 

1889 to 2015.   

3.2 Crop production costs  

Crop production costs for cotton and wheat were obtained from gross margin budgets produced 

by NSW DPI and AgEcon (Appendix 2: Gross margin values). Both sets of budgets provide 

detailed information on management practices and input costs associated with sowing, managing 

crop nutrition, pests, weeds and disease throughout the growing season, and harvesting.  

3.3 Key output and input prices  

Cotton lint, cottonseed and wheat prices were based on historical monthly crop prices over the  

10-year period of 2005–06 to 2014–15 and were sourced from The Land newspaper via 

ABARES. Historical prices for all crops were converted from nominal to real values and 

expressed in 2014–15 dollars using the Consumer Price Index reported in ABARES (2017).  

Modelling was conducted for low, medium and high cotton prices. These were calculated 

according to the 10th, 50th and 90th percentile of the cotton prices (Table 2). The wheat price used 

was fixed at the 50th percentile ($261/t) and the price of urea was set to $560/t following nitrogen 

costs supplied in the gross margins used in the analysis (Appendix 2: Gross margin values).   

  

Table 2 Crop prices used in economic analyses representing low (10th percentile), medium (50th percentile) and 

high (90th percentile) prices  

                                                
9 Fallowing can also provide good disease and weed control but focus here is only on the benefits of soil moisture.  
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  Low price  Medium price  High price  

Cotton ($/bale)  $429  $460  $512  

Cotton seed ($/t)  $258  $339  $526  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

A probabilistic climate forecast system, in line with currently used operational forecast systems, 

was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete climate states (dry, average, wet) were 

identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile of November–February rainfall received at 

Bungunya over the period 1889 to 2015. Each year was then classified as belonging to one of 

these climate states: dry was categorised by rainfall less than 186 mm, average as rainfall 

between 186 mm and 271 mm, and wet as rainfall in excess of 271 mm (Figure 7).  

  

Figure 7 Total rainfall for November through February at Bungunya for 1889–2015 sourced from SILO (Jeffrey 

et al., 2001). Dry, Average and Wet represent terciles 1, 2 and 3.  

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet climate states were obtained by 

classifying yearly outputs (1889 to 2015) of crop yield, seed yield and fertiliser use from the 

APSIM-OZCOT production model (section 3.1). Resulting yearly data for each state (42 years) 

were then averaged to represent production in each climate state within the economic model. 

Variations in agricultural production across climate states provide the necessary, but not 

sufficient, conditions for forecasts to offer value in decision-making.   

The probabilistic climate forecasts evaluated in this case study are based on a hypothetical 

forecast system. This approach was chosen because there are multiple providers of operational 

climate forecasts and these systems are regularly updated to reflect improvements in 

understanding of climate and weather systems and rapid developments in computing and 

analytical capabilities. The main benefit of assessing a hypothetical forecast rather than an 

operational forecast, is that key aspects of forecast quality (e.g. skill), can be systematically 

valued. The results of the analysis are then more readily applicable to decisions around the level 

of investment in new climate forecasting systems.    

In this study, 11 probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the three climate states (dry, 

average, wet), each representing a different level of forecast skill (0 to 100%). These probabilistic 

forecasts are incorporated into the economic model by assigning a probability to the occurrence 

of each climate state based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with reference to 

prior (without-forecast) and posterior (with-forecast) probabilities was as defined in Equ 1.  
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= |    [Equ 1]  
. 

 

where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of state 

s. In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the decision-

maker’s prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is set at its 

long-term climatological mean of 0.33 for each tercile.   
  

Forecast skill σ is set at pre-determined levels and is rearranged to provide posterior probabilities 

(Equ 2).  

  

| = 1.0 − +   [Equ 2]  

  

Applying this equation to a forecast of a dry state with an assumed skill of 20% results in a 

weighting assigned to dry, average and wet states (Equ 3).  

  

Dry = | = 1.00 − +  = 0.20 1.00 − 0.33 + 0.33 = 0.47  

  

Avg = Wet = . |  =
 .."#= 0.27  [Equ 3]  
 ! ! 

  

Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where each state has a 33% 

chance of occurring. Table 3 provides an example of weighting between the climate states for the 

11 skill levels for a dry forecast state.  

Table 3 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for a dry forecast state for skill levels 0% to  
100%  

        Forecast skill      

  Climate state  0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Weighting (%)  

Dry  33  40  47  53  60  67  73  80  87  93  100  

Ave  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

Wet  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

3.5 Economic model  

The economic model used key outputs from APSIM-OZCOT to capture the links between climatic 

conditions and crop production. Combining these outputs with information on crop production 

costs and crop prices allows net returns to be estimated for each cropping option (i.e.  

planting timing to which row configuration and fallow). The economic model evaluates the relative 

returns offered by each option under dry, average and wet climate states and under varying 

levels of plant available water (PAW) at the start of the season. To take into account soil 

moisture effects, the model considers net returns over an 18-month period (July year 1 to 

December year 2).  

The profitability of each option was assessed under each forecast state (dry, average, wet). The 

economic model maximises returns by choosing the option that has the highest return weighted 

across the three climate states according the prescribed forecast skill. The economic model 
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takes the form of a discrete stochastic programming (DSP) problem which can be solved through 

adapting a conventional linear programming model and is represented in Equ 4 and 5. $%&
 ’()* = ∑- ,  [Equ 4]  

  
1 

, = . /  !2 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

     [Equ 5]  
0- 

  

In Equ 4, πs is the probability of state s and ys is the net return in state s.   

The left-hand term of Equ 5 represents the total costs of growing selected crops. This is reflected 

in c1j which is the per hectare cost of growing crop j and x1j which is the area of crop j sown.   

The right-hand term of Equ 5 is the net revenue realised from planting cotton or fallowing in each 

state. This is reflected in c2ns, the net revenue from activity n in state s (crop price less yield 

dependent costs related to harvest, levies, freight and processing) and x2ns which is the level of 

activity n chosen in state s in stage 2 (bales of cotton sold, value of soil moisture). Structuring the 

model in this way reflects practical decisions to be made about harvesting and sale of crops, 

which is important in dry years when yields can be very low.   

The value of soil moisture is also captured in the right-hand term of Equ 5, as the amount of soil 

moisture accrued depends on land use and the rainfall state. As described above, APSIM was 

used to estimate wheat yields under residual soil moisture levels after each cotton crop or fallow. 

These yields were used to estimate a return for the following wheat crop. The resulting return 

was expressed as a net present value because of the eight-month delay (December versus April) 

in receiving returns from the following wheat crop relative to the more immediate returns offered 

by a cotton crop. A 10% annual discount rate was applied to these returns in order to 

appropriately value soil moisture.   

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

cotton choice without a climate forecast is the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of a dry season results in the 

assignment of a higher probability to a dry state so the outcomes of a dry state are given more 

weight in the objective function of the model (see Table 3 for example). The change in weighting 

given to a dry state may lead to a change in the cropping decision (e.g. leave field to fallow) and 

this creates economic value from forecast use.  

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different crop decisions in each state. This is an 

important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the modelling 

reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something readily observed 
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in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, rational farmers will 

interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily reflected in a DSP 

model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based on forecast skill.  

A more detailed description of the economic model is contained in Appendix 3: Economic model.  

3.6 Analyses  

The potential value of a probabilistic theoretical SCF was evaluated as the marginal benefit of the 

forecast; specifically, the change in returns using SCF information compared to the return 

obtained without a forecast. In this analysis, without-forecast is represented by 0% skill, which is 

equivalent to equal weighting in results between dry, average and wet climate state outcomes 

(33% each). Economic value was calculated in terms of net returns per hectare ($/ha).  

The value was assessed for several different decision settings (starting soil moisture levels, 

delivery of sowing rains, cotton price) and for 11 levels of forecast skill for each of the three 

climate forecasts (dry, average, wet). This produced 792 results representing various decision 

environment setting, forecasts and forecast skill levels (Table 4).  

Table 4 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  

PAW at planting   25, 50, 75, 100% PAWC  

Sowing rains10  yes, no  

Cotton price  low, medium, high  

Forecast state  dry, average, wet  

Forecast skill (%)  0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100  

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) planting decision was reported for all variable values 

(starting soil moisture levels, delivery of sowing rains, cotton price). Subsequently, the 

perfectforecast (100% skill) planting decision for the three forecast states was similarly reported. 

The potential value ($/ha) of the perfect forecast was calculated as the difference in returns 

between with- and without-forecast values. This represents the largest potential value of climate 

forecasts for each climate state. Finally, probabilistic forecast values ($/ ha) relative to the 

without-forecast decision were calculated for each decision environment setting.  

4  Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Historical variability in initial soil moisture conditions at planting (15 October) was assessed to 

determine the frequency of soil moisture states. For this purpose, initial soil moisture was not 

reset annually within APSIM-OZCOT and a cotton crop was grown followed by long fallow each 

year. Annual soil moisture at sowing (15 October) was extracted by taking the mean of seven 

days centred on 15 October after long fallow. The percentage of years which fell into each PAW 

category (25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) was then found across 1889–2015 with the 

initialisation years 1889–1899 removed to ensure stabilisation of the soil conditions (Table 5).   

The largest number of years fell into the 75–100% and 100% categories, 64 and 28% of the 

years, respectively. Only a few years recorded soil moisture levels in the other categories with 

zero years falling into the less than 25% of PAWC category. This highlights the value of long 

                                                
10 Sowing rains was calculated as 20mm on the day before sowing and 0mm for the remainder of the week. No sowing rains was 

0mm for the week from sowing.  
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fallow for soil moisture accumulation. Note, these results will vary depending on crop rotation, 

inclusion of fallow (or not) and other management strategies.   

Table 5 Percentage of years for which soil moisture on 15 October fell within each quartile category (1899– 

2015) at Bungunya.  

 <25% 25-49% 50-74% 75-99% 100%  

Percentage of years (%)  0  4  5  64  28  

 

A similar analysis of frequency of sowing rains was conducted with the percentage of years in the 

historical data for which 20 mm of rainfall or more fell in the week centred on 15 October was 

calculated. Only 16% of years met the sowing rains criteria. This highlights that the sowing rains 

criteria, which was set after consultation with growers, does not occur frequently.  

4.1.1 Crop yield according to climate state  

Average crop yields were calculated for each cotton planting option all of the decision 

environment settings for each climate state (Figure 8). In general, greater yields were obtained 

for:   

• wet climate states followed by average and dry  

• soil moisture of 100% of PAWC at planting followed by 75%, 50% and 25%  

• single skip row followed by double skip  

• November planting followed by October •  sowing rains followed by no sowing rains.  

An important finding from the biophysical modelling is the significant yield advantage that single 

skip has over a double skip row configuration. A sizeable saving in production costs needs to 

exist for double skip to become a viable alternative to single skip, both with and without a climate 

forecast.   

The difference in yields based on different climate states (separation between red, green and 

blue colours) for many decision environment settings establish a basis for SCFs to assist with 

dryland planting decisions and hence be of benefit.   
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Figure 8 Average yield (bales/ha) for each of the planting options (planting time and skip row) assessed when 

planted to 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of PAWC. The colours indicate the different tercile allocations of the 

historical data with red for dry (lower tercile), green for average (middle tercile) and blue for wet (upper 

tercile). Climate states are for total rainfall November-February. Solid circles are if sowing rains in October 

were received and open are for if sowing rains were not received.   

In order to assess the value of fallow, stored soil moisture was extracted for the week centred on 

15 May for each cotton crop and after fallow. Using this result, a winter wheat crop was grown to 

value the stored soil moisture. Figure 9 provides an example of these analyses for no sowing 

rains. The figure shows that the stored soil moisture available for a winter wheat crop depended 

on the planting decision. Fallowing always increased stored soil moisture in May compared with 

planting cotton. The single skip planting configuration tended to deplete the soil moisture the 

most and therefore also led to the lowest wheat yields.  
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Figure 9 Mean soil moisture (mm) on 15 May (left) and mean wheat yield (right) for each soil moisture setting 

at planting (i.e. 15 October), planting date, skip row and fallow option. These results are without sowing rains.  

4.2 Economic analyses  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  

The optimal planting decision without a forecast (0% skill) must be first evaluated prior to 

calculating the potential value of SCFs. Figure 10 shows the optimal without-forecast planting 

decision for each combination of the decision drivers (Table 4).   

The yield advantage of cotton planted under a single skip versus double skip row configuration 

found in the biophysical modelling flowed through into the economic results. The outcome was 

that single skip was selected as a most profitable cotton option under all settings.  

Soil moisture was found to have an important effect on decision making. With high initial soil 

moisture settings (100% of PAWC), the decision was to plant in November to single skip row 

configuration with and without sowing rains and across all price settings. This illustrates the value 

of planting with high soil moisture levels as production risk is lowered. At lower initial soil 

moisture (25% and 50% of PAWC), fallow was selected for all combinations, except at high 

cotton prices and with sowing rains. At 75% of PAWC the decision was to either fallow the field 

or plant to single skip, depending on cotton price and sowing rains settings.   

When cotton was planted, November timing was selected in all circumstances except when initial 

soil moisture was at 75% of PAWC. In this case, the yield from cotton planted in November was 

slightly below that of cotton planted in October (0.05 bales/ha). This resulted in a small difference 

in returns between the two planting times ($10/ha).  
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Figure 10 Optimal without-forecast planting decision with sowing rains (upper) and without sowing rains 

(lower). Four levels plant available water (25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) are represented in the four internal 

rows and cotton price (low, medium, high) is represented in the internal columns. Oct_1, Nov_1 and Fal 

represent November planting to single skip, October planting to single skip and fallow, respectively.   

Results without sowing rains will be presented in the next sections as sowing rains, as defined 

here, are generally not received (84% of years). Note that the equivalent results with sowing 

rains are contained in Appendix 4: Sowing rains results.  

4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The optimal decision for perfect forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states (100% skill) 

were evaluated for each combination of the decision drivers (Figure 11). For a dry climate state, 

fallow was selected for almost all soil moisture settings unless there was a full soil moisture 

profile at planting. With a full profile, cotton was planted across all price levels. This shows that 

even under a dry climate state, a full water profile is sufficient to carry a profitable crop.   

For a wet climate state, a cotton crop was planted for all soil moisture and cotton price settings 

(Figure 11). In these results, the most notable difference to the without-forecast decision was that 

cotton was planted for all soil moisture and price settings. For an average climate state, the 

optimal cotton crop decision was the same as the without-forecast choice for settings (compare 

Figure 10 and Figure 11).   

  

Figure 11 Optimal with-forecast planting decision without sowing rains. Dry, average and wet climate states 

are represented in each box. The four levels of plant available water (25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) are 

represented in the four internal rows and cotton price (low, medium, high) is represented in the internal 
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columns. Oct_1, Nov_1 and Fal represent October planting to single skip, November planting to single skip 

and fallow, respectively.  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value   

The range in the value of a perfect forecast (100% skilful) across decision settings and the three 

climate states was $0 to $517/ha. The results highlight the importance of the decision 

environment settings in economic returns (Figure 12).   

Dry and wet climate forecasts triggered switches between planting cotton and fallowing and 

hence provided significant economic value. For example, a perfect forecast of a dry state 

provided a benefit of $352/ha under an initial soil moisture 75% of PAWC and medium cotton 

prices. This resulted in a change in decision from planting cotton in October to single skip to 

fallowing the field (compare crop decisions in Figure 10 and Figure 11). The maximum value of a 

wet forecast of $517/ha was found with initial soil moisture of 50% of PAWC and high cotton 

prices. Here, the planting decision changed from fallow to planting in November to single skip 

(compare crop decisions in Figure 10 and Figure 11).  

Cotton prices were also found to have some an influence on forecast value but the effect was 

inconsistent across different climate states. The value of wet forecasts increased under higher 

cotton prices with the switch from fallow to planting being a more profitable change. Conversely, 

the value of dry forecasts fell under higher cotton prices with the switch from planting cotton back 

to fallowing becoming a less profitable change.  

No value was only found for the average climate state, highlighting the limited value of an 

average SCF that does not greatly diverge from the historical average (which was used to 

calculate the without-forecast planting decision).  

  

Figure 12 Perfect forecast value without sowing rains ($/ha). Dry, average and wet climate states are 

represented in each box. The four levels of plant available water (25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) are 

represented in the four internal rows and cotton price (low, medium, high) is represented in the internal 

columns.  

4.2.4 Imperfect-forecast value   

The forecast value differed with forecast skill and for each climate forecast (dry, average, wet) 

and decision driver (Figure 13). These plots provide greater detail of the results in Figure 12, 

illustrating the value of forecasts with various skill levels. Most of the forecast value was for dry or 

wet forecasts and increased as forecast skill increased (Figure 13). The minimum skill required to 

yield value varied from 10% up to 70%.  
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Figure 13 Imperfect forecast value ($/ha) if sowing rains were not received. Four levels plant available water 

(25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) are represented in the four rows and cotton price (low, medium, high) is 

represented in the columns. Skill (%) is represented on the x-axis as calculated in Table 3.   
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5 Discussion  

The key production decision sensitive to SCFs identified by the cotton industry was the planting 

decision. That is, plant cotton in October or November, to a particular skip row, or leave the field 

to fallow. This decision considers the performance of these different planting options and the 

associated productive value of the following winter crop.   

Initial analysis indicated that sowing rains occur fairly infrequently and have a modest effect on 

planting decisions considered here, so our focus here is on the without sowing rains scenario. 

Full results for sowing rains are contained in Appendix 4: Sowing rains results.  

5.1 Crop choice made without seasonal climate forecasts   

Initial soil moisture strongly influenced the planting decision in the absence of a forecast. Broadly, 

at initial soil moisture levels of 25% or 50% of PAWC, fallow was selected. At high initial soil 

moisture levels (75% and 100% of PAWC), planting cotton to single skip row configuration was 

most frequently selected (Figure 10). These results reflect the good storage capacity of soils, 

with a cotton crop more profitable than fallow if soil moisture was 75% of PAWC or greater 

(noting that with initial soil moisture of 75% of PAWC, the decision was variable depending on 

cotton price).   

5.2 Crop choice made with seasonal climate forecasts   

Inclusion of perfect (100% skilful) forecasts of dry, average and wet conditions led to different 

decisions to the without-forecast choice for a number of the decision drivers tested. A climate 

forecast of an average climate state was found to be of no economic value under all decision 

settings. The lack of value of an average forecast state is a reflection of the limited change in 

climate conditions compared to the without-forecast decision, which was based on climatology. 

As climatology is the mean of the climate, the limited and small forecast value of a forecast of the 

average climate state (middle tercile of climate data) is unsurprising.  

Both dry and wet forecasts were found to be valuable. Two examples will be used to explore the 

different circumstances for which dry and wet forecasts have value. With initial soil moisture of 

75% of PAWC and a medium cotton price, the without-forecast decision was to plant cotton in 

October to single skip configuration. With a perfect dry forecast, the optimal decision changed to 

fallow, driven by poor yields produced by marginal soil moisture at planting and dry in-crop 

conditions. A perfect forecast (100% skilful) of a dry state resulted in an improvement in returns 

of $352/ha under this scenario.   

A scenario of initial soil moisture at 50% of PAWC and high cotton prices provides an example of 

the benefit of a wet forecast. The without-forecast decision in this scenario was to fallow the field. 

With a perfect wet forecast, the optimal decision changed to planting cotton. The wet forecast 

provided greater surety about the occurrence of additional in-crop moisture, increasing cotton 

yields and making cotton a more profitable choice. A perfect forecast of a wet state resulted in an 

improvement in returns of $517/ha under this scenario.  

In broad terms, most forecast value was obtained at low levels of initial soil moisture. Putting 

these results in context requires some assessment of the relative likelihood of these starting 

conditions occurring. Assuming a cotton–wheat–long fallow rotation, the distribution of soil 

moisture conditions in October was evaluated (Table 5). Almost all years simulated resulted in 

soil moisture at planting being 75% of PAWC or more (91% of years). So while forecasts can be 

valuable at low initial soil moisture levels, these conditions do not occur very often under this 

rotation (i.e. in less than 10% of years). Consequently, more emphasis needs to be placed on the 

more frequent initial soil conditions which realised a maximum value of $352/ha. Note, that given 

the large range of management practices, assessment of the distribution of initial soil moisture 

for any particular farm is difficult to calculate.   
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This discussion highlights the maximum possible value of SCF under different scenarios through 

assuming the forecast was perfect or 100% skilful. However, in reality, SCFs are imperfect and 

different levels of skill were analysed to assess the value of improvements. Positive value of 

SCFs was obtained for most initial soil moisture and cotton prices (Figure 19). To realise value in 

a SCF, forecast skill ranged between 10% and 70%, depending on the decision environment 

settings (Figure 19), and noting that at lower skill levels the value was also lower.  

5.3 Comparison to previous findings  

Previous studies into SCF value have found a range of forecast value. For example, McIntosh et 

al. (2005) found that the SOI phase forecast could improve returns by $49/ha when considering 

whether to plant a cotton crop and if so, to which skip row. Also using the SOI phase forecast 

system, Carberry et al. (2000) found $201/ha value across a two-year period when the forecast 

was used to assist in a cropping choice decision (cotton, sorghum or fallow). Considering the 

same crop choice decision for a greater number of forecast systems, Hammer (2000) found a 

range in value of $184 to $304/ha over a two-year period.  

In contrasting these previous studies with the results in this case study, important differences are 

worth noting. Firstly, here a theoretical forecast was used while other studies have, more or less, 

assessed the value of operational forecasts. The benefit of the approach taken here is that the 

potential maximum value of a 100% skilful forecast (of rainfall terciles) was identified. This sets 

the upper limit for forecast value.  

Secondly, in this analysis a range of decision environment settings were evaluated: initial soil 

moisture, the price of cotton and whether sowing rains were received (see Appendix 4: Sowing 

rains results). Previous studies have focused on a subset of these conditions. Here, soil moisture 

at planting was found to be an important determinant of forecast value (Figure 12). Previous 

studies have largely assessed value at a single initial soil moisture value, typically about 50% of 

PAWC (Carberry et al., 2000; Hammer et al., 2000; McIntosh et al., 2005). Notable forecast 

value was found at this initial soil moisture setting here, between $0 and $517/ha (Figure 12). 

However, analyses of likely starting conditions indicate these initial soil conditions are unlikely to 

occur in a traditional long fallow–cotton–wheat rotation. This highlights the importance of 

considering various decision environment settings and their likelihood of occurrence to 

appreciate the likely frequency of the potential forecast value reported.   

Thirdly, the approach to define the without-forecast decision differs between studies. Here, to 

determine the without-forecast decision, the economic model was optimised across states with 

dry, average and wet states all having an equal probability of occurrence. Other studies have 

assumed farmer practices (which may strictly not be the most profitable) to compare with 

decisions made with a SCF (McIntosh et al., 2005). A common approach has been to define a 

fixed set of practices to reflect the without-forecast scenario and variable practices to represent 

the with-forecast scenario (Carberry et al., 2000; Rodriguez et al., 2018). With the extent of 

forecast value contingent upon the without-forecast scenario, some care needs to be taken in 

comparing outcomes. To ensure value is correctly attributed to the forecast, studies need to 

adopt approaches that focus on the marginal benefits of introducing forecast information into a 

situation where some prior knowledge exists.  

As mentioned previously, initial soil moisture settings were found to be important in delivery of 

forecast value. This finding is supported by Carberry et al. (2009) who assessed dryland cotton 

yields in Dalby, Queensland at soil moisture levels of 25, 50, and 75% of PAWC in relation to 

SOI phases. Their results showed greater variability in yields based on initial soil conditions than 

between SOI phases. This finding was concisely interpreted by bankers participating in the 

research by concluding that the “poorest yields at 75% starting soil water are still better than 

average yields when starting with 25% soil water”. Further, a grower survey found this sentiment 

is present amongst growers with many respondents emphasising that stored soil moisture and/or 
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stored irrigated water were more influential than a SCF in making on-farm decisions (Roth Rural, 

2016).   

5.4 Limitations and assumptions   

The case study used particular parameter settings both within the APSIM production model and 

the economic model. APSIM has been used widely to investigate climate variability and climate 

change assessments. Recent examples (Rodriguez et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2015) and 

limitations (Angus and Van Herwaarden, 2001; Chauhan et al., 2017; Hanan and Hearn, 2003; 

Robertson et al., 2000) have been previously outlined. The APSIM settings used in this 

assessment used details from industry consultation to provide a representative farm. These 

characteristics will likely be different for individual farms. For instance, crop rotation and 

proportion of the farm to different production activities will likely differ. Thus, this case study is 

simply an example of the potential value of SCFs, not a comprehensive assessment for all 

possible enterprise arrangements.   

APSIM is a simulation model and does not include potential impacts of weeds, pests or diseases 

on yields. These and other production assumptions in the model means optimistic results are 

likely produced. This may have been reflected in this analysis. For example, planting to single 

skip configuration was the most often selected skip row arrangement. Through industry 

consultation, however, we know that both single and double skip configurations have been 

adopted in the industry. This divergence may be reflection on the biophysical and economic 

modelling not fully reflecting the benefits of the two systems across different environments.  

A single decision was assessed here in response to industry engagement. There are other 

decisions throughout the season (e.g. harvest timing), and for other production systems (e.g. 

irrigated cotton). Some additional potential decision points that would be suitable for similar 

assessment have been identified elsewhere (McIntosh and Bange, 2017).   

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this analysis was conducted using a theoretical tercile  

SCF. Operational forecasts, such as the SOI phase system (Stone and Auliciems, 1992) or 

Bureau of Meteorology POAMA model (Wang et al., 2004) were intentionally not used. The use 

of theoretical rather than actual forecasts was preferred given the focus here on potential value 

rather than actual value. The methodology outlined here does provide a robust framework for 

further analyses of operational forecast systems.   

Like operational forecasts, the theoretical forecasts used in this analysis provided an indication of 

the likely climate state (dry, average or wet) not the precise evolution of weather conditions. The 

value of a higher resolution forecast, such as a decile forecast, may be greater. This sets a 

challenge to the forecasting community. For instance, the Bureau of Meteorology currently 

operates on a two-state climate forecast (above or below median). The current percent 

consistent score for the Bungunya region for November to January rainfall is approximately 65%, 

equating to a skill score used here of 30%.   
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Engagement for the development of the cotton case study was conducted following advice from 

the Cotton Research and Development Corporation (CRDC) with initial industry consultation 

followed by targeted individual engagement.   

Primary industry consultation was conducted in Orange with Jon Welsh (CottonInfo) on 15 April 

2016 with project members Rebecca Darbyshire, Michael Cashen and Jason Crean. Through 

this engagement, key aspects of cotton production in Australia were discussed and avenues for 

further targeted engagement established.   

1 Industry overview  

Initially, a description of the industry, growth areas and water sources was identified with the key 

points summarised in Figure 14 and Table 6.  

.  

 

Figure 14 Overview of cotton industry (Cotton Australia, 2018)  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Dryland cropping. Summer rainfall (e.g.  
tropical cyclones) unpredictable and can  
lead to lower yield and quality  
downgrades.  

Rainfall correlates with Nino 4.  

Area cropped as cotton decreasing  
opportunistic)   ( 

% production often grown in this area.  50 
Allocation reliability is relatively high 50– 

%  70 Dry land  
expansion  

Use of stream flow tool to estimate overland  
flows for on farm storage in combination with  
some groundwater   

Controlled water system (e.g. Murray) for water  
allocations. Not a summer rainfall zone.  

Irrigated  
expansion  

Stream flow prediction useful   
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Table 6 Cotton industry general discussion points  

Aspect  Discussion  

Currently available seasonal forecast 

information  

  

  

BoM stream flow forecasts11 used by some 

growers, particularly those with access to 

overflow water  

Changeable in-season allocations add 

uncertainty to decisions, some locations more 

reliable (Namoi, Gwydir) which assists 

decision-making  

Use of temperature conditions more likely to 

be associated with weather forecasts (1–10 

days). For instance, BoM heatwave 

prediction12 with 3–5 day warning is helpful to 

plan irrigation scheduling to align with 

increase in plant water demand, ensure 

pumps are working, order diesel.  

Current industry activities  CRDC hold pre- and mid-season meetings to 

help growers prepare and manage crops. 

These existing activities provide points into 

which seasonal climate forecast information 

could be integrated.  

Farm location implications  The importance of seasonal climate forecast 

information may differ depending on the farm 

location. For example, different soil types. 

Heavy soils have a higher holding capacity 

than sandy soils and can act as a buffer 

between rainfall events.  

Farm operations  

  

  

Aligning planting with picking is important 

logistically  

Southern (irrigated) farms have the ability to 

forward sell crops as more secure water 

allows greater certainty of a crop.  

Most costs associated at harvest not at 

planting  

Water costs  Costs associated with pumping groundwater 

are greater than those for capturing overflow.  

                                                
11 http://www.bom.gov.au/water/ssf/?ref=ftr  

12 http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/heatwave/   
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The two main forms of cropping in the northern regions, dryland and semi-irrigated, were 

discussed in more detail. Using the Namoi as an example region, farms are typically mixed 

cropping operations (6 000 ha) on grey vertisol soils with a cropping rotation of cotton–wheat– 

fallow.  

A semi-irrigated example in the Macquarie catchment would typically be a mixed cropping 

operation (4 000 ha) on grey vertisol soils with a typical rotation of cotton–wheat–fallow.  

2 Targeted consultation   

Based on advice from industry engagement, Rob Holmes (MCV Climate Champion based in 

Moree) and Tony Taylor (grower and consultant based in the Goondiwindi region) were each 

consulted on two occasions (8 June 2016 and 3 August 2016) regarding key decision points for 

integration of seasonal climate forecast information into farming decisions. Consultation with two 

leading researchers (Mike Bange, CSIRO and Janelle Montgomery, NSW DPI) was also carried 

out on 27 October 2016.  

For both dryland and irrigated operations, it was highlighted that seasonal management 

decisions are made within the scope of established longer-term farm management strategies 

(e.g. rotational history of paddocks). Discussion of the use of seasonal forecast information 

focused on dryland cotton as participants identified that this type of cropping is more sensitive to 

seasonal conditions and industry expects expansion in dryland cropping area in the coming 

years.  

3 Key climate-sensitive decision point  

Decisions at sowing are two-step:   

(1) Will I plant cotton? and (2) If I plant cotton, what skip row spacing will I use?  

In discussing this decision point, four key drivers were identified which influence planting 

decisions:  

1. Cotton price at planting: Higher prices encourage planting, while lower prices discourage 

planting under risker conditions.  

2. Soil moisture levels: high stored soil moisture encourages planting, low stored soil 

moisture discourages planting.  

3. Sowing rains received: planting is encouraged if with sowing rains and discouraged 

without sowing rains.  

4. Forecast seasonal rainfall: Forecast above average rainfall encourages planting, a dry 

forecast discourages planting.  

Figure 15 illustrates this decision process, with an option to not include forecast information. This 

is necessary to evaluate the value of including seasonal climate forecast information against 

decisions made without this information.  
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Figure 15 Decision pathway for deciding area of cotton planted and row spacing option  

The critical timeframe for the forecast is August/September, being one month prior to planting in 

September/October. Just prior to planting (August/September), the sowing plan (area, row 

configuration) is determined through evaluation of water. The forecast period is for November– 

February, after flowering (a critical physiological phase).   

Through discussion, the complexity in decisions around planting were evident. Key aspects of 

these discussions are listed below with some additional comments in Table 7.  

• With soil moisture half full or less, do not sow regardless of other conditions.  

• Full soil moisture profile, plant regardless of other conditions and assuming prices were 

not depressed.  

• For 60% full profile or more combined with a wet forecast, plant at single skip.  

• For 60% full profile or more combined with a dry forecast, plant at double or super single 

skip.  

• For 60% full profile or more combined with an equal chance forecast, plant 80% to 

double skip, 10% each to super single and single skip.  

• Do not plant on soils with less than 170–180 PAW, regardless of other conditions.  

• Assuming adequate soil moisture and a dry forecast, plant to super single.  

• Assuming adequate soil moisture and a wet forecast, plant to single skip.  

• Price plays a role depending on the other conditions. $600/ba with a less than full profile 

and a mostly wet outlook would prompt planting at double skip.  

• Even higher prices would further encourage planting, likely at wider row configurations.  

  

  

  
Table 7 Summary of some broad commentary on dryland cotton sowing decisions  
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Soil moisture  
Sowing 

rains  

Climate outlook  
(Nov, Dec, Jan,  
Feb)  

% Area 

planted  Industry comment  

75%  Yes  Equal chance  100%  

Important to have sowing rains 

for successful germination  

75%  No  Equal chance  0%     

75%  Yes  Dry  100%  Only if 'soaking' sowing rains  

75%  No  Dry  0%     

75%  Yes  Wet  85%  
 

75%  No  Wet  15%  
Plant area up on soil moisture 

and positive forecast  

100%  Yes  Equal chance  100%  
 

100%  No  Equal chance  0%  
Perhaps some sowing without 

rains, opportunistically  

100%  Yes  Dry  60%  On 'normal' sowing rains  

100%  No  Dry  0%  
Perhaps some sowing without 

rains, opportunistically  

100%  Yes  Wet  100%   

100%  No  Wet  30%     

It is acknowledged that other aspects of farming also contribute to this decision. For instance, 

crop rotation, farmer financial status, experience and risk appetite. Nuances in seed price 

fluctuations should also be appreciated. Penalties surrounding late seed purchase vary 

depending on early demand. High demand in seasons with good soil water and water availability 

will lead to higher seed prices, particularly for late orders. Alternatively, in lower water season, 

decisions to buy seed late will not incur the same price penalty. Equally important is the timing of 

costs incurred within the cropping cycle. A majority of costs are incurred at harvest (contract 

harvesting, ginning fees, licence fees), meaning a lower proportion of costs of production have to 

be carried by the grower through the season.   

  

Appendix 2: Gross margin values  

Crop production costs for summer cropping options in this study were based on the Northern  

Zone East (Figure 16). The budgets were sourced from NSW DPI and AgEcon/CottonInfo 

(https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/budgets) and provide detailed information on 

management practices and input costs associated with sowing, managing crop nutrition, pests, 

weeds and disease throughout the growing season, and harvesting. These budgets were used 

as a basis to determine area and yield based costs which are combined with APSIM-OZCOT 

crop simulation data to determine annual cropping returns. A summary of key variable costs used 

are provided in Table 8.   
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Figure 16 Crop production zones in NSW  

Table 8 Summary of key variable costs – North East NSW  

  COTTON – Single 

Skip  
COTTON –  
Double Skip  

WHEAT  

INCOME  
A. Total Income  

  
$1,858.00  

  
$1,651.00  

  
$687.50  

VARIABLE COSTS 13 

Fallow management  
  
$93.00  

  
$93.00  

  
$0.00  

Sowing/Planting  $90.00  $73.00  $55.00  
Crop protection, app, licence  $347.00  $304.00  $0.70  
Fertiliser application  $18.00  $18.00  $186.0014  
Herbicide & application  $123.00  $117.00  $55.00  
Fungicide & application  $0.00  $0.00  $25.00  
Defoliation  $82.00  $64.00    
Picking/Ginning/Harvesting15  $602.00  $511.00  $65.00  
Insurance16  $40.00  $30.00  $14.00  
Levies  $0.00  $0.00  $7.00  
Farming: Post-crop  $45.00  $45.00  $0.00  

B. Total Variable Costs  $1,440.00  $1,255.00  $407.70  
C. Gross Margin (A-B)  $418.00  $396.00  $280.10  

Source  AgEcon/CottonInfo  AgEcon/CottonInfo  NSW DPI  

                                                
13 Note that the description of specific categories of variable costs varies between sources and crops. Additional variable cost 

categories have been included to reflect the way costs are described in each budget. Detailed information on practices and costs can 

be obtained from https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/budgets.  
14 Fertiliser and application  

15 Includes CRC levy  

16 Not included in model assessment  



 

 

Appendix 3: Economic model  

1 Overview of the modelling approach  

  

  

2 Economic model description  

The economic model used key outputs from APSIM to capture the links between climatic 

conditions and crop production. Combining these outputs with information on crop production 

costs and key output prices (crop prices) allows net returns to be estimated for each cropping 

option (i.e. cotton planting options and fallow). The economic model evaluates the relative 

returns offered by each cropping option under dry, average and wet climate states and under 

varying levels of PAW at the start of the season.  

A two-stage discrete stochastic programming (DSP) model was developed for the dryland cotton  

case study where time was divided into the ‘present’ and the ‘future’. A standard linear 

programming model was developed into a DSP model by introducing a second period decision.  

The x → s format of static linear programming changes to x1 → s→ x2 (s, x1) in the DSP case. 

Here x1 represents Stage 1 decisions (crop options – cotton and fallow in October), s is the state 

of nature (tercile rainfall – dry, avg and wet) and x2 (s, x1) represents Stage 2 decisions (bales of 

cotton harvested). These Stage 2 decisions are contingent upon earlier Stage 1 decisions and 

the state of nature that occurs. The farm-planning problem is to choose the optimal crop mix in 

October to maximise the expected level of return across climatic states. In algebraic terms, the 

main elements of the model are as follows.   
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Where model parameters are: 

πs    probability of state s  

c1j  the costs of growing crop j in Stage 1 ($/ha) a1ij   the quantity of 

resource i required by crop j in Stage 1 (units/ha) a1mjs  the quantity of output 

m produced by crop j in state s (t/ha or bales/ha)  

c2js  the net return from activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (crop price less yield dependent 

costs related to harvest, levies, freight and processing)  

c2ns  the net revenue or cost from activity n in state s (crop price less yield dependent 

costs related to harvest, levies, freight and processing) a2ins   the quantity of resource i 

required by activity n in state s a2mns  the quantity of output m required by activity n in state s 

(tonnes) bi   the availability of resource i   

  

and the model variables are:  

ys    the net return in state s  

x1j   the area of crop j planted in Stage 1  

x2ns   the level of activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (tonnes of grain sold, bales of cotton 

sold, value of plant available water)   
The objective function (Equ 1) maximises the expected net return from activities across three 

climatic states. The expected return takes into account the level of return in each state and the 

probability of each state occurring. The expected net return is maximised subject to constraints 

on the overall number of steers available for sale. The DSP model was solved using the What’s 

Best!® 14.0 add-in to Microsoft Excel®.   

The two-stage decision process is reflected in returns for each state (Equ 2). The left-hand term 

of Equ 2 indicates a commitment of input costs (variable costs of growing cotton) based on the 

selection of Stage 1 activities (x1j), while the right-hand term reflects state-contingent revenue 

derived from Stage 2 activities (x2ns) (harvest and sale of crop). The inputs committed through 

Stage 1 decisions are the same in every state of nature, while outputs in Stage 2 are specific to 

each state. While production is state-contingent, as per the outputs from the biophysical model, 

the prices of inputs and outputs (e.g. cotton prices) were assumed to be independent of climatic 

conditions. With a high proportion of Australian crop production sold into international markets, 

this was considered a reasonable assumption.   

Constraints in the economic model are reflected in Equ 3 and 4. Equ 3 constrains the choice of 

crops to available land, labour and capital as per conventional farm level linear programming 

models. In this application, the only constraint introduced in the model is the area of land 

available for dryland cotton cropping. This is set at a level of 3000 ha based on the available 



 

 

summer crop area for a typical farm in North East NSW based on industry engagement (see 

Appendix 1: Industry engagement).   

Linkages between decisions taken in Stage 1, and state-contingent outputs in Stage 2, are 

captured in Equ 4. For example, the commitment of inputs to grow cotton in Stage 1, combined 

with the intervening rainfall state, leads to cotton output in state s, represented by a1mjs. This 

output forms a resource that can be utilised by Stage 2 activities (x2ns) which is simply an 

opportunity to harvest and sell cotton up to the amount physically produced. Importantly, in 

some sowing combinations (e.g. low PAW at sowing) that result in low yields, it may be 

uneconomic to proceed with harvest in a dry state because the cost of harvest, levies and 

cartage (i.e. yield dependent costs) may actually exceed the crop price on a per tonne basis. 

The model will not harvest in this instance and therefore avoids compounding losses.   

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different planting decisions in each state. This is 

an important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the modelling 

reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something readily 

observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, rational 

farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily reflected in 

a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based on forecast 

skill.  

2.1 Valuing the forecast system  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

crop mix without a climate forecast is the one which provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. For example, a skilful forecast of a dry 

season results in the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state, so the outcomes of a dry 

state are given more weight in the objective function of the model. For a forecast to have 

economic value, the change in weighting must lead to a change in the planting decision relative 

to the without-forecast scenario. Model restrictions ensure that the overall probability of the 

occurrence of each climatic state is the same as its historical probability of occurrence (i.e. the 

prior probability πs). This restriction ensures that the model is valuing improved knowledge 

about the occurrence of each state.  

The value of the forecast system is derived from optimal decisions taken with and without the 

forecast. Expected returns in the DSP model (Y) is a consequence of non-stochastic returns in 

Stage 1 (prior to uncertainty being resolved) and stochastic returns in Stage 2 (after the state of 

nature is revealed). With a risk-neutral objective function of the DSP model [Equ 1] and the 

hypothetical forecast system described elsewhere, the value of a specific forecast f within this 

system was defined as:   

Vf s|f y*s f

 y*so  [Equ 5]  
 s=1 s=1 

  

where:    

y*
s f   denotes the net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal crop  

choice x*sf based on forecast f; and  



 

 

y*
so   denotes net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal crop choice 

x*so based on the prior probabilities (assumed to be historical climatology).   

  

This is simply a statement that the value of forecast f is equal to the difference in expected net 

return with and without the forecast. The forecast will have no value in the event that x*sf = x*so 

(i.e. where the with forecast and the without forecast decision is the same). The estimated value 

of a particular forecast accounts for both the decisions made in Stage 1 (October) and the 

statecontingent tactical adjustments made in Stage 2 (April).   

  

The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of each forecast within the 

system by the frequency with which each forecast occurs. If F denotes a forecast system and qf 

is the frequency with which each forecast occurs, then the value of a forecast system with three 

possible forecasts can be defined as:  

VF qVf f  [Equ 6]  
f =1 

  

The value of the forecast system is influenced by attributes of the forecast system and attributes 

of the decision setting. The main attribute of the hypothetical forecast system assessed is 

forecast skill. An increasingly skilful forecast allows the DSP model to divert more resources 

towards production in the forecasted state. With a forecast of three rainfall states (f = fdry, favg, 

fwet) and eleven skill levels (σ = 0, 10%, 20%, …, 100%), the DSP model is solved 33 times in 

order to value the hypothetical forecast system for a given set of conditions (PAWC, sowing 

rains and crop price scenarios).   

     



 

 

Appendix 4: Sowing rains results  

  

Figure 17 Optimal with forecast planting decision with sowing rains. Dry, average and wet climate states are 

represented in each box. The top row is with sowing rains, the bottom row is without sowing rains. The four 

levels plant available water (25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) are represented in the four internal rows and 

cotton price (low, medium, high) is represented in the internal columns. Nov_1 and Fal represent November 

planting to single skip and fallow, respectively.  

  

Figure 18 Perfect forecast value with sowing rains ($/ha). Dry, average and wet climate states are represented 

in each box. The top row is with sowing rains, the bottom row is without sowing rains. The four levels plant 

available water (25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) are represented in the four internal rows and cotton price (low, 

medium, high) is represented in the internal columns.  

  

  



 

 

  

Figure 19 Imperfect forecast value ($/ha) with sowing rains. Four levels plant available water (25, 50, 75 and 

100% of PAWC) are represented in the four rows and cotton price (low, medium, high) is represented in the 

columns. Skill (%) is represented on the x-axis as calculated in Table 3.   
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Executive summary   

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.   

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the value of SCFs to the management of beef production systems in 

northern Australia. The key decision identified by industry was how many livestock to carry 

through the wet season (October to April). A total of 13 stocking rate strategies (8, 9, …,20  

animals/100 ha) were analysed. The timing of this decision was October for a rainfall forecast of 

the wet season ahead (October to April). Rainfall over this period can influence the level of 

pasture production and thus animal weight and level of pasture utilisation. A skilful seasonal 

climate forecast is potentially valuable if it helps beef producers to make a different stocking rate 

decision compared with the decision made based on historical average rainfall amounts.   

  Methods  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete 

climate states (dry, average or wet) were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile 

of October–April rainfall received at Charters Towers over the period 1900 to 2015. Each year 

was classified as belonging to one of these climate states. Agricultural production levels 

(pasture growth, animal weight) for each of these climate states were obtained from outputs of 

pasture and beef production data from the biophysical production model GRASP. These outputs 

were combined with beef production costs and built into an economic model to capture the links 

between climatic conditions, pasture and beef production. The economic model was used to 

select the most profitable stocking rate decision under a wide variety of scenarios.  

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The use of a biophysical 

model allowed different levels of pasture availability in October to be captured and outcomes to 

be explored in dry, average and wet climate states. Other key decision variables, namely beef 

prices and likelihood of pasture over-utilisation, help to represent the decision-making context 

prior to the consideration of a climate forecast.   
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In order to systematically assess the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system of 

dry, average and wet states was used. A total of 11 skill levels were assessed (0%, 10%, 

…,100%) with 0% representing climatology (the historical average) and 100% skill reflecting a 

perfect forecast of the three climate states. Increasing forecast skill results in a higher probability 

of a particular climate state evolving, providing more certainty about future conditions.  

  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on the stocking rate decision  

The level of pasture availability in October had a substantial influence on the optimal stocking 

rate decision. High and medium pasture availability led to a decision of stocking at the highest 

rate (20 steers/100 ha) based on a low likelihood of pasture over-utilisation. Even a skilful 

forecast of future climate conditions offered little value in these circumstances as pastures were 

rarely over-utilised. In contrast, low pasture availability provided conditions for alternative 

stocking rates to be considered and for climate forecasts to be influential. The optimal stocking 

rate under low pasture availability varied the most with climate forecast state and price settings, 

indicating that producers have more options to respond to different conditions.   

Although the level of pasture availability in October was the major determinant of the stocking 

rate decision, beef price settings were also found to be important. Under low prices, the 

dominant decision tended towards higher stocking rates. This was triggered by the prospect of 

low income from selling steers versus higher income from retaining them for sale in April. 

Equally, when prices were high and pasture availability low, there was a tendency to destock in 

order to take advantage of high income from selling cattle now and avoiding costs associated 

with pasture over-utilisation.  

  Value of forecasts  

Of the nine combinations of pasture availability and steer prices considered, only four yielded 

value from inclusion of SCFs. Forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states had different 

economic value. A climate forecast of average conditions was found to be of limited economic 

value under all decision settings. This is unsurprising as the without-forecast decision is based 

on climatology which represents decision-making assuming future conditions follow the longterm 

average. Dry and wet forecasts were both found to be potentially valuable to beef producers 

under low and medium levels of pasture availability, with the extent also dependent on beef 

prices. The maximum value of a dry forecast occurred under medium pasture availability and 

improved returns by $11.80/steer. The maximum value of a wet forecast also occurred under 

low pasture availability and improved returns by $13.90/steer. Improved forecast skill was 

naturally found to be positively related to forecast value, although the extent to which value 

related to incremental improvements was found to be highly variable.  

  Key findings  

A general finding was that forecasts that led to decisions that run contrary to the direction of 

conditions provided the most value. For example, a wet forecast under low level of starting 

pasture availability was valuable as a departure from a low stocking rate to a higher rate was 

triggered. This finding has some parallels with observations of Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) that 

the ‘news-worthiness’ of information is a critical determinant of its value.  

It is important to recognise that the decision investigated here represents only part of the risk 

beef producers manage. The case study necessarily only represented one site and one 

production system. Other sites, other systems and other decisions may find different results. It is 

likely that the general findings around the circumstances for which forecast value was found will 

provide insights for the use and value of SCFs for northern producers more widely.   
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological 

responses to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a 

key technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important 

to distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that 

farmers can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot 

remove the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still 

left with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes 

however well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall et al., 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, 

particularly relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  

Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 
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value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).   

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources1 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This 

project aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to 

assess where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments 

in a simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and 

allows farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of 

information has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the northern beef case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

                                                
1 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners was invited 

to describe the production system within which SCFs were evaluated. Invited participants were 

selected based on industry reputation and experience and differed depending on the case study.  

The group defined the production system that best reflected local conditions in the area. 

Subsequently, each of the decision points within the system were explored. Each major decision 

point was further scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of SCFs across a range 

of production systems and decision environments. They were not designed to be statistically 

representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total potential value to each 

industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach taken here attempts to 

strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very limited wider applicability 

and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important features of production 

systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Northern beef production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

Beef production makes an important contribution to the Australian economy with an estimated 

value of $12.14 billion (ABS, 2018) for cattle and calves in 2016–17. Beef production is typically 

undertaken on dryland systems with seasonal climate conditions influencing pasture growth and 

hence potentially impacting productivity and profitability.  

Beef production systems in Australia are diverse, encompassing a wide range of climates 

(tropical, sub-tropical and temperate) and environmental conditions. In recognition of the 

diversity, Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) develop their research and development priorities 

based on three major production zones. Research councils for each of these zones were 

established (Figure 1): the North Australia Beef Research Council (NABRC), the Southern 

Australia Meat Research Council (SAMRC) and the Western Australia Livestock Research 

Council (WALRC). Beef production within the NABRC was the focus of this case study.   
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Figure 1 Regionalisation of MLA research councils (SAMRC, 2016)  

2.2 Producing beef in northern Australia  

Beef from northern Australia contributes substantially to total Australian production with 

Queensland alone accounting for 47.3% of beef and veal production in 2015–16 (MLA, 2018). 

These extensive beef enterprises utilise the rangelands across Queensland, Northern Territory 

and Western Australia. Features of this production system include large paddock sizes, up to 

16 000 ha (Oxley, 2006), low stocking rates and are operate in a highly variable climate.   

These enterprises are based on native pasture systems, where the core goal of production is the 

conversion of feed into animal weight gain. To optimise beef production, producers aim to match 

the feed requirements of the herd to the availability of pasture. Within this system management 

also includes the sustainable long-term management of native pastures for year-on-year 

productivity with many complex and interacting factors required for sustainable native pasture 

management (O'Reagain et al., 2014).   

Northern beef enterprises are generally self-replacing breeding herds and operate on a 

production scale longer than a season (e.g. 39–45 months for a heavy bullock) with large-scale 

herd changes (e.g. changing core breeding herd or calving timing) a strategic decision 

implemented across many years.   

Pasture supply within these dryland operations is intimately linked to climatic conditions, in 

particular rainfall. Annual, inter-annual and decadal rainfall is highly variable in the rangelands 

(McKeon et al., 1990) and can be extreme (wet and dry). This variability in rainfall leads to 

variability in pasture supply (Figure 2) with producers needing to manage, in particular, low 

rainfall seasons to minimise degradation of the pasture base and to maintain animal health.  
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Figure 2 Modelled annual pasture growth for an average set of soil, pasture and land parameters in the 

Charters Towers region. Daily climate was taken from SILO and run in GRASP (Littleboy and McKeon, 

1997). The monthly output from GRASP was analysed in Australian Rainman (Clewett et al., 2003).  

Figure 2 highlights the seasonal context of production with producers relying predominately on 

summer rainfall (November through March) to drive productivity through the dry season (May to 

December). Matching stocking rates through variable wet and dry seasons is an ongoing 

challenge for northern beef producers with supplementary feeding to correct mineral deficiencies 

the only viable option, as the vast size of properties and herd sizes makes feeding protein and 

carbohydrate unviable.   

Animal management primarily occurs during two mustering periods, either side of the wet 

season. During mustering, the herd is gathered for animal sales, health checks, weaning, 

castrating and other management actions. These mustering times provide an opportunity to 

adjust stocking rates to match current and expected conditions.  

2.3 Description of production system and key decision point  

Industry consultation was undertaken to describe the production system and key decision points.  

Further information on the consultation process is contained in    Appendix 1: Industry 

engagement.   

  

The northern beef case study focused on a self-replacing Bos indicus herd on a 30 000 ha farm 

based in Charters Towers, Queensland (Figure 3). The system is based on 6000 animal 

equivalent with herd and site properties shown in Table 1.   

Table 1 Mean physical, biological and economic parameters for the northern Australia beef case study.  
Values sourced from Holmes (2011), McGowan M et al. (2014) and Ash et al. (2015)  

Location  Charters Towers  

Climate  Semi-arid tropics  

Mean annual rainfall (mm)  650  

Property size (ha)  30 000  
Pasture type  Native pastures with an open savanna canopy of trees  
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Herd size (AE)  6000  

Main target market  Store steers and cull heifers  

Weaning rate (%) #  60  

Weaning weight (kg) #  180  

Growth rate (kg/head/year) #  127  

  

  

Figure 3 Map showing the location of Charters Towers, the case study site  

In this system calving occurs from September to February with two rounds of mustering; the first 

in May to June and the second in August to September (Figure 4). Destocking decisions are 

made during these mustering periods, providing an opportunity to better match stocking rates to 

current and expected conditions. A more complete description of the production system is in 

Appendix 2: Production summary .  



 

 

  

Figure 4 Broad system characteristics of northern beef case study  

 

   
1 
 Weaning will occur at one of two times depending on pasture availability.  
2  assuming calves are weaned at the first weaning opportunity. 3  additional selling or holding of animals may occur in October, in 

particular greater selling across animal classes if conditions are poor.  
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Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 
X  Joining X 

X  Calving X 
X  Wean X  X  Wean X  

→ 
                X  Calf                                                

                                                                                                              → 

Animal classes 2 X  Weaner X 
X  Steer → 

Pasture quantity X  Low                                                
                                                                                            X X  High                                               

                  X 

Animal management Round 1 muster Round 2 muster 

Sell steers 3 Sell steers Sell steers 

Cull cows/heifers 3 Cull cows/heifers Cull cows/heifers 

Reproductive cycle 1 



  

 

2.3.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

What stocking rate will I set prior to the wet season?  

  

The time of the decision was in October. The secondary selling time for retained steers was 

seven months later in April.  

Setting the stocking rate, or allocating the number of steers to sell in October, is not a simple 

decision. Three key decision drivers were identified:  

1. Current steer prices: low prices discourage destocking, high prices encourage 

destocking.  

2. Pasture availability: low availability encourages selling, high availability discourages 

destocking.  

3. Rainfall forecast for October through April: wet (i.e. good pasture growth) discourages 

destocking, dry (i.e. poor pasture growth) encourages destocking.  

Figure 5 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made  

without SCF information. Further details on the process of defining this decision point and the  

decision drivers are contained in      



  

 

Appendix 1: Industry engagement.  

  

  

Figure 5 Decision pathway for setting the stocking rate in northern beef systems in October including an 

evaluation of the decision made.  

  

2.4 Previous studies of SCFs in northern beef production systems  

Adjustment of grazing pressure is a key management decision within northern beef systems and 

has a major impact on resource condition, pasture yield and composition, soil loss, burning 

opportunities, growth of woody weed and hence enterprise profitability. There are many options 

for managing grazing pressure (Johnston et al., 2000; Stafford Smith, 1992), including using a 

SCF to adjust stocking rates. Due to complexities of on-farm experiments to detail the impact of 

various pasture management strategies, simulation modelling is frequently used to examine 

potential implications of different management strategies, although not exclusively (e.g. 

O’Reagain et al., 2011). To enable assessment of whole-of-enterprise management of northern 

beef cattle (Ash et al., 2000; McKeon et al., 2000; Stafford Smith et al., 2000), these simulation 

models typically use linked models to simulate pasture growth, resource condition, soil loss, 

burning opportunities, liveweight change (e.g. GRASP; (Littleboy and McKeon, 1997)) with 

property economics (e.g. Herd-Econ; (Smith and Foran, 1992)).   

Inclusion of SCFs into decision-making processes within Australia’s northern beef systems may 

provide opportunities for producers to match decisions with expected seasonal conditions. 

Economically, this can provide benefit through reducing risk in poor future conditions (e.g. dry 

seasons with poor pasture growth), by taking advantage of good future conditions (e.g. wetter 

seasons with good pasture growth) and managing average conditions to maximum production 

potential.  

The potential use of SCFs in northern beef systems has been previously examined by a number 

of studies (Ash et al., 2000; McKeon et al., 2000; O’Reagain et al., 2011; Stafford Smith et al., 

2000) and largely focused on stocking rate decisions. Research attention has been directed to 

understanding the management decisions that may be sensitive to SCFs (Buxton and Smith, 

1996), how forecasts are related to production variables such as live weight gain (McKeon et al., 



  

 

2000) and the attributes of the forecasts which are useful for decision-making such as forecast 

type and timing (Ash et al., 2000; Keogh et al., 2006).  

A few studies have examined the economic value of SCFs within northern Australian beef 

systems. Using simulation modelling, McIntosh et al. (2005) investigated stocking rate decisions 

for a beef production system in Dalrymple shire in Queensland. They used various forecast 

systems to adjust stocking rates. They found incorporation of forecast information into the 

decision increased annual cash flow from the no-forecast strategy by $12 785 to $29 608.  

O’Reagain et al. (2011) examined five strategies to adjust stocking rates over a 12-year field trial 

on a commercial property about 70 km south-west of Charters Towers. One strategy used the 

SOI phase forecast to vary stocking rates in November. Over the period of the experiment the 

accumulated gross margin (AGM) was calculated for each grazing strategy. The greatest AGM 

found was $28 490/100 ha for a variable stocking rate strategy which adjusted stocking rates in 

May based on current available pasture. A fixed moderate stocking rate strategy, which set 

stocking rates to keep pasture utilisation at approximately 25% of the long-term pasture 

production, recorded a similar AGM of $28 279/100 ha. The strategy that used the SOI forecast 

recorded a lower AGM than these strategies that did not use SCF of $26 595/100 ha.  

Stafford Smith et al. (2000) used simulation modelling to consider the impact of using various 

forecasts on annual cash flow of a cattle station in north-east Queensland. Their primary finding 

was that production benefits of a forecast (Ash et al., 2000; McKeon et al., 2000) did not readily 

translate to economic benefit at the whole-of-enterprise scale. They also found that selling 

strategies were sensitive to market prices, with trading strategies relatively favoured over the 

constant stocking rate strategy as this allowed responses to prices.  

3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated through maximising returns of the system by 

selecting the optimal stocking rate under various system conditions. An overview of the 

methodology is outlined in Figure 6. Four key components are provided to the economic model 

which then evaluates the potential value of SCFs. Each of these components is described in the 

following sections.  

  

  



  

 

Figure 6 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, beef production costs, beef prices and 

climate state classification of historical data and probabilistic forecasts are used in the economic model to 

select optimal stocking rate based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Beef biophysical simulation model  

The link between stocking rates, climatic conditions, pasture and beef production was captured 

through detailed biophysical modelling using the GRASP model (Littleboy and McKeon, 1997). 

GRASP is a dynamic, pasture-animal growth model that has been applied to evaluate the 

effects of various grazing management practices in Australia (McKeon et al., 2009). GRASP 

uses climate data as input information and a suite of mathematical equations to simulate 

changes in pasture dynamics. The soil water balance is based on four soil layers and includes 

sub-models of tree transpiration, pasture transpiration, soil evaporation, run-off and through-

drainage. A full description of various modelling components, including assumptions, strengths 

and limitations is provided elsewhere (Day et al., 1997). The model has been validated for 

various soils and climates in Queensland including for the conditions at Charters Towers (Ash et 

al., 2015). However, like other similar livestock production models, GRASP does not represent 

the impact of nitrogen cycle (drought carryover, length of wet season, burning, legumes), 

species differences (root/shoot ratio, leaf/stem ratio, detachment rates), species composition 

(annuals, perennials, forbs), tree dynamics (growth, litter, browse, death), germination and pests 

and diseases (pasture or animal) and as such it tends to optimise biophysical performance.  

Climate data for the case study was sourced from SILO patched point dataset (Jeffrey et al., 

2001) for station 34084 (Charters Towers). The modelling followed a per hectare approach 

which can then be scaled up to property size. A total of 39 scenarios were tested, involving three 

levels of initial pasture growing conditions (low, medium and high) and 13 levels of stocking 

rates (from 8 to 20 steers/100 ha at an increment of 1). Five key parameters were reset annually 

(1st October) to assess the three levels of pasture (Table 2) with the remaining default modelling 

parameters kept consistent with those of Ash et al. (2015) to retain the previously validated 

model setup. All scenarios were simulated for 116 years (1900–2015). The animal production 

system modelled was based on young steers assuming an adult equivalent weight of 401 kg in 

October. Animal performance and average pasture utilisation for each scenario were assessed 

in April, seven months after the start of the simulation.  

Table 2 Pasture composition attributes used in the GRASP modelling.   

Pasture Scenario  

Initial total  
Average daily re- 

standing dry growth (kg/ha)  
matter (kg/ha)  

Transpiration 

efficiency 

(kg/ha/mm)  

Maximum  Initial plant 

nitrogen uptake density (% basal  
 (kg/ha)  area)  

Low    385  3  10   10  1  

Medium    1448  6  12   12  2.5  

High    2153  15  18   25  5  

  

3.2 Beef production costs  

The production costs of the system, including beef herd health, selling and feeding costs for the 

model were based on values in Martin (2016). Detailed production costs used are included in 

Appendix 3: Gross margin values. An annual interest rate of 10% was applied to production 

costs.  

3.2.1 Pasture over-utilisation penalty  

Within the GRASP model under fixed stocking rate strategies, animals are able to heavily graze 

pastures. This would, over time, lead to pasture degradation and an unsustainable and less 

profitable system. The analysis conducted here only considers the implications of production 

decisions over seven months and as such this long-term degradation was not captured.   



  

 

The analysis included a cost for the over-utilisation of pastures to better capture the production 

and economic impacts of climate variability, particularly the downside risks associated with high 

stocking rates in dry years. GRASP modelling output was supplemented using results from 

O’Reagain et al. (2011) who evaluated the long-term economic impact of various grazing 

strategies at a property 70 km from Charters Towers. Two strategies in their study were 

pertinent to this assessment: (1) a moderate stocking rate used to reflect the sustainable 

longterm carrying capacity of the site which was stated to be approximately 25% utilisation of 

the average annual long-term pasture production; and (2) a heavy stocking rate, set at twice that 

of the moderate stocking rate equating to approximately 50% utilisation of annual average 

longterm pasture production.  

Using this information, an index was created for each simulation run to reflect whether the 

pastures were over-utilised or not. This used the monthly GRASP pasture utilisation output for 

October to April (the forecast and decision period). The average utilisation across these months 

was calculated and, if it exceeded 25%, the simulation was marked to indicate that the pastures 

were over-utilised:   
!"# 

 Over-utilisation = ≥ 25%  
$%& 

This approach was undertaken to best reflect the designation applied in O’Reagain et al. (2011).  

When pasture was classified as over-utilised a financial penalty, or cost, was applied to returns. 

The results from O’Reagain et al. (2011) were used to set the value of the penalty which was 

taken as the difference in the annualised net present value between the moderate and heavy 

stocking rate strategies ($639 per 100 ha).  

3.3 Key input costs  

Model sensitivity to steer price in October was conducted to evaluate the value of SCFs under 

different price scenarios.  

Stock prices were sourced for 2006–2015 from the MLA Queensland Monthly Saleyard Cattle 

Indicators (MLA, 2017) and adjusted to real prices using (ABARES, 2015). Stock prices used 

were medium and heavy steer prices in October, the first selling option and medium and heavy 

steer prices in April, the second selling option. Sensitivity to October price was tested for three 

possible prices, low, medium and high. These were calculated as the 10th, 50th and 90th 

percentiles of the price data (Table 3).   

Steer prices in April were fixed. This was implemented as prices in April are unknown when the 

stocking rate decision in October is made. The 50th percentile of steer prices in April was used to 

set the April price (196 medium steers, 208 heavy steers c/kg live weight).  

Table 3 Stock prices in October sourced from MLA (2017).  

  Low  Medium  High  

Medium steer 400–500 kg (c/kg live weight)  168  192  220  

Heavy steer 500–600 kg (c/kg live weight)  183  196  226  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

A probabilistic climate forecast system, in line with currently used operational forecast systems, 

was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete climate states were identified based 

on the lower, middle and upper tercile of October–April rainfall received at Charters Towers over 

the period 1900 to 2015. Each year was then classified as belonging to one of these climate 

states: drywas categorised by rainfall less than 435 mm, average as rainfall between 435 mm 

and 630 mm, and wet as rainfall in excess of 630 mm (Figure 7).  

  



  

 

  

Figure 7 Total rainfall for October through April at Charters Towers for 1900–2015 sourced from SILO (Jeffrey 

et al., 2001). Dry, Average and Wet represent terciles 1, 2 and 3.  

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet climate states were obtained by 

classifying yearly outputs (1900 to 2015) of pasture, pasture utilisation and beef production data 

from the GRASP production model (see section 3.1). Resulting yearly data for each state (39 

years) were then averaged to represent each climate state within the economic model. This 

categorisation is a critical part of the approach because variations in production across climate 

states provide the necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for forecasts to offer value in 

decision-making.   

The probabilistic climate forecasts evaluated in this case study are based on a hypothetical 

forecast system. This approach was chosen because there are multiple providers of operational 

climate forecasts and these systems are regularly updated to reflect improvements in 

understanding of climate and weather systems and rapid developments in computing and 

analytical capabilities. The main benefit of introducing a hypothetical forecast rather than relying 

on operational forecasts is that key aspects of forecast quality, like skill, can be systematically 

valued. The results of the analysis are then more readily applicable to decisions around the level 

of investment in new forecasting systems.    

In this study, 11 probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the three climate states (dry, 

average, wet), each representing a different level of forecast skill (0 to 100%). These 

probabilistic forecasts are incorporated into the economic model by assigning a probability to the 

occurrence of each climate state based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with 

reference to prior (without forecast) and posterior (with forecast) probabilities was as defined in 

Equ 1.  
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 [Equ 1]  
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where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of 

state s. In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the 

decision-maker’s prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is set 

at its long-term climatological mean of 0.33 for each tercile.   



  

 

  

Forecast skill σ is set at pre-determined levels and is rearranged to provide posterior 

probabilities (Equ 2).  

  

01|2 = ’31.0 − 017 + 01  [Equ 2]  

  

Applying this equation to a forecast of a dry state with an assumed skill of 20% results in a 

weighting assigned to dry, average and wet states (Equ 3).  

  

Dry = 09#:|2 = ’;1.00 − 09#:< + 09#: = 0.2031.00 − 0.337 + 0.33 = 0.47  

  

Avg = Wet =; -.//,(@AB|+<

 = 3-.//,/.DE7 = 0.27   [Equ 3]  
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Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where each state has a 33% 

chance of occurring. Table 4 provides an example of weighting between the climate states for 

the 11 skill levels for a dry forecast state.  

Table 4 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for a dry forecast state for skill levels 0% to 

100%.   

        Forecast skill      

  Climate state  0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Weighting (%)  

Dry  33  40  47  53  60  67  73  80  87  93  100  

Ave  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

Wet  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

3.5 Economic model  

The economic model used key outputs from the GRASP production model to capture the links 

between climatic conditions, pasture and beef production. The economic model evaluated the 

changes in livestock numbers, livestock weights and pasture utilisation under the different 

stocking rate strategies. This was achieved by applying a consistent set of prices and costs 

(beef prices in October and April) to the biophysical outputs, incorporating baseline information 

on beef production costs and taking into consideration the costs of pasture over-utilisation.  

The profitability of each stocking rate strategy was assessed under each forecast state (dry, 

average, wet). The economic model maximises returns by choosing the stocking rate that has 

the highest return weighted across the three climate states according to the prescribed forecast 

skill. The economic model takes the form of a discrete stochastic programming (DSP) problem 

which can be solved through adapting a conventional linear programming model and is 

represented in Equ 4.  

  

F G HIJK = ∑1
1N- 

01M1  [Equ 4]  

  

Where πs is the probability of state s and ys  is farm income in state s.  

The model is also subject to normal constraints on the use of land and capital so that input 

usage can never exceed availability.  



  

 

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry , Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

stocking rate without a climate forecast is the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of a dry season results in 

the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state so the outcomes of a dry state are given 

more weight in the objective function of the model (see Table 4 for example). The change in 

weighting given to a dry state may lead to a change in the stocking rate decision (e.g. sell a 

greater number of steers in October) and this creates economic value from forecast use.  

A more detailed description of the economic model is contained in Appendix 4: Economic model.  

3.6 Analyses  

The potential value of a probabilistic theoretical SCF was evaluated as the marginal benefit of 

the forecast; specifically, the change in returns using SCF information compared to the return 

obtained without a forecast. In this analysis, without forecast is represented by 0% skill which is 

equivalent to equal weighting in results between dry, average and wet climate state outcomes 

(33% each). Value was calculated in terms of $/steer.  

The value was assessed for several different decision settings (pasture scenario, October beef 

prices) and for 11 levels of forecast skill for each of the three climate forecasts (dry, average, 

wet). This produced 297 results representing various decision environment settings, forecasts 

and forecast skill levels (Table 5).  

Table 5 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  

October pasture availability   low, medium, high  

Steer price  low, medium, high  

Forecast state  dry, average, wet  

Forecast skill (%)  0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100  

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) stocking rate decision was reported for all variable values 

(October pasture availability and steer price). Subsequently, the perfect-forecast (100% skill) 

stocking rate decision for the three forecast states was similarly reported. The potential value 

($/steer) of the perfect forecast was calculated as the difference in with-forecast and 

withoutforecast returns. This represents the largest potential value of climate forecasts for each 

climate state. Finally, probabilistic forecast value ($/steer) relative to the without-forecast 

decision were calculated for each different decision environment setting.  

4 Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Data from the GRASP biophysical model showed marked differences between animal weight 

and initial pasture levels particularly when comparing low pasture availability with medium and 

high (Figure 8). This indicates that it is difficult to reverse a poor start in October. April steer 

weights progressively decrease as stocking rates increase. Again, this is particularly evident for 

low initial pasture conditions (Figure 8). The lower observed weights at higher stocking rates are 

expected as more animals are consuming the same feed thus weights decrease.   



  

 

  

Figure 8 Mean steer weight in April and percentage of years which recorded pasture over-utilisation (1900– 

2015) for low, medium and high pasture availability for each of the 13 stocking rates.  

Some of the weight gain results may have been achieved through pasture over-utilisation. This 

means short-term weight gain would be achieved at the cost of long-term pasture degradation 

and thus poor production outcomes in the following years. To assess this, the percentage of 

years which pastures were over-utilised (average utilisation ≥25%) was reported by stocking 

rate and pasture availability (Figure 8). As stocking rates increased so too did the instances of 

overutilisation of pastures, which was particularly evident for low pasture availability.   

The impact of the three climate states (dry, average and wet) on sale weight in April and 

instances of pasture over-utilisation were investigated (Figure 9 and Figure 10). The 

differentiation between the climate states differed with starting pasture conditions. Low pasture 

availability showed the greatest difference in weight by climate state while limited differences in 

weight were found for average and high initial pasture conditions (Figure 9). In general, a wet 

climate state led to higher animal weights, followed by average and dry climate states.   

   



  

 

 

Figure 9 Mean steer weight in April (1900–2015) by climate state (dry, average, wet) for low, medium and high 

initial pasture levels for each of the 13 stocking rates.  

The instances of pasture over-utilisation by climate state are plotted in Figure 10. For low 

pasture availability the instances of over-utilisation was greatest for the dry climate state 

followed by average and wet states. For medium pasture availability the dry climate state led to 

the most instances of pasture over-utilisation. Very few instances of pasture over-utilisation were 

recorded for high pasture availability. Note, the individual average and wet climate state years 

which did record pasture over-utilisation for high pasture availability had skewed rainfall 

distributions towards the early part of the forecast period, leading to the recorded result.   

   

  



  

 

 

Figure 10 Percentage of years (39 years) which recorded pasture over-utilisation (1900–2015) by climate state 

(dry, average, wet) for low, medium and high pasture availability for each of the 13 stocking rates.  

4.2 Economic modelling  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  

The optimal stocking rate decision without a forecast (0% skill) must be first evaluated prior to 

calculating the potential value of SCFs. Figure 11 shows the optimal without-forecast stocking 

rate decision for each combination of the decision drivers (Table 5). The without-forecast 

decision illustrates the influence of the decision drivers. High and medium pasture availability 

(bottom row; Figure 11) lead to the decision to stock steers at the highest stocking rate (20 

steers/100 ha) regardless of steer prices. When pasture availability was low, lower stocking 

rates were selected when steer prices were medium or high in October.  

  



  

 

  

Figure 11 Optimal without forecast stocking rate decision (steers per 100 ha). Three levels of pasture 

availability (low, medium, high) are represented in the three rows and steer price in October (low, medium, 

high) are represented in the columns. These figures were based on a farm size of 30 000 ha with 6000 

animals.  

4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The optimal stocking rate decision for perfect forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states 

(100% skill) were evaluated for each setting of pasture availability, October steer price and 

climate forecast state (Figure 12).  

For high pasture availability, the optimal stocking rate decision remained the same as the 

without-forecast decision for all three climate states (20 steers/100 ha). For medium initial 

pasture availability, the stocking rate decision similarly remained the same as the 

withoutforecast decision except under a dry climate forecast state with high steer prices, where 

notable destocking was selected (9 steers/100 ha).   

The greatest change from the without-forecast decision was for low pasture availability. Lower 

stocking rates were selected for the dry state (Figure 12), with the exception for when steer 

prices were high as the lowest stocking rate was already selected for the without-forecast 

decision (Figure 11). Higher stocking rates were selected under a wet climate state for medium 

and high steer prices. For an average climate state there was little change from the 

withoutforecast decision.  

  

Figure 12 Optimal with forecast stocking rate decision (steers per 100 ha). Dry, average and wet climate 

states are represented in each box, the three levels of pasture availability in October (low, medium, high) are 



  

 

represented in the rows and steer price in October (low, medium, high) are represented in the columns. 

These figures were based on a farm size of 30 000 ha with 6000 animals.  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value  

Results of the value of a perfect forecast (100% skilful) of the three climate states indicate the 

importance of the decision driver settings to deliver financial returns (Figure 13). If pasture 

availability was high in October, no value of a forecast was found, regardless of steer price (top 

rows; Figure 13).   

For medium pasture availability, value was only found for a dry forecast when steer prices were 

high ($11.80/steer). The greatest value was found with low initial pasture availability. The 

highest value was found for a wet forecast with medium steer prices ($13.90/steer). A dry 

forecast provided the next highest value, also with medium steer prices ($4.40/steer).   

  

  

Figure 13 Perfect-forecast value ($/steer). Dry, average and wet states in the three boxes, three levels of 

current pasture availability (low, medium, high) in the three rows and steer price (low, medium, high) in the 

columns. These figures were based on a farm size of 30 000 ha with 6000 animals.  

4.2.4 Imperfect-forecast value  

The forecast value differed with forecast skill and for each climate forecast (dry, average, wet), 

pasture availability level and steer price (Figure 14). These plots provide greater detail of the 

results in Figure 13, illustrating the value of forecasts with various skill levels. For the few 

instances where value was found, it was mostly for dry or wet forecasts and increased as 

forecast skill increased (Figure 14).  

   



  

 

  

Figure 14 Imperfect forecast value ($/steer). Three levels of current pasture availability (low, medium, high) 

are in the three rows and three steer prices (low, medium, high) in the columns. Skill (%) is represented on 

the x-axis as calculated in Table 4. These figures were based on a farm size of 30 000 ha with 6000 animals.  

5 Discussion  

The key production decision sensitive to SCF identified by industry was what stocking rate to set 

for the wet season. This decision is a trade-off between selling smaller animals in October with a 

lower risk of pasture over-utilisation and selling animals later at higher weights but potentially 

risk incurring costs associated with pasture over-utilisation.   

5.1 Optimal decisions made without seasonal climate forecasts   

Pasture availability in October strongly influenced the optimal decision made without a forecast. 

With high and medium pasture availability, the decision was to stock at the highest allowable 

stocking rate, regardless of price settings (Figure 11). These results reflect that with medium or 

high pasture availability it is likely that sufficient feed will be available through the wet to avoid 

over-utilisation as indicated in Figure 8. As pasture over-utilisation is the major cost associated 



  

 

with higher stocking rates, the model selected the maximum stocking rate as there was limited 

cost incurred to grow animals out to higher weights.   

For low pasture availability in October, differences in stocking rates were seen with 

progressively more stock destocked for medium and high steer prices. This highlights a trade-off 

between a cost penalty associated with over-utilisation and the price obtained for lighter animals 

in October.  

Greater destocking at higher steer prices is logical as higher income can be generated in 

October and costs associated with pasture over-utilisation minimised. Overall, these results 

indicate that pasture conditions and pasture management through the dry season (up to  

October) will have a notable impact on stocking rate decisions made for the wet season.  

5.2 Optimal decisions made with seasonal climate forecasts   

Inclusion of perfect (100% skilful) forecasts of dry, average and wet conditions only changed 

the optimal stocking rate decision from the without-forecast decision for a few combinations of 

pasture availability and steer prices. The stocking rate decision did not alter for high pasture 

availability. For medium pasture availability, destocking compared to the without-forecast 

scenario was selected for a dry forecast with high steer prices (20 steers/100 ha reduced to 9 

steers/100 ha) and yielded a maximum value of $11.80/steer but otherwise decisions were 

unchanged at this pasture level.   

For low pasture availability and perfect (100% skilful) forecasts, different stocking rate decisions 

were made depending on climate forecast state. For a dry state, greater destocking was 

selected with a range in value between $0–4.40/steer, depending on steer price. Under a wet 

climate forecast state, higher stocking rates were selected with an associated value $0– 

13.90/steer, depending on steer price.  

Some combinations for which value was not identified were constrained by the experimental 

design. Allowable stocking rates were restricted to between 8 and 20 steers/100 ha which 

represents typical limits applied in the system. This resulted in a hard boundary for further 

changes to lower or higher stocking rates based on climate state. For example, the 

withoutforecast stocking rate decision for low pasture availability at high steer prices was 8 

steers/ 100 ha, the lowest possible stocking rate option. Thus, under a dry forecast scenario 

further destocking could not be selected to respond to deteriorating conditions. A similar 

circumstance is reflected for increasing stocking rates. This upper boundary is less fluid as 

producers do not typically buy stock and this decision is centred on the degree of destocking. 

It should be appreciated that although a single-class steer-only model was used, it was used 

to represent a full herd. As such, drastic reductions in stock numbers (e.g. to 0) were not 

considered as producers will need to retain base herd numbers for future breeding.   

A climate forecast of average conditions was found to be of limited economic value under all 

model settings. The single instance of value was $1.70/steer for a perfect average forecast 

(100% skilful). The low value of an average forecast state reflects the limited change in 

conditions compared to the without-forecast decision (i.e. based on climatology). As climatology 

is the average climate conditions, no change or a small change to the stocking rate decision with 

an average forecast state (middle tercile of climate data) is unsurprising.  

Greater value of dry and wet forecast states was found (Figure 14). Two examples will be used 

to explore the different circumstances for which dry and wet forecasts have value. With medium 

pasture availability and high steer prices, the without-forecast decision was to stock at the 

maximum of 20 steers/100 ha. With a perfect dry forecast, the optimal decision changed to 

destocking to 9 steers/100 ha, driven by increased revenue from selling steers at high prices in 

October and a reduction of the costs of pasture over-utilisation, which was exacerbated due to 

dry conditions (Figure 10). A perfect forecast of a dry state resulted in an improvement in returns 

of $11.80/steer under this scenario.  



  

 

A scenario of low pasture availability and medium steer prices provides an example of the 

benefit of a wet forecast. The without forecast decision in this scenario was to destock to 14 

steers/100 ha, largely due to poor pasture conditions. With a perfect wet forecast, the optimal 

decision changed to keeping stock at the maximum 20 steers/100 ha. In this example, a wet 

forecast provided greater surety about the occurrence of additional pasture growth that occurs 

in a wet state, reducing likelihood of pasture over-utilisation (Figure 10). This reduced costs 

and, in association with medium steer prices, made holding stock more profitable. A perfect 

forecast of a wet state resulted in an improvement in returns of $13.90/steers under this 

scenario.  

The above examples highlight the maximum possible value of SCF under different scenarios 

through assuming the forecast was perfect or 100% skilful. However, in reality SCFs are 

imperfect and different levels of skill were analysed to assess the value of improvements. 

Positive value of SCFs was obtained for four of the nine combinations of pasture availability and 

steer prices (Figure 14). Of these four, two scenarios recorded limited value (<$1/steer) and this 

was not realised until skill exceeded at least 80%. For the two scenarios with greater value, 

positive value was found for skill above 10–20%.  

5.3 Comparison to previous findings  

The forecast value found here is similar to previous studies that considered the value of SCFs to 

northern beef production systems. O’Reagain et al. (2011) evaluated several strategies to set 

stocking rates over a 12-year field experiment. They found the best strategy was to set stocking 

rates based on available forage, mirroring the importance of pasture availability found here. 

They further found that following a fixed, conservative strategy performed better than a variable 

approach using the SOI phase forecast system to set stocking rates. Again, the findings here 

support their findings with near $0 forecast value found for many decision variable settings 

(Figure 13). Similar to this study, Stafford Smith et al. (2000) used the GRASP model to 

evaluate if the incorporation of SCFs improve whole farm economics using a different economic 

model framework (Herd-Econ). They found only modest improvements in cash flow through 

incorporating a forecast over their baseline management strategies. In addition, they found that 

decisions were sensitive to market settings. The results found here support their conclusions.  

McIntosh et al. (2005) found more forecast value in their assessment of a northern beef 

enterprise also utilising the GRASP model. They found that all the forecast systems assessed  

(SOI phase, SST, perfect rainfall and perfect growth index) improved annual cash flow. A 14– 

33% improvement in cash flow above the without-forecast scenario was found. For the 

maximum forecast value found here (low pasture and medium price; Figure 13) a similar 

improvement in returns was found (23%).  

5.4 Limitations and assumptions   

The case study design used particular parameter settings both within the GRASP production 

model and the economic model. GRASP has been used widely to investigate climate variability 

and climate change assessments for northern beef enterprises (Ash et al., 2000; McIntosh et al., 

2005; McKeon et al., 2000; Stafford Smith et al., 2000) and limitations outlined (McKeon et al., 

2009). For the GRASP settings, the farm characteristics were developed in consultation with 

industry to provide a representative farm. These characteristics will likely be different for 

individual farms. For instance, weaning timing and mustering timing may differ. Thus, this case 

study is simply an example of the potential value of SCFs, not a comprehensive assessment for 

all possible enterprise arrangements.   

Profitability in northern beef production systems is generated by multi-year management leading 

to returns in beef production. The assessment of profits through a single wet season may not 

adequately capture the flow-on influences of decisions through the system. This includes 

pasture management and herd structure dynamics. The aim of this study was to investigate the 

potential of seasonal forecasts. This necessitated a restricted view of profitability based on a 



  

 

single season to evaluate the benefit of including SCFs into decisions at the seasonal scale. 

GRASP is a simplified model with the live weight gain parameterised for animal live weight 

production. Here, only October to April values were considered with carry-over influence into 

later phases on the production not considered in order to evaluate a seasonal decision. These 

carry-over influences were thus not incorporated into the results.  

GRASP uses a steer-only herd in the modelling process. In reality the herd will contain males 

and females in various age classes. For this application investigations were focused on the 

balance of pasture availability and animal weight gain, not on herd dynamics or breeding 

strategies (e.g. calving time) which operate on time horizons longer than a season. As such, 

GRASP is sufficient to capture the key linkages between pasture production, beef production 

and climate variability which were the focus of this study. Nonetheless, a more complex 

biophysical model would allow for more nuanced stocking rate decisions. The NABSA 

production model (Ash et al., 2015) was investigated for this purpose, however constraints and 

assumptions in the model, which was developed for multi-year assessments of management 

decisions and long-term climate, was not amenable for this application.   

The pasture over-utilisation penalty was an important cost estimated in the economic model. 

There were two methodological steps which led to the penalty applied. These were the 

determination of whether pastures were over-utilised and the penalty ($) associated with 

overutilisation. Both the values were derived using findings from O’Reagain et al. (2011) as 

described in section 3.2.1. Different derivation of determining when pastures were classified as 

over-utilised would influence the percentage of years classified as over-utilised and would 

change sensitivity to SCFs. For example, a 20% (30%) threshold rather than 25% would 

increase (decrease) instances of pasture over-utilisation increasing (decreasing) the cost 

associated with higher stocking rates, with SCFs likely to have greater (less) value for more 

(fewer) circumstances.  

Similarly, modification to the penalty value would influence the value of SCFs. A higher penalty 

would increase the costs associated with pasture over-utilisation making lower stocking rates 

more profitable. In turn, a lower penalty value would further increase high stocking rates. 

Although the results were dependent on the determination of these values, O’Reagain et al. 

(2011) provided the best evidence to set these values due to the experimental design and 

proximity to the case study site (within 70 km). However, O’Reagain et al. (2011) did not 

specifically design their experiment to assess a cost penalty associated with pasture 

overutilisation for a single season. Further research is required to provide viable alternate 

options to set these parameter values in the economic model.  

The design of the analysis includes two categories of information, which were used in the 

economic assessment: information that can be known at the decision time (pasture availability, 

steer prices in October) and future information that is unknown at the decision time (climate 

state, price of steers in April). Sensitivity analyses were included to evaluate the impact of 

different settings of the known information and a probabilistic forecast system was explicitly 

used to assess the value of SCFs. Prices for steers in April were fixed to the median of historical 

values. This approach was undertaken as a rational assumption of uncertain future prices. 

However, producers may have additional information at the time of selling about the likely price 

of steers in April (e.g. greater market access leading to higher demand for beef). Additional 

information regarding the likely price of cattle in April would likely change the without- and 

withforecast stocking rate decision and may influence the value of SCFs.   

April steer prices were not set to be contingent on the climate forecast state. That is, it was not 

assumed that April prices modify in-step with different climate conditions. For instance, in a dry 

season steer prices in April could be lower because of greater selling of animals due to lower 

animal condition and destocking into the dry season. This non-state contingent design was 

necessary as insufficient historical data was available to evaluate state-based relationships. If 

April steer prices are related to climate conditions, it is likely that the value of SCFs is 

underestimated in this assessment, in particular for dry forecasts.  



  

 

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this analysis was conducted using a theoretical tercile  

SCF. Operational forecasts, such as the SOI Phase system (Stone and Auliciems, 1992) or 

Bureau of Meteorology POAMA model (Wang et al., 2004) were intentionally not used. The use 

of theoretical rather than actual forecasts was preferred given the focus here on potential value 

rather than actual value. However, the methodology outlined here provides a robust framework 

for further analyses of operational forecast systems.   

Like operational forecasts, the theoretical forecasts used in this analysis provided an indication 

of the likely climate state (dry, average or wet), not the precise evolution of weather conditions. 

The value of a higher resolution forecast, such as a decile forecast, may be greater. This sets a 

challenge to the forecasting community. For instance, the Bureau of Meteorology currently 

operates on a two-state climate forecast (above or below median). The current percent 

consistent score for the Charters Towers region for October to December rainfall is 

approximately 70%, equivalent to 40% using the definition of skill in this study.  
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Engagement for the development of a case study for northern beef was conducted in 

consultation with industry experts in CQ (Rockhampton), Dalrymple and Gulf (Charters 

Towers), CW Qld and Channel country (Longreach), Kimberley and Victoria River Downs 

(Kununurra), Pilbara (Broome) on the advice from MLA representatives (Tom Davidson and 

Irene Sobotta; 13 April 2016).   

Workshops or interviews were held in Rockhampton (22/6/2016), Charters Towers (22/7/2016), 

Longreach (2–4/8/2016), Kununurra (23–24/8/2016) and Broome (25/8/2016) to explore the 

northern beef system and identify climate-sensitive decision points at a seasonal scale 



  

 

(months). Those present included advisers, consultants, producers, corporate managers and 

managers from pastoral houses.   

1 Identifying climate-sensitive decision points  

Discussions were focused to identify the annual management cycles, starting conditions (e.g. 

herd structure, husbandry, etc.) and timing of key decisions for the northern beef herd in 

general, and for variation that occurs across regions due to climate and land type. Once these 

workshops were completed, the project team selected a theoretical breeding property at 

Charters Towers as representative for northern Australia with a property size of 30 000 ha and 

herd size of 2700 AE.   

The key climate-sensitive decision was adjusting stock numbers (sell, move, buy) from March to 

October, which depends on current livestock numbers, available feed supply, market prices and 

seasonal outlook. This usually occurs in two rounds of mustering, the first after the wet season 

from April to July, and the second prior to the wet season from August to November.   

2 Decision point  

Round 1 – April–June – How many livestock do we carry until round 2 (July–October)?  

The timing of this decision is April to June for a seasonal climate forecast of July to September 

and August to October.  

Round 2 – July–October – How many livestock do we carry until the end of the wet season 

(round 1 next year)?  

The timing of this decision is July to October for a seasonal climate forecast of the wet season 

ahead (November to March).  

Three variables are important to this decision and storylines around each variable follow:  

Relative price (high or low): good prices encourage additional selling of livestock, low prices 

discourage selling.   

Feed availability (high or low): Low pasture (in paddock) encourages selling, high feed 

availability discourages selling.   

Rainfall forecast (wet, dry, average): Wet (i.e. good pasture growth) discourages selling, dry 

(i.e. poor pasture growth) encourages selling.   

Figure 15 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including seasonal climate forecast 

information against decisions made without this information.  

   

  



  

 

  

Figure 15 Decision pathway for proportion of livestock sold in northern beef systems including an evaluation 

of the decision made.  

  

3 Selling decision  

The northern beef herd is usually mustered in two rounds (i.e. round 1 March–June, round 2 

July–October). Depending on the quantity of available pasture, current herd numbers or stocking 

rate, market prices and the prospects of future rainfall, livestock are kept on the property or sold 

in the domestic or overseas markets. During the November to March period there is limited 

livestock management activity because cows are calving (mustering causes mis-mothering), wet 

season causes difficulties with access, heat causes stress for livestock and humans, and 

stockmen are released for annual leave. As such, most stations operate on skeleton staff from 

December to March. Therefore the key livestock decision during the round 2 muster relates to 

how many livestock are carried through the wet season until the round 1 muster next year.  

    

Appendix 2: Production summary   

Figure 16 shows in more detail the major management decisions made for northern Australian 

beef enterprises. This calendar was compiled based on advice from producers in Charters 

Towers, Kununurra and Broome regions along with industry researchers (Mick Sullivan, DAF 

Rockhampton and; Peter O’Reagain, John Bushell, Karl McKellar, David Smith Charters Towers 

DAF).  

Figure 16 Herd management calendar for a control mated, pregnancy tested or foetal aged herd selling store steers 

and cull heifers as yearlings (15–20 months) in central Queensland. In the north-east (Charters Towers) and 

northwest (Kimberley) these management activities may be 1–2 months later and management such as control 

mating, pregnancy testing, foetal aging and herd segregation are less common.   
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Appendix 3: Gross margin values  

Table 6 Productions costs used in the economic analyses based on information in Martin (2016)   

Variable costs  Cost (A$)  /unit  

Enterprise expenses*       

Livestock materials and veterinary chemicals  3.36  /AE  

Cattle purchases  12.60  /AE  

Freight  6.72  /AE  

Pasture chemicals  0.84  /AE  

Total enterprise costs  23.52  /AE  

Degradation costs of over-utilisation (>25%)  285,364  /30,000ha^  

Livestock selling cost      

Commission  5%  /head  

MLA levy  5.00  /head  

Freight costs to saleyard  10.00  /head  

^sourced from O’Reagain et al. (2011)  
AE is animal equivalent  

  

  

  

     



  

 

Appendix 4: Economic model  

1 Overview of the modelling approach  

  

  

2 Economic model description  

The economic model used key outputs from the GRASP production model to capture the links 

between climatic conditions, pasture and beef production. The economic model evaluated the 

changes in livestock numbers, livestock weights and pasture utilisation under different stocking 

rate strategies. This was achieved by applying a consistent set of output (beef prices in October 

and April) to the biophysical outputs and incorporating baseline information on beef production 

costs.  

A two-stage discrete stochastic programming (DSP) model was developed for the beef case 

study where time was divided into the ‘present’ and the ‘future’. A standard linear programming 

model was developed into a DSP model by introducing a second period decision. The x → s 

format of static linear programming changes to x1 → s→ x2 (s, x1) in the DSP case. Here x1 

represents Stage 1 decisions (13 stocking rate strategies – 8, 9, 10……..20 head per 100 ha in 

October), s is the state of nature (tercile rainfall - dry, avg and wet) and x2 (s, x1) represents 

Stage 2 decisions (number and weight of stock sold, pasture over-utilisation cost incurred). 

These Stage 2 decisions are contingent upon earlier Stage 1 decisions and the state of nature 

that occurs. The farm-planning problem is to choose the optimal stocking rate in March to 

maximise the expected level of return across climatic states. In algebraic terms, the main 

elements of the model are:   

  

F G HIJK = ∑1
1N- 01M1         

            

            

        

[Equ 1]  
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Where:  

πs  probability of state s 

ys  net return in state s  

Model parameters  

c1j  the net return from the sale of young steers under stocking rate j in stage 1 ($/hd) – 

October c2js  the net return from activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (older steer price, 

pasture overutilisation cost) – April  

Model variables  

x1j   the number of young steers j sold in Stage 1 – October  

x2ns   the level of activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (yearling – sales, likelihood of pasture  

 over-utilisation – probability) – April  

The objective function (Equ 1) maximises the expected net return from activities across three 

climatic states. The expected return takes into account the level of return in each state and the 

probability of each state occurring. The expected net return is maximised subject to constraints 

on the overall number of steers available for sale. The DSP model was solved using the What’s 

Best!® 14.0 add-in to Microsoft Excel®.   

The two-stage decision process is reflected in returns for each state (Equ 2). In Stage 1, the 

term c1j x1j represents returns from a particular stocking rate strategy. The return c1j is simply 

price of young steers in October ($/kg) multiplied by their live weight and x1j is the number of 

young steers sold. In Stage 2, the term c2ns x2ns represents state-contingent revenue and costs. 

These are state-contingent because climatic conditions influence the live weight of older steers 

and the likelihood of pasture over-utilisation.  

A key part of the analysis is that decisions taken in Stage 1 are the same in every state of 

nature, whereas the decisions taken in Stage 2 are specific to each state. While production is 

state-contingent, as per the outputs from the biophysical model, the prices of inputs and outputs 

(e.g. beef prices) were assumed to be independent of climatic conditions. There was insufficient 

historical data available to determine the extent of correlation between seasonal conditions and 

April steer prices within the study area.   

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different stocking rate decisions in each state. 

This is an important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the 

modelling reflects the ability of producers to consider state-contingent responses, something 

readily observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, 

rational producers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily 

reflected in a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based 

on forecast skill.  

2.1 Valuing the forecast system  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry , Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

stocking rate without a climate forecast is the one which provides the highest expected return.  



  

 

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. For example, a skilful forecast of a dry 

season results in the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state so the outcomes of a dry 

state are given more weight in the objective function of the model. For a forecast to have 

economic value, the change in weighting must lead to a change in the stocking rate decision 

relative to the without-forecast scenario. Model restrictions ensure that the overall probability of 

the occurrence of each climatic state is the same as its historical probability of occurrence (i.e. 

the prior probability πs). This restriction ensures that the model is valuing improved knowledge 

about the occurrence of each state.  

The value of the forecast system is derived from optimal decisions taken with and without the 

forecast. Expected farm income in the DSP model (Y) is a consequence of non-stochastic 

returns in Stage 1 (prior to uncertainty being resolved) and stochastic returns in Stage 2 (after 

the state of nature is revealed). With a risk-neutral objective function of the DSP model [Equ 1] 

and the hypothetical forecast system described elsewhere, the value of a specific forecast f 

within this system was defined as:   

Vf s|f y*s f

 y*so  [Equ 3]  
s=1   s=1 

where:    

y*s f   denotes the net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal stocking 

rate x*sf based on forecast f; and  

y*so   denotes net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimum stocking  

rate x*so based on the prior probabilities (assumed to be historical climatology).   

  

This is simply a statement that the value of forecast f is equal to the difference in expected net 

return with and without the forecast. The forecast will have no value in the event that x*sf = x*so 

(i.e. where the with forecast and the without forecast decision is the same). The estimated value 

of a particular forecast accounts for both the decisions made in Stage 1 (October) and the 

statecontingent tactical adjustments made in Stage 2 (April).   

  

The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of each forecast within the 

system by the frequency with which each forecast occurs. If F denotes a forecast system and qf 

is the frequency with which each forecast occurs, then the value of a forecast system with three 

possible forecasts can be defined as:  

VF q Vf f  [Equ 4]  
f =1 

  

The value of the forecast system is influenced by attributes of the forecast system and attributes 

of the decision setting. The main attribute of the hypothetical forecast system assessed is 

forecast skill. An increasingly skilful forecast allows the DSP model to divert more resources 

towards production in the forecasted state. With a forecast of three rainfall states (f = fdry, favg, 

fwet) and eleven skill levels (σ = 0, 10%, 20%, …,100%), the DSP model is solved 33 times in 

order to value the hypothetical forecast system for a given set of conditions (levels of pasture 

availability and steer prices).   
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Executive summary   

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.   

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the value of SCFs to the management of grains farms in the Grains 

Research and Development Corporation (GRDC) northern panel region. The key decision 

identified by industry was which summer crop to sow. Four potential options were considered, 

sorghum, cotton, mungbean and summer fallow. The timing of this decision was early October 

for a rainfall forecast from October to December. Rainfall over this period can have an important 

influence on crop production. A skilful seasonal climate forecast is potentially valuable if it helps 

farmers make a different summer cropping decision compared with the decision made based on 

historical average rainfall.   

  Methods  

To assess the value of SCFs, a probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the 

value of SCFs. Three discrete climate states (dry, average or wet) were identified based on the 

lower, middle and upper tercile of rainfall received at Gunnedah (October to December) over the 

period 1889 to 2015. Each year was classified as belonging to one of these climate states. Crop 

yields for each of these climate states were obtained from outputs from the biophysical 

production model APSIM. These outputs were combined with crop production costs and built 

into an economic model to capture the links between climatic conditions and crop production. 

The economic model was used to select the most profitable summer cropping decision under a 

variety of scenarios.  

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The use of a biophysical 

model allowed different amounts of soil moisture at sowing to be captured and outcomes to be 

explored in dry, average and wet climate states. Inclusion of relative crop price further helped to 

represent the decision-making context prior to the consideration of a climate forecast.   

In order to systematically assess the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system of 

dry, average and wet states was used. A total of 11 skill levels were assessed (0%, 10%, 

…,100%)   with 0% representing climatology (the historical average) and 100% skill reflecting a 



  

 

perfect forecast of the three climate states. Increasing forecast skill results in a higher probability 

of a particular climate state evolving, providing more certainty about future conditions.  

  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on the cropping decision  

The level of initial soil moisture was found to have a strong influence on cropping decisions. Low 

soil moisture at sowing led to an optimal decision to either fallow or sow mungbean in the 

absence of forecast information. In contrast, cotton and sorghum were selected under high initial 

soil moisture.   

Relative crop price was also found to be an important driver of decisions with a sensitivity 

analysis conducted for sorghum. High prices tended to encourage sowing of sorghum into 

marginally less favourable initial soil moisture and climate state conditions.  

Alternate crop decisions were based on forecasts of different climate states. In general, a dry 

forecast more often led to cropping decisions with lower water requirements (fallow and 

mungbean) compared to the without-forecast decisions. Conversely, a wet forecast modified 

decisions towards sowing of higher value crops with higher water requirements (sorghum and 

cotton).  

  Value of forecasts  

Forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states had different economic value. A climate 

forecast of average conditions was found to have the least economic value under all decision 

settings. This is unsurprising as the without-forecast decision is based on long-term average 

rainfall over all years, which is normally close to conditions represented by average tercile 

rainfall. Dry and wet forecasts were both found to be potentially valuable to growers, with the 

extent dependent on initial soil moisture and relative crop prices. The maximum value of a dry 

forecast improved returns by $204/ha and the maximum value of a wet forecast improved 

returns by $188/ha. Improved forecast skill was naturally found to be positively related to 

forecast value, although the extent to which value related to incremental improvements was 

dependent on the settings of initial soil moisture and relative crop prices.  

  Key findings  

A general finding was that forecasts that led to decisions that run contrary to the direction of 

conditions provided the most value. For example, a wet forecast under low initial soil moisture 

and high relative sorghum price was valuable as it triggered a change from mungbean to 

sorghum. This finding has some parallels with observations of Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) that 

the ‘news-worthiness’ of information is a critical determinant of its value.  

It is important to recognise that the decision investigated here represents only part of the risk 

grain growers manage. The case study necessarily only represented one site and one 

production system and other sites, systems and decisions may find different results. However, it 

is likely that the general findings around the circumstances for which forecast value was found 

will provide insights for the use and value of SCFs for grain growers more widely.   

 

ii  NSW Department of Primary Industries, July 2018  
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological 

responses to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a 

key technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important 

to distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that 

farmers can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot 

remove the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still 

left with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes 

however well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall et al., 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, 

particularly relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  
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Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 

value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).    

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources18 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This 

project aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to 

assess where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments 

in a simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and 

allows farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of 

information has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the northern grains case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

                                                
18 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners was invited 

to describe the production system within which seasonal climate forecasts were evaluated. 

Invited participants were selected based on industry reputation and experience and differed 

depending on the case study. The group defined the production system that best reflected local 

conditions in the area. Subsequently, each of the decision points within the system were 

explored. Each major decision point was further scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of seasonal climate 

forecasts across a range of production systems and decision environments. They were not 

designed to be statistically representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total 

potential value to each industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach 

taken here attempts to strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very 

limited wider applicability and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important 

features of production systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Northern grains production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

The value of Australian grains production was valued at $12.5 billion in 2016/17 which 

represented 32% of the total Australian agriculture gross value (ABS, 2018). The range of crops 

and growing locations that combine to this significant value are diverse. Appreciating this 

diversity, the Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC) develop their priorities 

based on regional panels based on agroecological zone across northern, southern and western 

regions (Figure 1). Grains production in the northern region was the focus of this case study.  
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Figure 1 Regionalisation of GRDC research panels (ABARES, 2018)  

The northern cropping region is characterised by typically high soil fertility with both summer and 

winter crops grown across much of the region (GRDC, 2018). This is particularly the case from 

northern New South Wales and into Queensland, in response to rainfall sources from both 

southern and northern weather systems.   

2.2 Description of production system and key decision point  

Industry consultation was undertaken to describe the production system and key decision points. 

Further information on the consultation process is contained in Appendix 1: Industry 

engagement.   

The northern grains case study was focused on a mixed dryland cropping grazing enterprise 

based in the Gunnedah (Liverpool Plains) region of New South Wales (Figure 2). Using farm 

descriptions in Scott et al. (2004) as a baseline, the group described a typical farm in the region 

as 1700 ha property on predominately fertile black and grey cracking clays. The proportion of 

farm under crop was 50% (850 ha) comprising 60% summer and 40% winter cropping.  
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Figure 2 Map showing the location of Gunnedah, the case study site The 

cropping rotation sequence was based on:   

summer crop – winter fallow – summer crop – winter crop – long fallow (summer/winter fallow)  

Summer cropping options include mungbean, cotton, sunflower and sorghum. Winter cropping 

options include winter cereals such as wheat, barley and dual-purpose cereals for grazing, faba 

beans, chickpeas and canola. More emphasis was placed on the summer cropping decision with 

winter cropping considered a secondary decision.  

Key features of the summer cropping system in Gunnedah are shown in Figure 3.  

  



 

 

  

Figure 3 Broad characteristics of the summer sowing decision for the northern grains case study  

 Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

SUMMER CROP 

Sorghum 
Cotton 
Mung bean1 
Fallow 

 

  

WINTER CROP  X Sow wheat (e.g. Lancer)               

→ 

1 
Can be sown as spring crop or summer crop. Spring crop is represented here.  
Note: These are estimated time of sowing and harvest, actual times will vary from season to season.   
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X  Sow  Harvest  X 
X  Sow Harvest  X 
X  Sow Harvest  X 
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2.2.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

What summer crop will I sow?  

  

The time of the decision was October and the options considered were sorghum, cotton, mungbean or 

summer fallow. In deciding between these options, three key decision drivers were identified:  

1. Soil moisture at sowing: higher soil moisture levels are better suited to crops with higher 

moisture requirements, lower starting soil moisture favour crops with lower moisture 

requirements or fallowing.  

2. Relative crop prices: an upward shift in relative price of one crop will favour sowing of that crop, 

a downward shift in relative price of one crop will favour sowing of an alternate crop.  

3. Forecast of October to December rainfall: a wet outlook encourages sowing crops with higher 

in-crop moisture requirements, dry outlook encourages sowing crops with lower in-crop moisture 

requirements.  

Figure 4 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include SCFs. This is necessary 

to evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made without SCF information. Further 

details on the process of defining this decision point and the decision drivers are contained in Appendix 

1: Industry engagement.  

  

  

Figure 4 Decision pathway for northern grains case study including an evaluation of the decision made.  
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2.3 Previous studies evaluating the value of SCFs to northern grain production systems  

Several studies in Australia have evaluated the use of SCFs to improve profitability of summer cropping 

enterprises. Carberry et al. (2000) investigated the use of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) phase 

forecast to assist with strategic management decisions regarding crop rotations in grains enterprises. 

They tested a cropping decision over two years within a three-year summer crop rotation for a 

hypothetical dryland farm in Dalby, Queensland. The system was set to crop sorghum in year 1 

followed by a crop choice in year 2 (sorghum, cotton or fallow) followed by cotton in year 3. They tested 

a fixed option for each of the crop choices in year 2 as well as an option that varied crop choice based 

on SOI phase forecast.  

Their analysis considered changes to a variety of economic and biophysical indicators. Their results, 

which included the SOI phase to determine the crop choice in year 2, increased gross margin returns 

by $201/ha over two years over the without-forecast strategy but with increased financial risk. Overall, 

Carberry et al. (2000) noted that use of the SOI phase forecast provided some improvement in making 

a cropping decision and that several financial and environmental elements should be considered when 

conducting these assessments.  

Hammer et al. (2000) used the same data and assessment framework designed by Carberry et al. 

(2000) to expand their study to consider the value of four forecasting systems. These were a twomonth 

and nine-month SOI phase system, a sea surface temperature (SST) system and a projected SOI 

phase forecast using output from global circulation model runs. Inclusion of a SCF to make the 

cropping decision was found to improve gross margin returns compared with the without-forecast option 

for all forecast systems tested ($185 to $304/ha over two years). Financial risk also increased but only 

up to 5% more than the without-forecast strategy.   

Crean et al. (2005) assessed the value of operational climate forecasts for an opportunity cropping 

decision in northern New South Wales. In contrast to traditional long fallow systems, opportunity 

cropping involves sowing a crop whenever soil moisture is considered to be adequate. They assessed 

how SOI and SOI phase systems could help growers make better choices between wheat-fallow and 

fallow-sorghum in an opportunity cropping system. The value of SCFs ranged from $0 to $8.15 ha/ year 

depending on the level of soil moisture. They found that the overall economic value of a forecast 

system was often dominated by the value associated with following just one or two forecast types (e.g. 

a phase with the SOI phase system) within each system. While some forecast types were valuable, 

others had limited skill, were not influential in crop selections, and hence were of not of value. They 

concluded that defining the acceptable level of forecast skill in operational forecast systems has direct 

implications for forecast valuation.   

McIntosh et al. (2005) evaluated two forecast systems, SOI phase and SST based, to consider cotton 

and sorghum sowing options in Moree, New South Wales. The decision analysed was to sow dryland 

cotton in October to a particular skip row configuration or sorghum. In their case study, assessments 

were conducted based on sowing on 50% stored soil moisture. They found that use of an SST forecast 

doubled the gross margin return.   

A recent study evaluated the value of SCFs in informing sorghum cropping designs, which included 

over 176 million simulations across various options of sowing timing, soil type, soil moisture at sowing, 

skip row spacing, plant density, nitrogen application and cultivar (Rodriguez et al., 2018). Using SCFs 

generated by the Bureau of Meteorology’s POAMA seasonal climate forecasting model interfaced with 

a biophysical model, the study estimated the value of a forecast by multiplying yields by price and 

subtracting growing costs. Their results found that the value of a SCF relative to an optimised, static, 

without-forecast strategy was $3 to $63/ha.   
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3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated through maximising returns of the system by selecting the 

optimal cropping decision under various system conditions. An overview of the methodology is outlined 

in Figure 5. Four key components are provided to the economic model which then evaluates the 

potential value of SCFs. Each of these components are described in the following sections.  

  

Figure 5 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, crop production costs, crop prices and climate 

state classification of historical data and probabilistic forecasts are used in the economic model to select optimal 

cropping decision based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Crop biophysical simulation model  

The links between crop choice, climate conditions and yield were captured through detailed biophysical 

modelling using the Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM) (Holzworth et al., 2014) version 

7.9. The APSIM model simulates crop yields through the linkages of several modules that incorporate 

processes of soil water, nitrogen, crop residues, crop growth and development and their interactions in 

farming systems, driven by daily climate data. APSIM has been applied widely in Australian agricultural 

research including for analyses of crops investigated in this case study (Asseng et al., 2012; Rachaputi 

et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2015).  

APSIM was executed using climate data sourced from the SILO patched point dataset (Jeffrey et al., 

2001) for station 055024 (Gunnedah Resource Centre). The soil parameters used in the simulation 

were based on grey vertosol soil characterisation (APSoil No: 1170; Mullaley) derived from APSoil 

(https://www.apsim.info/Products/APSoil.aspx) for the Gunnedah region.  

Three summer crops (cotton, sorghum and mungbean), summer fallow and a winter wheat crop were 

simulated. The wheat simulations were used to place an economic value on residual soil moisture to 

the subsequent winter crop after a summer crop or fallow. All summer cropping options were assessed 

under four levels of initial soil moisture at sowing (25, 50, 75 and 100% of plant available water capacity 

(PAWC)). Soil conditions were reset annually on 14 October under each initial soil moisture level. 

APSIM model configurations for the three summer crops are detailed in Table 1. For sorghum, variable 
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additional nitrogen was applied at floral initiation based on a soil nitrogen deficit rule19 which typically 

amounted to 70–140 kg N/ha. For cotton, if harvest had not been triggered earlier, the simulation was 

set to conduct the harvest on 30 April.  

Table 1 APSIM configuration for cotton, sorghum and mungbean simulations  

  Cotton  Sorghum  Mungbean  

Date of sowing  15 October  15 October  15 October  

Sowing density (plants/m2)  7  4  25  

Sowing depth (mm)  50  35  40  

Cultivar  Ozcot_cotton  Medium  Berken  

Row spacing (mm)  1000  1000  500  

Skip row  Single skip   Solid  -  

Fertiliser at sowing (kg/ha)  100  100  -  

3.1.1 Fallow  

Summer fallow was included as a land use option. Summer fallowing allows the build-up of soil 

moisture and contributes to the yield and profitability of the subsequent wheat crop20. To assess the 

economic value of fallow, a winter wheat crop was simulated at varying levels of soil moisture. APSIM 

was similarly used to conduct this assessment. Like sorghum, variable additional nitrogen was applied 

at floral initiation based on a soil nitrogen deficit rule, which typically amounted to 140 kg N/ha. The 

cultivar Lancer was selected as it has a similar growth pattern to ‘EGA_Gregory’ used as a reference 

in a wheat trial in the region near Gunnedah (NSW DPI, 2015). It was sown with 100 kg/ha fertiliser on 

11 May, which is within the recommend sowing window for Gunnedah.  

A key aspect of these wheat simulations was that the starting soil moisture was set according to stored 

soil moisture, recorded either after a summer crop was harvested (cotton, sorghum, mungbean) or after 

summer fallow. The stored soil moisture was calculated as the average over 8–14 May to minimise 

anomalous results due to individual rainfall events. The soil moisture values were then categorised into 

5 mm increments and were used to reset the wheat APSIM model. The performance of the wheat crop 

sown at these various soil moisture levels, based on availability after summer fallow or a summer crop, 

was then evaluated for 1889 to 2015.   

3.1.2 Mungbean yield adjustment  

Mungbean has an indeterminate flowering habit, with late season flowering possible if conditions are 

favourable. This can lead to a range of physiological stages (flowers, green and black pods) being 

present simultaneously and can make harvesting difficult.   

If crops are not effectively desiccated, the plants and stems contain a lot of sap. This makes harvesting 

challenging as the plants are more difficult to cut, header blockages can occur and the seeds are more 

likely to be stained, reducing quality (NSW DPI, 2014). Conversely, harvesting when mungbean is dry 

can lead to yield losses due to bean shattering and weight loss (NSW DPI, 2014).  

Industry has noted that due to these harvest challenges, yield losses at harvest can often exceed 30%  

(Australian Mungbean Association, 2015; GRDC, 2014) and up to 50% loss has been recorded (GRDC, 

2014). This yield loss at harvest is one of the key management issues affecting the overall profitability 

of a mungbean crop. These harvest aspects associated with notable yield losses in mungbean are not 

                                                
19 Nitrogen was applied to meet a 140N target with the deficit calculated as140 minus total N in the top three soil layers.  
20 Fallowing can also provide good disease and weed control but focus here is only on the benefits of soil moisture.  
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captured by APSIM. To allow for this, simulated mungbean yields from APSIM were reduced by a 

constant factor of 30% to determine realistic paddock yields and economic returns.   

3.2 Crop production costs  

Crop production costs for sorghum, mungbean and wheat were obtained from gross margin budgets 

produced by NSW DPI. Crop production costs for cotton were obtained from AgEcon (Appendix 2: 

Gross margin values). Both sets of budgets provide detailed information on management practices 

and input costs associated with sowing, managing crop nutrition, pests, weeds and disease throughout 

the growing season, and harvesting.  

3.3 Key output and input prices  

Sorghum, cotton lint, cottonseed and wheat prices were based on historical monthly crop prices over 

the 10-year period of 2005–06 to 2014–15 and were sourced from The Land newspaper via ABARES. 

A shorter time series of prices was available for mungbean. Historical monthly mungbean prices were 

obtained from Pulse Australia (2018) for 2010–11 to 2014–15. Historical prices for all crops were 

converted from nominal to real values and expressed in 2014–15 dollars using the Consumer Price 

Index reported in ABARES (2017).  

Prices for all crops were set to their median value (50th percentile) and were assumed to be known at 

the time of sowing (Table 2). The analysis assumes that median prices are a reasonable basis for 

planning, keeping the emphasis on the use of forecasts to manage production variability. With crop 

prices identified as one of three key decision drivers in the Northern Grains Workshop (Appendix 1: 

Industry engagement), a sensitivity analysis was undertaken on shifts in relative prices. Sorghum is an 

important element of summer cropping programs in Gunnedah, so low (10th percentile) and high (90th 

percentile) sorghum price scenarios were also assessed. For these analyses, sorghum prices were set 

to $166/t and $279/t for the low and high relative price scenarios, respectively, while the other crop 

prices were fixed at their median values in Table 2. The price of urea was set to $560/t following 

nitrogen costs supplied in the gross margins used in the analysis (Appendix 2: Gross margin values).   

Table 2 Crop prices used in economic analyses representing the median (50th percentile) of the price data  

  Price  

Sorghum (/t)  $230  

Mungbean (/t)  $882  

Mungbean grading (/t)  $166  

Cotton (/bale)  $460  

Cotton seed (/t)  $339  

Wheat (/t)  $261  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

A probabilistic climate forecast system, in line with currently used operational forecast systems, was 

adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete climate states (dry, average, wet) were identified 

based on the lower, middle and upper tercile of October–December rainfall received at Gunnedah over 

the period 1889 to 2015. Each year was then classified as belonging to one of these climate states: 

dry was categorised by rainfall less than 134 mm, average as rainfall between 134 mm and 213 mm, 

and wet as rainfall in excess of 213 mm (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6 Total rainfall for October through December at Gunnedah for 1889–2015 sourced from SILO (Jeffrey et al., 

2001). Dry, Average and Wet represent terciles 1, 2 and 3.  

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet climate states were obtained by 

classifying yearly outputs (1889 to 2015) of crop yields, fertiliser use and seed yield (cotton only) from 

the APSIM production model (section 3.1). Resulting yearly data for each state (42 years) were then 

averaged to represent each climate state within the economic model. Variations in production across 

climate states provide the necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for forecasts to offer value in 

decision making.   

The probabilistic climate forecasts evaluated in this case study are based on a hypothetical forecast 

system. This approach was chosen because there are multiple providers of operational climate 

forecasts and these systems are regularly updated to reflect improvements in understanding of climate 

and weather systems and rapid developments in computing and analytical capabilities. The main 

benefit of introducing a hypothetical forecast rather than relying on operational forecasts is that key 

aspects of forecast quality, like skill, can be systematically valued. The results of the analysis are then 

more readily applicable to decisions around the level of investment in new forecasting systems.   

In this study, 11 probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the three climate states (dry, average, 

wet), each representing a different level of forecast skill (0 to 100%). These probabilistic forecasts are 

incorporated into the economic model by assigning a probability to the occurrence of each climate state 

based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with reference to prior (without forecast) and 

posterior (with forecast) probabilities was as defined in Equ 1.  

  

= |    [Equ 1]  
. 

 

where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of state s. 

In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the decisionmaker’s 

prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is set at its longterm 

climatological mean of 0.33 for each tercile.   

  

Forecast skill σ is set at pre-determined levels and is rearranged to provide posterior probabilities (Equ 

2).  
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| = 1.0 − +   [Equ 2] Applying this equation to a forecast of a dry state with an 

assumed skill of 20% results in a weighting assigned to dry, average and wet states (Equ 3).  

  

Dry = | = 1.00 − +  = 0.20 1.00 − 0.33 + 0.33 = 0.47  

  

Avg = Wet = . |  =
 .."#= 0.27  [Equ 3]  
 ! ! 

   

Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where each state has a 33% 

chance of occurring. Table 3 provides an example of weighting between the climate states for the 11 

skill levels for a dry forecast state.  

Table 3 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for a dry forecast state for skill levels 0% to 100%  

        Forecast skill      

  Climate state  0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Weighting (%)  

Dry  33  40  47  53  60  67  73  80  87  93  100  

Avg  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

Wet  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

3.5 Economic model  

The economic model used key outputs from APSIM to capture the links between climatic conditions 

and crop production. Combining these outputs with information on crop production costs and crop 

prices allows net returns to be estimated for each cropping option (i.e. sorghum, mungbean, cotton 

and fallow). The economic model evaluates the relative returns offered by each cropping option under 

dry, average and wet climate states and under varying levels of plant available water (PAW) at the 

start of the season. To take into account soil moisture effects, the model considers net returns over an 

18-month period (July year 1 to December year 2).  

The profitability of each cropping option was assessed under each forecast state (dry, average, wet). 

The economic model maximises returns by choosing the option that has the highest return weighted 

across the three climate states according the prescribed forecast skill. The economic model takes the 

form of a discrete stochastic programming (DSP) problem which can be solved through adapting a 

conventional linear programming model and is represented in Equ 4 and 5.  

  

$%& ’()* = ∑- , 

 [Equ 4]  

  
1 

, = . /  !2 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

     [Equ 5]  
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In Equ 4, πs is the probability of state s and ys is the net return in state s.   

The left-hand term of Equ 5 represents the total costs of growing selected crops. This is reflected in c1j 

which is the per hectare cost of growing crop j and x1j which is the area of crop j sown.   

The right-hand term of Equ 5 is the net revenue realised from growing selected crops in each state. 

This is reflected in c2ns, the net revenue from activity n in state s (crop price less yield dependent costs 

related to harvest, levies, freight and processing) and x2ns which is the level of activity n chosen in 

state s in stage 2 (tonnes of grain sold, bales of cotton sold, value of soil moisture). Structuring the 

model in this way reflects practical decisions to be made about harvesting and sale of crops, which is 

important in dry years when yields can be very low.   

The value of soil moisture is also captured in the right-hand term of Equ 5, as the amount of soil 

moisture accrued depends on land use and the rainfall state. As described above, APSIM was used to 

estimate wheat yields under residual soil moisture levels after each summer crop or fallow. These 

yields were used to estimate a return for the following wheat crop. The resulting return was expressed 

as a net present value because of the eight-month delay (December versus April) in receiving returns 

relative to the more immediate returns offered by a summer crop. A 10% annual discount rate was 

applied to these returns in order to appropriately value soil moisture.   

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence so the 

weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state (Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) 

multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal crop choice without a 

climate forecast is the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the probabilities 

in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of a dry season results in the assignment of a 

higher probability to a dry state, so the outcomes of a dry state are given more weight in the objective 

function of the model (see Table 3 for example). The change in weighting given to a dry state may 

lead to a change in the cropping decision (e.g. leave field to fallow) and this creates economic value 

from forecast use.  

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate forecasts. 

First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is straightforward to assess 

the consequences of different crop decisions in each state. This is an important feature when 

considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the modelling reflects the ability of farmers to 

consider state-contingent responses, something readily observed in practice. Third, with operational 

forecasts being probabilistic in nature, rational farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in 

the odds. This can be readily reflected in a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities 

to each state based on forecast skill.  

A more detailed description of the economic model is contained in Appendix 3: Economic model.  

3.6 Analyses  

The potential value of a probabilistic theoretical SCF was evaluated as the marginal benefit of the 

forecast; specifically, the change in returns using a SCF compared with the return obtained without a 

forecast. In this analysis, the without-forecast scenario was represented by 0% skill, which is equivalent 

to equal weighting in results between dry, average and wet climate state outcomes (33% each). Value 

was calculated in terms of $/ha.  

SCF value was assessed for several different decision settings (initial soil moisture level, relative 

sorghum price) and for 11 levels of forecast skill for each of the three climate forecasts (dry, average, 

wet). This produced 396 results representing various decision environment settings, forecasts and 

forecast skill levels (Table 4).  
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Table 4 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value. PAW is plant avaliable water and PAWC is 

plant avalaible water capacity, set by the sorghum crop.  

Variable  Values tested  

PAW at sowing   25, 50, 75, 100% of PAWC  

Relative sorghum crop price low, medium, high  

Forecast state  dry, average, wet  

Forecast skill (%)  0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100  

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) cropping decision was reported for all variable values (initial soil 

moisture and relative sorghum price). Subsequently, the perfect-forecast (100% skill) cropping 

decision for the three forecast states was similarly reported. The potential value ($/ha) of the perfect 

forecast was calculated as the difference between the with-forecast and without-forecast returns. This 

represents largest potential value of climate forecasts for each climate state. Finally, probabilistic 

forecast values ($/ha) relative to the without-forecast decision were calculated for all decision 

environment settings.  

4  Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Historical variability in initial soil moisture conditions at sowing (15 October) was assessed to determine 

the frequency of soil moisture states. For this purpose, initial soil moisture was not reset annually within 

APSIM and a sorghum crop was grown and harvested each year followed by winter fallow. Annual soil 

moisture at sowing (15 October) was extracted by taking the mean of seven days centred on 15 

October. The percentage of years which fell into each PAW category (25, 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC) 

was then found across 1889–2015 with the initialisation years 1889–1899 removed to ensure 

stabilisation of the soil conditions (Table 5).   

The largest number of years fell into the 50–75% and 75–100% of PAWC categories, with 23% and 

36% of the years, respectively. Only a few years recorded soil moisture at sowing less than 25% of 

PAWC (5% of years). Note, these results will vary depending on crop rotation, inclusion of fallow (or 

not) and other management strategies.   

Table 5 Percentage of years for which soil moisture on 15 October fell within each quartile category (1899–2015) at 

Gunnedah  

 <25% 25–49%  50–74%  75–99% 100%  

Percentage of years (%)  5  18  23   36  18  

For each initial soil moisture level at sowing, average crop yields across 1889–2015 of sorghum, cotton 

and mungbean were found for the three climate states (dry, average and wet; Figure 7). For all crops, 

lower soil moisture levels at sowing (25% of PAWC) led to lower yields. Relative difference in the 

sensitivity of the crops to soil moisture levels at sowing was observed. Mungbean was the most stable 

across the different soil moisture levels tested, with similar results for 50, 75 and 100% of PAWC. This 

is a reflection of the lower water requirement of mungbean compared with sorghum and cotton.   

Difference in yields based on climate state (dry, average, wet) was observed for each crop and under 

most initial soil moisture conditions. For instance, the dry climate state led to lower yields under all 

circumstances. Equally, the wet climate state tended to lead to higher yields. These differences in 

yields based on climate state indicate that there may be some benefit in including a SCF to assist with 

the summer cropping decision in Gunnedah.  
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Figure 7 Average yields for each of the crops when sown at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of PAWC. The colours indicate 

the different tercile allocations of the historical data (1889-2015) with red for dry (lower tercile), green for average 

(middle tercile) and blue for wet (upper tercile). Climate states are for total rainfall October–December.  

Summer fallow was also considered a potential option. In order to assess the value of fallowing, stored 

soil moisture was extracted for the week centred on 11 May and averaged after each crop and after 

summer fallow. Using this result, a winter wheat crop was grown. Figure 8 illustrates the range in soil 

moisture available for a winter wheat crop and the yield of a wheat crop depending on the preceding 

summer crop grown or if the field was fallowed. As expected, summer fallow led to the greatest 

amount of stored soil moisture for each soil moisture amount tested and hence the greatest yield in the 

subsequent wheat crop.   
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Figure 8 Mean soil moisture centred on 11 May (left) and mean wheat yield (right) for each preceding crop or fallow 

and initial soil moisture setting at sowing of the summer crops  

4.2 Economic analyses  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  

The optimal summer cropping decision without a forecast (0% skill) must be determined prior to 

calculating the potential value of SCFs. Figure 9 shows the optimal without-forecast cropping decision 

for each combination of the decision settings (Table 4). The without-forecast decision illustrates the 

influence of the decision settings. With low initial soil moisture (25% of PAWC), mungbean is selected, 

regardless of relative sorghum price. With 50% and 75% of PAWC, mungbean is again selected, 

except when sorghum prices are high. With initial soil moisture 100% of PAWC, cotton is the optimal 

choice with sorghum selected under high relative prices. These results reflect the different water 

requirements of the crops and highlight the role of relative prices in changing the optimal decision.  

  

  

Figure 9 Optimal without forecast summer cropping decision. Four levels plant available water (25, 50, 75, 100% of 

PAWC) are represented in the four rows and relative sorghum price (low, medium, high) is represented in the 

columns. Sor, Cot and Mun represent sorghum, cotton and mungbean.  
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4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The optimal cropping decision for perfect forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states (100% skill) 

were evaluated for each combination of the decision settings (Figure 10). For a dry climate state, 

fallow was selected at 25% PAWC, mungbean was selected for 50% and 75% of PAWC and cotton for 

100% of PAWC. This was consistent across all sorghum prices. For the wet climate state, sorghum 

dominated the crop choice, except at low sorghum prices. Mungbean was only selected at low initial 

soil moisture and only for low and medium sorghum prices. Again, this highlights the importance of the 

different crop water requirements and relative prices.  

For an average climate state, the optimal cropping decision was the same as the without-forecast 

choice for all decision environment settings except for a few circumstances (compare Figure 9 and 

Figure 10).   

  
Figure 10 Optimal with forecast summer cropping decision. Dry, average and wet climate states are represented in 

each box, the four levels plant available water (25, 50,75,100% of PAWC) are represented in the four internal rows and 

relative sorghum price (low, medium, high) is represented in the internal columns. Sor, Cot, Mun and Fal represent 

sorghum, cotton, mungbean and fallow.  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value   

The range in the value of a perfect forecast (100% skilful) across the three climate states was $0 to 

$290/ha. The result highlighted the importance of the decision environment settings, and the 

combination of these settings, to deliver financial returns (Figure 11). For instance, a perfect dry 

forecast, with high sorghum prices, delivered $75–103/ha value through shifting away from sorghum to 

crops with lower water requirements. Alternatively, a wet forecast with medium sorghum prices shifted 

the crop choice towards sorghum, the higher water requirement crop.  

Value was found for the average climate state for fewer decision environment settings. The value that 

was found stems from the difference in yields from an average climate state as opposed to the average 

climate (i.e. climatology) between the crops (Figure 7). In particular, cotton yields for initial soil moisture 

75% of PAWC for an average climate state is close to that obtained for a wet state while sorghum 

yields for an average state are notably lower than for a wet state (Figure 7).  
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Figure 11 Perfect forecast value ($/ha). Dry, average and wet states in the three boxes, the four levels plant available 

water (25, 50, 75, 100% of PAWC) are represented in the four internal rows and relative sorghum price (low, medium, 

high) is represented in the internal columns.  

4.2.4 Imperfect-forecast value   

The forecast value differed with forecast skill and for each climate forecast (dry, average, wet) and 

decision driver (Figure 12). These plots provide greater detail of the results in Figure 11, illustrating the 

value of forecasts with various skill levels. Most of the forecast value was for dry or wet forecasts and 

increased as forecast skill increased (Figure 12). The minimum skill required to yield value ranged 

from 10% to 100% and was often about 40%.  
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Figure 12 Imperfect forecast value ($/ha). Four levels plant available water (25, 50, 75, 100% of PAWC) are 

represented in the four rows and relative sorghum price (low, medium, high) is represented in the columns. Skill (%) 

is represented on the x-axis as calculated in Table 3.   
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5 Discussion  

The key production decision sensitive to SCFs identified by industry was which summer crop to select. 

This decision considers the performance of several summer crops or fallowing and the soil moisture 

implications to the following winter crop.   

5.1 Cropping decision made without seasonal climate forecasts   

Without a SCF, mungbean was the most frequently selected crop. The exception was at high sorghum 

prices and for high soil moisture levels (100% of PAWC) (Figure 9). These results reflect the different 

water requirements of the crops, with mungbean requiring less water than cotton or sorghum. At initial 

soil moisture 100% of PAWC, cotton and sorghum become more profitable and were the optimal 

choice.   

The modifying influence of relative price was evident. At higher relative sorghum prices, sorghum was 

selected for all initial soil moisture conditions, except at low levels (25% of PAWC) where mungbean 

was selected (Figure 9). This demonstrates the impact relative crop prices are likely to have on 

cropping decisions.  

5.2 Cropping decision made with seasonal climate forecasts   

Inclusion of perfect (100% skilful) forecasts of dry, average and wet conditions led to different crop 

choices to the without-forecast choice for a number of the decision settings tested. For a perfect dry 

forecast, fallow was selected as the optimal decision when initial soil conditions were low, translating 

to a value of $75/ha. Selection of mungbean was expanded for all initial soil conditions at 75% of 

PAWC with an associated value of $0–101/ha. These findings show that there is value of a perfect dry 

forecast through the selection of crops with lower water requirements (fallow and mungbean). 

Similarly, a perfect wet forecast encouraged selection of a higher water requirement crop more often 

(sorghum and cotton).  

Relative prices had an impact on cropping decisions. With low sorghum prices, sorghum was not 

selected with or without a forecast, effectively reducing the number of crop options to three. With high 

prices and without a forecast, sorghum was selected for all initial soil moisture conditions except for 

25% of PAWC (Figure 9). Sorghum was selected for all soil settings with a wet forecast but not selected 

with a dry forecast. This is a reflection that even with high prices, yields of sorghum and the subsequent 

wheat crop were insufficient to select sorghum under a dry climate state.  

As the forecast value was found to be related to initial soil moisture levels, the relative likelihood of 

these starting conditions occurring needs to be considered. Assuming a period of winter fallow after a 

sorghum crop, the distribution of soil moisture conditions at sowing in October was evaluated (Table 5). 

Around half of initial soil moisture conditions under these assumptions led to soil moisture levels of 75% 

to 100% of PAWC (54% of years). For these initial soil conditions, the greatest value under each 

climate state was found: $103, $83 and $290/ha for dry, average and wet climate states, respectively 

(Figure 11). Equally, low soil moisture conditions (25% and 50% of PAWC) occurred less frequently 

(23% of years), with value found at these soil moisture levels therefore less likely to eventuate. This 

analysis provides an example of the likely frequency of initial soil conditions that lead to various 

forecast values, noting that this will vary significantly from farm to farm given varying management 

practices.   

A climate forecast of an average climate state was found to be of limited economic value under most 

decision settings. Value was only found under high sorghum prices and led to a maximum value of 

$83/ha. The mostly low value of an average forecast state is a reflection of the limited change in climate 

conditions compared to the without-forecast decision, which is based on climatology. As climatology is 

the mean of the climate, the limited and small forecast value of a forecast of the average forecast state 

(middle tercile of climate data) is unsurprising.  

Greater value of dry and wet forecast states was found (Figure 11). Two examples will be used to 

explore the different circumstances for which dry and wet forecasts have value. With a high relative 
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sorghum price and initial soil conditions at 100% of PAWC, the without forecast decision was to sow 

sorghum. With a perfect dry forecast the optimal decision changed to sow cotton, driven by more 

profitable cotton and wheat yields (of the subsequent crop). A perfect forecast of a dry state resulted in 

an improvement in returns of $103/ha under this scenario.  

A scenario of low initial soil moisture (25% of PAWC) and high relative sorghum prices provides an 

example of the benefit of a wet forecast. The without-forecast decision in this scenario was to sow 

mungbean, a reflection of the low initial soil water conditions. With a perfect wet forecast the optimal 

decision changed to sowing sorghum. In this example, a wet forecast provided greater surety about 

the occurrence of additional in-crop moisture that occurs in a wet state, increasing sorghum yields 

and, in combination with higher relative prices, making sorghum a more profitable choice. A perfect 

forecast of a wet state resulted in an improvement in returns of $177/ha under this scenario.  

The above examples highlight the maximum possible value of SCFs under different scenarios through a 

perfect or 100% skilful forecast. However, in reality SCFs are imperfect and different levels of skill were 

analysed to assess the value of improvements. Positive value of SCFs was obtained for most initial soil 

moisture and relative sorghum prices (Figure 12). To realise value in a SCF, forecast skill often needed 

to be at least 40% (Figure 12).  

5.3 Comparison to previous findings  

In this case study the value of including a theoretical tercile forecast was found to range from $0 to 

$290/ha. The upper end of this range (highly skilful forecasts) shows substantial value but is 

consistent with previous studies that considered the value of SCF in summer cropping systems in 

Australia. McIntosh et al. (2005) investigated the potential value of a SST forecast to make a cropping 

decision between cotton and sorghum assuming soil moisture was 50% of PAWC. They found that a 

forecast could improve returns over the presumed farmer practice by $112/ha. The maximum forecast 

value evaluated for initial soil moisture at 50% of PAWC here was $151/ha (Figure 11).   

Carberry et al. (2000) considered the potential value of an SOI phase forecast in deciding to sow 

sorghum or cotton with soil moisture at sowing 47% of PAWC. They found value of the forecast of 

$201/ha over two years. Using the same production system data Hammer (2000) evaluated more 

operational forecast systems and found forecast value of $184 to $304/ha over a two-year period.  

In contrasting these previous studies with the results of this case study, two important differences need 

to be appreciated. Firstly, here a theoretical forecast was used while other studies have, more or less, 

assessed the value of operational forecasts. Secondly, the approach to define the withoutforecast 

decision differs. Here, to determine the without-forecast decision, the economic model was optimised 

assuming average climate conditions. Other studies have defined farmer practices to compare with 

decisions made with a SCF (McIntosh et al., 2005), although some assessments of value against 

alternate fixed strategies have also been investigated (Carberry et al., 2000; Rodriguez et al., 2018). 

With the extent of forecast value contingent upon the assumed base case (withoutforecast situation), 

some care needs to be taken in comparing outcomes. To ensure value is correctly attributed to the 

forecast, studies need to adopt approaches that focus on the marginal benefits of introducing forecast 

information into a situation where some prior knowledge exists. Nevertheless, under the most ideal 

conditions represented here, some similarity in SCF value between studies was found.  

5.4 Limitations and assumptions   

The case was study designed using particular parameter settings both within the APSIM production 

model and the economic model. APSIM has been used widely to investigate climate variability and 

climate change assessments. Recent examples (Rodriguez et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2018) and 

limitations (Angus and Van Herwaarden, 2001; Chauhan et al., 2017; Hanan and Hearn, 2003; 

Robertson et al., 2000) have been previously outlined. The APSIM settings used in this assessment 

used details from industry consultation to provide a representative farm. These characteristics will likely 

be different for individual farms. For instance, crop rotation and proportion of the farm to different 
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production activities will likely differ. Thus, this case study is simply an example of the potential value of 

SCFs, not a comprehensive assessment for all possible enterprise arrangements.   

APSIM is a simulation model and does not include potential impacts of weeds, pests or diseases on 

yields. As such, it likely produces optimistic results. Other parameterisations of the model may also 

influence results. For example, after the summer crops were harvested, the model was left to run for 

several more months so the soil moisture in May could be extracted to evaluate the performance of a 

wheat crop. During the period between harvest and May soils were left bare which likely encouraged 

soil moisture loss. This may have reduced the wheat crop performance after the summer crops, 

however as fallow was not frequently selected, this effect is unlikely to have notably impacted results.  

Other management options are also possible, for example, different crop choices, skip row orientation, 

plant densities, nitrogen application and so on. Changing these settings may alter optimal crop choice. 

However, the assessment conducted here focused on the relative benefit of a SCF and for this purpose 

provides an example of potential benefit but does not include all possible farm or management options.  

A large proportion of the Australian cotton, sorghum, mungbean and wheat crops are exported (ABS, 

2018). As such, no correlation between prices was found or included in the analysis. This lack of 

correlation is due to prices being dictated by global production and markets for each crop and not 

related to local conditions.  

Given this lack of price correlation, a sensitivity analysis of the value of SCFs for different sorghum 

prices was included (Table 2). The analyses showed that relative prices did change the withoutforecast 

decision and also influenced the forecast value between the different price settings. For example, the 

maximum value for low sorghum prices was $156/ha and $204/ha for high sorghum prices. 

Furthermore, at low prices, only three of the 12 decision setting combinations yielded value, while this 

increased to eight for high prices. These results show that relative crop price is important in realising 

SCF value. Sensitivity to changes in relative crop price of the other crops (mungbean, cotton and 

wheat) would similarly modify both the without- and with-forecast decision (i.e. more likely choose the 

higher valued crop) and potentially the forecast value.   

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this analysis was conducted using a theoretical tercile SCF.  

Operational forecasts, such as the SOI phase system (Stone and Auliciems, 1992) or Bureau of 

Meteorology POAMA model (Wang et al., 2004) were intentionally not used. The use of theoretical 

rather than actual forecasts was preferred given the focus here on potential value rather than actual 

value. The methodology outlined here does provide a robust framework for further analyses of 

operational forecast systems.   

Like operational forecasts, the theoretical forecasts used in this analysis provided an indication of the 

likely climate state (dry, average or wet) not the precise evolution of weather conditions. The value of a 

higher resolution forecast, such as a decile forecast, may be greater. This sets a challenge to the 

forecasting community. For instance, the Bureau of Meteorology currently operates on a two-state 

climate forecast (above or below median). The current percent consistent score for the Gunnedah 

region for October to December rainfall is approximately 55%, equating to a skill score used here of just 

10%.   
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

  
Overview:   

  

As part of the project ‘Improved Use of Seasonal Forecasting to Increase Farmer Profitability’, a case 

study approach is being used to assess the potential value of seasonal climate forecasts when 

incorporated into farm management decisions. Within the grains industry and based on the current 

GRDC boundaries (https://grdc.com.au/About-Us/GRDC-Regional-Panels), a southern, northern and 

western case study will be evaluated. This workshop was held to explore the northern grains case study 

on 13 October 2017.   

  

Attendees:   

  

Peter McKenzie (Agricultural Consulting and Extension Services), Doug Richards (Glenmore Rural 

Services), Robert Freebairn (Robert Freebairn Consultant). David McRae (Scientist, University of 

Southern Queensland) and Michael Cashew (Research Officer, Climate Applications, NSW Department 

of Primary Industries) as workshop organisers and presenters.  

  

Representative farm:   

  

Discussions were based on a representative dryland mixed cropping grazing enterprise based in the 

Gunnedah (Liverpool Plains) region.   

  

At the commencement of the workshop the participants agreed on the key characteristics of the 

representative farm.   

• The total farm area: 1700 ha  

• Total capital investment: $ 8 million  

• Soil type: Predominately fertile black and grey cracking clays  

• Loan equity: 82%  

• Proportion of farm under crop: 50% (850 ha) comprising 60% summer and 40% winter cropping   

• Proportion of farm under pasture: 50% (850 ha) comprising sheep and cattle  

  

The cropping rotation sequence was based on summer crop (sorghum), winter fallow, summer crop 

(sorghum), winter crop (wheat), summer fallow, winter fallow. This sequence has historically obtained a 

5.4% return on owners’ equity.   

  

Summer cropping options include mungbean, cotton, sunflower and sorghum. Winter cropping options 

include winter cereals such as wheat, barley and dual-purpose cereals for grazing, faba beans, 

chickpeas and canola. More emphasis was also placed on the summer cropping decision-making with 

winter cropping considered a secondary decision.  

  

Decision points:   
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In discussion, the participants identified and agreed on some key drivers of major cropping decisions 

including:  

• Soil water profile (known)  

• Commodity prices (taking into account factors such as spot prices and on farm storage with 

associated input costs)  

• Specific crop sequences (driven by disease and weed burdens, nematodes, soil fertility and 

chemical residual issues etc.)  

• Seasonal forecasts (incorporating both rainfall and temperature - shorter term for sowing and 

longer term for frost risk, disease incidence and increased challenges at harvest)   

• Crop knowledge including the availability of machinery and technology (especially for ‘new’ 

crops)   

• Equity balance (higher equity levels increase the potential to push the boundaries)  

• Enterprise ‘pillar crop’ (what historically has provided the best and most consistent return, 

balance between summer and winter, etc.).  

  

However for the purpose of this case study, three key decision drivers were identified. These were:  

• Soil moisture (low, medium, high)  

• Commodity price (low, medium, high) •  Climate forecast (poor, equal chance, wet).  

  

Summer crop area sowing decision example:   

  

Scenarios were proposed based on ‘what if’ combinations of the key decision drivers with the 

management response option to sow sorghum, sow cotton, sow mungbean, leave fallow or mix of these 

options. Through discussion, the following decision matrix was developed (Table 6). Table 6 Summer crop 

area sowing matrix  

Commodity 

price  
Soil moisture  Climate 

forecast  
Decision  

Med  Med  Equal chance  Option includes to focus on 'pillar crop' and well as/or lower cost crop such 

as mungbean (input costs lower). Could sow sorghum and graze or make 

hay (considered a baseline decision when nothing is pushing other than 

finances).   

Low  Low  Dry  Fallow entire area to use as moisture accumulation for winter program.   

Low  High  Dry  Sow increased area to sorghum.  

Low  Low  Wet  Fallow entire area to use as moisture accumulation for increased winter 

program. Some may sow reduced area of sorghum in case of wetter finish 

to season.  

Low  High  Wet  Either sow lower cost crops or what gives best financial return or what mix 

best fits the preferred cropping sequence.   

High  Low  Dry  Don’t sow high cost crops (e.g. cotton). Instead sow either or mix of 

sorghum, mungbean and/or fallow.  

High  High  Dry  Sow high value/best financial return crops.  

High  Low  Wet  Sow lower cost crops taking into account best return and best fit rotation.  

High  High  Wet  Sow all available area and consider double crop option (e.g. chickpeas) 

straight into sorghum or wheat into mungbeans.  

  
Winter crop area sowing decision example:   
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Scenarios were again proposed based on ‘what if’ combinations of the key decision drivers with an 

available management response option of sow wheat, sow chickpeas, sow dual-purpose cereal, sow 

faba beans, leave fallow or mix of these options. Through discussion, the following decision matrix  

was developed (Table 7).  

 
Table 7 Winter crop area sowing matrix  

Commodity 

price  
Soil moisture  Climate forecast  Decision  

Med  Med  Equal chance  Options include: focus on winter 'pillar crop', sow chickpea (lower 

moisture requirement and more time to fill profile), could consider a dual-

purpose cereal depending on livestock prices and existing stocking rate 

as well as need for groundcover etc. (considered a baseline decision 

when nothing is pushing other than finances).   

Low  Low  Dry  Sow dual-purpose cereals on lighter area, fallow the balance.  

Low  High  Dry  Sow entire area to best financial return option and best fit for crop 

rotation/sequence.   

Low  Low  Wet  Sow chickpea (lower moisture requirement and more time to fill profile 

before peak use), could consider dual-purpose cereals to cover any 

potential livestock feed gap. Reduce winter cropping area and/or 

consider barley.  

Low  High  Wet  Sow entire area to best return financial option, best fit for crop rotation.   

High  Low  Dry  Sow winter area to chickpea (lower moisture requirement and more time 
to fill profile before peak use), could consider dual-purpose cereals.  
Reduce winter cropping area planted, consider barley.  

High  High  Dry  Sow entire winter cropping area, consider increased plant of duram and 

chickpeas, fabas and canola a potential option.   

High  Low  Wet  If return on chickpea high plant maximum potential area, balance of 

winter crop area planted with a barley option, add in dual purpose crop, 

consider sowing configuration to take in any later moisture.  

High  High  Wet  Plant full winter cropping area, consider more durum/cereals/faba beans 

than chickpeas, reduce area planted to barley and consider canola as an 

option.  

  
General discussion:  

  

General rules regarding crop rotations and balance between the percentages of cropping area available 

to be planted to specific crops was also discussed. This was considered important as the workshop 

participants viewed decision-making as more complex than just a ‘plant everything’ to a specific crop ‘or 

plant nothing’ without taking into account previous cropping decisions.   

  

For example, a higher frequency chickpea rotation than one crop in four years in the same field is 

considered to be at higher risk of disease. The basic crop rotation rules discussed were:  

• Sorghum up to eight consecutive repetitions   

• Chickpeas one year in three to four  

• Sunflowers, cotton (dryland) and canola one year in four  

• Winter cereals sequence not to include wheat on wheat.  

While seasonal climate forecasts were identified as an important component of managing risk, in general 

discussion, a strong emphasis was given to starting soil moisture and commodity pricing. This also 

reflected a general view that making sowing decisions based on any one factor was high risk.   
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Appendix 2: Gross margin values  

Crop production costs for summer cropping options in this study were based on the NSW DPI Northern 

Zone East (Figure 13). The budgets were sourced from NSW DPI and AgEcon/CottonInfo 

(https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/budgets) and provide detailed information on management 

practices and input costs associated with sowing, managing crop nutrition, pests, weeds and disease 

throughout the growing season, and harvesting. These budgets were used as a basis to determine 

area and yield based costs which are combined with APSIM crop simulation data to determine annual 

cropping returns. A summary of crop gross margins is provided in Table 8. An example of a relevant 

gross margin budget detailing practices is reproduced below.  

  

   

Figure 13 Crop production zones in NSW  

Table 8 Gross margin summary – North East NSW  

  SORGHUM  MUNGBEANS  COTTON  WHEAT  

INCOME  
Yield 1  

  
4.5 t/ha @ 270/t  

  
1.06 t @ $850/t  

  
3.60 bales/ha @$466  

  
2.5 t/ha @ $275/t  

Yield 2 (Cottonseed/Gradings)    0.14 t/ha @ $160/t  0.90 t/ha @$300 (less 

$25/bale discount)  
  

A. Total Income  

  

$1,215.00  

  

$920.64  

  

$1,858.00  

  

$687.50  

  

VARIABLE COSTS 21 

Fallow management  
  
$0.00  

  
$0.00  

  
$93.00  

  
$0.00  

Sowing/Planting  $44.25  $64.56  $100.00  $55.05  
Crop protection, app, licence  $0.00  $0.00  $347.00  $0.00  
Fertiliser & application  $124.02  $51.00  $41.00  $186.11  
Herbicide & application  $230.77  $31.73  $0.00  $54.95  
Insecticide & application  $67.00  $11.03  $0.00  $0.68  
Fungicide & application  $0.00  $0.00  $0.00  $24.58  
Defoliation  $0.00  $0.00  $109.00  $0.00  
Harvesting  $84.93  $74.93  $602.00  $64.93  
Levies and insurance  $68.65  $9.39  $0.00  $21.10  
Grading & bagging  $0.00  $108.00  $0.00  $0.00  
Farming: Post-crop  $0.00  $0.00  $45.00  $0.00  

                                                
21 Note that the description of specific categories of variable costs varies between sources and crops. Additional variable cost categories have 

been included to reflect the way costs are described in each budget. Detailed information on practices and costs can be obtained from 

https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/budgets.  
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 B. Total  Variable  
Costs  

  

$619.62  

  

$350.65  

  

$1,377.00  

  

$407.40  

  

C. Gross Margin (A-B)  $595.38  $569.99  $481.00  $280.10  
Source  NSW DPI  NSW DPI  Ag Econ/CottonInfo  NSW DPI  

  

  

  

DRYLAND MUNGBEANS (No-till, Double-crop)  
    Farm Enterprise Budget Series - North-East NSW 

    Summer 2017-2018  

  

GROSS MARGIN BUDGET:  

  

INCOME:  

 Yield  1.20 tonnes/ha  

 1.06 tonnes/ha at  $850.00 /tonne (clean seed, processing grade).......  

  

 0.14 tonnes/ha at  $160.00 /tonne (gradings)......................................  
Crop prices were correct at the time of writing (November 2017), world market volatility 

makes estimation of future pricing impractical.  

A grading percentage of 12% is assumed, but it will vary according to crop and harvest 

conditions.  
 A. TOTAL INCOME $/ha: 

  
  

    VARIABLE COSTS:  

see following page(s) for details  

Sowing.........................................................................  

Fertiliser & application.................................................  

Herbicide & application................................................  

Insecticide & application..............................................  

Harvesting....................................................................  

Levies and insurance....................................................  

Grading & bagging..................................................…  

  

A. TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS $/ha:  

  

B. GROSS MARGIN (A-B) $/ha:  

  
2. EFFECT OF YIELD AND PRICE ON GROSS MARGIN PER 

HECTARE: SENSITIVITY TABLE  

  

Sample  
Budget  

$/ha  

Your  
Budget  

$/ha  

   
$897.60    

$23.04   

$64.56    

$51.00    

$31.73    

$11.03  

 
$74.93    

$9.39    

$108.00   
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YIELD t/ha  Price     

gradings    $140 /t  

$750 /t  

$150 /t  $160 /t  

$800 /t  $850 /t  

$170 /t  

$900 /t  

$180 /t  

$950 /t  

$190 /t  

$1,000 /t  
  clean seed  

0.08  0.62  $173  $204  $235  $267  $298  $329  

0.11  0.79  $289  $329  $369  $409  $450  $490  

0.13  0.92  $376  $423  $470  $517  $564  $611  

0.14  

0.17  

1.06  

1.23  

$463  

$579  

$516  

$641  $704  

$570  $624  

$766  

$677  

$829  

$731  

$892  

0.19  1.41  $695  $766  $838  $909  $981  $1,052  

0.20  1.50  $753  $829  $905  $981  $1,057  $1,133  



 

 

DRYLAND MUNGBEANS (No-till, Double-crop)  
Farm Enterprise Budget Series - North-East  

NSW Summer 2017-2018  

  

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS:  

  
Operation  

  Machinery  Inputs    Total  

  
Month  

 Cost Total hrs /ha $/hour $/ha    Cost  

Rate/ha  $  

Total  

$/ha  

Cost  

$/ha  

harvest winter cereal crop  Nov           
Herbicide - ground spray, 450 g/L glyph  Nov  0.05  44.32 2.22  1.6 L  7.23  11.57  13.78  

Wetter - non-ionic surfactant    with above     0.2 L  6.60   1.32  1.32  

Sowing: Seed + inoculum  Dec  0.20  60.32  12.06  25 kg  2.10  52.50  64.56  

Fertiliser - Granulock SuPreme Z  Dec  with above     50 kg  1.02  51.00  51.00  

Herbicide - haloxyfop-R 520 g/L  Jan  0.05  44.32  2.22  0.15 L  55.00  8.25   10.47  

Uptake oil  Jan  with above     0.50 L  6.68   3.34  3.34  

Crop insurance **  Jan      0.00%     0.00  

Insecticide - indoxacarb  Jan  0.05  44.32  2.22  0.4 L  8.00   3.20  5.42  

Insecticide - alpha cypermethrin 100g/L  Feb  0.05  44.32  2.22  0.4 L  8.50   3.40  5.62  

TM Desiccant- 

Roundup Attack 570 g/L  
Mar  0.05  44.32  2.22  1.6 L  0.38   0.61  2.82  

Harvest  Mar  contract  74.93 per ha incl fuel  74.93  

Grains Research Levy      1.02% of farm gate value  9.39  

Grading & bagging  May  contract  $90 /t  108.00  
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  AGRONOMIC NOTES:  

Mungbeans can be an ideal opportunity double crop following winter cereals. Soil moisture profiles must be 
replenished if satisfactory yields of high quality beans are to be produced. Best suited to heavier soils. Weeds: 
Select a paddock free of broadleaf weeds. Good weed control is essential. To reduce the likelihood of herbicide 
resistance, rotate herbicide groups and weed management techniques. Ensure weed escapes are controlled before 
they can set seed.  
Pests: Closely monitor crops for thrips, mirids (from pre-budding and flowering), heliothis and green vegetable 
bug. Fertiliser: If applying phosphate fertiliser, use a fertiliser that contains good levels of sulfur as well, e.g. 
single superphosphate. Fertiliser requirements should be based on paddock records and soil tests. Desiccation: 

Usually required to even up crop maturity across a paddock and to prevent additional flowering. Harvest: Use air 
assist headers to reduce losses at harvest. Harvest costs based on $70/ha for a crop up to 2.5 t/ha. Communicate 
with your buyer throughout the season and have storage options available.  
Insurance: ** Varies with Local Government Area and postcode, check with your insurer.  
For further information, refer to the NSW DPI "Summer Crop Production Guide", "Mungbean management Guide 

2011" https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/plants/field-crops-and-pastures/broadacre-field-crops/mungbeans and the 

Australian Mungbean  Association http://www.mungbean.org.au/best-management-guide.html  

  

  

Always read chemical labels and follow directions, as it is your legal responsibility to do 

so. Use of a particular brand name does NOT imply recommendation of that brand by 

NSW DPI.  

PRICE: - The price given is for processing grade mungbeans at the time of writing.  

Consult marketing sources for more up to date price information.  
LABOUR REQUIREMENTS: - labour is not costed in this budget. If labour costs $25.20 /hr, total labour cost 

would be $12.60, reducing the gross margin to $557 /ha.  

MACHINERY  ASSUMPTIONS:  

Tractor:  130-140 KW PTO (173-180 HP)  

Machinery costs refer to variable costs of: fuel, oil, filters, tyres, batteries and repairs.  

You may need to add overhead costs as well, please refer to the Tractor and Implement Costs Guide  

Appendix 3: Economic model  

1 Overview of the modelling approach  
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2 Economic model description  

The economic model used key outputs from APSIM to capture the links between climatic 

conditions and crop production. Combining these outputs with information on crop production 

costs and key output prices (crop prices) allows net returns to be estimated for each cropping 

option (i.e. sorghum, mungbeans, cotton and fallow). The economic model evaluates the relative 

returns offered by each cropping option under dry, average and wet climate states and under 

varying levels of soil moisture at the start of the season. To take into account soil moisture 

effects, the model considers net returns over an 18-month period (July year 1 to December year 

2).  

A two-stage discrete stochastic programming (DSP) model was developed for the northern 

cropping case study where time was divided into the ‘present’ and the ‘future’. A standard linear 

programming model was developed into a DSP model by introducing a second period decision.  

The x → s format of static linear programming changes to x1 → s→ x2 (s, x1) in the DSP case.  

Here x1 represents Stage 1 decisions (crop options – sorghum, mungbeans, cotton and fallow) 

in  

October), s is the state of nature (tercile rainfall – dry, avg and wet) and x2 (s, x1) represents 

Stage 2 decisions (tonnes of grain or bales of cotton harvested). These Stage 2 decisions are 

contingent upon earlier Stage 1 decisions and the state of nature that occurs. The farm-planning 

problem is to choose the optimal crop mix in October to maximise the expected level of return 

across climatic states. In algebraic terms, the main elements of the model are as follows.   
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Where model parameters are:  

πs    probability of state s  

c1j  the costs of growing crop j in Stage 1 ($/ha)  a1ij   the quantity of 

resource i required by crop j in Stage 1 (units/ha) a1mjs  the quantity of output 

m produced by crop j in state s (t/ha or bales/ha)  

c2ns  the net revenue or cost from activity n in state s (crop price less yield dependent 

costs  related to harvest, levies, freight and processing) a2ins   the quantity of resource i 

required by activity n in state s a2mns  the quantity of output m required by activity n in state s 

(tonnes) bi   the availability of resource i  and the model variables are:  
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ys    the net return in state s  

x1j   the area of crop j planted in Stage 1  

x2ns   the level of activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (tonnes of grain sold, bales of cotton 

sold, value of plant available water)   
The objective function [Equ 1] maximises the expected net return from activities across three 

climatic states. The expected return takes into account the level of return in each state and the 

probability of each state occurring. The expected net return is maximised subject to constraints 

on the overall number of steers available for sale. The DSP model was solved using the What’s 

Best!® 14.0 add-in to Microsoft Excel®.   

The two-stage decision process is reflected in returns for each state (Equ 2). The left-hand term 

of Equ 2 indicates a commitment of input costs (variable costs of growing summer crops) based 

on the selection of Stage 1 activities (x1j), while the right-hand term reflects state-contingent 

revenue derived from Stage 2 activities (x2ns) (harvest and sale of crops). The inputs committed 

through Stage 1 decisions are the same in every state of nature, while outputs in Stage 2 are 

specific to each state. While production is state-contingent, as per the outputs from the 

biophysical model, the prices of inputs and outputs (e.g. sorghum prices) were assumed to be 

independent of climatic conditions. With a high proportion of Australian crop production sold into 

international markets, this was considered a reasonable assumption.   

Constraints in the economic model are reflected in Equ 3 and 4. Equ 3 constrains the choice of 

crops to available land, labour and capital as per conventional farm level linear programming 

models. In this application, the only constraint introduced in the model is the area of land 

available for summer cropping. This is set at a level of 510 ha based on the available summer 

crop area for a typical farm in North East New South Wales.   

Linkages between decisions taken in Stage 1, and state-contingent outputs in Stage 2, are 

captured in Equ 4. For example, the commitment of inputs to grow sorghum in Stage 1, 

combined with the intervening rainfall state, leads to sorghum output in state s, represented by 

a1mjs. This output forms a resource that can be utilised by Stage 2 activities (x2ns) which is simply 

an opportunity to harvest and sell sorghum up to the amount physically produced. Importantly in 

some sowing combinations (e.g. low PAW at sowing) that result in low yields, it may be 

uneconomic to proceed with harvest in a dry state because the cost of harvest, levies and 

cartage (i.e. yield dependent costs) may actually exceed the crop price on a per tonne basis. 

The model will not harvest in this instance and therefore avoids compounding losses.   

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different crop decisions in each state. This is an 

important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the modelling 

reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something readily 

observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, rational 

farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily reflected in 

a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based on forecast 

skill.  

2.1 Valuing the forecast system  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

crop mix without a climate forecast is the one which provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. For example, a skilful forecast of a dry 

season results in the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state, so the outcomes of a dry 

state are given more weight in the objective function of the model. For a forecast to have 

economic value, the change in weighting must lead to a change in the cropping decision relative 
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to the without-forecast scenario. Model restrictions ensure that the overall probability of the 

occurrence of each climatic state is the same as its historical probability of occurrence (i.e. the 

prior probability πs). This restriction ensures that the model is valuing improved knowledge about 

the occurrence of each state.  

The value of the forecast system is derived from optimal decisions taken with and without the 

forecast. Expected returns in the DSP model (Y) is a consequence of non-stochastic returns in 

Stage 1 (prior to uncertainty being resolved) and stochastic returns in Stage 2 (after the state of 

nature is revealed). With a risk-neutral objective function of the DSP model (Equ 1) and the 

hypothetical forecast system described elsewhere, the value of a specific forecast f within this 

system was defined as:   

Vf s|f y*s f

 y*so  [Equ 5]  
s=1 

  

where:  

s=1 

y*s f   denotes the net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal crop 

choice x*sf based on forecast f; and  

y*so   denotes net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal crop choice  

x*so   based on the prior probabilities (assumed to be historical climatology).   

  

This is simply a statement that the value of forecast f is equal to the difference in expected net 

return with and without the forecast. The forecast will have no value in the event that x*sf = x*so 

(i.e. where the with forecast and the without forecast decision is the same). The estimated value 

of a particular forecast accounts for both the decisions made in Stage 1 (October) and the 

statecontingent tactical adjustments made in Stage 2 (April).   

  

The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of each forecast within the 

system by the frequency with which each forecast occurs. If F denotes a forecast system and qf 

is the frequency with which each forecast occurs, then the value of a forecast system with three 

possible forecasts can be defined as:  
3 

VF 

=∑q Vf f  [Equ 6]  
f =1 

  

The value of the forecast system is influenced by attributes of the forecast system and attributes 

of the decision setting. The main attribute of the hypothetical forecast system assessed is 

forecast skill. An increasingly skilful forecast allows the DSP model to divert more resources 

towards production in the forecasted state. With a forecast of three rainfall states (f = fdry, favg, 

fwet) and eleven skill levels (σ = 0, 10%, 20%, …,100%), the DSP model is solved 33 times in 

order to value the hypothetical forecast system for a given set of conditions (initial soil moisture 

and crop price scenarios).   
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Executive summary  

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.  

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the value of SCFs to the management of prime lamb production systems 

in southern Australia. The key decision identified by industry was how many lambs to sell in 

November and how many to carry to target weights to be sold prior to the beginning of March. A 

total of 11 stocking rate strategies (sell 0%, 10%, …,100% of lambs in November) were 

analysed. This decision is a trade-off between selling smaller animals now with lower feed costs 

and selling heavier animals later with potentially higher feed costs. Rainfall over November to 

February influences the level of pasture production and hence the amount of required 

supplementary feed to grow lambs to size prior to March. A skilful seasonal climate forecast is 

potentially valuable if it helps lamb producers to make a different stocking rate decision 

compared with the decision made based on historical average rainfall amounts.   

  Methods  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three 

discrete climate states (dry, average or wet) were identified based on the lower, middle and 

upper tercile of November–February rainfall received at Holbrook over the period 1889 to 2015. 

Each year was classified as belonging to one of these climate states. Agricultural production 

levels (pasture growth, animal weight) for each of these climate states were obtained from 

outputs of pasture, feed and lamb production data from the biophysical production model 

Ausfarm. These outputs were combined with lamb production costs and built into an economic 

model to capture the links between climatic conditions, pasture and lamb production. The 

economic model was used to select the most profitable stocking rate decision under a wide 

variety of scenarios.  

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The utilisation of a 

biophysical model allowed different levels of starting pasture availability in November to be 

captured and outcomes to be explored in dry, average and wet climate states. Other key 

decision variables, including the level of lamb and supplementary feed prices, help to represent 

the decision-making context prior to the consideration of a climate forecast.  
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A total of 11 skill levels were assessed (0%, 10%, …,100%) with 0% representing climatology 

and 100% skill reflecting a perfect forecast of the three climate states. Increasing forecast skill 

results in a higher probability of a particular climate state evolving, providing more certainty 

about future conditions.  

  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on the stocking rate decision  

Lamb price in November generally had a substantial influence on the optimal stocking rate with 

and without a climate forecast. Low lamb prices led to a decision to hold all lambs, with skilful 

forecasts offering little value as selling heavier animals later at higher supplementary feed prices 

was more profitable than selling lambs at lighter weights. High lamb prices in November tended 

to lead to a decision of selling lambs to take advantage to high lamb prices and minimising 

supplementary feed costs.  

Although November lamb prices strongly influence the stocking rate decision, pasture availability 

and supplementary feed prices were also found to be important in determining forecast value. 

With low pasture availability, skilful forecasts were unable to change the stocking rate decisions 

from the decision made based on climatology. This illustrates that with poor pasture conditions 

in November, rainfall differences between the different climate states is insufficient to influence 

pasture growth sufficiently to change the stocking rate decision.  

  Value of forecasts  

Forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states had different economic values. A climate 

forecast of average conditions was found to be of limited economic value under all model 

settings. This is unsurprising as the without-forecast decision is based on climatology, which 

represents decision-making assuming future conditions follow the long-term average. Dry and 

wet forecasts were both found to be potentially valuable to lamb producers under high levels of 

starting pasture availability, with the extent dependent on lamb and supplementary feed prices. 

The maximum value of a dry forecast occurred under high pasture availability and improved 

returns by $53.80/ha. The maximum value of a wet forecast also occurred under high pasture 

availability and improved returns by $43.70/ha. Improved forecast skill was naturally found to be 

positively related to forecast value, although the extent of value related to incremental 

improvements was found to be highly variable.  

  Key findings  

A general finding was that forecasts that led to decisions that run contrary to the direction of 

conditions provided the most value. For example, a dry forecast under high level of starting 

pasture availability was found valuable as a departure from holding to selling lambs was 

triggered. This finding has some parallels with observations of Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) that 

the ‘news-worthiness’ of information is a critical determinant of its value.  

It is important to recognise that the decision investigated here represents only part of the risk 

lamb producers manage. The case study necessarily only represented one site and one 

production system. Other sites, other systems and other decisions may find different results. It is 

likely that the general findings around the circumstances for which forecast value was found will 

provide insights for the use and value of SCFs for southern lamb producers more widely.  
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): growing seasonal rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, 

average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological 

responses to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a 

key technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important to 

distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that farmers 

can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot remove 

the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still 

left with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes 

however well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall et al., 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, 

particularly relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  

Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 

value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  
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1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).   

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources22 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This 

project aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to 

assess where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments 

in a simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and 

allows farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of 

information has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the prime lamb case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

                                                
22 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners was invited 

to collaborate on the design of the case study. Invited participants were selected based on 

industry reputation and experience and differed depending on the case study. The group defined 

the production system that best reflected local conditions in the area. Subsequently, 

investigation of decision points within the system were explored. Each major decision point was 

further scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of SCFs across a range 

of production systems and decision environments. They were not designed to be statistically 

representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total potential value to each 

industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach taken here attempts to 

strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very limited wider applicability 

and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important features of production 

systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Prime lamb production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

Prime lamb production is a historically important agricultural industry in Australia. National sheep 

numbers in June 2015 were approximately 70 million (ABS, 2016a) with an associated 

estimated value of $3.3 billion for sheep and lamb production (ABS, 2016b). Lamb production is 

generally a dryland system with seasonal climate conditions (rainfall, temperature) driving 

fluctuations in pasture availability. As such, seasonal climate conditions can directly influence 

the productivity and profitability of these systems.  

Substantial numbers of sheep are grazed in all Australian states territories, except the Northern  

Territory (Figure 1). New South Wales holds the majority of the national flock, 38% in 2015 

(ABS, 2016a). These national flock numbers include sheep bred for wool, for meat and to 

produce both wool and meat.   

National flock number have reduced by 55% between 1991 and 2014 (NSW DPI, 2015). This is 

a reflection of shifts in sheep production demographics, with the contribution of sheep meat to 

the gross value of agricultural commodities produced converging to almost parity with the value 

of wool (1991–2014) (NSW DPI, 2015). In this case study, the focus is prime lamb production in 

New South Wales.  
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Figure 1 Estimated flock numbers by state for 2015 (MLA, 2016).  

2.2 Producing lamb in southern Australia  

Good soil fertility and favourable climate conditions in south-eastern Australia allow for a long 

season of pasture growth through springtime (Campbell et al., 2014). Feed for operations in 

south-eastern Australia include a mix of annual grasses, perennial ryegrasses, grazing oats, sub 

clover and supplementary feed (e.g. grains). The conversion of this feed into animal weight is 

the simplified aim of lamb systems.   

In typical lamb operations in southern New South Wales, joining occurs in February and March 

with lambing through July and August, such that the peak spring growth coincides with lactating 

ewes (Figure 2). This alignment of flock energy requirements with pasture availability is key to 

this system as different stock classes have different daily energy requirements, with lactating 

ewes requiring the most energy. Selling of lambs begins in November after weaning and all 

lambs are typically sold by March.   
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Figure 2 Lamb lifecycle and coincident feed configurations (Ferguson and NSW Agriculture, 1997)  

2.3 Description of production system and key decision point  

Industry consultation, including with the Southern Australian Meat Research Council (SAMRC), 

was undertaken to describe the production system and key decision points. Further information  

on the consultation process is contained in     

Appendix 1.   

The prime lamb case study was focused on a first-cross ewe flock on a 700 ha farm based in 

Holbrook, New South Wales (Figure 3). The system is based on 3000 ewes.   
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Figure 3 Map showing the location of Holbrook, the case study site  

Joining was set to occur through February and into March with lambing through July and early 

August. Supplementary feeding is common, with twinning ewes supplemented through winter if 

pasture availability is low. Supplementary feeding of the flock, dependent on feed availability, will 

occur through summer. Producers aim to begin to sell lambs from November with all lambs sold 

by the end of March (Figure 4).   

   



 

 

  

Figure 4 Broad system characteristics of prime lamb case study  

 Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep  

Reproductive cycle 

X Wean  

 X Joining X  
 X Lambing X 

 
 

Pasture quality 

Pasture quantity 

→ X X Medium X X Low                                                                                                              X X High                                                                                               → 

   X Medium X  

X High                                                                                 X X Low X  
  

Lambing ewes23 

Feed lambs2 

Sell lambs 
Trade ewes 

X Sell lambs 
X Supplement lambs X 

X 

 X Feed twinning ewes X   

 

 X Buy/Sell        X  

1 
Highest energy demand is at laming/ lactating. Usually have to feed at least twinning ewes through this time  

2 
Supplement feed (e.g. grains) lambs not yet sold, through low pasture growth phase  
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2.3.1 Decision point  

The key decision point investigated for this system was:   

  

How many lambs to sell in November versus selling later?  

  

The time of the first decision to sell lambs was November, with the secondary selling timing in 

post-November up to March, dependent on when lambs met maximum weights.  

Allocating the proportion of lambs to initially sell is not a simple decision. Four key drivers that 

influence this decision were identified by the group:  

1. Price of grain feed: high prices encourage additional selling, low prices discourage 

selling.  

2. Feed availability: low pasture encourages selling, high pasture discourages selling.  

3. Price of lamb (in November): high prices encourage additional selling, low prices 

discourage selling.  

4. Rainfall forecast: wet (i.e. good pasture growth) discourages selling, dry (i.e. poor 

pasture growth) encourages selling.  

Figure 5 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including SCF information against  

decisions made without SCF information. Further details on the process of defining this decision 

point and the decision drivers are contained in      



 

 

Appendix 1.  

  

Figure 5 Decision pathway for proportion of lambs sold in November including an evaluation of the decision 

made.  

2.4 Previous studies of SCFs in sheep production systems  

Inclusion of SCFs into decision-making processes within Australia’s southern lamb production 

system may provide opportunities for producers to better match decisions with expected 

seasonal conditions. Economically, this can provide benefit through reducing risk in poor future 

conditions (e.g. dry seasons with poor pasture growth), by taking advantage of good future 

conditions (e.g. wetter seasons with good pasture growth) and managing average conditions to 

maximum production potential.   

Some investigations into the use of SCFs within Australian sheep operations have been 

previously conducted. Most studies focused on management decisions relating to matching 

pasture availability with animal requirements. The most frequently discussed management 

options were changing stocking rates (selling and/or buying) and/or supplementary feeding to 

maintain stocking rates.   

For southern Australian operations, three previous papers have considered the use of seasonal 

climate forecasts in the sheep industry. Bowman et al. (1995) assessed the value of a 

longrange forecast (12 months) for two wool operations in Victoria over 25 years. Stocking rates 

were altered using traditional management options and decisions based on a forecast with 

various levels of skill. It was shown that some increase in gross margin, about 5%, was possible 

if forecast information was included in decision-making processes. However, the authors 

commented that the value of forecasts in this system may negatively impact profits for any 

given year if forecast skill is low.  

Hamilton and Clark (2003) evaluated the use of a trigger approach to managing expected 

drought conditions within wool production systems. They allocated a trigger for management 

based on winter conditions with low soil moisture and a negative or falling Southern Oscillation 

Index (SOI) phase. They evaluated options to purchase fodder, destock or a combination. Their 

results found little economic benefit of this trigger approach to manage drought conditions at the 

two Victorian locations investigated.  

Modification to mixed sheep-wheat farming decisions using the Bureau of Meteorology climate 

model, POAMA, in Western Australian conditions has been analysed (Asseng et al., 2012). The 

forecast was incorporated into making decisions for fertiliser application rates to wheat crops 



 

 

and changing the pasture to cropping ratio. They found up to $200 000 extra profit per year 

could be obtained if the forecast was skilful. Some effort has also been directed into 

understanding information seeking and use among sheep farmers (Austen et al., 2002; Keogh 

et al., 2004; Keogh et al., 2006).   

Specific studies investigating the value of SCFs within a lamb system in south-eastern Australia 

were not found.  

3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated through maximising returns of the system by 

selecting the optimal percentage of lambs to sell in November under various system conditions. 

An overview of the methodology is outlined in Figure 6. Four key components are provided to 

the economic model which then evaluates the potential value of SCFs. Each of these 

components is described in the following sections.  

  

  

Figure 6 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, lamb production costs, lamb prices and 

climate state classification of historical data and probabilistic forecasts are used in the economic model to 

select optimal percentage of lambs to sell based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Prime lamb biophysical simulation model  

The link between climatic conditions, pasture and lamb production is captured through detailed 

biophysical modelling. The biophysical model chosen for this case study was Ausfarm (version 

1.4.13; Moore et al., 2007). Ausfarm operates on a daily time step and consists of dynamic 

modules including a water balance module, pasture growth module, animal production module 

and cropping module. Ausfarm was chosen due to its flexibility, which allows the user to 

develop additional modules to represent complex management structures. It should be noted 

that Ausfarm, like other similar livestock production models, does not adequately represent 

disease (plant or animal), weeds in the pasture base, or the impacts of pest species, and 

includes set soil fertility with no compaction effect. As such, it tends to overstate biophysical 

performance.  

An Ausfarm model was designed to represent the lamb production system using a 700-ha 

single paddock grazing system on red duplex soils. The pasture species used consisted of 

phalaris (Phalaris spp.), subterranean clover (Trifolium subterraneum) and annual ryegrass 



 

 

(Lolium rigidum) to represent the pasture mix at Holbrook. The animal production system 

modelled was a first-cross sheep system (Medium Merino (F) x Dorset (M)).   

Two initial pasture compositions (low and high) were tested (Table 1). GrassGro (Freer et al., 

1997; Moore et al., 1997) was used to validate pasture composition initialisation parameters. 

Flock structure initialisation parameters were reset annually to consist of 4000 ewes, 4400 

lambs and 40 rams. To assess how forecast and non-forecast factors influence forecast value, 

all initialisation parameters (pasture and flock) were reset on 1 November each year and the 

model was run with the climate data for each year (1889–2015) until the end of March.  

Table 1 Pasture composition attributes used in the Ausfarm modelling  

Total herbage mass  
Pasture scenario  

(kg/ha)  

Total green herbage mass Total dry herbage mass  
(kg/ha)  (kg/ha)  

Low starting pasture   2150       

Phalaris      300  1000  

Sub clover      0  10  

Annual rye      0  850  

High starting pasture   4100       

Phalaris      1500  200  

Sub clover      200  500  

Annual rye      900  800  

  

The flock was supplementary fed when the condition score of the animals fell below 2.8. 

Supplementary feed was wheat, fed at a rate of 0.68 kg/head/day.   

For each pasture initialisation and each year, 11 different selling options for lambs were 

evaluated on 10 November. These were 10% steps from 0 to 100% of lambs sold. Lamb sales 

were proportional across male and female animals. For example, 10% sale was calculated as 

10% of males and 10% of females. The second sale opportunity was defined as either when the 

animals reached their target weight (55 kg for female lambs and 65 kg for male lambs) or the 

target date was met (5 March). In total, 22 combinations of initial pasture combinations and 

lamb selling options were evaluated for 126 years of climate data.  

3.2 Prime lamb production costs  

The production costs of the system, including sheep flock health, selling costs and feeding costs 

for the model were based the NSW DPI Farm Enterprise Budget Series1. Detailed production 

costs used are included in Appendix 2: Gross margin values.  

An annual interest rate of 12% was applied to production costs incurred in the investigation 

period (November to March).  

3.3 Key input and output costs  

Sensitivity analyses to November lamb and supplementary feed prices were conducted to 

consider if the value of SCFs vary under different price settings.   

                                                
1 https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/175853/1st-Cross-Ewes-Terminal-Rams.pdf   



 

 

Stock prices were sourced for 2006–2015 for the Wagga Wagga saleyards (MLA, 2017) and 

adjusted to real prices using (ABARES, 2015). Stock prices used were mixed lamb prices for 

three carcass weight categories (16.1–18 kg, 18.1–20 kg, 22.1–24 kg) in November, the first 

selling option and in February, the second selling option. Each category correlates to an 

approximate dressing percentage for weaned lambs (MLA, 2003). From this, each weight 

category was assigned a dressing percentage (44, 44 and 45% multiplied by 37 kg for each 

weight category respectively). This was then used to assign the sale price for lambs to be sold 

at the two selling time points.   

Sensitivity to lamb prices was tested for three possible prices (low, medium and high). These 

were calculated as the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of the prices data (Table 2). 

Supplementary feed wheat prices (ABARES, 2015) from 2004–2013 were similarly adjusted to 

real prices and low, medium and high prices determined from the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles 

(Table 2).  

Lamb prices for post-November sales were fixed. This was implemented as prices after the 

decision in November are unknown. The 50th percentile of lamb prices in February was used to 

set the February price (Table 2).   

Table 2 November lamb prices and supplementary feed prices evaluated  

  November lamb price    

Carcass weight category (kg)   Low  Medium  High  

16.1–18   0.64  0.95  1.27  

18.1–20   0.73  1.03  1.37  

22.1–24   0.95  1.26  1.60  

  February lamb price      

16.1–18   1.04      

18.1–20   1.18      

22.1–24   1.51      

  Supplementary feed price   

  Low  Medium  High  

Supplementary feed prices for wheat  292  380  440  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

A probabilistic climate forecast system, in line with currently used operational forecast systems, 

was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete climate states (dry, average, wet) 

were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile of November–March rainfall 

received at Holbrook over the period 1889 to 2015. Each year was then classified as belonging 

to one of these climate states: drywas categorised by rainfall less than 142 mm, average as 

rainfall between 142 mm and 222 mm, and wet as rainfall in excess of 222 mm (Figure 7).  



 

 

  

Figure 7 Total rainfall for November to February at Holbrook for 1889–2015. Dry, Average and Wet represent 

tercile 1, 2 and 3.  

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet climate states were obtained 

by classifying yearly outputs of pasture, feed and lamb production data from the biophysical 

production model (see section 3.1). Resulting yearly data for each state (42 years) were then 

averaged to represent each climate state within the economic model. This categorisation is a 

critical part of the approach because variations in production across climate states provide the 

necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for forecasts to offer value in decision-making.   

The probabilistic climate forecasts evaluated in this case study are based on a hypothetical 

forecast system. This approach was chosen because there are multiple providers of operational 

climate forecasts and these systems are regularly updated to reflect improvements in 

understanding of climate and weather systems and rapid developments in computing and 

analytical capabilities. The main benefit of introducing a hypothetical forecast rather than relying 

on operational forecasts, is that key aspects of forecast quality, like skill, can be systematically 

valued. The results of the analysis are then more readily applicable to decisions around the 

level of investment in new forecasting systems.    

In this study, 11 probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the three climate states (dry, 

average, wet), each representing a different level of forecast skill (0 to 100%). These 

probabilistic forecasts are incorporated into the economic model by assigning a probability to 

the occurrence of each climate state based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with 

reference to prior (without-forecast) and posterior (with-forecast) probabilities was as defined in 

Equ 1.  

  

= |    [Equ 1]  
. 

  

where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of 

state s. In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the 

decision-maker’s prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is 

set at its long-term climatological mean of 0.33 for each tercile.   

  

Forecast skill σ is set at pre-determined levels and is rearranged to provide posterior 

probabilities (Equ 2).  



 

 

  

| = 1.0 − +   [Equ 2]  

  

Applying this equation to a forecast of a dry state with an assumed skill of 20% results in a 

weighting assigned to dry, average and wet states (Equ 3).  

  

Dry = | = 1.00 − +  = 0.20 1.00 − 0.33 + 0.33 = 0.47  

  

Avg = Wet = . | 

 = . ."#= 0.27   [Equ 3]  
 ! ! 

   

Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where each state has a 

33% chance of occurring. Table 3 provides an example of weighting between the climate states 

for the 11 skill levels for a dry forecast state.  

Table 3 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for a dry forecast state for skill levels 0% to  
100%  

        Forecast skill      

  Climate state  0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Weighting (%)  

Dry  33  40  47  53  60  67  73  80  87  93  100  

Ave  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

Wet  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

3.5 Economic model  

The economic model used key outputs from the lamb biophysical production model to capture 

the links between climatic conditions, pasture and lamb production. The economic model 

evaluated the changes in livestock numbers, livestock weights and feed costs under the 

different stocking rate strategies (percentage of lambs sold). This was achieved by applying a 

consistent set of output prices (lamb prices in November and March) and input prices (feed 

prices) to the biophysical outputs and incorporating baseline information on lamb production 

costs.  

The profitability of each stocking rate strategy was assessed under each forecast state (dry, 

average, wet). The economic model maximises returns by choosing the percentage of lambs to 

sell that has the highest return weighted across the three climate states according the 

prescribed forecast skill. The economic model takes the form of a discrete stochastic 

programming (DSP) problem which can be solved through adapting a conventional linear 

programming model and is represented in Equ 4.  

  

$%& ’()* = ∑-

 ,  [Equ 4]  

  

Where πs is the probability of state s and ys  farm income in state s.  

The model is also subject to normal constraints on the use of land, labour and capital so that 

input usage can never exceed availability.  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 



 

 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

stocking rate without a climate forecast is the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of a dry season results in 

the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state so the outcomes of a dry state are given 

more weight in the objective function of the model (see Table 3 for example). The change in 

weighting given to a dry state may lead to a change in the stocking rate decision (e.g. sell a 

greater percentage of lambs in March) and this creates economic value from forecast use.  

A more detailed description of the economic model is contained in Appendix 3: Prime lamb 

economic model.  

3.6 Analyses  

The potential value of a probabilistic theoretical SCF was evaluated as the marginal benefit of 

the forecast; specifically, the change in returns using SCF information compared to the return 

obtained without a forecast. In this analysis, without-forecast is represented by 0% skill which is 

equivalent to equal weighting in results between dry, average and wet climate state outcomes 

(33% each). Value was calculated in terms of $/ha.  

The value was assessed for several different decision environment settings and for 11 levels of 

forecast skill for each of the three climate forecasts (dry, average, wet). This produced 594 

results representing various decision environment settings, forecasts and forecast skill levels 

(Table 4). 

 
Table 4 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  

November 

pasture 

availability  

low, high  

November 

lamb price  
low, medium, high  

Supplementary low, medium, high 

feed price  

 

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) selling decision was reported for all variable values 

(November pasture availability, lamb price, supplementary feed price). Subsequently, the 

perfect-forecast (100% skill) selling decision for the three forecast states was similarly reported. 

The potential value ($/ha) of the perfect forecast was calculated as the difference in returns with 

and without the forecast. This represents the largest potential value of each climate state. 

Finally, probabilistic forecast values ($/ha) relative to the without-forecast decision were 

calculated for each decision environment setting.  

4 Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Data from the biophysical modelling followed expected patterns given the model and farming 

system assumptions. Lamb weights (male and female) in March showed a slight increase in 

weight as pasture availability increased (Figure 8). With higher lamb selling percentages it may 

be expected that lamb weight would increase, as fewer animals are consuming the same 

pasture base. Very modest gains in weight were reported for higher lamb selling percentages. 

Two aspects of the design of the biophysical model contribute to this result. Firstly, the model 

Forecast state dry, average, wet  

Forecast skill  
( %)  

0 , 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100  



 

 

was designed to feed animals if insufficient pasture was available. Secondly, lambs were 

prescribed to be sold at particular weights (65 kg and 55 kg for males and females, 

respectively) for the post-November sale. Hence, the influence of different sale percentages in 

November is best seen through the amount of supplementary feed (Figure 8). This decreases 

with higher lamb selling percentages as well as with higher pasture availability.  

 

Figure 8 Mean lamb weights (male and female) at post-November sale weights and total supplementary feed 

(1889–2015) for high and low starting pastures for each of the 11 lamb selling decision points (0, 10, 20, 

…,100%).  

Two parameter combinations were used to investigate the potential impact of different climate 

states on the amount of supplementary feed consumed: a ‘worst-case’ (low starting pasture and 

retaining all lambs, i.e. 0% sell) and a ‘best -case’ (high starting pasture and selling all lambs, 

i.e. 100% sell) (Figure 9). These scenarios include all years of data (1889–2015) classified into 

the dry, average and wet climate states. Comparing the best- and worst-case scenarios 

illustrates that more supplementary feed was allocated in the worst-case. Within the worst-case 

scenario, less supplementary feed was required for many, but not all, wet years. More 

supplementary feed was required in dry and average years as expected (Figure 9). For the 

best-case scenario, little association between climate state and supplementary feed 

requirements was found (Figure 9). The influence that climate states have on supplementary 

  



 

 

feed is strongly affected by the level of starting pasture and this is likely to influence the value of 

SCFs.  

  

Figure 9 Annual supplementary feed requirements from November to March according to dry, average and 

wet classifications. Left is a ‘worst-case’ in relation to supplementary feed requirements with the model fit 

with low starting pasture and retaining all lambs. Right is a ‘best-case’ in relation to supplementary feed 

requirements with high starting pasture and 100% sell of lambs in November.   

4.2 Economic modelling  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  
To evaluate the potential value of SCFs, the optimal sell decision made without a forecast must 

first be assessed. Figure 10 shows the optimal without-forecast sell decision for each 

combination of the decision drivers (    

Table 4).  

For both pasture availability levels (Figure 10), low November lamb prices encourage holding all 

lambs while high November prices encourage selling of all lambs.  

Greater sensitivity to prices can be seen with medium November lamb prices between the 

pasture availability levels. For low starting pasture, the predominant decision is to sell 100% of 

lambs, unless supplementary feed prices are low. Conversely, with high starting pasture, lambs 

are almost all held, unless supplementary feed prices are high in which case10% of lambs are 

sold in November.  



 

 

 

   

Figure 10 Without-forecast lamb sale decision. Percentage of lambs sold under different levels of current 

pasture availability (low, high) with supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and 

November lamb price (low, medium, high) in the internal columns.  

4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The economic model determined the optimal lamb sell decision for perfect forecasts of dry, 

average and wet climate states (100% skill) under varying decision drivers (pasture availability, 

lamb prices and supplementary feed prices) (Figure 11).  

Considering low pasture availability (top row; Figure 11), the decision for all climate states is the 

same as the without-forecast decision. For high pasture availability, the decision to sell lambs 

does differ with climate state from the without-forecast decision for some price combinations. 

The decision to hold all animals under low lamb prices highlights the influence of price. Holding 

and selling animals later at bigger weights, with additional feed costs, generates greater returns 

independent of climate state. The decision to sell all lambs with high lamb prices does change, 

with more animals held if the climate state is wet. Less selling of lambs for medium lamb prices 

occurs for the average and wet climate states if supplementary feed prices are medium or high.  

  



 

 

  

Figure 11 Perfect-forecast lamb sale decisions. Percentage of lambs sold under dry, average and wet states 

in the three major columns, two levels of current pasture availability (low, high) in the three major rows, 

supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and November lamb price (low, medium, 

high) in the internal columns.  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value  

Results of the value of a perfect forecast (100% skilful) of the three climate states indicate the 

importance of the decision drivers. If pasture availability is low in November, even a perfect 

forecast of any climatic state did not provide any value (zero values in Figure 12). In this case, 

the farm is overstocked and the dominant decision is to sell rather than retain lambs.  

Under high pasture availability, the optimal stocking decision is influenced by price settings as 

well as climate forecasts in some scenarios (non-zero values in Figure 12). Most value was 

found for either dry or wet forecasts with limited value found for an average state forecast 

(middle column; Figure 12).  

The greatest value was $53.80/ha for a dry forecast under high pasture availability, medium 

lamb prices and high supplementary feed prices. Under these circumstances, 100% (Figure 11) 

of lambs are sold with the forecast, shifting from the without-forecast position of selling 10% 

(Figure 10). The greatest value for a wet forecast occurred under high pasture availability and 

high lamb prices. For these settings, the with-forecast decision is to hold more stock (10–30%) 

compared with 100% sell under the without-forecast scenario. High forecast values are 

associated with the most substantial shifts in the optimal stocking rate.  



 

 

  

Figure 12 Perfect forecast relative value compared to the without forecast return ($/ha). Dry, average and wet 

states in the three major columns, two levels of pasture availability (low, high) in the three major rows, 

supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and November lamb price (low, medium, 

high) in the internal columns.  

  

4.2.4 Probabilistic forecast value  

The value forecasts with different levels of skill were assessed for each climate forecast (dry, 

average, wet), for high pasture availability and different price setting for lamb and 

supplementary feed prices (Figure 13). Low pasture availability was not plotted as the value is 

$0/ha for all skill levels.  

This plot provides greater detail of the results in Figure 12, illustrating the value of forecasts with 

various skilfulness levels. Where value was found, value increases as skill increases. Most 

value was found for wet forecasts or dry forecasts with very little value found for an average 

forecast (Figure 13). Forecasts with skill above 20% were found to offer value under the 

settings analysed.   

  



 

 

  

Figure 13 Value of forecast ($/ha) for high pasture availability. Supplementary feed prices (low, medium, 

high) are the three columns of plots, November lamb price (low, medium, high) in the three rows of plots. 

Red, green and blue represent dry, average and wet climate forecast. Forecast skill, grouping dry, average 

and wet forecasts, increases on the x-axis from 0 to 100% with 0% the without forecast and 100% the perfect 

forecast.  

Table 5 provides a summary of the potential value of a forecast with different levels of skill for 

high pasture availability and for each of the forecast states (dry, average, wet). The range 

represents variations in lamb and supplementary prices. For all skill levels, nil value is possible 

depending on the price settings. This illustrates the importance of price setting in determining 

the value of a forecast. The greater value for wet and dry forecasts is also evident.  

Table 5 Range of value of the forecast ($/ha). Range is across different November lamb and supplementary 

feed prices. Forecast skill is represented by 0%,10%, …,100%.  

Forecast  
Pasture  0%  

state  
10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Dry  

High  Average NA  

0–0  0–3.2  0–9.5  0–15.9  0–22.2  0–28.5  0–34.8  0–41.2  0–47.5  0–53.8  

0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0.1  0–0.3  0–0.5  0–0.7  



 

 

Wet  0–0  0–4.1  0–8.7  0–13.5  0–18.6  0–23.6  0–28.6  0–33.6  0–38.6  0–43.7  

5 Discussion  

The key decision identified by industry was how many lambs to sell in November and how many 

to carry through to sell by March. This decision is a trade-off between selling smaller animals 

now with lower feed costs and selling animals later at higher weights with potentially higher feed 

costs. An important feature of this system is that lambs are sold either once they reach a 

prescribed target weight or by the beginning of March. As a result, lambs not sold in November 

may be sold a short time later (e.g. early January) and therefore do not need to be carried 

through the whole summer, potentially reducing supplementary feed costs.  

Pasture availability had a substantial influence on the optimal stocking rate with and without a 

climate forecast. Low pasture availability led to a dominant decision to sell all lambs in 

November irrespective of the climate forecast or other non-forecast factors, including lamb and 

supplementary feed prices. Even a perfect forecast of any of the climate states did not alter the 

optimal decision. These results indicate that when conditions are poor in November it is difficult 

to improve the profitability of the system, regardless of seasonal evolution. Under high pasture 

availability, the optimal stocking decision is influenced by price settings as well as climate 

forecasts in some scenarios.  

Although November pasture availability was an important determinant of SCF value, 

supplementary feed and lamb price settings and the particular climate state (dry, average or 

wet) were also found to be key drivers.   

Lamb price in November strongly influenced the selling decision. When November lamb prices 

were low, the decision was to hold all lambs, regardless of pasture availability or climate state 

(Figure 11). This indicates that the cost of supplementary feed did not outweigh the benefit of 

selling lambs later at higher weights. An important additional aspect to appreciate in this result 

is the differential prices in lamb across the calendar year. Historically, lamb prices are higher in 

February than in November (analysis not shown). As such, weight-for-weight, greater income is 

obtained for lambs sold in February. Due to this market setting, holding lambs has additional 

benefit in addition to greater weights.  

With high November lamb prices, the without-forecast decision was to sell all lambs regardless 

of pasture availability (Figure 10). This is due to higher relative prices compared with February 

prices and lowered supplementary feed prices for selling lambs early in the season.  

Incorporating SCFs, the decision at high November lamb prices only differed for a wet forecast 

(Figure 11 and Figure 12). With a perfect wet forecast, 10% or 30% of lambs were sold, 

compared with 100% sold in the without-forecast scenario, as supplementary feed costs were 

reduced. A perfect forecast of a wet state resulted in an improvement in returns from $9.10– 

$43.70/ha, depending on supplementary feed prices.   

For the price and pasture settings where forecasts influenced decisions, forecasts of dry, 

average and wet climate states had different economic values. A climate forecast of average 

conditions was found to be of limited economic value under all model settings. The maximum 

value of a forecast of average conditions was $0.70/ha. This low value of an average forecast 

state reflects the limited change that occurs in decision-making with and without the forecast. 

As climatology is simply the average climate conditions, only small changes to the selling 

decision with an average forecast state (middle tercile of climate data) is unsurprising.  

For high pasture availability, greater value of dry or wet forecast states was found (Figure 13 

and Table 5). Two examples will be used to explore the different circumstances for which dry 

and wet forecasts have value. With medium November lamb prices and high supplementary 

prices, the without-forecast decision was to sell 10% of lambs. With a perfect dry forecast, the 

optimal decision changes to selling 0% of lambs, driven by savings in feeding costs when a dry 

season evolved, which was particularly important as supplementary feed prices were high. A 

perfect forecast of a dry state resulted in an improvement in returns of $53.80/ha under this 

scenario.  



 

 

A scenario with high November lamb prices and low supplementary feed prices provides an 

example of the benefit of a wet forecast. The without-forecast decision in this scenario was to 

sell 100% of lambs, largely due to cost of supplementary feed. With a perfect wet forecast the 

optimal decision changed to selling just 10% of lambs. In this example, a wet forecast provided 

greater surety about the occurrence of additional pasture growth that occurs in a wet state, 

reducing supplementary feed costs and making holding stock more profitable. A perfect forecast 

of a wet state resulted in an improvement in returns of $43.70/ha under this scenario.  

These examples highlight the maximum possible value of SCF under different scenarios 

through assuming the forecast was perfect or 100% skilful. However, in reality SCFs are 

imperfect and different levels of skill were analysed to assess the value of improvements. 

Positive value of SCFs was obtained, for certain decision driver settings, at about 20% or 70% 

skill (Figure 13). This suggests that the value of SCFs can be unlocked each year given market 

pricing and, to some extent, the configuration of farm risk management strategies.   

The case study design used particular parameter settings both within the Ausfarm production 

model and for the economic modelling. For the Ausfarm settings, the farm characteristics were 

developed in consultation with industry to provide a representative farm. These characteristics 

will likely be different for individual farms, for instance, with different stocking rates used. 

Furthermore, the timing of the sell decision will differ for different systems and for different 

production areas with different climate profiles (e.g. earlier/later lambing).   

The timing of joining and hence when lambs can begin to be sold is an important strategic farm 

decision to consider further. If a farm operates with a different joining time, the SCF of interest 

will change to match the weaning time. Here, industry advice was taken regarding likely joining 

times which resulted in a rainfall SCF from November–February being investigated. At 

Holbrook, rainfall at this time of year is not historically highly variable (Figure 7) and the 

difference in rainfall between dry and average states was only 80 mm. Other case studies at 

different locations with greater seasonal variability or for a system with different joining times 

which moves the SCF window may lead to value of SCFs under a greater number of system 

settings (pasture availability and prices).  

The design of the analysis includes two categories of information which were used in the 

economic assessment: information that can be known at the decision time (pasture availability, 

lamb price, supplementary price) and future information that is unknown at the decision time 

(climate state, price of lambs post-November). Sensitivity analyses were included to evaluate 

the impact of different settings of the known information and a probabilistic forecast system was 

explicitly used to assess the value of SCFs. Prices for post-November lamb sales were fixed to 

the median of historical values. This approach was undertaken as a rational assumption of 

uncertain future prices. However, producers may have additional information in November to 

the likely price of lambs later in the season (e.g. greater market access leading to higher 

demand for lamb). Additional information that changes the price of lamb post-November would 

likely change the with- and without-forecast selling decision. This was investigated through a 

sensitivity analysis to post-November lamb prices using historically low (10th percentile) and 

high (90th percentile) prices (Appendix 5: Perfect forecasts with low/high February prices). 

These additional analyses show that changes to the information available can change the 

selling decision and hence the value of the forecast. In general, for a selling decision made in 

November, if it is known that lamb prices in February will be relatively higher due to historical 

values, fewer lambs will be sold. Conversely, if prices are expected to be low in February, more 

lambs are sold.   

Lamb and supplementary feed prices in the analysis were treated as being independent of the 

climate state. In other words, the same lamb and feed prices existed in each state (non-state 

contingent). There is an argument, however, that lamb prices could be lower and feed prices 

higher in a dry state and potentially the converse in a wet state. This, in effect, would create 

bigger differences in economic returns between dry and wet states and would makes forecasts 

more valuable, keeping all other factors constant. The modelling approach is particularly well 

suited to including prices as state-dependent variables. However, a review of historical lamb 



 

 

and supplementary feed prices did not find any correlation between price levels and rainfall 

states. There are a range of possible reasons relating to the length of the forecast window 

(December– March), historically low sheep numbers, the timing of grain production relative to 

the forecast window, and the coarseness of the climate states used based on terciles (a dry 

state is not drought).Under different assumptions, there may well be a link between prices and 

states but treating prices as independent seems to be a reasonable assumption in this case 

study.   

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this analysis was conducted using a theoretical tercile  

SCF. Operational forecasts, such as the SOI phase system (Stone and Auliciems, 1992) or 

Bureau of Meteorology POAMA model (Wang et al., 2004) were intentionally not used. The use 

of theoretical rather than actual forecasts was preferred given the focus here on potential value 

rather than actual value. The methodology outlined here does provide a robust framework for 

further analyses of operational forecast systems.   

Like operational forecasts, the theoretical forecasts used in this analysis provided an indication 

of the likely climate state (dry, average or wet) not the precise evolution of weather conditions. 

The value of a higher resolution forecast, such as a decile forecast, may be greater. This sets a 

challenge to the forecasting community. For instance, the Bureau of Meteorology currently 

operates on a two-state climate forecast (above or below median). The current percent 

consistent score for the Holbrook region for rainfall November to January is approximately 60%, 

equating to a skill score used here of 20%.   
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Engagement for the development of a case study for lamb was conducted in consultation with 

members of the southern NSW SAMRC, following advice from MLA representatives (Tom 

Davidson and Irene Sobotta; 13 April 2016).   

A workshop was held in Wagga Wagga (29 July 2016) to explore the lamb system to identify 

climate-sensitive decision points at a seasonal scale (months). Those present were: Angus 

Hobson, Michael Campbell, Phil Graham, Steve Exton and two project members, Rebecca 

Darbyshire and Michael Cashen.   

1 Identifying climate-sensitive decision points  

Discussions were focused on a representative farm system. The group selected Holbrook and a 

second-cross (non-self-replacing) operation as representative for southern Australian lamb 

producers. A farm size of 700 ha was used carrying 3000 ewes. It was highlighted that variable 

seasonal conditions tend to be managed via buying in feed, such as grain, rather than adjusting 

stocking rates.  

Joining was set to occur through February and into March with lambing through July and early 

August. Supplementary feeding is common, with twinning ewes supplemented through winter if 

pasture availability is low. Additional supplementary feeding of the flock, dependent on feed 

availability, will occur through summer.  

Producers aim to begin to sell lambs from November with all lambs sold by the end of March.   

2 Decision point  

The group identified that the decision of how many lambs to sell in the early season (November) 

is sensitive to seasonal climate forecast information. This decision was classified as the critical 

climate-sensitive decision as this sets the number of animals carried through to later selling 

opportunities. In evaluating this decision economically, a comparison between profit gained 

from selling lambs early will be compared with the alternative potential profit of holding stock to 

sell later at higher weights.   

A seasonal rainfall forecast close to the first sale time, November, can provide an indication of 

summer pasture availability and hence assist with decisions around selling rates.  

This decision of how many lambs to sell in November is made in November and the relevant 

rainfall forecast is for November, December, January, and February.  

Allocating the proportion of lambs to initially sell is not a simple decision. Three key drivers were 

identified by the group which influence this decision:  

1. Feed availability: low pasture encourages selling, high pasture discourages selling.  

2. Relative price of grain feed: high prices encourage additional selling, low prices 

discourage selling.  

3. Rainfall forecast: wet (i.e. good pasture growth) discourages selling, dry (i.e. poor 

pasture growth) encourages selling.  

Figure 14 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including seasonal climate forecast 

information against decisions made without this information.  



 

 

   

Figure 14 Decision pathway for proportion of lambs sold in southern lamb system including an evaluation of 

the decision made.   

3 Selling decision  

The workshop participants allocated selling decisions based on different values of the three 

drivers (Table 6). Under ‘average’ circumstances for all drivers, 30% sale of lambs was 

allocated. This represents the business-as-usual decision.  

Table 6 Lamb sell decisions in November with different options for the key drivers as determined in 

consultation with industry. Seasonal rain forecast is for November, December, January and February. 

*Industry values determined through the workshop. The remaining values were determined subsequently 

and confirmed by the participants at a later date.  
Feed available  Grain price  Climate outlook (Dec, Jan, Feb)  % sell  

*Average  Average  Equal chance  30  
Low  Low  Dry  50  
Low  Low  Equal chance  40  
Low  Low  Wet  30  
*Low  High  Dry  100  
Low  High  Equal chance  60  
*Low  High  Wet  30-40  
*High  Low  Dry  30  
High  Low  Equal chance  20  
*High  Low  Wet  10  
High  High  Dry  80  
High  High  Equal chance  50  
*High   High  Wet  20  

In allocating these selling decisions, maintaining consistency between the different values of the 

drivers and across the different combinations was difficult. Modelling provides a method to 

optimise such decisions across multiple drivers which can take several values. Furthermore, 

using modelling approaches, the benefit or otherwise of including seasonal climate forecast 

information in the decision-making process can be isolated.   

    



 

 

Appendix 2: Gross margin values  

Table 7 Production costs used in the economic analyses   

Variable costs  
Cost (A$) 

Ewe/ram  
Cost (A$)   
Lamb to Nov  

Cost (A$)   
Lamb post-Nov  

Replacement costs         

Replacement ewes  37.98      

Replacement rams  5.60      

Cartage ewes  0.35      

Cartage rams  0.20      

Wool harvesting and selling costs        

Shearing ewes  6.86      

Shearing rams  0.20      

Crutching ewes  1.25      

Crutching rams  0.05      

Crutching lambs      1.30  

Wool tax  0.44    0.01  

Commission, warehouse, testing charges (per bale)  0.99    0.05  

Wool-cartage  0.21    0.01  

Wool packs  0.26    0.01  

Sheep herd health costs        

Broad spectrum adults (ewes+rams) x2 repeats  1.90      

Broad spectrum lambs no of repeats    0.88  1.32  

Narrow spectrum adults (ewes+rams)  0.35      

Narrow spectrum lambs    0.16  0.16  

Fly control long acting for adults   1.76      

Fly control short acting lambs       0.46  

Lice control for adults  1.14      

Vaccination - 6-1 adults 1x  0.24      

Vaccination - 6-1 lambs no of repeats    0.24  0.48  

Marking lambs    1.68  1.68  

Scanning ewes  0.80      

Livestock selling costs        

Freight costs to saleyard  0.29  1.60  1.60  



 

 

Livestock Selling Costs (Yard dues, MLA levy, LLS rates)  

- Commission percent - 4.95%  
1.07  Calculated in the 

model depending 

on no sold per 

strategy  

Calculated in the 

model depending 

on no sold per 

strategy  

Feeding costs        

Pasture Maintenance per ha  11.81      

Miscellaneous supplementary feed   6.72      

Total costs  80.47  4.56  7.09  

   

Appendix 3: Prime lamb economic model  

1 Overview of the modelling approach  

  

  

  

2 Economic model description  

The economic model used key outputs from the lamb biophysical production model to capture 

the links between climatic conditions, pasture and lamb production. The model evaluated the 

changes in livestock numbers, livestock weights and feed costs under the different stocking rate 

strategies (percentage of weaner lambs sold). This was achieved by applying a consistent set 

of output (lamb prices in November and March) and input prices (feed prices) to the biophysical 

outputs and incorporating baseline information on lamb production costs.  

A two-stage discrete stochastic programming (DSP) model was developed for the prime lamb 

case study where time was divided into the ‘present’ and the ‘future’. A standard linear 

programming model was developed into a DSP model by introducing a second period decision. 

The x → s format of static linear programming changes to x1 → s→ x2 (s, x1) in the DSP case. 

Here x1 represents Stage 1 decisions (11 stocking rate strategies – sell 0%, 10%, ...,100% of 

weaner lambs in November), s is the state of nature (tercile rainfall – dry, avg and wet) and x2 

(s, x1) represents Stage 2 decisions (supplementary feed, number and weight of stock sold, 



 

 

level of debt, labour related to feeding days). These Stage 2 decisions are contingent upon 

earlier Stage 1 decisions and the state of nature that occurs. The farm-planning problem is to 

choose the optimal stocking rate in November to maximise the expected level of net farm 

income across climatic states. In algebraic terms, the main elements of the model are:   

$%& ’()* = ∑-

 ,  [Equ 1]  

  

, = . / !2   [Equ 2] Where:  

πs    probability of state s 

ys   net return in state s  

Model parameters  

c1j  the net return from the sale of weaner lambs under stocking rate j in Stage 1 ($/hd) – 

November  

c2js  the net return from activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (lamb price, feed price, labour 

cost, interest) – March  

Model variables  

x1j   the number of male and female lamb weaners j sold in Stage 1 – November x2ns   the 

level of activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (lamb – sales, feed – tonnes, labour – hours, 

debt – interest) – March  

The objective function (Equ 1) maximises the expected net return from activities across three 

climatic states. The expected return takes into account the level of return in each state and the 

probability of each state occurring. The expected net return is maximised subject to constraints 

on the overall size of the flock and the number of weaner lambs and older lambs available for 

sale. The DSP model was solved using the What’s Best!® 8.0 add-in to Microsoft Excel®.   

The two-stage decision process is reflected in returns for each state (Equ 2). In Stage 1, the 

term c1j x1j represents returns from a particular stocking rate strategy. The return c1j is simply 

price of weaner lambs in November ($/kg) multiplied by their live weight and x1j is the number of 

male and female weaner lambs sold. In Stage 2, the term c2ns x2ns represents state-contingent 

revenue and costs related to decisions about the sale of older lambs, purchase of 

supplementary feed, labour use and debt levels. These are state-contingent because climatic 

conditions influence the live weight of lambs retained and the level of supplementary feed 

needed, with flow on effects in terms of labour and debt.   

A key part of the analysis is that decisions taken in Stage 1 are the same in every state of 

nature, whereas the decisions taken in Stage 2 are specific to each state. While production is 

state-contingent, as per the outputs from the biophysical model, the prices of inputs (e.g.  

supplementary feed) and outputs (e.g. lamb prices) were assumed to be independent of climatic 

conditions. A review of available lamb price and supplementary feed price data did not establish 

a correlation with November–March rainfall.  

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different stocking rate decisions in each state. 

This is an important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the 

modelling reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something 

readily observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, 

rational farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily 



 

 

reflected in a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based 

on forecast skill.  

2.1 Valuing the forecast system  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

stocking rate without a climate forecast is the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. For example, a skilful forecast of a dry 

season results in the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state, so the outcomes of a dry 

state are given more weight in the objective function of the model. For a forecast to have 

economic value, the change in weighting must lead to a change in the stocking rate decision 

(e.g. sell a greater percentage of weaner lambs in November) relative to the without-forecast 

scenario. Model restrictions ensure that the overall probability of the occurrence of each climatic 

state is the same as its historical probability of occurrence (i.e. the prior probability πs). This 

restriction ensures that the model is valuing improved knowledge about the occurrence of each 

state.  

The value of the forecast system is derived from optimal decisions taken with and without the 

forecast. Expected farm income in the DSP model (Y) is a consequence of non-stochastic 

returns in Stage 1 (prior to uncertainty being resolved) and stochastic returns in Stage 2 (after 

the state of nature is revealed). With a risk-neutral objective function of the DSP model (Equ 1) 

and the hypothetical forecast system described elsewhere, the value of a specific forecast f 

within this system was defined as:   

Vf s|f y*s f

 y*so  [Equ 3]  
s=1   s=1 

where:    

y*s f   denotes the net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal stocking 

rate strategy x*sf based on forecast f; and  

y*so   denotes net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimum optimal  

stocking rate strategy x*so based on the prior probabilities (assumed to be 

historical climatology).   

  

This is simply a statement that the value of forecast f is equal to the difference in expected net 

return with and without the forecast. The forecast will have no value in the event that x*sf = x*so 

(i.e. where the with-forecast and the without-forecast decision is the same). The estimated 

value of a particular forecast accounts for both the decisions made in Stage 1 (November) and 

the state-contingent tactical adjustments made in Stage 2 (March).   

The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of each forecast within the 

system by the frequency with which each forecast occurs. If F denotes a forecast system and qf 

is the frequency with which each forecast occurs, then the value of a forecast system with three 

possible forecasts can be defined as:  

  

VF q Vf f  [Equ 4]  
f =1 

  



 

 

The value of the forecast system is influenced by attributes of the forecast system and attributes 

of the decision setting. The main attribute of the hypothetical forecast system assessed is 

forecast skill. An increasingly skilful forecast allows the DSP model to divert more resources 

towards production in the forecasted state. With a forecast of three rainfall states (f = fdry, favg, 

fwet) and 11 skill levels (σ = 0, 10%, 20%, …, 100%), the DSP model is solved 33 times in order 

to value the hypothetical forecast system for a given set of conditions (levels of pasture 

availability, stock and feed prices).   

  

    
Appendix 4: Probabilistic forecast sell decision  

Change in % of lambs sell decision from without-forecast decision  

  

Figure 15 The change in the percentage of lambs sold based on increasing skill of probabilistic forecasts, 

relative to the without-forecast sell decision (i.e. 0% skill) for low pasture availability. Red, green and blue 

indicate dry, average and wet forecasts.  

  



 

 

  

Figure 16 The change in the percentage of lambs sold based on increasing skill of probabilistic forecasts, 

relative to the without-forecast sell decision (i.e. 0% skill) for high pasture availability. Red, green and blue 

indicate dry, average and wet forecasts.  

   

  

    
Appendix 5: Perfect forecasts with low/high February prices   

The perfect-forecast decision (Figure 17) and value of a perfect forecast (Figure 18) for low 

February prices. The perfect-forecast decision (Figure 19) and value of a perfect forecast 

(Figure 20) for high February prices. Low and high prices evaluated are in Table 8.  

Table 8 Low and high February prices ($/kg) tested for sensitivity to this value  

  Low High  

Carcass weight category (kg)      

16.1–18   0.83 1.33  



 

 

18.1–20   0.95 1.47  

22.1–24   1.17 1.75  

  

  

Figure 17 Perfect forecast percentage lambs sold decision for low February prices. Dry, average and wet 

states in the three major columns, two levels of current pasture availability (low, high) in the three major 

rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and lamb price (low, medium, high) 

in the internal columns.  

  



 

 

  

Figure 18 Perfect forecast relative value compared to the without forecast return ($/ha) for low February 

prices. Dry, average and wet states in the three major columns, two levels of current pasture availability (low, 

high) in the three major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and lamb 

price (low, medium, high) in the internal columns.  

    

  



 

 

Figure 19 Perfect forecast percentage lambs sold decision for high February prices. Dry, average and wet 

states in the three major columns, two levels of current pasture availability (low, high) in the three major 

rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and lamb price (low, medium, high) 

in the internal columns.  

  

  

  

Figure 20 Perfect forecast relative value compared to the without forecast return ($/ha) for high February 

prices. Dry, average and wet states in the three major columns, two levels of current pasture availability (low, 

high) in the three major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and lamb 

price (low, medium, high) in the internal columns.  
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Executive summary  

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.  

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the value of SCFs to the management of rice production. The key 

decision identified by industry was when to drain rice fields. The weather conditions at drainage 

influence rice wholegrain percentage, which is marker of quality and attracts a price premium. 

The decision is a trade-off between draining early with lower wholegrain percentage and 

reducing water costs and draining later at a higher wholegrain percentage with potentially higher 

water costs. Evapotranspiration (ETo) from late February to late May influence both wholegrain 

percentage and water requirements (through evaporation). A skilful daily ETo forecast issued in 

late February is potentially valuable if it helps rice producers make a different drainage-timing 

decision compared with the decision made based on historical ETo amounts.   

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The use of a biophysical 

model allowed different drainage times to be captured and outcomes to be explored in the 

context of water costs associated with earlier or later drainage. In order to systematically assess 

the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system was used. Forecasts with 0% and 

100% skill were assessed, with 0% representing climatology (or historically average conditions) 

and 100% skill reflecting a perfect forecast of ETo evolution for each of the historical years 

analysed.  

  Methods  

Historical ETo data (1889–2016) was used for the assessment. Wholegrain percentages for 

each year and each drainage date were obtained from outputs of a wholegrain model based on 

previous research (Clampett et al., 2004). Variations in wholegrain percentage were valued by 

applying the industry standard premium/discount. This information was combined with an 

estimate of water costs related to drainage time. Results were assessed to capture the links 

between climatic conditions, water price and wholegrain percentage. The analysis assessed 

potential profits of including ETo forecasts under a variety of scenarios.  
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  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on drainage date   

Water prices were found to have a substantial influence of the drainage date decision across all 

years. With medium water prices, the without-forecast drainage decision was to drain late in the 

season. For high water prices, the optimal decision was to drain early with and without a 

forecast. The cost of water associated with delaying drainage outweighs any premium benefit 

from higher wholegrain percentages. Conversely, low water prices offer greater returns from 

draining later in the season due to premiums associated with a higher wholegrain percentage.  

  Value of forecasts  

For medium water prices, a range of optimal drainage dates were obtained. At this water price 

point, changing drainage dates to balance seasons with higher ETo rates (earlier drainage) and 

lower ETo rates (later drainage) proved most valuable. The range in value for perfect ETo 

forecasts across the years investigated ranged from $0 to $120/ha. Less value was found for 

low and high water prices.  

  Key findings  

A key finding was that the decision setting that leads to trade-offs between expenses (water) and 

income (wholegrain percentage) provides the most scope for value. Greater investigation to the 

use of forecasts for this purpose by growers requires additional research into the wholegrain 

percentage model as well as the provision of probabilistic daily ETo forecasts.  
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): growing seasonal rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, 

average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological 

responses to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a 

key technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important to 

distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that farmers 

can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot remove 

the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still 

left with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes 

however well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall et al., 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, 

particularly relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  

Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 
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value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).   

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources1 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This 

project aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to 

assess where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments 

in a simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and 

allows farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of 

information has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the rice case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

                                                
1 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners were invited 

to collaborate on the design of the case study. Invited participants were selected based on 

industry reputation and experience and differed depending on the case study. The group defined 

the production system that best reflected local conditions in the area. Subsequently, 

investigation of decision points within the system were explored. Each major decision point was 

further scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of SCFs across a range 

of production systems and decision environments. They were not designed to be statistically 

representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total potential value to each 

industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach taken here attempts to 

strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very limited wider applicability 

and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important features of production 

systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Rice production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

Rice production in Australia is dependent on irrigation water and as such production varies with 

irrigation water availability. For instance, due to limited water availability in 2008 rice production 

was only 17 600 tonnes while in 2013, with greater water availability, production increased to 

161 100 tonnes (ABS, 2016a). In step with this variability in production, the value of the industry 

also fluctuates seasonally. For the 2015–16 season, rice production was valued at $114.8 

million (ABS, 2016b).  

Rice production in Australia is concentrated in New South Wales within the Murray and  

Murrumbidgee valleys, with a small amount of production in northern Victoria (Figure 1).   
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Figure 1 Australia’s rice production regions (RGA, 2016)  

2.2 Producing rice in Australia  

Rice is grown in ponded conditions, with the height of water varying during the season from 5– 

30 cm (NSW DPI, 2016). With irrigation water becoming more valuable with supply constraints 

and the expansion of water trading, water use efficiency is an important factor affecting the 

profitability of rice production. In general, a rice crop requires 14–16 ML/ha (NSW DPI, 2016) 

with some variability based on soils, paddock layout and seasonal conditions (i.e. evaporation 

rates).  

In Australia, rice is grown within a cropping rotation system with winter cereals and periods of 

fallow. Some farmers also include livestock within their operations. Typically, within these 

farming systems, rice is the cornerstone crop and the critical profit component for the grower.  

2.2.1 Irrigation water  

Rice is grown as an annual summer crop in Australia with the bulk of rice grown in 

winterdominant rainfall areas where production is dependent on stored irrigation supplies. Water 

management is a key factor to growing successful and profitable rice crops. Irrigation water is 

applied to meet the plants’ water demand, manage weeds and provide thermal buffering through 

January to protect sensitive growing parts (panicles) from temperatures less than 15 °C (Ye et 

al., 2009).  

Seasonal irrigation water availability for rice growers is dependent on various factors. Of prime 

importance are major irrigation dam levels. These dam levels are the result of previous rainfall 

throughout the catchment and water policy decisions and regulations. Major dams that supply 

the major rice production areas are located in the upper part of the Murray and Murrumbidgee 

catchments, a substantial distance away from where production actually occurs. As such, 

upcoming local seasonal rainfall does not influence a grower’s decision to plant a crop.   

The temporary water market, like all markets, sets the price of water based on supply and 

demand. Interested parties other than rice growers, such as other irrigated industries and state 

and federal governments, participate in water trading. When purchasing or selling water, rice 

growers must consider the price of water and the net returns that growing a rice crop will 

generate. In low water availability years, water prices tend to increase, reducing returns from 

growing rice and potentially making it more attractive for farmers to sell their available water at a 

high price, or not buying temporary water.  
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2.2.2 Rice quality   

Subsequent to growing and harvesting a rice crop it is milled. SunRice operates the milling and 

marketing of Australian rice. Under current marketing arrangements, growers are also SunRice 

shareholders and directly benefit from SunRice profits.   

Like many agricultural sectors, the value of a rice crop relates to both yield and quality. Under 

good management and sufficient irrigation supply, yield should not vary noticeably from season 

to season due to the moderating influence of irrigation water. The main exception is when cold 

temperatures are experienced during the flowering period, reducing yields (Ghadirnezhad and 

Fallah, 2014).  

Wholegrain percentage is a key grain quality marker. Higher wholegrain percentages lead to 

higher market premiums. Grains with low wholegrain percentages tend to crack in the milling 

process, with broken grains only suitable for secondary rice products (e.g. rice crackers). Low 

wholegrain percentage rice also require mills to run at slower, sub-optimal rates, increasing the 

cost of milling.  

To incentivise grower management to increase wholegrain percentage, SunRice applies a 

quality premium/discount based on wholegrain percentage. Standardised to the seasonal 

average wholegrain percentage for a particular variety, a $2.00 per tonne premium/discount is 

applied for each 1% wholegrain above/below the seasonal average (SunRice, 2015).  

Wholegrain percentage of rice is largely driven by environmental conditions during drainage of 

rice fields, which occurs prior to harvest. In deciding when to drain, the field growers must 

balance two objectives (Troldahl and Dunn, 2014):  

1. Ensure soil moisture is sufficient for the crop to reach physiological maturity (26–28% 

grain moisture) to avoid moisture stress and associated yield and quality loss (i.e. 

reduced wholegrain percentage).  

2. Ensure the field dries out sufficiently to permit access of harvest machinery to avoid 

damaging the soil surface when the grains still have high moisture levels (20–22%).  

To assist growers with drainage decisions, a guide was produced by NSW DPI (2016) (Table 5).   

Table 1 Drainage time suggestions, based on physiological stage, for crops with various maturity times and 

for quick (land-formed, drill sown, loam soil) and slow (contour layout, aerial sown, clay sown) drying fields  

Time of crop maturity  Drainage time – quick-drying field Drainage time – slow-drying field  

Late 

February to early March Late dough stage  

Early March to mid-March  

2.3 Description of climate-sensitive point  

Industry consultation was undertaken to describe the production system and key decision points 

that are sensitive to climatic conditions. Further information on the consultation process is  

contained in     

Appendix 1: Industry engagement.   

The case study selected in this analysis was a rice specialist farm based in Deniliquin, New 

South Wales (Figure 2). The production system is based on paddock rotation of rice − short 

fallow − rice − long fallow − wheat − short fallow − barley − long fallow (Figure 3).  

No milky grains  

5 % milky grains  No milky grains  

10 –15% milky grains  5 % milky grains  Late March to early April  
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Figure 2 Map showing the location of Deniliquin, the case study location  



 

 

  

 
Sowing may not occur in all years depending on irrigation water availability. Different varieties (long, medium, short) will be sown at different times.  

3 
 Water levels must be kept at a certain height for plant growth throughout the season (5–15 cm). At microspore, water height must be increased (~25–30 cm) to protect panicles 

from cold shock (temperatures <15–18 °C).  4 
 Pest disease and weed (P, D, W) control dependent on seasonal conditions and P, D, W mix as to products used and number of activities.   
5 
 Lasering is done periodically (~4–5 years). Ground preparation includes offset plough, levelling, reform banks, ridge roll and potentially burning in September.  
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Figure 3 Broad system characteristics of rice case  study  
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2.3.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

When will I drain my rice field?  

  

The window for this decision extends from mid-February through to early April, with drainage 

typically occurring from March to early April, dependent on variety and crop phenology. It is the 

seasonal variation that makes the draining decision most challenging to farmers (Troldahl and 

Dunn 2014). The forecast is for evapotranspiration and the forecast period is for the time 

between the potential drainage day and harvest.   

As drainage occurs every year prior to harvest, the predominant influences on the decision 

around drainage timing are:  

1. Water price: higher prices will encourage early drainage, lower prices will encourage 

later drainage.  

2. Forecast of evapotranspiration: low evapotranspiration rates will encourage early 

drainage, high evapotranspiration rates will encourage later drainage.  

Figure 4 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made  

without SCFs. Further details on the process of defining this decision point and the decision  

drivers are contained in      
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement.  

  

  

Figure 4 Decision pathway for when to drain a rice field including an evaluation of the decision made.  

2.4 Previous studies of SCFs in rice production systems  

No studies were located on the application of climate forecasts to Australian rice production 

(Parton and Crean (2016).  

3 Methods  

The potential value of forecasts of evapotranspiration (ETo) was evaluated through maximising 

returns of the system by selecting the optimal drainage day under various system conditions. An 

overview of the methodology is outlined in Figure 5. The main components include a rice 

drainage model to simulate wholegrain percentage, a set of output and input prices that values 

rice production and water use, respectively, and an ETo forecast. Each of these components is 

described in the following sections.  
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Figure 5 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, water prices, price premium/discounts for 

wholegrain percentage and evapotranspiration (ETo) were analysed to quantify the potential value of 

forecasts in setting drainage date decisions based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Rice wholegrain simulation model  

A holistic rice simulation model that includes a feature to estimate wholegrain percentage based 

on various drainage date timing is not available. However, the rice industry has previously 

invested in research to develop key relationships between environmental conditions and 

resultant rice wholegrain percentages (Clampett et al., 2004). In this research, algorithms were 

developed to estimate rice wholegrain percentage based on soil characteristics, grain moisture 

and weather conditions (evaporation). The algorithms estimated wholegrain percentage with an 

average error of 6.3% for the target variety, Amaroo (Clampett et al., 2004).  

Using the findings from Clampett et al. (2004), a wholegrain percentage predictive model was 

developed for this case study. To calculate wholegrain percentage, the model uses daily ETo 

values which determine the soil drying rates and grain moisture content. Grain moisture and 

wholegrain percentage are related mathematically (Clampett et al., 2004) with wholegrain 

predicted from grain moisture values.   

A full mathematical description of the model is provided in Appendix 2: Wholegrain model 

description.  

Key assumptions of the model were:  

• The crop was at an appropriate maturity phase on the drainage date.   

• The field is uniform and drainage is consistent.  

• Harvest occurred on the first day that soils were dry enough to be trafficable. The 

wholegrain on this first trafficable day was taken as the wholegrain percentage obtained 

for the drainage day-of-year.   

Key parameters of the model were:  

• Maximum possible wholegrain percentage is 70%.  

• Maximum grain moisture percentage on the drainage date is 26%.  
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• The soil factor must be 2.6 or higher for soils to be trafficable. This represents the first 

possible harvest date. See Appendix 2: Wholegrain model description for a description of 

the soil factor.  

The wholegrain model was run for each year in the period 1889–2016. For each year, 

wholegrain percentage on the first harvestable day for each tested drainage day (46–90 day-

ofyear) was recorded. Associated cumulative ETo was recorded for each year and drainage day 

tested. This was the sum of daily ETo from day-of-year 47 (i.e. the second allowable drainage 

day) to the allocated drainage day. For example, if the tested drainage day was 56, ETo for 

dayof-year 47–56 was summed and recorded. This provided an estimate of additional water 

required to drain at a day later than the first allowable drainage date.  

The wholegrain model was compared with industry-collected commercial wholegrain 

percentages. This was to assess the model in relation to field wholegrain percentages. SunRice 

provided historical appraisals of the variety Amaroo (matching the variety of the model 

algorithms) for 1997–2010 across 23 of their growing regions. The model was run using 

coincident historical climate data at Deniliquin and Griffith (Jeffrey et al., 2001) to estimate 

wholegrain percentage for each allowable drainage day-of-year. This annual distribution of 

potential wholegrain percentages according to the model, based on different drainage dates, 

was then compared with distribution of grower wholegrain percentage values. Note the 

commercial data was restricted to values over 40% on recommendation from SunRice (pers. 

comm. Chris Quirk).  

3.2 Key input and output costs  

Sensitivity analysis to temporary water prices was conducted to consider if the value of ETo 

forecasts vary under different price settings. Three water prices were assessed. These were the 

10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of historical (2006–2015) temporary water prices in the Murray 

Valley (Murray Irrigation, 2017) adjusted to real prices (ABARES, 2015) (Table 2). Note, these 

prices are a large range with the low and high prices representing the bounds of likely prices 

which do not occur often (10% of the dataset).  

Table 2 Temporary water prices ($/ML) assessed based on historical (2006–2015) prices (Murray Irrigation, 

2017)  

  Low  Medium  High  

Temporary water price ($/ML)  27  93  491  

Premium/discounts of the wholegrain percentage obtained were calculated using the current 

SunRice system where each 1% wholegrain higher/lower than the seasonal average receives a 

price benefit/penalty of $2/t (SunRice, 2015). To apply this, it was assumed that the seasonal 

average wholegrain percentage was 63%. This is a relative assessment and as such, the 

relative difference of returns is the key finding. Fixing this seasonal average value to a different 

wholegrain percentage will not change the findings.   

3.3 Climate forecasts  

Evapotranspiration (ETo) forecasts were used as an input variable to the wholegrain model to 

assess likely wholegrain percentage for various potential drainage dates. Historical data were 

sourced from the SILO database (Jeffrey et al., 2001) for Deniliquin (station 74128). In this 

dataset, ETo is estimated using the FAO Penman-Monteith formula, commonly referred to as 

FAO56.  

The forecast period of interest is from 15 February, the first allowable drainage date, until the 

last allowable harvest date, 31 May. Drainage dates which resulted in harvest after 31 May were 

excluded from analysis. This whole period is required to assess all possible drainage options.   
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The decision in this case study centres on evaluating different dates to drain with the action, 

draining the field, fixed. This is a point of difference from many other applications of seasonal 

climate forecasts which tend to have a fixed time for which a variety of actions can be selected 

(e.g. various nitrogen top dressing rates at a fixed time (Asseng et al., 2012)).   

In this analysis, annual daily sequences of ETo were used. The data were not aggregated into 

broader climatic groups, such as dry, average or wet, as some others have done (Crean et al., 

2015). This categorisation was not conducted as this decision is changing the time of the 

decision and hence the classification of years into any aggregated category will change based 

on the forecast time period, which is non-constant.  

To provide an example of the variation in the potential classification of ETo, historical data at 

Deniliquin was summarised from 15 February to 31 May (Figure 6). The lowest (2011) and 

highest (1892) cumulative ETo years across the whole drainage period are used as examples. 

Considering these two extreme years, it can be seen that the highest/lowest ETo years do not 

consistently track at the extremes of the dataset (Figure 6) and hence sectioning the data into 

broader categories would lead to different years being classified differently depending on the 

forecast period investigated.   

  

Figure 6 Cumulative ETo at Deniliquin for 15 February to 31 May (left) and for 15-day windows from 15 

February (1889–2016).  

Investigation into a perfect forecast of daily evolution of ETo was evaluated using historical data 

(1889–2016). These results were compared to a without-forecast option. The without-forecast 

option was evaluated as the most common (mode) drainage day across the perfect-forecast 

values (1889–2016) which led to the highest return. This is the most frequent best drainage date 

option according to the historical data and does not use any forecast information.  

3.4 Economic analyses  

Output from the wholegrain model in combination with water prices and wholegrain quality 

premium/discounts were used to assess the optimal drainage day. The optimal drainage day 

was calculated as the day which maximises returns (Equ 1).  

  

 = ( − )  

= ( )  [Equ 1] Where  is drainage day-of-year,  is return,   is premium/discount 

based on wholegrain percentage from draining on day ,   is the water cost of draining at a 

date later than the first allowed day.  
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3.5 Analyses  

Wholegrain percentage for each year (1889–2016) was calculated for the 46 drainage days 

assessed (46–90 day-of-year). Deviation of the wholegrain percentage from the assumed 

average of 63% was calculated. Assuming a 9t/ha crop, the premium/discount of ±$2/t for each 

1% wholegrain higher/lower was calculated.  

A 9t/ha yield was assumed across all years. This was applied using data (1990–2010) supplied 

by NSW DPI rice agronomist (pers. comm. Brian Dunn). Variability in rice yield is primarily driven 

by sub-optimal temperatures or management during the reproductive phase. As this phase is 

prior to the forecast period of interest, it was assumed yield was constant. The evaluation 

therefore focused only on seasonal variability during the drainage time period.  

For each water price assessed (Table 2), the cost of keeping water levels constant for later 

drainage dates was calculated. Water use was calculated as total evaporation from day-of-year 

47 (the second allowable drainage date) to the target drainage date. This was standardised to a 

per hectare value which was then multiplied by the water price to provide the cost of draining 

later in terms of additional water requirement.  

Returns were then calculated (Equ 1) for each drainage date, year and water price. A total of 

138 different decision environment settings were evaluated for two forecast levels with 276 

results produced. The scenarios are outlined in Table 3.  

Table 3 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  

Water price ($/ML)  Low (27), medium (93), high (491)  

Drainage date (day-of-year)  46–90   

Forecast skill (%)  0, 100  

The relative difference in returns with and without a perfect forecast were evaluated for each 

year in the data set and for each water price. This represents the maximum potential value of a 

forecast related to making drainage decisions.  

4 Results  

4.1 Wholegrain percentage modelling  

Initially, output from the wholegrain model for Deniliquin and Griffith was compared with 

historical grower wholegrain percentage values for the variety Amaroo (Figure 7). The annual 

distribution in the modelled results is from wholegrain percentage for drainage for day-of-year 46 

to 90 (i.e. 44 data points). The distribution in the commercial data is from across 23 regions and 

different consignments. The results indicate that the modelled wholegrain percentage 

distribution generally sits within the commercial variability. In several years the model 

overestimates wholegrain percentage compared with the median grower values (e.g. 1997, 

2005). The model under-estimated median grower values in some circumstances (1999, 2000). 

Hence, there does not appear to be a consistent bias, although there is a tendency for the 

modelled results to fall within the upper section of the grower distribution.   
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Figure 7 Distribution of average observed wholegrain percentage and modelled values for wholegrain 

percentage calculated at Deniliquin and Griffith, NSW. Numbers on the bottom indicate the number of 

SunRice data points included in the boxplots. The modelled data each had 44 data points, reflective of the 

different drainage dates.  

There are a few key reasons why the wholegrain model produces higher wholegrain 

percentages than those observed. First, the wholegrain model, like most farm biophysical 

models, does not account for sub-optimal management (e.g. poor nutrient management). 

Second, non-modelled environmental aspects (e.g. rain during harvest, uneven drainage or 

different soil type) could influence wholegrain percentage other than ETo. Thus, it is expected 

that the model would be optimistic.   

In spite of these unaccounted aspects of potential variability, encouragingly the model does fall 

within observed wholegrain percentage values. These results, in combination with the analysis 

in this case study focusing on relative benefit of a forecast, give confidence that the wholegrain 

model developed here is suitable for further analyses.  
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4.2 Economic modelling  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  

To evaluate the potential value of forecasts of ETo, the optimal sell decision made without a 

forecast must be first evaluated. The without-forecast drainage date decision was calculated 

from the historical data. That is, the optimal drainage date based on returns was found for all 

years and for the three water price values. The mode, or most frequent, drainage day across the 

years (1889–2016) was classified as the without-forecast drainage date decision (Table 4).  

Table 4 Without forecast drainage date for each of the three water prices  

  Low water price Medium water price High water price  

Drainage day-of-year 90  90  46  

 

4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The perfect-forecast drainage date decision was evaluated by taking the drainage day-of-year 

that led to the highest return for each year by each water price (Figure 8). The influence of price 

is clear on both the drainage day-of-year value and the variability of day-of-year. The high water 

price favours an early drainage day-of-year in almost all years. The optimal drainage day-of-year 

for the low price is much later and some increase in year-to-year variability is seen. The medium 

water price tends to select a later drainage day-of-year with notable year-to-year variability.  

  

Figure 8 Drainage day-of-year for each year (1889–2016) using a perfect forecast for each water price level  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value  

Water price was found to have a strong influence on the value of a perfect forecast (Figure 9). 

The greatest value was found for medium water prices ($93/ML). The medium value of a perfect 

forecast was $15.80/ha, while extremely high values are possible with a single year, recording a 

value of $130/ha. The value and variability in the results using the medium water price highlights 

that at this price point trade-offs between the wholegrain price premium and cost of water are 

more seasonally sensitive.  
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At high water prices ($491/ML), the median value was $0/ha with a single year recording a 

maximum value of $63.80/ha. This result highlights that when water prices are high, the best 

strategy is to mostly drain the rice field early (Table 4 and Figure 8) to minimise water costs, as 

the premium for higher wholegrain percentage does not offset the cost of water. Hence, under 

these circumstances, the value of a perfect forecast is low.  

Similarly, the value of a perfect forecast when water prices are low ($27/ML) was small, with the 

median value $0.90/ha with a single year recording a maximum value of $60.30/ha. This 

highlights that when water prices are low. the best strategy is mostly to drain the rice field late 

(Table 4 and Figure 8) to maximise wholegrain percentage, as the cost of additional water is 

small compared with the wholegrain price premium. Greater variability was found for low water 

prices compared with high.  

  

Figure 9 Value of perfect forecast to determine drainage day-of-year (1889–2016) compared to the 

withoutforecast drainage day decision.   

The valuation in this case study used a maximisation of returns to determine drainage decisions. 

By using this approach, different wholegrain percentages are likely based on water price and, to 

a lesser extent, in response to a forecast (Figure 10). This highlights that grain quality is linked 

to water price with lower grain quality likely in years with high water prices. Use of a perfect 

forecast did increase the wholegrain percentage marginally with median increase in wholegrain 

percentage of 0.4%, 0.3% and 0.6% for low, medium and high water prices, respectively. Advice 

from SunRice regarding the industry benefit of increasing crop wholegrain percentage 

suggested that 0.5% increase would translate to increased income of approximately $550 000 

(assuming a 600 kT crop). In this case study, benefit to growers can be obtained both directly, 

as assessed, and indirectly as a result of an industry-wide increase in wholegrain percentage.   
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Figure 10 Wholegrain percentages (1889–2016) from utilising a perfect and without forecast strategy for each 

water price.   

5 Discussion  

The key decision with potential application of forecasts identified by industry was when to drain 

the rice field. This decision is a trade-off between draining later and gaining wholegrain 

percentage premium at higher water costs, and draining earlier with wholegrain percentage 

discounts and lower water costs. Water price had a strong influence on drainage date decision 

with and without the forecast (Table 4 and Figure 8). Using a perfect forecast with medium water 

prices tended to encourage later drainage dates, with this price leading to the greatest variability 

in drainage date across the historical dataset. High water prices encouraged early drainage to 

minimise water costs, while low water prices encouraged late drainage to maximise wholegrain 

percentage premiums.   

Operationally, seasonal climate forecasts are typically delivered as probabilistic. For example, 

the Bureau of Meteorology issues probability forecasts of above or below median conditions 

(e.g. 70% chance of above median rainfall for the next month). Only perfect forecasts of ETo 

were investigated here. This was implemented as the decision in this case study differed from 

many other studies as the decision was fixed, drainage must occur, only the timing is to be 

decided. As such, the forecast period of interest changed with each drainage date assessment.  

This case study has highlighted the potential application of forecast information that is currently 

not available. That is, daily evolution of ETo forecasts over several months. The maximum 

potential value of such a forecast was found to be over $120/ha. It is unlikely that such a precise 

forecast will be delivered in the near term. However, this case study highlights that for forecasts 

to have application and value to agricultural sectors, they need greater tailoring to key 

climatesensitive decisions. The format and validity of a probabilistic daily ETo forecast for 

application to the rice industry, and likely to other irrigated industries, is a challenge for the 

forecast community to meet.   
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In interpreting these results, it is necessary to contextualise the wholegrain model used in the 

assessment. The model was evaluated against commercially collected wholegrain percentages 

(Figure 7) and was found to fall within the range of observed wholegrain percentage. The model 

did tend to lie at the upper range of observed data. Given the many possible sources of 

variability (field layout, soil type, field uniformity) the wholegrain model performed adequately for 

the purpose of this study, providing a standardised production output for use in an economic 

evaluation. The without-forecast drainage date decision (Table 4) fell at either end of the 

allowable drainage day-of-year. This highlights two potential deficiencies in the model. Firstly, a 

key assumption is that the crop is at the appropriate maturity level for all drainage dates. In 

reality, maturity will vary seasonally, and the extremes of the drainage window will not always be 

viable options. Secondly, the influence of rainfall was not included in the model. Rain could have 

two influences on potential wholegrain percentage. Rain will wet up soils, delaying when harvest 

equipment can operate in the field. This delay could lead to a decline in wholegrain percentage 

as metabolic processes continue. Rain may also have a direct influence on the algorithms that 

relate grain moisture to wholegrain percentage (Clampett et al., 2004).   

This case study has applied the model of Clampett et al. (2004) and identified that using the 

relationships in a forecasting context could be of value as a farm risk management tool. If a 

wholegrain percentage model is identified by industry as a potentially useful tool, further 

research and calibration will be required, specifically: reassessment of key relationships for 

currently commercially important varieties (e.g. Reiziq), validation of soil factor drying rates, 

development of soil factor relationships for the major soil types, determination of a soil factor 

which allows for soils to be trafficable, impact of other weather during drainage period (e.g. 

rainfall, extreme heat) and testing of key assumptions and parameter settings.  

SunRice has designed a premium/discount system to encourage management behaviour to 

increase industry-wide wholegrain percentage. This provides good motivation to drain at a time 

to increase wholegrain percentage when water prices are low. However, at high water prices the 

premium is insufficient to offset the cost of water. Depending on the limit of gains to SunRice for 

high wholegrain percentages, a premium/discount system that tracks with water price may result 

in greater consistency in higher wholegrain percentage across different season.   
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Engagement for the development of a case study for rice was conducted in consultation with key 

people in the rice industry, following advice from Dr John de Majnick, Senior Program Manager, 

RIRDC (on 23 May 2016), who referred the team to Andrew Bomm, Executive Director, Rice 

Growers Association.  

A workshop was subsequently held in Deniliquin (25 July 2016) to explore the rice system in 

order to identify seasonal climate-sensitive decision points. Those present were: Ian Mason, 

Bruce Simpson, Troy Mauger (RGA), John Fowler (MLLS), Anthony Vagg (RRAPL) and two 

project members, Rebecca Darbyshire and Michael Cashen.   

Secondary engagement was held on 19 October in Deniliquin with Troy Mauger (RGA) and John 

Fowler (MLLS) with project members, Rebecca Darbyshire and Michael Cashen.  

1 Identifying climate-sensitive decision points  

Discussions focused on a theoretical representative farm system. The group selected East 

Deniliquin. A typical cropping system was described which includes a mix of rice, winter cereals 

and fallow area. It was noted that double cropping of individual paddocks is not a feature of 

these systems, as winter crop harvesting overlaps with summer crop sowing times. A typical 

rotation for a paddock was outlined as:   

rice − short fallow − rice − long fallow − wheat − short fallow − barley − long fallow  

The group noted that for rice, the cornerstone crop, there were no clear management decisions 

using a seasonal climate forecast (months scale). Some value in seasonal climate forecasts was 

identified in relation to management of the winter cereal component of the system. Longer term 

(years) estimates of likely inflows into key catchment regions were identified as being of use to 

rice growers.  

Greater value for improved management decisions on a shorter forecast timeframe (weeks) 

were much clearer. Opportunities to include shorter forecasts (weeks) were further explored as 

well as the use of seasonal climate forecasts to assist with winter cropping decisions.  

1.1 Multi-week forecasts   

Three rice crop management decisions were identified to be sensitive to multi-week forecasts.   

1. Stubble management  

Rice stubble is commonly burnt in September. Information regarding prevailing winds during this 

period would allow growers to manage burning in a fashion that aligns with community 

expectations in relation to public health.  

2. Protection against cold damage  

In January and February, rice field water levels are increased to protect sensitive tissues 

(panicles) against cold damage. Temperatures less than 15–17 °C are sufficient to cause 

damage. Knowledge of the first occurrence of damaging temperatures while plants are in this 

sensitive growth phase would assist in ensuring water levels are increased in time to provide this 

protection.   

3. Drainage  

Prior to harvest, paddies must be drained. Typically harvest will occur 2–3 weeks after drainage. 

The timing of this decision depends on likely weather conditions (rainfall, temperature, radiation) 

which influence evaporation and hence soil drainage, grain moisture and wholegrain percentage 

at harvest. Drainage timing can impact grain quality and hence profits.  
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1.2 Seasonal climate forecasts for winter cereals  

Two decision points regarding seasonal climate forecasts were identified in relation to 

management of winter cereals. These both concern the use of irrigation water for winter cereals, 

which may influence rice production through the amount of irrigation water available for rice.   

1. Pre-irrigation  

In April, close to the end of the current water year, water decisions are made. At this point 

growers can choose to sell any remaining water, carry-over or use/buy water to pre-irrigate 

winter crops. A seasonal rainfall forecast at this time would assist in deciding whether 

preirrigation will be implemented. Other pre-conditions are also important in this decision, 

including starting soil moisture, amount of irrigation water left, water price, grain price and 

expected future allocations (e.g. dam levels).   

2. In-season irrigation  

In August, growers review winter crop performance and apply an optional in-season irrigation to 

finish the crop. A seasonal rainfall forecast would inform crop water requirements and assist in 

the decision to apply in-season irrigation or not. This decision coincides with the opening of the 

water season, with other considerations influencing this decision including water allocation, 

water price and soil moisture.  

2 Decision point  

It was decided that the two decisions surrounding winter cereal irrigation decisions did not apply 

directly to rice production and modelling the water allocation and trading system would be 

required, which is outside the scope of this project.   

Of the three rice-focused decision points, drainage was highlighted as a particularly difficult 

decision for which greater understanding would be beneficial to the industry. Better managing 

stubble burning, although beneficial for the community and industry standing within the 

community, does not lend itself to farm economic assessment. Finally, increasing water levels 

through January is a standard practice to combat cold shock risk, which is present every season 

in Deniliquin.   

Thus, for the rice case study, use of multi-week forecasts for drainage decisions to improve grain 

quality in terms of wholegrain percentage at harvest will be investigated.  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

When will I drain my rice field?  

  

The timing for this decision occurs mid-February through March with drainage typically occurring 

from March to early April, dependent on variety and crop phenology. The forecast is for 

evapotranspiration and the forecast period is for the time between potential drainage and 

harvest.   

As drainage must occur every year, the predominant influences on drainage timing are:  

1. Water price: higher prices will encourage early drainage, lower prices will encourage 

later drainage.  

2. Forecast of evapotranspiration: low evapotranspiration rates will encourage early 

drainage, high evapotranspiration rates will encourage later drainage.  
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Figure 4 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made 

without SCFs.  

  

Figure 11 Decision pathway for when to drain a rice field including an evaluation of the decision made.  

In evaluating the potential value of including a forecast in this decision, drainage management 

practices in lieu of forecast information must be described. To assist growers with drainage 

decisions, a guide was produced by NSW DPI (2016) (Table 5). This information can be used as 

drainage practice in lieu of forecast information.  

Table 5 Guide to drainage time, based on physiological stage, for crops with various maturity times and for 

quick (land-formed, drill sown, loam soil) and slow (contour layout, aerial sown, clay sown) drying fields.  

Time of crop maturity  Drainage time – quick-drying field Drainage time – slow-drying field  

Late 

February to early March Late dough stage  

Early March to mid-March  

  

    

Appendix 2: Wholegrain model description  

The wholegrain model used in this case study is based on algorithms from Clampett et al. (2004) 

and from an Excel tool provided by NSW DPI plant systems group (Dr Peter Snell).  

No milky grains  

5 % milky grains  No milky grains  

10 –15% milky grains  5 % milky grains  Late March to early April  
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The only variable input into the model is daily evapotranspiration ( ). The model calculates 

wholegrain percentage based on drying rates of the soil and grain moisture percentage. Based 

on experimental data, maximum wholegrain percentage is 70%. Grain moisture above 23% 

does not contribute to any decline in wholegrain percentage, while lower values will 

progressively decrease wholegrain percentage. A soil factor, which represents the moisture 

status of the soils, is dependent on   with high  value drying soils faster and increasing the 

decline of grain moisture and wholegrain percentage. Harvest is only possible with soil factors 

2.6 or greater, when soils have dried sufficiently to be trafficable.   

2.1 Model algorithms  

2.1.1 Over-arching model  

 ( ≥ 0.23);  %

 = 0  ( < 2.1);  %

 = 0  

  ( < 0.23 & ; 

 % 

 = 0.032 × (0.233 − ) × ( − 2.1)  

% = 0.7 −   

Where  is the daily time step,   is the daily percentage grain moisture deficit, %  is the daily 

wholegrain percentage deficit,  is daily evapotranspiration and % is daily wholegrain 

percentage.  

2.1.2 Soil factor sub-model  

#$ = #$() + + 60 ,  

Where  is the daily time step, #$ is the soil factor and  is daily evapotranspiration. The 

model is initialised with #$) = 1.0.  

Soil factor represents different soil conditions with different values described in Table 6.  

Table 6 Qualitative description of various soil factor values  

Ground moisture key  Soil Factor  

Complete water coverage  1.0  

Puddled water coverage  1.0  

Ground very moist  1.0  

Moist and firm  2.0  

Slightly moist and very firm  2.6  

Dry and very firm  6.2  

2.1.3 Grain moisture sub-model  

Constrained to soil factor values 2.0 or larger as lower values will still provide moisture to the 

grain head.  

 (#$ < 2.0);       = 0  
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 (#$ ≥ 2.0);      

 = 0.00565 × ( () − 0.14) × #$ ×   

Where  is the daily time step,  is the daily percentage grain moisture deficit, #$ is the soil factor 

and  is daily evapotranspiration. The mod 
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Executive summary  

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.   

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the value of SCFs to the management of beef production systems in 

southern Australia. The key decision identified by industry was how many weaners to sell in 

March and how many to carry through winter to sell as yearlings in November. A total of 11 

stocking rate strategies (sell 0%, 10%,..,100% of weaners in March) were analysed. This 

decision is a trade-off between selling smaller animals now with lower feed costs and selling 

heavier animals later with potentially higher feed costs. Rainfall over March to November 

influences the level of pasture production and hence the amount of required supplementary feed 

to finish cattle in November under each stocking rate strategy. A skilful seasonal climate 

forecast is potentially valuable if it helps beef producers to make a different stocking rate 

decision compared with the decision made based on historical average rainfall amounts.   

  Methods  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete 

climate states (dry, average or wet) were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile 

of March–May rainfall received at Holbrook over the period 1889 to 2015. Each year was 

classified as belonging to one of these climate states. Agricultural production levels (pasture 

growth, animal weight) for each of these climate states were obtained from outputs of pasture, 

feed and beef production data from the biophysical production model Ausfarm. These outputs 

were combined with beef production costs and built into an economic model to capture the links 

between climatic conditions, pasture and beef production. The economic model was used to 

select the most profitable stocking rate decision under a wide variety of scenarios.  

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The use of a biophysical 

model allowed different levels of starting pasture availability in March to be captured and 
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outcomes to be explored in dry, average and wet climate states. Other key decision variables, 

including beef  and supplementary feed prices, help to represent the decision-making context 

prior to the consideration of a climate forecast.   

In order to systematically assess the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system of 

dry, average and wet states was used. A total of 11 skill levels were assessed (0%, 10%, …, 

100%) with 0% representing climatology (the historical average) and 100% skill reflecting a 

perfect forecast of the three climate states. Increasing forecast skill results in a higher probability 

of a particular climate state evolving providing more certainty about future conditions.  

  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on the stocking rate decision  

The level of pasture availability in March had a substantial influence on the optimal stocking rate 

decision. Low pasture availability, for example, led to a decision of selling all weaners in March 

based on prospects of low livestock growth rates and high supplementary feed costs. Even a 

skilful forecast of future wet conditions offered little value in these circumstances as stock 

numbers are simply too high for the pasture base to support. In contrast, higher levels of starting 

pasture (medium and high scenarios) provided conditions for alternative stocking rates to be 

considered and for climate forecasts to be influential. The optimal stocking rate under high 

pasture availability in March varied the most with climate forecast state and price settings, 

indicating that producers have more options to respond to different conditions.   

Although the level of pasture availability in March was the major determinant of the stocking rate 

decision, supplementary feed and cattle price settings were also found to be important. Under 

low weaner supplementary feed prices, for example, the dominant decision tended towards 

holding weaners. This was triggered by the prospect of low income from selling weaners now 

versus higher income from retaining them for sale as yearlings, aided by lower costs of 

supplementary feeding. Equally, when weaner and supplementary feed prices were both high, 

there was a tendency to sell weaners in order to take advantage of high income from weaners 

now and avoid supplementary feeding costs of taking animals to higher weights as yearlings.  

  Value of forecasts  

Forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states had different economic values. A climate 

forecast of average conditions was found to be of limited economic value under all model 

settings. This is unsurprising as the without-forecast decision is based on climatology which 

represents decision-making assuming future conditions follow the long-term average. Dry and 

wet forecasts were both found to be potentially valuable to beef producers under average and 

high levels of starting pasture availability, with the extent also dependent on beef and 

supplementary feed prices. The maximum value of a dry forecast occurred under high pasture 

availability and improved returns by $28.80/ha. The maximum value of a wet forecast also 

occurred under high pasture availability and improved returns by $22.60/ha. Improved forecast 

skill was naturally found to be positively related to forecast value, although the extent of value 

related to incremental improvements was found to be highly variable.  

  Key findings  

A general finding was that forecasts that led to decisions that run contrary to the direction of 

conditions provided the most value. For example, a dry forecast under high level of starting 

pasture availability tended to be the most valuable as a departure from holding to selling 

weaners was triggered. This finding has some parallels with observations of (Hirshleifer and 

Riley, 1992) that the ‘news-worthiness’ of information is a critical determinant of its value.  

It is important to recognise that the decision investigated here represents only part of the risk 

beef producers manage. The case study necessarily only represented one site and one 

production system. Other sites, other systems and other decisions may find different results. It is 
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likely that the general findings around the circumstances for which forecast value was found will 

provide insights for the use and value of SCFs for southern producers more widely.   
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological responses 

to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a key 

technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important to 

distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that farmers 

can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot remove 

the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still left 

with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes however 

well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall, 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, particularly 

relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  

Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 
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value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).   

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources26 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This project 

aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to assess 

where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments in a 

simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and allows 

farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of information 

has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the southern beef case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

                                                
26 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners was invited to 

collaborate on the design of the case study. Invited participants were selected based on industry 

reputation and experience and differed depending on the case study. The group defined the 

production system that best reflected local conditions in the area. Subsequently, investigation of 

decision points within the system were explored. Each major decision point was further 

scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of SCFs across a range 

of production systems and decision environments. They were not designed to be statistically 

representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total potential value to each 

industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach taken here attempts to 

strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very limited wider applicability 

and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important features of production 

systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Southern beef production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

Beef production makes an important contribution to the Australian economy with an estimated 

value of $10.02 billion (ABARES, 2015a) for beef, veal and live feeders in 2014–15. Beef 

production is typically undertaken on dryland systems with seasonal climate conditions 

influencing pasture growth and hence potentially impacting productivity and profitability.  

Beef production systems in Australia are diverse, encompassing a wide range in climates 

(tropical, sub-tropical and temperate) and environmental conditions. In recognition of the 

diversity, Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) develop their research and development priorities 

based on three major production zones. Research councils for each of these zones were 

established (Figure 1): the Southern Australia Meat Research Council (SAMRC), the North 

Australia Beef Research Council (NABRC) and the Western Australia Livestock Research 

Council (WALRC). Beef production within the SAMRC was the focus of this case study.   
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Figure 1 Regionalisation of MLA research councils (SAMRC, 2016)  

2.2 Producing beef in southern Australia  

Beef production in southern Australia contributes substantially to the value of the Australian red 

meat industry, accounting for $5.4 billion (approximately 67%) of the value in 2014–15 (SAMRC, 

2016).   

Good soil fertility and favourable climate conditions allow for a long season of pasture growth, 

and hence intensive production systems, in southern Australia (Campbell et al., 2014). Industry 

summaries compiled by Campbell et al. (2014) indicate that an average beef specialist farm in 

southern Australia has on average 492 cattle on hand, a farm size of 704 ha and operates in high 

rainfall areas (500–1000 mm annually).  

Beef operations in southern Australia are predominately based on improved temperate and/or 

native pasture systems, where the core goal of production is the conversion of feed into animal 

weight gain. To optimise beef production, farmers aim to match the feed requirements of the herd 

to the availability and quality of feed, particularly pasture. The importance of pasture 

management was highlighted by an evaluation commissioned by MLA (Black and Scott, 2002).   

Pasture availability varies throughout of the year, between seasons and differs depending on 

pasture variety. Typically, pasture growth in southern Australia peaks in early spring, with low 

levels of pasture growth through summer and winter (Figure 2). To account for low feed 

availability periods, farmers can store cut hay and/or silage from peak spring pasture growth 

and/or buy in supplementary feed supplies (e.g. hay).  
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Figure 2 Idealised pasture growth rates in southern Australia (Agriculture Victoria, 2016)  

Pasture quality must also be incorporated into feed management strategies as both the quality 

and volume of feed contribute to animal productivity. The initiation of spring pasture growth 

coincides with high pasture quality, with quality then declining as the season evolves and the 

pasture matures (Figure 3).   

  

  

Figure 3 Schematic of pasture quality as pasture ages early season coincides with initial spring growth (MLA, 

2016)  

Management decisions regarding the utilisation of pasture through time consider the different 

feed requirements of different classes of stock (lactating cows, weaners, heifers, steers, breeding 

stock). This is important as the different classes of stock have different energy requirements, with 

lactating cows demanding the highest energy. The number of animals in the herd in each class 

changes through time, depending on the life stage of the animal. The timing of calving influences 

when different classes of the herd coincide with the cycle of pasture growth.   

2.3 Description of production system and key decision point  

Consultation with industry, including the SAMRC, was undertaken to describe the production 

system and key decision points. Further information on the consultation process is contained in  

Appendix 1.   

The southern beef case study was focused on a self-replacing Angus herd on a 700-ha farm in 

Holbrook, New South Wales (Figure 4). The system is based on 560 cows with winter/spring 

calving.   
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Figure 4 Map showing the location of Holbrook, the case study site  

Calving was set to occur from mid-July to mid-September with weaners available for sale from 

March. Limited hay and silage making was a feature of the system as pasture is largely used by 

the animals with feed frequently bought in over winter (Figure 5).   

  



 

 

  

Figure 5 Broad system characteristics of southern beef case study  
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2.3.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

How many weaners will I sell versus how many will I carryover winter?  

  

The time of the decision to sell weaners was March. Secondary selling occurs in November with 

the animals sold as steers or heifers.  

Allocating the proportion of weaners to sell in March is not a simple decision. Four key decision 

drivers were identified:  

1. Cash flow: low cash flow encourages selling, good cash flow discourages as much 

selling.  

2. Relative price of weaners: good prices encourage additional selling, low prices 

discourage selling.  

3. Feed availability: low pasture encourages selling, high pasture discourages selling.  

4. Rainfall forecast for March, April and May: wet (i.e. good pasture growth) discourages 

selling, dry (i.e. poor pasture growth) encourages selling.  

Figure 6 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made  

without SCF information. Further details on the process of defining this decision point and the 

decision drivers are contained in     
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Appendix 1.  

  

  

Figure 6 Decision pathway for proportion of weaners sold in southern beef systems including an evaluation 

of the decision made  

  

2.4 Previous studies of SCFs in southern beef production systems  

Inclusion of SCFs into decision-making processes within Australia’s southern beef system may 

provide opportunities for producers to match decisions with expected seasonal conditions. 

Economically, this can provide benefit through reducing risk in poor future conditions (e.g. dry 

seasons with poor pasture growth), by taking advantage of good future conditions (e.g. wetter 

seasons with good pasture growth) and managing average conditions to maximum production 

potential.   

The potential incorporation of SCFs into beef systems in western New South Wales was 

explored in a guide produced by NSW Department of Primary Industries (Hacker et al., 2006). 

They noted that decisions that are potentially influenced by SCF information need to be tactical 

decisions which are commensurate with the length of the forecast. For instance, livestock sales 

and purchase decisions may be influenced by SCFs but strategic decisions, such as joining 

time, were not changeable in relation to the timeframe of SCFs (months). The guide provided 

information regarding risk management decisions for livestock with a focus on the SOI phase 

approach as rainfall and, importantly, pasture growth was shown to be correlated to the SOI 

phases. In particular, use of forecasts for June–September was suggested, as this is the time of 

year when there is a stronger association between pasture growth and SOI phase. No 

assessment of economic implications of use of SCFs was considered.  

A search of the scientific literature for studies that evaluated the economic benefit of SCFs for 

southern Australian beef enterprises did not find any previous work.  
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3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated through maximising returns of the system by 

selecting the optimal percentage of weaners to sell under various system conditions. An 

overview of the methodology is outlined in Figure 7. Four key components are provided to the 

economic model which then evaluates the potential value of SCFs. Each of these components is 

described in the following sections.  

  

  

Figure 7 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, beef production costs, beef prices and 

climate state classification of historical data and probabilistic forecasts are used in the economic model to 

select optimal percentage of weaners to sell based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Beef biophysical simulation model  

The link between climatic conditions, pasture and beef production is captured through detailed 

biophysical modelling. The biophysical model chosen for this case study was Ausfarm (version 

1.4.13; Moore et al., 2007). Ausfarm operates on a daily time step and consists of dynamic 

modules including a water balance module, pasture growth module, animal production module 

and cropping module. Ausfarm was chosen due to its flexibility, which allows the user to develop 

additional modules to represent complex management structures. It should be noted that  

Ausfarm, like other similar livestock production models, does not adequately represent disease 

(plant or animal) or the impacts of pest species and as such tends to optimise biophysical 

performance.  

For this case study, an Ausfarm model was designed using a 700-ha single paddock grazing 

system on red duplex soils. The pasture species used consisted of phalaris (Phalaris spp.), 

subterranean clover (Trifolium subterraneum) and annual ryegrass (Lolium rigidum), 

representative of the pasture mix at Holbrook. The animal production system modelled was a 

self-replacing Angus cattle system.   

Three initial pasture compositions (low, medium and high) were tested (Table 1). The GrassGro 

model (Freer et al., 1997; Moore et al., 1997) was used to validate pasture composition 

initialisation parameters. Herd structure initialisation parameters were reset on 1 March to 

consist of 560 cows, 560 weaners and 11 bulls. Weaner males were reset to 302 kg and weaner 
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heifers were reset to 246 kg. 13% heifers were retained as part of a self-replacing herd. All 

initialisation parameters were reset on the 27 February each year.   

SILO patched point daily weather data (Jeffrey et al., 2001) were sourced from station 72022 

(Holbrook (RSL)) from 1889–2015 and used for all analyses. Using these climate data, the 

model was run each year (1889–2015) until the end of November.  

Table 1 Pasture composition attributes used in the Ausfarm modelling. Note: the fertility scalar for all 

pasture species was set to 0.8.  

Total herbage mass  
Pasture scenario  

(kg/ha)  

Total green herbage mass Total dry herbage mass  
(kg/ha)  (kg/ha)  

Low starting pasture   1140       

Phalaris      0  780  

Sub clover      0  60  

Annual rye      0  300  

Medium starting pasture   2220       

Phalaris      300  900  

Sub clover      50  70  

Annual rye      100  500  

High starting pasture   2740       

Phalaris      900  600  

Sub clover      140  0  

Annual rye      600  500  

  

Supplementary feed was provided when condition scores of the herd fell below set 

thresholds. From 1 March to 31 August, feed was provided when the condition score fell 

below 2.0. From 1 September to 30 November, feed was supplied when the condition score 

fell below 1.5. Supplementary feed consisted of oaten hay and lucerne pellets, both fed at a 

rate of 3.0 kg/animal/day.   

For each pasture initialisation and each year, 11 different selling options for weaners were 

evaluated on 10 March. These were 10% steps from 0 to 100% of weaners sold. Weaner sales 

were proportional across male and female animals. For example, the 10% sale decision was 

calculated as 10% of males and 10% of available females, with fewer females available as some 

were retained as is common practice in self-replacing herds. The second selling point of the 

remaining weaners, now steers and heifers, was set to 20 November. In total, 33 combinations 

of initial pasture and weaner selling options were evaluated for 126 years of climate data.  
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3.2 Beef production costs  

The production costs of the system, including beef herd health, selling costs and feeding costs 

for the model were based the NSW DPI Farm Enterprise Budget Series27. Detailed production 

costs used are included in Appendix 2.  

Farm debt was used to investigate the impact of cash flow on the decision to sell weaners. 

Sensitivity to farm debt was evaluated for analyses with and without farm debt representing low 

and moderate cash flow. Farm survey results for beef specialists in New South Wales from 

2010–2015 indicted that average farm debt was $225 000 (Department of Agriculture and Water 

Resources, 2017). This was used to represent farm debt. An annual interest rate of 10% was 

used and was applied to production costs and farm debt, for scenarios with debt.  

3.3 Key input and output costs  

Sensitivity analyses to weaner and supplementary feed prices was conducted to consider if the 

value of SCFs vary under different price settings.   

Stock prices were sourced for 2006–2015 for the Wagga Wagga saleyards (MLA, 2017) and 

adjusted to real prices using (ABARES, 2015b). Stock prices used were weaner prices in March 

(the first selling option) and steer and heifer prices in November (the second selling option). 

Sensitivity to weaner prices was tested for three possible prices (low, medium and high). These 

were calculated as the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of the prices data (Table 2). Supplementary 

feed prices were sourced from The Land newspaper from 2004–2013, and similarly adjusted to 

real prices, with low, medium and high prices determined from the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles 

(Table 2). For the sensitivity analyses, weaner male and female prices were linked (i.e. low male 

and female prices represented low weaner prices). Supplementary feed prices were similarly 

linked (i.e. low oaten hay and lucerne prices represented low supplementary prices).  

Steer and heifer prices in November were fixed, because prices in November are unknown 

when the selling decision in March is made. The 50th percentile of steer and heifer prices in 

November was used to set the November price (204 c/kg and 194 c/kg live weight, respectively).   

Table 2 Stock and supplementary feed prices evaluated in this case study  

  Low  Medium  High  

Male weaner (c/kg live weight)  196  224  258  

Female weaner (c/kg live weight)  183  217  247  

Supplementary feed – oats ($/t)  159  203  267  

Supplementary feed – lucerne ($/t)  210  259  386  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

A probabilistic climate forecast system, in line with currently used operational forecast systems, 

was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete climate states (dry, average, wet) 

were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile of March–May rainfall received at 

Holbrook over the period 1889 to 2015. Each year was then classified as belonging to one of 

these climate states: dry was categorised by rainfall less than 100 mm, average as rainfall 

between 100 mm and 175 mm, and wet as rainfall in excess of 175 mm (Figure 8).  

                                                
27 http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/175534/14-Inland-weaners.pdf   
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Figure 8 Total rainfall for March, April and May at Holbrook for 1889–2015. Dry, Average and Wet represent 

tercile 1, 2 and 3.  

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet climate states were obtained by 

classifying yearly outputs of pasture, feed and beef production data from the biophysical 

production model (see section 3.1). Resulting yearly data for each state (42 years) were then 

averaged to represent each climate state within the economic model. This categorisation is a 

critical part of the approach because variations in production across climate states provide the 

necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for forecasts to offer value in decision-making.   

The probabilistic climate forecasts evaluated in this case study are based on a hypothetical 

forecast system. This approach was chosen because there are multiple providers of operational 

climate forecasts and these systems are regularly updated to reflect improvements in 

understanding of climate and weather systems and rapid developments in computing and 

analytical capabilities. The main benefit of introducing a hypothetical forecast, rather than relying 

on operational forecasts, is that key aspects of forecast quality, like skill, can be systematically 

valued. The results of the analysis are then more readily applicable to decisions around the level 

of investment in new forecasting systems.    

In this study, 11 probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the three climate states (dry, 

average, wet), each representing a different level of forecast skill (0 to 100%). These 

probabilistic forecasts are incorporated into the economic model by assigning a probability to the 

occurrence of each climate state based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with 

reference to prior (without-forecast) and posterior (with-forecast) probabilities was as defined in 

Equ 1.  

  

= |    [Equ 1]  
. 

 

where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of 

state s. In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the 

decision-maker’s prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is set 

at its long-term climatological mean of 0.33 for each tercile.   

  

Forecast skill σ is set at pre-determined levels and is rearranged to provide posterior 

probabilities (Equ 2).  
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| = 1.0 − +   [Equ 2]  

  

Applying this equation to a forecast of a dry state with an assumed skill of 20% results in a 

weighting assigned to dry, average and wet states (Equ 3).  

  

Dry = | = 1.00 − +  = 0.20 1.00 − 0.33 + 0.33 = 0.47  

  

Avg = Wet = . | 

 = . ."#= 0.27   [Equ 3]  
 ! ! 

  

Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where each state has a 33% 

chance of occurring.     

Table 3 provides an example of weighting between the climate states for the 11 skill levels for a 

dry forecast state.      
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Table 3 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for a dry forecast state for skill levels 0% to  
100%  

        Forecast skill      

  Climate state  0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Weighting (%)  

Dry  33  40  47  53  60  67  73  80  87  93  100  

Ave  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

Wet  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

3.5 Economic model  

The economic model used key outputs from the beef biophysical production model to capture 

the links between climatic conditions, pasture and beef production. The economic model 

evaluated the changes in livestock numbers, livestock weights and feed costs under the different 

stocking rate strategies (percentage of weaners sold). This was achieved by applying a 

consistent set of output prices (beef prices in March and November) and input prices (feed 

prices) to the biophysical outputs and incorporating baseline information on beef production 

costs.  

The profitability of each stocking rate strategy was assessed under each forecast state (dry, 

average, wet). The economic model maximises returns by choosing the percentage of weaners 

to sell that has the highest return weighted across the three climate states according the 

prescribed forecast skill. The economic model takes the form of a discrete stochastic 

programming (DSP) problem, which can be solved through adapting a conventional linear 

programming model and is represented in Equ 4.  

  

$%& ’()* = ∑-

 ,  [Equ 4]  

  

Where πs is the probability of state s and ys  farm income in state s.  

The model is also subject to normal constraints on the use of land, labour and capital so that 

input usage can never exceed availability.  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

stocking rate without a climate forecast is the one that provides the highest expected return. The 

introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the probabilities 

in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of a dry season results in the  

assignment of a higher probability to a dry state so the outcomes of a dry state are given more 

weight in the objective function of the model (see     

Table 3 for example). The change in weighting given to a dry state may lead to a change in the 

stocking rate decision (e.g. sell a greater percentage of weaners in March) and this creates 

economic value from forecast use.  

A more detailed description of the economic model is contained in Appendix 3: Economic model.  

3.6 Analyses  

The potential value of a probabilistic theoretical SCF was evaluated as the marginal benefit of 

the forecast. Specifically, the change in returns using SCF information compared to the return 

obtained without a forecast. In this analysis, without-forecast is represented by 0% skill which is 
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equivalent to equal weighting in results between dry, average and wet climate state outcomes 

(33% each). Value was calculated in terms of $/ha.  

The value was assessed for several different decision environment settings and for 11 levels of 

forecast skill for each of the three climate forecasts (dry, average, wet). This produced 1782 

results representing various decision environment settings, forecasts and forecast skill levels 

(Table 4).  

Table 4 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  

Farm debt  no debt, debt  

March pasture  
availability   

low, medium, high  

Weaner price  low, medium, high  

Supplementary 

feed price  
low, medium, high  

Forecast state  dry, average, wet  

Forecast skill (%) 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100  

 

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) selling decision was reported for all variable values (farm 

debt, March pasture availability, weaner price, supplementary feed price). Subsequently, the 

perfect-forecast (100% skill) selling decision for the three forecast states was similarly reported. 

This potential value ($/ha) of the perfect forecast was calculated as the difference in returns with 

and without the forecast. This represents largest potential value of climate forecasts for each 

climate state. Finally, probabilistic forecast value ($/ha) relative to the without-forecast decision 

were calculated for each different decision environment setting.  

4 Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Data from the biophysical modelling followed expected patterns given the model 

parameterisations. November steer and heifer weights progressively increased as pasture 

availability increased (Figure 9). With higher weaner selling percentages it may be expected that 

steer and heifer weight would increase as fewer animals are consuming the same pasture base. 

Only modest gains in weight were reported for higher weaner selling percentages as the model 

was designed to feed animals if insufficient pasture was available. As a result, the amount of 

supplementary feed decreases with higher weaner selling percentages as well as with higher 

starting pasture (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9 Mean steer and heifer weights at sale in November and total supplementary feed (1889–2015) for 

high, medium and low starting pastures for each of the 11 weaner selling decision points (0, 10, 20, …, 

100%).  

Two parameter combinations were used to investigate the potential impact of different climate 

states on the amount of supplementary feed feed: a ‘worst-case’ (low starting pasture and 

retaining all weaners, i.e. 0% sell) and a ‘best -case’ (high starting pasture and selling all 

weaners, i.e. 100% sell) (Figure 10). These scenarios include all years of data (1889–2015) 

classified into the dry, average and wet climate states. Comparing the best and worst-case 

scenarios illustrates that more supplementary feed was allocated in the worst-case. Within the 

worst-case scenario, less supplementary feed was required for many, but not all, of the wet 

climate state years with a tendency for higher supplementary feed requirements in dry and 

average years (Figure 10). For the best-case scenario, a weaker association between dry years 

and higher supplementary feed requirements was found, but again this was not for all dry 

classified years (Figure 10). These results indicate that there is a climate signal in biophysical 

data produced and hence potential value of SCFs.  
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Figure 10 Annual supplementary feed requirements by November according to dry, average and wet 

classifications. Left is a ‘worst-case’ scenario with the model fit with low starting pasture and retaining all 

weaners. Right is a ‘best-case’ scenario with high starting pasture and 100% sell of weaners in March.   

4.2 Economic modelling  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  

To evaluate the potential value of SCFs, the optimal sell decision made without a forecast must 

be first evaluated and subsequently compared with the decision made with a forecast. Figure 11 

shows the without-forecast sell decision evaluated for each combination of the decision drivers 

(Table 4).  

These results indicate limited difference between the decision to sell weaners with or without 

debt. This is likely due to small debt value used ($225 000), which is representative of average 

farm debt (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, 2017). Given these limited 

differences, these results and the following results will focus on the no-debt values.  

The without-forecast decision illustrates the influence of the decision drivers. Low pasture 

availability (top row; Figure 11) encourages selling of almost all weaners, regardless of other 

price drivers. Only when both weaner and supplementary feed prices are low does the decision 

shift to retain weaners, selling 30%.  

Greater sensitivity to prices can be seen with medium March pasture availability (middle row; 

Figure 11). When weaner prices and supplementary feed prices are low or medium, the 

withoutforecast decision is to sell less than 100%. However, when weaner prices are high and/or 

supplementary feed prices are high, the without-forecast decision is to sell 100% of the 

weaners.  

Finally, with high pasture availability, the without-forecast decision has the greatest sensitivity to 

prices. As weaner and supplementary prices increase, so too does the percentage of weaners 

sold. Equally, no weaners are sold if weaner and supplementary prices are low.  
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Figure 11 Without-forecast percentage weaners sold decision. No debt and debt in the two major columns, 

representing cash flow position, three levels of current pasture availability (low, medium, high) in the three 

major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and weaner price (low, 

medium, high) in the internal columns.  

4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The weaner sell decisions for perfect forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states (100% 

skill) were evaluated similarly to the without-forecast decision. That is, evaluating the sell 

decision for different values for pasture availability, weaner prices and supplementary feed 

prices as well as the additional variable of climate forecast state (Figure 12).  

Considering a low March pasture availability (top row; Figure 12), similar to the without-forecast 

decision, the predominant decision is to sell 100% of weaners. A few notable differences in the 

selling decision do begin to emerge between the climate states for low and/or medium weaner 

and supplementary feed prices. For instance, with low weaner and supplementary feed prices, 

the dry state decision is to sell 100% of weaners, the average state decision is to sell 40% and 

the wet state decision is to sell 0%.   

Considering medium March pasture availability, greater differences in the selling decision 

between the climate states are more apparent. In particular, differences arise for low and/or 
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medium weaner and supplementary prices. Generally, more weaners are sold for a dry state 

and less for a wet state forecast.  

Finally, with a high pasture availability the sell decision varies with both prices settings and 

climate states. Across climate states, the relative sell decision was to sell more weaners when 

weaner and supplementary feed prices were both high. Between climate states, more weaners 

are sold under a dry state with fewer animals sold for an average state and fewer again under a 

wet state.  

  

Figure 12 Percent of weaners sold given a perfect forecast. Forecast states (dry, average and wet) in the 

three major columns. Pasture starting conditions (low, medium, high current pasture availability) in the three 

major rows. Supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows. Weaner price (low, medium, 

high) in the internal columns.  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value  

Results of the value of a perfect forecast (100% skilful) of the three climate states indicate the 

importance of the decision driver settings to deliver financial returns. If pasture availability is low 

in March, there is limited value of a perfect forecast for any of the climate states as 

demonstrated by mostly $0/ha value in Figure 13. Some gain in a perfect forecast under low 
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pasture conditions was found if weaner and supplementary feed prices are low for a dry forecast 

or low or medium for a wet forecast.  

As pasture availability increases from low through medium to high, so too does the number of 

price settings which will return value of the forecast (non-zero values in Figure 13). High pasture 

availability in March yielded the most value across a range of price and climate state settings.  

Most value was found for either dry or wet forecasts while limited value of an average state 

forecast (middle column; Figure 13) was found with value of the forecast ranging from $0– 

$6.20/ha.   

The greatest value for a perfect forecast was $28.80/ha for a dry forecast with high pasture 

availability in March, low weaner prices and high supplementary feed prices. Under these 

circumstances 90% (Figure 12) of weaners are sold with the forecast, shifting from the 

withoutforecast position of selling 50% (Figure 11).  

  

Figure 13 Perfect-forecast relative value compared to the without-forecast return ($/ha). Dry, average and wet 

states in the three major columns, three levels of current pasture availability (low, medium, high) in the three 

major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and weaner price (low, 

medium, high) in the internal columns.  
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4.2.4 Imperfect-forecast value  

The value forecasts with different levels of skill were assessed for each climate forecast (dry, 

average, wet), each pasture availability level and different price settings for weaner and 

supplementary prices (Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16). These plots provide greater detail 

for the results in Figure 13, illustrating the value of forecasts with various skill levels. Where 

value was found, value increases as skill increases. Most value was found for wet forecasts then 

dry forecasts for low and medium starting pastures (Figure 14 and Figure 15). High pasture 

availability yielded value in both dry and wet forecasts, with dry forecasts more often 

demonstrating value (Figure 16).  

As in Figure 13, limited value was shown with low pasture availability in March (Figure 14). 

Where value was found, skill needed to be over approximately 30%. The greater value in 

forecasts with medium pasture availability in March is further demonstrated in Figure 15. 

Forecasts with 20% of greater skill start to demonstrate some value. Again, the greater value of 

a forecast, particularly dry and wet forecasts, was demonstrated for high pasture availability in 

March (Figure 16). Skill over approximately 20% was required to yield value from the forecasts.  

  

Figure 14 Value of forecast ($/ha) for low pasture availability in March. Supplementary feed prices (low, 

medium, high) are the three columns of plots, weaner price (low, medium, high) in the three rows of plots. 

Red, green and blue represent dry, average and wet climate forecast. Forecast skill, grouping dry, average 
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and wet forecasts, increases on the x-axis from 0 to 100% with 0% the without forecast and 100% the perfect 

forecast.  

  

  

Figure 15 Value of forecast ($/ha) for medium pasture availability in March. Supplementary feed prices (low, 

medium, high) are the three columns of plots, weaner price (low, medium, high) in the three rows of plots. 

Red, green and blue represent dry, average and wet climate forecast. Forecast skill, grouping dry, average 

and wet forecasts, increases on the x-axis from 0 to 100% with 0% the without forecast and 100% the perfect 

forecast.  
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Figure 16 Value of forecast ($/ha) for high pasture availability in March. Supplementary feed prices (low, 

medium, high) are the three columns of plots, weaner price (low, medium, high) in the three rows of plots. 

Red, green and blue represent dry, average and wet climate forecast. Forecast skill, grouping dry, average 

and wet forecasts, increases on the x-axis from 0 to 100% with 0% the without forecast and 100% the perfect 

forecast.  

    

Table 5 provides a summary of the potential value of a forecast with different levels of skill for 

different pasture availability and for each of the forecast states (dry, average, wet). The range 

represents the range across different weaner and supplementary prices. For all skill levels, nil 

value is possible with the only exception for high pasture in March and a dry forecast. This 

illustrates the importance of price setting in determining the value of a forecast. The greater 

value for wet and dry forecasts is also evident, as too is the greater value in a forecast with 

increasing pasture availability in March.  
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Table 5 Range of value of the forecast ($/ha). Range is across different weaner and supplementary feed 

prices. Forecast skill is represented by 0%,10% ,…,100%.  

Forecast  
Pasture  0%  

state  
10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Low  

Dry  

Ave  

Wet  

NA  

0–0  0–0  0–0.3  0–0.7  0–1.5  0–2.5  0–3.6  0–5.9  0–8.9  0–12  

0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0  0–0.1  0–0.2  0–0.3  

0–0.1  0–0.5  0–0.9  0–2.7  0–5  0–7.5  0–10.4  0–13.7  0–17.1  0–20.5  

Med  

Dry  

Ave  

Wet  

0–0.4  0–1.1  0–1.8  0–3.5  0–5.2  0–7.2  0–10  0–13.3  0–16.6  0–19.9  

0–0  0–0  0–0.1  0–0.3  0–0.5  0–0.7  0–0.9  0–1.1  0–1.3  0–1.5  

0–0.2  0–0.8  0–1.4  0–2.3  0–3.4  0–4.4  0–5.5  0–7  0–9  0–10.9  

High  

Dry  

Average  

Wet  

0–0.8  0–2  0.4–3.1 1.2–4.4 2.6–7.4 4.2–11 5.9–15.4 7.6–19.8 9.9–24.1 11–28.8  

0–0.2  0–0.7  0–1.2  0–1.7  0–2.2  0–2.8  0–3.3  0–4.3  0–5.3  0–6.2  

0–0.8  0–1.7  0–3  0–5.2  0–7.3  0–9.4  0–12.3  0–15.6  0–18.8  0–22.6  

5 Discussion  

The key decision identified by industry was how many weaners to sell in March and how many 

to carry through winter to sell as yearlings in November. This decision is a trade-off between 

selling smaller animals now with lower feed costs and selling animals later at higher weights with 

potentially higher feed costs.  

5.1 Optimal decisions made without seasonal climate forecasts   

Pasture availability in March strongly influenced the optimal decision. With low pasture 

availability the predominant decision was to sell all weaners, regardless of climate forecast state 

and, in most instances, regardless of price settings. These conditions resulted in little value of a 

perfect forecast (Figure 13) and hence even less value from an imperfect forecast (  

Table 5). These results indicate that when conditions are poor in March, it is difficult to improve 

the profitability of the system regardless of seasonal evolution.  

Although the level of pasture availability in March was the major determinant of SCF value, 

supplementary feed and cattle price settings and the particular climate state (dry, average or 

wet) modified the economic outcomes of production.   

The influence of feed and cattle prices can be clearly seen in the results. With low weaner and 

supplementary feed prices, the dominant decision tended towards holding weaners to sell as 

yearlings (Figure 12). This appears to be a rational decision as income from weaners is smaller 

and any supplementary feeding will be less expensive, allowing for greater returns to be yielded 

when animals are sold as yearlings. Equally, when weaner and supplementary feed prices are 

both high, there is a tendency to sell weaners (Figure 12). Again, this appears rational as higher 

income from weaners is obtained and feeding animals to higher weights will be expensive under 

this scenario.  

5.2 Optimal decisions made with seasonal climate forecasts   

Forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states had different economic values. A climate 

forecast of average conditions was found to be of limited economic value under all model 

settings. The maximum value of a forecast of average conditions was $6.20/ha. This low value 

of an average forecast state reflects the limited change that occurs in decision-making with and 

without the forecast. As climatology is simply the average climate conditions, only small changes 
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to the selling decision with an average forecast state (middle tercile of climate data) is 

unsurprising.  

When pasture availability was high in March, the sell decision varied with climate forecast state 

and price settings (Figure 12), indicating that producers have more options to respond when the 

start to the weaner growing period is strong. A medium level of pasture availability in March led 

to some value of a perfect forecast, depending on price settings (Figure 13).   

Greater value of dry or wet forecast states was found (Figure 13 and    Table 5). Two 

examples will be used to explore the different circumstances for which dry and wet forecasts have 

value. With high pasture availability in March, low weaner prices and high supplementary prices, 

the without-forecast decision was to sell 50% of weaners. With a perfect dry forecast, the optimal 

decision changes to selling 90% of weaners, driven by savings in feeding costs when a dry season 

evolved, which was particularly important as supplementary feed prices were high. A perfect 

forecast of a dry state resulted in an improvement in returns of $28.80/ha under this scenario.  

A scenario of low pasture availability in March, low weaner prices and medium supplementary 

feed prices provides an example of the benefit of a wet forecast. The without-forecast decision 

in this scenario was to sell 100% of weaners, largely due to poor pasture conditions. With a 

perfect wet forecast, the optimal decision changed to selling just 30% of weaners. In this 

example, a wet forecast provided greater surety about the occurrence of additional pasture 

growth that occurs in a wet state, reducing supplementary feed costs and making holding stock 

more profitable. A perfect forecast of a wet state resulted in an improvement in returns of 

$20.50/ha under this scenario.  

These examples highlight the maximum possible value of SCFs under different scenarios 

through assuming the forecast was perfect or 100% skilful. However, in reality SCFs are 

imperfect and different levels of skill were analysed to assess the value of improvements. 

Positive value of SCFs was obtained, for certain decision driver settings, at about 20–40% skill  

(Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16).      
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Table 5 provides the range of value of SCFs for different price settings. Under all skill levels and 

almost all pasture and climate state scenarios, the range in value includes $0/ha. This highlights 

the influence of price settings on the potential value of SCFs. The only scenario that differed 

was for high pasture availability and a dry forecast. This scenario is the only one for which a 

SCF consistently provides value for skill 30% or greater.  

Industry consultation identified cash flow as an important factor in making livestock selling 

decisions. When cash flow is poor, there is an incentive to sell weaners to improve cash flow. 

Here cash flow was not found to be an important decision driver when evaluating the potential 

value of a forecast. This finding is in part an artefact of the methodological approach.   

This analysis considered the potential value of SCFs relative to a without-forecast decision 

environment. The without-forecast decisions do differ slightly between the no debt and debt 

analyses which represent cash flow differences in the analysis, with some increased selling of 

weaners under the debt analysis (Figure 11). However, the relative benefit of a SCF to these 

without-forecast decision settings did not meaningfully differ between the two debt level settings.  

That is, the selling decision was moderately different, however, the relative benefit of including 

SCFs in improving income was similar regardless of debt position. In addition to the relative 

benefit structure of the methodology limiting the importance of cash flow, the debt burden 

incorporated into the analysis was not large compared with turnover. The $225 000 debt figure 

used represents average debt levels for beef specialists in New South Wales (Department of 

Agriculture and Water Resources, 2017) and was deemed appropriate for this case study. For 

individual circumstances where debt levels are much larger or there are other significant 

constraints on cash flow, the value of a forecast would be expected to reduce notably as holding 

animals to sell as yearlings will not, in most circumstances, provide sufficient returns to cover 

operational costs and the costs of servicing high debt levels. These producers have limited 

ability to respond to different seasonal conditions or forecasts and thus would not be the target 

audience for inclusion of SCFs into their decision-making.  

5.3 Limitations and assumptions   

The case study design used particular parameter settings both within the Ausfarm production 

model and for the economic modelling. For the Ausfarm settings, the farm characteristics were 

developed in consultation with industry to provide a representative farm. These characteristics 

will likely be different for individual farms, for instance, with different stocking rates used. 

Furthermore, the timing of the sell decision will differ with different systems (i.e. autumn calving 

systems) and for different production areas with different climate profiles.   

The modelling for the case study attempts to capture the key characteristics of the real decision 

environment. A number of simplifications were adopted to reduce the complexity of the 

modelling and analysis. A key simplification was to limit the number of selling opportunities to 

two time periods (March and November). In reality, beef producers in southern Australia have 

several selling opportunities throughout the season, including selling stock in winter as feeder 

stock or buying feeder stock. Stocking rate decisions that result in the sale of too many or too 

few animals, in the light of changes in seasonal conditions, could be somewhat rectified, with 

associated costs. These additional selling and buying opportunities were not included in the 

analysis but would potentially reduce the value of SCFs as producers are able to make ongoing 

modifications of stocking rates. For example, if no weaners were sold and the season evolved 

as dry, these stock could be sold prior to November and losses minimised. While these changes 

would not be cost-free (e.g. dry conditions may lower stock prices due to widespread selling), 

the loss associated with the initial decision can be lowered.  

The design of the analysis includes two categories of information which were used in the 

economic assessment: information that can be known at the decision time (pasture availability, 

weaner price, supplementary price) and future information that is unknown at the decision time 

(climate state, price of steers/heifers in November). Sensitivity analyses were included to 
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evaluate the impact of different settings of the known information and a probabilistic forecast 

system was explicitly used to assess the value of SCFs. Prices for steers/heifers were fixed to 

the median of historical values. This approach was undertaken as a rational assumption of 

uncertain future prices. However, producers may have additional information at the time of 

selling to of the likely price of steers/heifers in November (e.g. greater market access leading to 

higher demand for beef). With additional information changing the likely price of cattle in 

November, this would likely change the with- and without-forecast selling decision. This was 

investigated through a sensitivity analysis to November cattle prices using historically low (10th 

percentile) and high (90th percentile) prices (Appendix 5: Perfect forecasts with low/high 

November prices). These additional analyses show that changes to the information available 

can change the selling decision and hence the value of the forecast. In general, if it is known 

that cattle prices in November will be higher, fewer weaners will be sold. Conversely, if prices 

are expected to be low in November, more weaners are sold. This shows the value of 

information in decision-making but it should be noted that future conditions cannot be precisely 

known.   

Sensitivity analyses of weaner and supplementary feed prices were not contingent on the 

climate state. That is, it was not assumed that prices modify in-step with different climate 

conditions. For instance, in a dry season weaner prices could be lower due to greater selling of 

animals. This non-state contingent design was purposeful. State-based relationships to historical 

prices (weaner and supplementary feed) were not found. This may be the result of several 

factors. Cattle prices are related to stock availability and in recent years the national herd 

numbers have been historically low. As such, increased selling in dry years did not trigger 

oversupply or a dip in prices. Supplementary feed prices may not increase in dry seasons as 

supply is related to the previous season which may have been good. Equally, prices may be 

high in a wet season due to poor supply. Relationships to the dry forecast, in particular, may not 

be evident as the definition of dry in this case study was the lower tercile of rainfall, not drought 

conditions. Under the particular conditions of broad drought, prices linked to seasonal conditions 

may be appropriate.  

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this analysis was conducted using a theoretical tercile  

SCF. Operational forecasts, such as the SOI phase system (Stone and Auliciems, 1992) or 

Bureau of Meteorology POAMA model (Wang et al., 2004) were intentionally not used. The use 

of theoretical rather than actual forecasts was preferred given the focus here on potential value 

rather than actual value. The methodology outlined here does provide a robust framework for 

further analyses of operational forecast systems.   

Like operational forecasts, the theoretical forecasts used in this analysis provided an indication 

of the likely climate state (dry, average or wet) not the precise evolution of weather conditions. 

The value of a higher resolution forecast, such as a decile forecast, may be greater. This sets a 

challenge to the forecasting community. For instance, the Bureau of Meteorology currently 

operates on a two-state climate forecast (above or below median). The current percent 

consistent (i.e. accuracy) score for March to May rainfall in the Holbrook region is approximately 

60%, equivalent to 20% using the definition of skill in this study.  
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Engagement for the development of a case study for southern beef was conducted in 

consultation with members of the southern NSW SAMRC, following advice from MLA 

representatives (Tom Davidson and Irene Sobotta; 13 April 2016).   

A workshop was held in Wagga Wagga (29 July 2016) to explore the southern beef system to 

identify climate-sensitive decision points at a seasonal scale (months). Those present were: 

Angus Hobson, Michael Campbell, Phil Graham, Steve Exton and two project members, 

Rebecca Darbyshire and Michael Cashen.   

1 Identifying climate-sensitive decision points  

Discussions were focused on a theoretical representative farm system. The group selected 

Holbrook with a self-replacing herd as a representative for southern Australian beef specialists 

and allocated a farm size of 700 ha.   

Two calving systems were discussed: autumn calving, which was considered as the traditional 

approach; and winter/spring calving, considered by the participants as a more progressive 

system. It was noted that there are likely greater differences between these two systems than 

between sites using the same system. The group highlighted that converting between autumn 

and spring calving systems takes many years and is a strategic decision that cannot be changed 

over the timeframe of a seasonal climate forecast (months).  

1.1 Autumn calving  

The general cycling of an autumn calving system was defined to have calving occurring from 

mid-February to mid-April. As such, cows are lactating through the autumn and winter months. 

This coincides with when cows have the highest energy demand and pasture growth is low. As 

such, the herd, particularly the lactating cows, need sufficient feed. Commonly, winter feed is 

sourced from hay and silage cut from the previous spring. Typically, autumn calving systems are 

closed with limited feed bought into the system. The peak spring pasture growth is utilised by 

weaners (about 3–6 months old) and yearlings (about 15–18 months). In this system, typically 

half the weaners are sold in January (8–10 months) and the rest are carried through to later 

selling opportunities (e.g. November). By selling a proportion of weaners early, the risk of 

insufficient volume of stored feed, which is needed to meet lactating cows demand, is 

minimised.  

For the purpose of this assessment, the representative farm with an autumn calving system was 

set with a stocking rate of 400 cows.   

1.2 Winter/spring calving  

The general cycling of a winter/spring calving system was defined to have calving occurring from 

mid-July to mid-September. The spring peak in pasture growth coincides with the cows lactating 

period, with high energy demand by cows occurring at the same time as high pasture growth. 

Less hay and silage making occurs in this system as more pasture is used by the animals, with 

feed more frequently bought in over winter. Note, that as cows are not lactating through winter 

their energy demand is lower through winter than in the autumn calving system. In this system, 

typically only a small proportion of weaners are sold in March and the bulk are carried through to 

later selling opportunities (e.g. November). By selling a smaller proportion of weaners early, a 

greater number of animals are carried through winter.   

The same farm details as the autumn calving system were used in the winter/spring system with 

the number of cows increased to 500 to reflect the higher intensity of these systems.   
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2 Decision point  

The group identified that the decision of how many weaners to sell was sensitive to seasonal 

climate forecast information for both autumn and winter/spring calving systems. The number of 

weaners sold was classified as the critical climate-sensitive decision as this sets the number of 

animals carried through low feed conditions and also sets the number of animals available for 

future selling opportunities. In evaluating this decision economically, a comparison between 

profit gained from selling weaners must be compared with the alternative potential profit of 

holding stock to sell later at higher weights.   

A seasonal rainfall forecast close to the sale time, January (March) for autumn (winter/spring) 

calving systems can provide an indication of likely upcoming pasture availability and hence 

assist with decisions around stocking rates.  

Decision point:  

How many weaners to sell versus how many to carryover?  

The timing for this decision differs between autumn and winter/spring systems, reflecting the 

difference in weaner age at the same time of year. As such, the timing of the decision is different 

between the systems, as is the relevant rainfall forecast period (Table 6).  

Table 6 Decision point timing and forecast periods for autumn and winter/spring calving  

Calving system Decision time Forecast period  

Autumn  January  January, February, March  

Winter/spring  March  March, April, May  

Allocating the proportion of weaners to sell is not a simple decision. Four key drivers were 

identified by the group which influence this decision:  

1. Cash flow: low cash flow encourages selling, good cash flow discourages as much 

selling.  

2. Relative price of weaners: good prices encourage additional selling, low prices 

discourage selling.  

3. Feed availability: low pasture and/or low stored feed encourages selling, high feed 

availability discourages selling.  

4. Rainfall forecast: wet (i.e. good pasture growth) discourages selling, dry (i.e. poor 

pasture growth) encourages selling.  

Figure 17 illustrates this decision-making process, an option to not include forecast information. 

This is necessary to evaluate the value of including seasonal climate forecast information 

against decisions made without this information.  
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Figure 17 Decision pathway for proportion of weaners sold in southern beef systems including an evaluation 

of the decision made  

3 Selling decision  

Selling decisions based on different values of the four drivers were estimated through  

consultation with industry for autumn (Table 7) and winter/spring calving systems (Table 8). A clear 

difference between the systems can be seen in the first two rows of Table 7 and Table 8, which 

represent average conditions with different cash flow positions. Under these average 

circumstances, autumn calving systems are set up to sell a large proportion of weaners, 50% 

(75%) with okay (low) cash flow. For the winter/spring calving system, a lower percentage of 

weaners are sold under average circumstances with 10% (45%) sold under okay (low) cash 

flow. These selling options represent the ‘business-as-usual’ selling decision.  
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Table 7 Autumn calving sell decisions with different options for the key drivers as determined in consultation 

with industry. Seasonal rain forecast is for the three months January, February and March. *industry values 

determined through the workshop, the remaining values were determined subsequently and confirmed by 

the participants at a later date.  

Cash flow position Price weaners Feed available  Seasonal rain forecast %sell  

*Okay  Average  Average  Equal chance  50  

*Low  Average  Average  Equal chance  75  

OK  Low  Low  Dry  85  

Low  Low  Low  Dry  85++  

OK  Low  Low  Equal chance  50  

*Low  Low  Low  Equal chance  75  

OK  Low  Low  Wet  40  

Low  Low  Low  Wet  75  

OK  High  Low  Dry  90  

Low  High  Low  Dry  90++  

OK  High  Low  Equal chance  75  

Low  High  Low  Equal chance  85  

OK  High  Low  Wet  75  

Low  High  Low  Wet  85  

OK  Low  High  Dry  <40  

Low  Low  High  Dry  65  

OK  Low  High  Equal chance  35  

Low  Low  High  Equal chance  50  

*OK  Low   High  Wet  35  

Low  Low   High  Wet  50  

OK  High  High  Dry  75  

*Low  High  High  Dry  75  

OK  High  High  Equal chance  65  

Low  High  High  Equal chance  75  

*OK  High  High  Wet  65  

*Low  High  High  Wet  75  

  

    
Table 8 Winter/ spring calving sell decisions with different options for the influential factors as determined in 

consultation with industry. Seasonal rain forecast is for the three months March, April and May. *industry 

values determined through the workshop, the remaining values were determined subsequently and 

confirmed by the participants at a later date.  
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Cash flow position Price weaners Feed available  Seasonal rain forecast %sell  

*Okay  Average  Average  Equal chance  10  

*Low  Average  Average  Equal chance  45  

*OK  Low  Low  Dry  50  

*Low  Low  Low  Dry  85++  

*OK  Low  Low  Equal chance  20  

*Low  Low  Low  Equal chance  75  

*OK  Low  Low  Wet  10  

*Low  Low  Low  Wet  65  

OK  High  Low  Dry  50  

Low  High  Low  Dry  85++  

OK  High  Low  Equal chance  70  

Low  High  Low  Equal chance  75  

OK  High  Low  Wet  10  

Low  High  Low  Wet  70  

OK  Low  High  Dry  10  

Low  Low  High  Dry  45  

OK  Low  High  Equal chance  0  

Low  Low  High  Equal chance  40  

*OK  Low   High  Wet  0  

*Low  Low   High  Wet  40  

OK  High  High  Dry  30  

Low  High  High  Dry  60  

OK  High  High  Equal chance  10  

Low  High  High  Equal chance  50  

*OK  High  High  Wet  0  

*Low  High  High  Wet  75  

   

   

    

Appendix 2: Gross margin values  

Table 9 Productions costs used in the economic analyses with an enterprise unit of 100 cows  

Variable costs  Cost (A$)  /unit  
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Livestock husbandry costs       

Vac – 5 in 1 for calves  0.50  /head  

Vac – 5 in 1 boost yearlings  0.25  /head  

Worm treat yearlings  1.00  /100kg  

Pregnancy test  4.00  /head  

Miscellaneous herd costs  4.00  /head  

Total livestock husbandry costs  16.05  100 cows  

Selling costs      

Replacement – bull  6000  /head  

Commission  4%  /head  

Yard dues  3.00  /head  

MLA levy  5.00  /head  

Freight costs to saleyard  8.00  /head  

NLIS tags  2.90  /head  

Total livestock selling costs  66.96  100 cows  

Feeding costs      

Pasture maintenance  6000  100 cows  

Supplementary feed pellets*    /tonne  

10th percentile  159    

50th percentile  203    

90th percentile  267    

Supplementary feed lucerne hay – (bag)*    /tonne  

10th percentile  210    

50th percentile  259    

90th percentile  386    

Total feeding costs  60.00  100 cows  

Data source: https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/175530/26-Young-cattle-15-20-mths.pdf  

    

Appendix 3: Economic model  

1 Overview of the modelling approach  
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2 Economic model description  

The economic model used key outputs from the beef biophysical production model to capture 

the links between climatic conditions, pasture and beef production. The model evaluated the 

changes in livestock numbers, livestock weights and feed costs under the different stocking rate 

strategies (percentage of weaners sold). This was achieved by applying a consistent set of 

output prices (beef prices in March and November) and input prices (feed prices) to the 

biophysical outputs and incorporating baseline information on beef production costs.  

A two-stage discrete stochastic programming (DSP) model was developed for the beef case 

study where time was divided into the ‘present’ and the ‘future’. A standard linear programming 

model was developed into a DSP model by introducing a second period decision. The x → s 

format of static linear programming changes to x1 → s→ x2 (s, x1) in the DSP case. Here x1 

represents Stage 1 decisions (11 stocking rate strategies - sell 0%, 10%, ...,100% of weaners in 

March), s is the state of nature (tercile rainfall – dry, avg and wet) and x2 (s, x1) represents Stage 

2 decisions (supplementary feed, number and weight of stock sold, level of debt, labour related 

to feeding days). These Stage 2 decisions are contingent upon earlier Stage 1 decisions and the 

state of nature that occurs. The farm-planning problem is to choose the optimal stocking rate in 

March to maximise the expected level of net farm income across climatic states. In algebraic 

terms, the main elements of the model are:   

$%& ’()* = ∑- 

  

,    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

     

[Equ 1]  
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Where:  

πs  probability of state s 

ys  net return in state s  

Model parameters  

c1j  the net return from the sale of weaners under stocking rate j in Stage 1 ($/hd) – March 

c2js  the net return from activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (yearling price, feed price, 

labour cost, interest) – November  

Model variables  

x1j   the number of male and female weaners j sold in Stage 1 – March  

x2ns   the level of activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (yearling – sales, feed – tonnes, labour 

– hours, debt – interest) – November  

The objective function (Equ 1) maximises the expected net return from activities across three 

climatic states. The expected return takes into account the level of return in each state and the 

probability of each state occurring. The expected net return is maximised subject to constraints 

on the overall size of the herd and the number of weaners and yearlings available for sale. The 

DSP model was solved using the What’s Best!® 8.0 add-in to Microsoft Excel®.   

The two-stage decision process is reflected in returns for each state (Equ 2). In Stage 1, the 

term c1j x1j represents returns from a particular stocking rate strategy. The return c1j is simply 

price of weaners in March ($/kg) multiplied by their live weight and x1j is the number of male and 

female weaners sold. In Stage 2, the term c2ns x2ns represents state-contingent revenue and 

costs. These are state-contingent because climatic conditions influence the live weight of 

yearlings and the level of supplementary feed needed, with flow on effects in terms of labour 

and debt.   

A key part of the analysis is that decisions taken in Stage 1 are the same in every state of 

nature, whereas the decisions taken in Stage 2 are specific to each state. While production is 

state-contingent, as per the outputs from the biophysical model, the prices of inputs (e.g. 

supplementary feed) and outputs (e.g. beef prices) were assumed to be independent of climatic 

conditions. A review of available beef and supplementary feed price data did not establish a 

correlation with March–November rainfall.  

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different stocking rate decisions in each state. 
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This is an important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the 

modelling reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something 

readily observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, 

rational farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily 

reflected in a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based 

on forecast skill.  

2.1 Valuing the forecast system  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

stocking rate without a climate forecast is the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. For example, a skilful forecast of a dry 

season results in the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state so the outcomes of a dry 

state are given more weight in the objective function of the model. For a forecast to have 

economic value, the change in weighting must lead to a change in the stocking rate decision 

(e.g. sell a greater percentage of weaners in March) relative to the without-forecast scenario. 

Model restrictions ensure that the overall probability of the occurrence of each climatic state is 

the same as its historical probability of occurrence (i.e. the prior probability πs). This restriction 

ensures that the model is valuing improved knowledge about the occurrence of each state.  

The value of the forecast system is derived from optimal decisions taken with and without the 

forecast. Expected farm income in the DSP model (Y) is a consequence of non-stochastic 

returns in Stage 1 (prior to uncertainty being resolved) and stochastic returns in Stage 2 (after 

the state of nature is revealed). With a risk-neutral objective function of the DSP model (Equ 1) 

and the hypothetical forecast system described elsewhere, the value of a specific forecast f 

within this system was defined as:   

Vf s|f y*s f

 y*so  [Equ 3]  
s=1   s=1 

where:    

y*s f   denotes the net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal stocking 

rate x*sf based on forecast f; and  

y*so   denotes net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimum stocking  

rate x*so based on the prior probabilities (assumed to be historical climatology).   

  

This is simply a statement that the value of forecast f is equal to the difference in expected net 

return with and without the forecast. The forecast will have no value in the event that x*sf = x*so 

(i.e. where the with forecast and the without forecast decision is the same). The estimated value 

of a particular forecast accounts for both the decisions made in Stage 1 (March) and the 

statecontingent tactical adjustments made in Stage 2 (November).   

  

The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of each forecast within the 

system by the frequency with which each forecast occurs. If F denotes a forecast system and qf 

is the frequency with which each forecast occurs, then the value of a forecast system with three 

possible forecasts can be defined as:  

  

VF q Vf f  [Equ 4]  
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f =1 

  

The value of the forecast system is influenced by attributes of the forecast system and attributes 

of the decision setting. The main attribute of the hypothetical forecast system assessed is 

forecast skill. An increasingly skilful forecast allows the DSP model to divert more resources 

towards production in the forecasted state. With a forecast of three rainfall states (f = fdry, favg, 

fwet) and eleven skill levels (σ = 0, 10%, 20%, …, 100%), the DSP model is solved 33 times in 

order to value the hypothetical forecast system for a given set of conditions (levels of pasture 

availability, stock and feed prices).   

Appendix 4: Probabilistic forecast sell decision  

Change in percentage of weaners sold as forecast skill increases for each forecast state (dry, 

average, wet). The following three plots are for low, medium and high pasture availability in 

March, respectively.  

  

Figure 18 The change in the percentage of weaners sold based on increasing skill of probabilistic forecasts, 

relative to the without forecast sell decision (i.e. 0% skill) for low pasture availability in March. Red, green 

and blue indicate dry, average and wet forecasts.  
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Figure 19 The change in the percentage of weaners sold based on increasing skill of probabilistic forecasts, 

relative to the without forecast sell decision (i.e. 0% skill) for medium pasture availability in March. Red, 

green and blue indicate dry, average and wet forecasts.  
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Figure 20 The change in the percentage of weaners sold based on increasing skill of probabilistic forecasts, 

relative to the without forecast sell decision (i.e. 0% skill) for high pasture availability in March. Red, green 

and blue indicate dry, average and wet forecasts.  

   

  

    
Appendix 5: Perfect forecasts with low/high November prices  

The perfect-forecast decision (Figure 21) and value of a perfect forecast (Figure 22) for low 

November steer and heifer prices (183 c/kg and 196 c/kg for heifers and steers, respectively).  

The perfect forecast decision (Figure 23) and value of a perfect forecast (Figure 24) for high 

November steer and heifer prices (219 c/kg and 228 c/kg for heifers and steers, respectively).  
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Figure 21 Perfect-forecast percentage weaners sold decision for low November heifer and steer prices. Dry, 

average and wet states in the three major columns, three levels of current pasture availability (low, medium, 

high) in the three major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and weaner 

price (low, medium, high) in the internal columns.  
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Figure 22 Perfect forecast relative value compared to the without-forecast return ($/ha) for low November 

heifer and steer prices. Dry, average and wet states in the three major columns, three levels of current 

pasture availability (low, medium, high) in the three major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, 

high) in the internal rows and weaner price (low, medium, high) in the internal columns.  
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Figure 23 Perfect-forecast percentage weaners sold decision for high November heifer and steer prices. Dry, 

average and wet states in the three major columns, three levels of current pasture availability (low, medium, 

high) in the three major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, high) in the internal rows and weaner 

price (low, medium, high) in the internal columns.  
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Figure 24 Perfect-forecast relative value compared to the without forecast return ($/ha) for high November 

heifer and steer prices. Dry, average and wet states in the three major columns, three levels of current 

pasture availability (low, medium, high) in the three major rows, supplementary feed prices (low, medium, 

high) in the internal rows and weaner price (low, medium, high) in the internal columns.  
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Executive summary   

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.   

  Objective of this report  

The focus of this report is on the value of SCFs to the management of grains farms in the Grains 

Research and Development Corporation (GRDC) southern panel region. The key decision 

identified by industry was what winter crop mix to sow and to what area. Four crops were 

included in the analysis, canola, wheat, barley and field pea. Some constraints were placed on 

the area that could be sown to each crop to reflect rotational requirements. The timing of this 

decision was early April for a rainfall forecast for April to October. Rainfall over this period can 

have an important influence on crop production. A skilful seasonal climate forecast is potentially 

valuable if it helps farmers make a different winter cropping decision compared with the decision 

made based on historical average rainfall.   

  Methods  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete 

climate states (dry, average or wet) were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile 

of rainfall received at Birchip (April to October) over the period 1889 to 2015. Each year was 

classified as belonging to one of these climate states. Potential yield for each crop and for each 

of these climate states were calculated. These outputs were combined with crop production 

costs and built into an economic model to capture the links between climatic conditions and crop 

production. The economic model was used to select the most profitable cropping decision under 

a variety of scenarios.  

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The use of a biophysical 

model allowed different amounts of soil moisture at sowing to be captured and outcomes to be 

explored in dry, average and wet climate states. Inclusion of crop price sensitivity helped to 

represent the decision-making context prior to the consideration of a climate forecast scenarios.   

In order to systematically assess the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system of 

dry, average and wet states was used. A total of 11 skill levels were assessed (0%, 10%, …, 

100%)  with 0% representing climatology (the historical average) and 100% skill reflecting a 
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perfect forecast of the three climate states. Increasing forecast skill results in a higher probability 

of a particular climate state evolving, providing more certainty about future conditions.  

  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on the cropping decision  

Relative crop prices were found to have a strong influence on cropping decisions. When canola 

prices were high, with and without a forecast and across all tested stored soil moisture levels, 

canola was cropped in preference of wheat; when canola prices were low, wheat was sown in 

preference of canola.   

Alternate crop decisions were selected based on forecasts of different climate states with 

medium canola prices. With a dry forecast, the cropping decision was to sow wheat under all 

stored soil moisture and price settings, while a wet forecast modified decisions to sow.   

  Value of forecasts  

Forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states had different economic value. A climate 

forecast of average conditions was found to have no economic value under all decision settings. 

This is unsurprising as the without-forecast decision is based on long-term average rainfall over 

all years, which is normally close to conditions represented by average tercile rainfall. Dry 

forecasts were found to improve returns by up to $20/ha for a single combination only (medium 

canola price and high stored soil moisture). The maximum value of a wet forecast improved 

returns by $18/ha, with value only found for three of nine decision settings. Value was found 

when canola prices were medium, the median of the price data. This price setting is more likely 

to occur than the low or high prices tested (10th and 90th percentiles of the price data), therefore 

the forecast value found is also more likely to occur.  

Improved forecast skill was naturally found to be positively related to forecast value, although the 

extent to which value related to incremental improvements was dependent on the decision 

environment settings.  

  Key findings  

A general finding was that forecasts that led to decisions that run contrary to the direction of 

conditions provided the most value. For example, a wet forecast in combination with stored soil 

moisture 50% of plant available water capacity (PAWC) and medium canola price was valuable 

because it triggered a change from sowing wheat to canola. This finding has some parallels with 

observations of (Hirshleifer and Riley, 1992) that the ‘news-worthiness’ of information is a critical 

determinant of its value.  

It is important to recognise that the decision investigated here represents only part of the risk 

grain growers manage. The case study necessarily only represented one site and one 

production system and other sites, systems and decisions may find different results. However, it 

is likely that the general findings around the circumstances for which forecast value was found 

will provide insights for the use and value of SCFs for grain growers more widely.   
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological 

responses to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a 

key technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important 

to distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that 

farmers can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot 

remove the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still 

left with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes 

however well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall, 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, 

particularly relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  
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Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 

value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).   

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources28 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This 

project aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to 

assess where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments 

in a simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and 

allows farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of 

information has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the southern grains case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

                                                
28 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners was invited 

to describe the production system within which seasonal climate forecasts were evaluated. 

Invited participants were selected based on industry reputation and experience and differed 

depending on the case study. The group defined the production system that best reflected local 

conditions in the area. Subsequently, each of the decision points within the system were 

explored. Each major decision point was further scrutinised to:  

1. identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

2. identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

3. investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of seasonal climate 

forecasts across a range of production systems and decision environments. They were not 

designed to be statistically representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total 

potential value to each industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach 

taken here attempts to strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very 

limited wider applicability and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important 

features of production systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Southern grains production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

The value of Australian grains production was valued at $12.5 billion in 2016/17 which 

represented 32% of the total Australian agriculture gross value (ABS, 2018). The range of crops 

and growing locations that combine to this significant value are diverse. Appreciating this 

diversity, the Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC) develop their priorities 

based on regional panels based on agroecological zone across northern, southern and western 

regions (Figure 1). Grains production in the southern region was the focus of this case study.  
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Figure 1 Regionalisation of GRDC research panels (ABARES, 2018)  

The southern cropping region is characterised by a range of soils which are, in general, of low 

fertility (GRDC, 2018). Production systems typically focused on winter cropping, with many 

farms including both cropping and livestock (GRDC, 2018).   

2.2 Description of production system and key decision point  

Industry consultation was undertaken to describe the production system and key decision points. 

Further information on the consultation process is contained in Appendix 1: Industry 

engagement.   

The southern grains case study was focused on a winter cropping enterprise based in Birchip, 

Victoria (Figure 2). Through consultation, a typical farm in the region was described. This farm 

was a 5000-ha property with half the farm under a soil type suitable for cropping canola.   

Cropping rotations were noted as important to follow with limited flexibility for deviation from 

rotational decisions. The typical rotation for the farm was:  

canola – barley – wheat – pea  

Key features of the cropping system in Birchip are shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 2 Map showing the location of Birchip, the case study site  

  



 

 

  

Figure 3 Broad characteristics of the winter sowing decision for the southern grains case study  

 
1 
Nitrogen application in-season (rate and timing) will vary depending on crop, seasonal conditions and soil characteristics. Nitrogen maybe be applied several times on not at all.  

Note: These are estimated time of sowing and harvest, actual times will vary from season to season and with variety.   
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2.2.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

What winter crop mix and area will I sow?  

  

The time of the decision was April and the options considered were canola, wheat, barley and field pea. 

In deciding between these options, four key decision drivers were identified:  

1. Soil moisture at sowing: higher soil moisture levels are better suited to crops with higher 

moisture requirements, lower starting soil moisture favour crops with lower moisture 

requirements or fallowing.  

2. Relative crop prices: an upward shift in relative price of one crop will favour sowing of that crop, 

a downward shift in relative price of one crop will favour sowing of an alternate crop.  

3. Forecast of April to October rainfall: a wet outlook encourages sowing crops with higher in-crop 

moisture requirements, dry outlook encourages sowing crops with lower in-crop moisture 

requirements.  

Note, this decision is subject to constraints due to rotational requirements.  

Figure 4 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include. This is necessary to 

evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made without SCF information. Further details 

on the process of defining this decision point and the decision drivers are contained in Appendix 1: 

Industry engagement.  
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Figure 4 Decision pathway for northern grains case study including an evaluation of the decision made.  

2.3 Previous studies evaluating the value of SCFs to southern grain production systems  

Many studies have investigated the potential value of SCFs in Australia’s southern grains region. 

Across these studies, estimates of value of SCFs have centred on nitrogen application decisions, either 

at sowing, topdressing in the mid-season or both. Researchers have valued both operational and 

theoretical seasonal climate forecasts.  

The value of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) phase based forecast system has been investigated 

by several researchers for value in nitrogen management decisions. McIntosh et al. (2007) considered 

the value of SOI phase forecasts in Birchip and estimated a value of between $3 and $65/ha. They also 

found that perfect knowledge of annual conditions (perfect weather forecast) provided a value of 

$208/ha. Similarly, Wang et al. (2009a) evaluated the value of an SOI phase forecast at Wagga Wagga 

for nitrogen management decisions. They estimated value of between $2 and $34/ha for SOI phase 

forecasts and found value of $54/ha for perfect climate forecast.   

Wang et al. (2009b) assessed the value of a perfect forecast of climate conditions for 57 sites in the 

Murray–Darling Basin for nitrogen management decisions. They found value of $26 to $72/ha of a 

perfect forecast compared with decisions made according to climatology. Similarly, Yu et al. (2008) 

investigated nitrogen management for two sites in southern Australia. They found that, compared with 

nitrogen decisions based on climatology, inclusion of a perfect forecast of up-coming conditions had 

value of approximately $65/ha for both sites. They noted that most value was found for forecasts of 

wet years at the drier site and dry years at the wetter site.  

Several assessments of seasonal forecasts have valued the Bureau of Meteorology dynamic forecasts 

issued using the dynamic climate model, POAMA. Hayman et al. (2015) used POAMA to evaluate 

forecast value to fertiliser topdressing decisions. They obtained values between $8/ha and $23/ha at 

Hart, South Australia. In Western Australia, McIntosh et al. (2010) and Asseng et al. (2012) considered 

the value of the POAMA forecast for the amount of nitrogen applied at sowing. McIntosh et al. (2010) 

found the value of the forecast to growers to be $60/ha while Asseng et al. (2012) found the value of 

the forecast to be up to $50/ha.  

3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated through maximising returns of the system by selecting the 

optimal cropping decision under various system conditions. An overview of the methodology is 

outlined in Figure 5. Four key components are provided to the economic model which then evaluates 

the potential value of SCFs. Each of these components is described in the following sections.  
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Figure 5 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, crop production costs, crop prices and climate 

state classification of historical data and probabilistic forecasts are used in the economic model to select optimal 

cropping decision based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Crop biophysical simulation model  

The links between crop choice, climate conditions and yield were captured through biophysical 

modelling (French and Schultz, 1984; Sadras and Angus, 2006) (Equ 1).  

  

Yield Potential = (Stored Soil Water + Growing Season Rainfall – Evaporation Coefficient) * water-use 

efficiency  

Crop yield potential = (SSW + GSR – EC)*WUE  [Equ 1]  

  

Where SSW is stored soil water, GSR is growing season rainfall, EC is evaporation coefficient, WUE 

is water-use efficiency. Evaporation coefficient and water-use efficiency are detailed in Table 1. 

Canola and wheat values were set according to (Sadras and Angus, 2006). It was assumed that 

barley WUE was the same as wheat and field pea WUE was 1.5 times canola (Sadras and McDonald, 

2012).   

Growing season rainfall was summed April to October rainfall using data from SILO (Jeffrey et al., 

2001). The plant available water capacity (PAWC) from APSoil No499-Generic29 was 122 mm and this 

used to test various values of stored soil water. Four stored soil moisture levels were determined by 

calculating the 25th, 50th, 75th and 100th percentile of PAWC (122 mm).   

Subsequently to calculating crop yield potential, nitrogen required to meet these yield values was 

calculated (Equ 2) (BCG and CSIRO, 2018):   

Nitrogen applied = Y*NUE – stN – (0.15*OC*GSR)  [Equ 2]  

                                                
29 http://www.apsim.info/Products/APSoil.aspx   



 

 

  

Where Y is crop potential yield (Equ 1), NUE is nitrogen-use efficiency, stN is stored soil 

nitrogen, OC is soil organic content and GSR is growing season rainfall. Soil organic content 

was set to 1.8%, stored soil nitrogen to 50 kg/ha (Wallace et al., 2017) and crop nitrogen use 

efficiency varied (Table 1).  

Table 1 Evaporation coefficient (EC) and water-use efficiency (WUE) (Sadras and Angus, 2006) and nitrogen-

use efficiency (NUE) (BCG and CSIRO, 2018)  

Crop  EC (mm)  WUE (%)  NUE (%)  

Canola  60  10  80  

Wheat  60  20  40  

Barley  60  20  35  

Field pea  60  15  0  

3.2 Crop production costs  

Crop production costs for winter cropping options in this study were based on the Southern Zone 

West (Appendix 2: Gross margin values) for the 2012 season. The budgets were sourced from 

NSW DPI30 and checked with Birchip Cropping Group for their relevance to the case study site. 

Some minor adjustments were made to the canola budget. Crop production costs were 

converted into 2014–15 dollars using the Consumer Price Index reported in ABARES (2017).  

The budgets provide detailed information on management practices and input costs associated 

with sowing, managing crop nutrition, pests, weeds and disease throughout the growing season, 

and harvesting. These budgets were used as a basis to determine area- and yield-based costs 

which are combined with the crop simulation data to determine annual cropping returns.  

3.3 Key output and input prices  

Canola, wheat, barley and field pea prices were based on historical monthly crop prices over the 

10year period of 2005–06 to 2014–15 and were sourced from The Land newspaper via 

ABARES. Historical prices for all crops were converted from nominal to real values and 

expressed in 2014–15 dollars using the Consumer Price Index reported in ABARES (2017).  

Prices for all crops were set to their median value (50th percentile) and were assumed to be 

known at the time of sowing (Table 2). The analysis assumes that median prices are a 

reasonable basis for planning, keeping the emphasis on the use of forecasts to manage 

production variability.   

  

With crop prices identified as an important decision driver (Appendix 1: Industry engagement), a 

sensitivity analysis was undertaken on shifts in relative prices. The canola price was deemed to 

be of key influence, so low (10th percentile) and high (90th percentile) canola price scenarios 

were also assessed. Based on the 2005–06 to 2014–15 period, the 10th and 90th percentile 

values equated to canola prices of $431/t and $638/t, respectively, while the other crop prices 

were fixed at their median values shown in Table 2. The price of urea was set to $560/t following 

nitrogen costs supplied in the gross margins used in the analysis (Appendix 2: Gross margin 

values).   

Table 2 Crop prices used in economic analyses representing the median (50th percentile) of the price data  

  Price  

Canola (/t)  $520  

Wheat (/t)  $261  

                                                
30 https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/budgets   
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Barley (/t)  $235  

Field pea (/t)  $334  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

A probabilistic climate forecast system, in line with currently used operational forecast systems, 

was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete climate states (dry, average, wet) 

were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile of April–October rainfall received at 

Birchip over the period 1889 to 2015. Each year was then classified as belonging to one of 

these climate states: dry was categorised by rainfall less than 210 mm, average as rainfall 

between 210 mm and 291 mm, and wet as rainfall in excess of 291 mm (Figure 6).  

  

  

Figure 6 Total rainfall for April through October at Birchip for 1889–2015 sourced from SILO (Jeffrey et al., 

2001). Dry, Average and Wet represent terciles 1, 2 and 3.  

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet climate states were obtained by 

classifying yearly outputs (1889 to 2015) of crop yields and fertiliser use (section 3.1). Resulting 

yearly data for each state (42 years) were then averaged to represent each climate state within 

the economic model. Variations in production across climate states provide the necessary, but 

not sufficient, conditions for forecasts to offer value in decision-making.   

The probabilistic climate forecasts evaluated in this case study are based on a hypothetical 

forecast system. This approach was chosen because there are multiple providers of operational 

climate forecasts and these systems are regularly updated to reflect improvements in 

understanding of climate and weather systems and rapid developments in computing and 

analytical capabilities. The main benefit of introducing a hypothetical forecast rather than relying 

on operational forecasts is that key aspects of forecast quality, like skill, can be systematically 

valued. The results of the analysis are then more readily applicable to decisions around the level 

of investment in new forecasting systems.   

In this study, 11 probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the three climate states (dry, 

average, wet) each representing a different level of forecast skill (0 to 100%). These probabilistic 

forecasts are incorporated into the economic model by assigning a probability to the occurrence 

of each climate state based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with reference to 

prior (without forecast) and posterior (with forecast) probabilities was as defined in Equ 3.  
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+ = ,-|/0 ,-   [Equ 3]  
1.20,- 

   

where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of 

state s. In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the 

decisionmaker’s prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is 

set at its longterm climatological mean of 0.33 for each tercile.   

  

Forecast skill σ is set at pre-determined levels and is rearranged to provide posterior 

probabilities (Equ 4).  

  

34|5 = +(1.0 − 34) + 34  [Equ 4]  

  

Applying this equation to a forecast of a dry state with an assumed skill of 20% results in a 

weighting assigned to dry, average and wet states (Equ 5).  

  

Dry = 3789|5 = +:1.00 − 3789; + 3789 = 0.20(1.00 − 0.33) + 0.33 = 0.47  

  

 :1.220,@AB|/;  = (1.2202.DE) = 0.27   [Equ 5]  

Avg = Wet =  
 C C 

  

Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where each state has a 33% 

chance of occurring. Table 3 provides an example of weighting between the climate states for 

the 11 skill levels for a dry forecast state.  

Table 3 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for a dry forecast state for skill levels 0% to 

100%  

        Forecast skill      

  Climate state  0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Weighting (%)  

Dry  33  40  47  53  60  67  73  80  87  93  100  

Ave  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

Wet  33  30  27  23  20  17  13  10  7  3  0  

3.5 Economic model  

3.5.1 Overview   

The economic model used key outputs from biophysical modelling to capture the links between 

climatic conditions and crop production. Combining these outputs with information on crop 

production costs and key output prices (crop prices) allows net returns to be estimated for each 

cropping option (i.e. wheat, canola, barley and field pea). The economic model evaluates the 

relative returns offered by each cropping option under dry, average and wet climate states and 

under varying levels of starting soil moisture at the start of the season.  

The profitability of each cropping option was assessed under each forecast state (dry, average, 

wet). The economic model maximises returns by choosing the option that has the highest return 

weighted across the three climate states according the prescribed forecast skill. The economic 

model takes the form of a discrete stochastic programming (DSP) problem which can be solved 

through adapting a conventional linear programming model and is represented in Equ 6 and 7.  
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FGH I[JK = ∑44N1 34M4  [Equ 6]  

  

R 

M4 = O P1Q H1Q + ∑TSN1 PCS4 HCS4                                          
QN1 

[Equ 7]  

  

In Equ 6, πs is the probability of state s and ys is the net return in state s.   

The left-hand term of Equ 7 represents the total costs of growing selected crops. This is 

reflected in c1j which is the per hectare cost of growing crop j and x1j which is the area of crop j 

sown.   

The right-hand term of Equ 7 is the net revenue realised from growing selected crops in each 

state. This is reflected in c2ns the net revenue from activity n in state s (crop price less yield 

dependent costs related to harvest, levies and freight) and x2ns which is the level of activity n 

chosen in state s in stage 2 (tonnes of grain harvested and sold). Structuring the model in this 

way reflects practical decisions to be made about harvesting and sale of crops, an important 

issue in dry years when yields can be very low.   

Constraints on resources like available land, labour and capital can also be introduced as per 

conventional farm level linear programming models. In this application, labour and capital are 

not represented but constraints are introduced in the model to reflect the availability of cropping 

land (50% of total area – 2500 ha) and rotational constraints. To ensure that responses to 

climate forecasts are kept within rotational limits, the area of land allocated to field pea is fixed at 

25% of the available crop area (625 ha), barley is allowed to vary between 15% and 25% (375–

625 ha), while wheat and canola can be grown on the remaining 60% (1500 ha).  

3.5.2 Rotational effects  

Representing the relative profitability of cropping options under varying climatic conditions is a 

key focus of the economic modelling. An important consideration within this is to capture 

rotational effects given that break crops (e.g. canola and field pea) are well recognised for 

improving the returns of subsequent cereal crops (e.g. wheat and barley). Rotational benefits 

come in the form of disease control, nitrogen nutrition and soil water. In southern Australia, 

although much of the rotational benefit of break crops is attributed to the control of take-all 

disease in cereal crops (Kirkegaard et al., 1994; Kollmorgan et al., 1983) there are varying 

drivers and interactions that determine the benefits offered by break crops.  

A large body of international literature supports substantial gains from break crops. Angus et al. 

(2015) undertook a comprehensive review of the extent of wheat yield increases related to break 

crops, drawing on more than 900 studies. Against the mean global wheat yield of 3.3 t/ha, the 

average wheat reported yield increase of 0.7 t/ha equated to a 21% gain from break crops. This 

followed an earlier study by Kirkegaard et al. (2008) who found similar effects with break crops 

improving mean cereal yields by up to 20% and more.  

Australian-based studies also confirm important benefits from break crops. Particularly relevant 

to this case study are the findings of (Harris et al., 2002) who assessed the rotational benefits 

of break crops in Victoria and found that wheat yield increased by 12% after canola. Kirkegaard 

et al. (2014) assessed the productivity of Australian mixed farming systems and looked at 

trends and issues influencing cropping rotations. They provided a comparison of the profitability 

of various cropping options in southern Australia and assumed that, on average, wheat after all 

break crops provides a 0.4 t/ha yield gain (12.5% as a proportion of the stated average yield of 

3.2 t/ha).   

Rotational effects were addressed in the modelling for this case study in two ways. First, the 

area of field pea planted each year was fixed in the model at 25% of the total crop area as a 

core element of the rotation based on technical advice from Birchip Cropping. Second, canola 

was assumed to provide a benefit to winter cereals whenever it was selected. We attributed half 
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of the 12.5% break crop benefit assumed by Kirkegaard et al. (2014) to canola, with the 

remaining half attributed to field pea which was already in the long-term crop mix.  

3.5.3 Assessing a climate forecast  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

crop choice without a climate forecast is the one which provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of a dry season results in 

the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state, so the outcomes of a dry state are given 

more weight in the objective function of the model (see Table 3 for example). The change in 

weighting given to a dry state may lead to a change in the cropping decision and this creates 

economic value from forecast use.  

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different crop decisions in each state. This is an 

important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the modelling 

reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something readily 

observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, rational 

farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily reflected in 

a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based on forecast 

skill.  

Greater information of the form of the economic model is contained in Appendix 3: Economic 

model.  

3.6 Analyses  

The potential value of a probabilistic theoretical SCF was evaluated as the marginal benefit of 

the forecast; specifically, the change in returns using a SCF compared with the return obtained 

without a forecast. In this analysis, the without-forecast scenario was represented by 0% skill, 

which is equivalent to equal weighting in results between dry, average and wet climate state 

outcomes (33% each). Value was calculated in terms of $/ha.  

SCF value was assessed for several different decision settings (initial soil moisture, relative 

canola price) and for 11 levels of forecast skill for each of the three climate forecasts (dry, 

average, wet). This produced 396 results representing various decision environment settings, 

forecasts and forecast skill levels (Table 4).  

Table 4 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  

Stored soil moisture  25th, 50th, 75th, 100th percentile  

Relative canola crop price  low, medium, high  

Forecast state  dry, average, wet  

Forecast skill (%)  0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100  

  

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) cropping decision was reported for all variable values 

(initial soil moisture and relative canola price). Subsequently, the perfect-forecast (100% skill) 

cropping decision for the three forecast states was similarly reported. The potential value ($/ha) 

of the perfect forecast was calculated as the difference between the with-forecast and without-

forecast returns. This represents largest potential value of climate forecasts for each climate 
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state. Finally, probabilistic forecast value ($/ha) relative to the without-forecast decision were 

calculated for all decision environment settings.  

4  Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Average crop yields were calculated for the three climate states (dry, average and wet) for 

1889–2015 for each stored soil moisture level (Figure 7). Yield increases with stored soil 

moisture for all crops. Clear differences in yield according to climate state were seen for all 

crops, with lower yields in the dry climate state followed by average and wet states.    

  

  

Figure 7 Average yields for each of the crops being assessed when sown at various stored soil moisture 

levels. The colours indicate the different tercile allocations of the historical data (1889–2015) with red for dry 

(lower tercile), green for average (middle tercile) and blue for wet (upper tercile). Climate states are for total 

rainfall April–October.  
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4.2 Economic analyses  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  

The optimal cropping decision without a forecast (0% skill) must be determined prior to 

calculating the potential value of SCFs. Figure 8 shows the optimal without-forecast cropping 

decision for each combination of the decision drivers (Table 4), noting that field pea area was 

fixed to 25% (not shown) under all scenarios. The relative price of canola was important in 

determining the cropping mix. If canola prices were high (90th percentile), canola was cropped to 

60% of the area, 15% to barley and no wheat was planted for all stored soil moisture levels. If 

canola prices were low (10th percentile), the decision was to plant 60% of the area to wheat, 

15% to barley and no canola across all stored soil moisture values. With medium canola prices, 

wheat was predominately sown, unless stored soil moisture was 100% of PAWC.  

  

  

Figure 8 Optimal without forecast winter decision. Stored soil moisture is represented in the four rows and 

relative canola price (low, medium, high) is represented in the columns. Crop area is reported as a 

percentage of 2500 ha. can, whe and bar represent canola, wheat and barley, respectively. 25% of the crop 

area was set to field pea.  

4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The optimal cropping decisions for perfect forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states 

(100% skill) were evaluated for each combination of the decision drivers (Figure 9). For a dry 

climate state, the optimal decision was the same as the without-forecast decision, except when 

canola prices were medium and stored soil moisture was 100% of PAWC. Under this scenario, 

the area sown to canola (60%) was sown to wheat. For a wet climate state, the optimal decision 

changed when canola prices were medium. Under this price setting, canola was sown instead of 

wheat. For an average climate state, the optimal cropping decision was the same as the without-

forecast choice for all relative price and stored soil moisture settings.   
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Figure 9 Optimal without-forecast winter cropping decision. The boxes contain the results for perfect 

forecasts of each climate state. Stored soil water is represented in the four internal rows and relative canola 

price (low, medium, high) is represented in the internal columns. Crop area is reported as a percentage of 

2500 ha. can, whe and bar represent canola, wheat and barley, respectively. Note 25% of the crop area was 

set to field pea.  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value   

The range in the value of a perfect forecast (100% skilful) across the three climate states was $0 

to $20/ha. The results highlighted the importance of the decision driver settings (Figure 10). 

Price was the major determinant of forecast value, more so than stored soil moisture conditions.  

The results for a dry forecast show that only one combination of the decision drivers led to 

forecast value ($20/ha). This value was obtained through changing from sowing canola to 

wheat. Value was found more often for a wet forecast, with three of the 12 decision settings 

yielding value. Forecast value was only obtained when canola prices were medium. Under these 

conditions, the area cropped shifted to wheat from canola.  

No value was found for an average forecast as the planting decision did not change from the 

withoutforecast decision.  

  

Figure 10 Perfect-forecast value ($/ha). Dry, average and wet states in the three boxes, stored soil water is 

represented in the four internal rows are represented and relative canola price (low, medium, high) is 

represented in the internal columns.   

4.2.4 Imperfect-forecast value   

Forecast value differed with forecast skill for the decision driver combination settings for which 

value was found (Figure 11). These plots provide greater detail of the results in Figure 10, 

illustrating the value of forecasts with various skill levels. Forecast value increased as forecast 

skill increased (Figure 11). The lack of value when canola prices were low or high is clear in this 

figure. The minimum skill required to yield value ranged from 20% to 60%.  
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Figure 11 Imperfect-forecast value ($/ha). Stored soil water is represented in the four rows and relative canola 

price (low, medium, high) is represented in the columns. Skill (%) is represented on the x-axis as calculated 

in Table 3.   
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5 Discussion  

The key production decision sensitive to SCFs identified by industry was choosing the winter 

crop mix. The decision was constrained by practical rotational requirements, reflected in the 

modelling by imposing area-based constraints. Of the available crop area, 25% was fixed to field 

pea, between 15% and 25% to barley and the remaining area was available for wheat and/or 

canola. Using these constraints, the decision model assessed the performance of the crops 

under different decision settings.  

5.1 Cropping decision made without seasonal climate forecasts   

The relative crop price (in this case, canola price was varied) had the largest influence on the 

cropping decision in the absence of a forecast. If canola price was low, the decision across all 

stored soil moisture settings was to crop 60% of the area to wheat, 15% to barley, 25% to field 

pea and no canola  

(Figure 8). Conversely, if canola prices were high, the cropping decision was to sow canola in 

preference of wheat. For medium canola prices, 60% of the area was cropped to wheat if stored 

soil moisture was 25–75% PAWC, while canola was selected at 100% PAWC.   

5.2 Cropping decision made with seasonal climate forecasts   

A climate forecast of an average climate state was found to be of no economic value for all 

decision settings. The lack of value of an average forecast state is a reflection of the limited 

change in climate conditions compared to the without the forecast decision, which is based on 

climatology. As climatology is the mean of the climate, the limited and small forecast value of a 

forecast of the average forecast state (middle tercile of climate data) is unsurprising.  

Inclusion of perfect (100% skilful) forecasts of dry and wet climate states led to different crop 

choices to the without-forecast choice for a few of the decision settings. A perfect wet forecast 

was found to have a value between $0 and $18/ha. This value was only obtained when canola 

prices were medium. Under these circumstances, the decision was to crop canola with no area 

sown to wheat for all stored soil moisture levels. A perfect dry forecast was found to have a 

value from $0 to $20/ha. A single combination of decision drivers (medium canola price and 

stored soil moisture of 100% of PAWC) led to forecast value as a result of exchanging sowing 

canola for wheat.  

The above discussion highlights the maximum possible value of SCFs under different scenarios 

through a perfect or 100% skilful forecast. However, in reality SCFs are imperfect and different 

levels of skill were analysed to assess the value of improvements. To realise value in a SCF, 

forecast skill needed to be at least 20% (Figure 11).  

5.3 Comparison to previous findings  

The majority of previous research valuing SCFs to southern cropping systems has focused on 

nitrogen application decisions, predominately for wheat and often using operational forecasts. 

These studies have found a wide range in value. For example, McIntosh et al. (2007) found 

value of $208/ha for a perfect weather forecast while Wang et al. (2009b) found value of a 

perfect forecast of up to $72/ha. The decision evaluated here centred on crop choice and crop 

area, constrained by rotational effects.  

The maximum value of a perfect climate forecast was $20/ha. The value found was much lower 

than McIntosh et al. (2007) but comparable to other studies of the value of SCFs to nutrient 

management decisions (Asseng et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2009a; Wang et al., 2009b).   

A study investigating the opportunistic inclusion of canola based on different rainfall years 

(Sadras et al., 2003), without evaluating the value of a forecast system, does provide a 

comparison to this analysis. They compared two planting strategies, a conservative strategy with 

no canola in the mix and a risky strategy with 20% of the crop area allocated to canola. They 

found that the risky strategy was more profitable in wet years and maintaining the conservative 

strategy in dry years was the best option. The results found in this study are consistent with their 

conclusions.  
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5.4 Limitations and assumptions   

The analyses showed that forecast value was found to be sensitive to a range of parameters 

important to the relative profitability of wheat and canola. A significant shift in canola prices 

(using the 10th or 90th percentile price) for example clearly resulted in a large shift in land use 

(interchanging wheat and canola). Different settings of relative crop prices provided a different 

baseline of land use which could then be either more or less responsive to forecast information. 

Similarly, changes in the relative productivity of cropping options through different assumptions 

of water efficiencies (i.e. 20 kg/mm for wheat and 10 kg/mm for canola), would also affect the 

relative profitability of wheat and canola. These changes could influence optimal crop choices 

with and without a climate forecast and ultimately change forecast value. The same comment 

applies to other settings, including soil moisture. For example, higher water holding soils may 

lead to canola being selected as the optimum crop under a greater range of canola prices and 

potentially climate states. Equally, soils with low water holding capacity would select wheat more 

often across relative price and climate states.  

During the industry consultation process, receiving sowing rains prior to sowing canola was 

identified as an additional decision setting to determine the cropping decision. Analysis of 

historical likelihood of receiving sowing rains, defined as 10 mm rainfall during the week centred 

on 15 April, was conducted. With results of the analysis showing that sowing rains was only 

received in 18% of years (1889–2015), a separate analysis of forecast value was not 

undertaken. Notwithstanding, receiving sowing rains would likely influence the establishment of 

canola and inclusion of this variable into analyses may exert some influence on the value of 

forecasts.   

This case was study designed using particular parameter settings within both the yield and 

economic models. Potential yield was estimated from French and Schultz (1984), an approach 

that has been used widely to investigate cropping systems in Australia (Hoogmoed et al., 2018; 

Sadras and McDonald, 2012; Sadras et al., 2003; Sadras and Angus, 2006). The potential yield 

model does not include the influence of the timing of rain within the growing season or other 

climate variables (e.g. temperature, solar radiation). Nevertheless, the approach has broad 

industry acceptance in the Birchip region through Yield Prophet®31 and was chosen here in 

preference to alternative crop modelling systems like APSIM (Holzworth et al., 2014) that require 

greater parameterisation, particularly for noncereal crops including canola and field pea. These 

modelling settings and farm characteristics will vary between individual farms, with this case 

study providing an example of the potential value of SCFs rather than a comprehensive 

assessment for all possible enterprise arrangements.  

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this analysis was conducted using a theoretical tercile 

SCF.  

Operational forecasts, such as the SOI phase system (Stone and Auliciems, 1992) or Bureau of 

Meteorology POAMA model (Wang et al., 2004) were intentionally not used. The use of 

theoretical rather than actual forecasts was preferred given the focus here on potential value 

rather than actual value. The methodology outlined here does provide a robust framework for 

further analyses of operational forecast systems.   

Like operational forecasts, the theoretical forecasts used in this analysis provided an indication 

of the likely climate state (dry, average or wet) not the precise evolution of weather conditions. 

The value of a higher resolution forecast, such as a decile forecast, may be greater. This sets a 

challenge to the forecasting community. For instance, the Bureau of Meteorology currently 

operates on a two-state climate forecast (above or below median). Current percent consistent 

values for the Birchip region for April to June rainfall is 50–55%, equating to a skill score used 

here of 0–10%.   

    

                                                
31 Yield Prophet® is an on-line crop production model designed to present grain growers and consultants with real-time information 

about their crops, providing integrated production risk advice and monitoring decision support relevant to farm management.  
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Valuing the Forecast: Southern Grains Workshop  

18 October 2016  

BCG, Birchip, Victoria  

  

Attendees: Tim and Ian McClelland, Harm van Rees, Hugh Keam, Deanne Ferrier  

Project attendees: Rebecca Darbyshire (NSW DPI), Michael Cashen (NSW DPI), Pru Cook 

(BCG),  

David Cobon (USQ), Meredith Guthrie (DAFWA), Jemma Pearl (BCG), Graeme Anderson (Ag 

Vic)  

  

Overview  

As part of the project ‘Improved Use of Seasonal Forecasting to Increase Farmer Profitability’, a 

case study approach is being used to assess the potential value of seasonal climate forecasts 

when incorporated into key farm management decisions. Within the grains industry a southern, 

northern and western case study will be evaluated based on the current GRDC boundaries  

(https://grdc.com.au/About-Us/GRDC-Regional-Panels). This workshop was held to explore the 

southern grains case study.  

Representative farm  

Discussions were centred on a representative operation based in Marlbed with a farm size of 

5000 ha with 70% equity available. Three predominant soil types are present: 20% sandy loam, 

50% JilJil (good), 30% JilJil (bad). Canola is only cropped on sandy loams within a wheat, 

barley, pea, canola rotation.  

Decision points  

Two decision points which may be sensitive to seasonal climate information were identified:  

1. Decisions around the planting of and subsequent area of canola  

2. In-season nitrogen application on winter cropping program  

Of these two decisions, those around canola were selected for full biophysical and economic 

modelling. This decision was made as substantial effort has already been directed into assisting 

farmers with topdressing applications with good applied tools currently available 

(YieldProphetLITE).  

  

    

Canola  
The decision is:  

“Will I sow canola and if so, how much?”  

This could include nil and an expansion of area within the limits of paddock rotational history. If 

canola is not sown, or a smaller area is sown, a cereal can be sown instead (mid-season 

variety).  

Forecast time for decision = beginning of April  

Forecast = rainfall (April, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, 

Nov) Key decision drivers:  
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1. Starting soil moisture  

2. Sowing rains  

3. Seasonal forecast  

Through discussion the following decision matrix was completed.  

Interpolated  
Sowing 

rain  
Soil 

moisture  
Climate 

forecast  Decision  Comment  

 
Yes  Med  Equal chance  sow planned area  

 

   No  Med  Equal chance  Don't sow     

 
Yes  Low  Dry  Don't sow  

 

*  Yes  Low  Equal chance  smaller area (~1 paddock)  
 

   Yes  Low  Wet  
smaller area (~1 paddock), or 

sow planned  
maybe more if price was high 

would sway  

 
Yes  High  Dry  

smaller area (~1 paddock), or 

sow planned  
maybe more if price was high 

would sway  

*  Yes  High  Equal chance  sow planned area  
 

   Yes  High  Wet  sow additional area   especially if prices were good  

*  No  Low  Dry  Don't sow  
 

   No  Low  Equal chance  Don't sow  
 

*  No  Low  Wet  Don't sow  
 

*  No  High  Dry  Don't sow/ sow smaller amount  
maybe more if price was high 

would sway  

*  No  High  Equal chance  Don't sow/ sow smaller amount  
maybe more if price was high 

would sway  

   No  High  Wet  Don't sow/ sow smaller amount  
maybe more if price was high 

would sway  

  

Key assumptions:  

Starting soil moisture; low = <10 mm; medium = 50 mm; high = >50 mm  

Sowing rains defined as 10 mm within 3 

days Area sown:  

- Planned area sown = 25% of ‘good’ soils (625 ha) for any one year  

- Smaller area sown = 375 ha  

- Additional area sown = 875 ha  

Price of canola does not generally have a major impact on decisions (there will be individual 

exceptions and exceptional high prices may have some sway).  

Nitrogen application  
Information from this decision point will not be subjected to biophysical and economical 

modelling. However, skill testing of various forecasting models will be investigated for this 

decision point.  

“How much N will I spread?”  

Forecast time for decision = beginning of July  
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Forecast = rainfall (Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, 

Nov) Key decision drivers:  

1. Cash flow  

2. Current soil N  

3. Current soil moisture  

4. Seasonal forecast  

Through discussion the following decision matrix was defined. Note this will not form part of the 

case study.  

  

Interpolated  Cash Flow  Soil N  Soil Moisture  Climate Forecast  Application decision  

  High  Med  Med  Equal Chance  L  

  Low  Med  Med  Equal Chance  L  

  High  High  High  Dry  L  

*  High  High  High  Equal Chance  M  

  High  High  High  Wet  H  

  High  High  Low  Dry  Nil  

  High  High  Low  Equal Chance  L  

*  High  High  Low  Wet  M  

  High  Low  High  Dry  L  

*  High  Low  High  Equal Chance  M  

  High  Low  High  Wet  H  

  High  Low  Low  Dry  Nil  

*  High  Low  Low  Equal Chance  L  

  High  Low  Low  Wet  H  

  Low  High  High  Dry  Nil  

*  Low  High  High  Equal Chance  L  

  Low  High  High  Wet  M  

  Low  High  Low  Dry  Nil  

*  Low  High  Low  Equal Chance  Nil  

  Low  High  Low  Wet  Nil  

  Low  Low  High  Dry  L  

*  Low  Low  High  Equal Chance  L  

  Low  Low  High  Wet  M  

  Low  Low  Low  Dry  Nil  

*  Low  Low  Low  Equal Chance  L  

  Low  Low  Low  Wet  M  
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Key assumptions:  

Fertiliser is spreading urea, not liquid fertiliser  

Starting soil moisture: low = <10 mm; medium = 50 mm; high = >50 mm  

Soil N: low = < 40 KgN; medium = 60 KgN, high = 80 kgN  

Application rates: nil = 0; L = 15 N/ha; M = 25 N/ha; H = 40 N/ha  
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Appendix 2: Gross margin values  

Crop production costs for winter cropping options in this study were based on the Southern Zone 

West  

(Figure 12). The budgets were sourced from NSW DPI and checked with Birchip Cropping 

Group (https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/budgets) for their relevance to the case study 

site. Some minor adjustments were made to the canola budget.   

  

The budgets provide detailed information on management practices and input costs associated 

with sowing, managing crop nutrition, pests, weeds and disease throughout the growing season, 

and harvesting. These budgets were used as a basis to determine area and yield based costs 

which are combined with the crop simulation data to determine annual cropping returns. A 

summary of crop gross margins is provided in Table 5.   

  

   

Figure 12 Crop production zones in NSW  

    
Table 5 Gross Margin Summary – Southern Zone West  

  CANOLA  
(LF)  

WHEAT (SF)  BARLEY  FIELD PEA  

  DPI 2012;  
Canola: Long  
Fallow;  
Southern  
Zone - West  

DPI 2012; 
WHEAT:  
Short Fallow  
(ASW/APW/A 
H): No till -  
Southern  
Zone - West  

DPI 2012; 
BARLEY:  
Short Fallow:  
No-till -  
Southern  
Zone - West  

DPI 2012; FIELD 
PEA:  
After Cereal - No 
till -  
Southern Zone - 

West  

A. INCOME  per ha  per ha      

Yield 1  1.5  2.5  2.2  1.5  

Price 1 (on-farm price)  520  200  150  220  

sub total  780  500  330  330  

          

B. VARIABLE COSTS          

area based - within season  per ha  per ha  per ha  per ha  

 - cultivation  $34.00  $0.00  $0.00  $12.00  
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 - sowing   $44.00  $24.00  $24.00  $145.00  

 - fertiliser & application  $141.00  $72.00  $53.00  $61.00  

 - herbicide & application  $38.00  $49.00  $53.00  $43.00  

 - insecticide & application  $13.00  $0.00  $0.00  $19.00  

sub total  $270.00  $145.00  $130.00  $280.00  

          

area based - harvest  per ha  per ha  per ha  per ha  

 - windrowing  $50.00        

 - harvesting  $54.36  $64.00  $37.00  $49.00  

sub total  $104.36  $64.00  $37.00  $49.00  

          

yield based  per ha  per ha  per ha  per ha  

 - Insurance  $30.00  11.00  $7.34  $13.00  

 - Other levies  $10.00  $5.00  $6.65  $3.00  

sub total  $40.00  $16.00  $13.99  $16.00  

Total  $414.00  $225.00  $181.00  $346.00  

          

C. GROSS MARGIN  $366.00  $275.00  $149.00  -$16.00  

These standard gross margins were used as a basis for enterprise costs in the model. Some adaptations were made 

to reflect more localised conditions or to address budget inconsistencies.  
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Appendix 3: Economic model  

1 Overview of the modelling approach 

  

2 Economic model description  

The economic model used key outputs from the potential yield modelling to capture the links 

between climatic conditions and crop production. Combining these outputs with information on 

crop production costs and key output prices (crop prices) allows net returns to be estimated for 

each cropping option (i.e. wheat, canola, barley and field pea). The economic model evaluates 

the relative returns offered by each cropping option under dry, average and wet climate states 

and under varying levels of stored soil moisture at the start of the season.  

A two-stage discrete stochastic programming (DSP) model was developed for the southern 

cropping case study where time was divided into the ‘present’ and the ‘future’. A standard linear 

programming model was developed into a DSP model by introducing a second period decision. 

The x → s format of static linear programming changes to x1 → s→ x2 (s, x1) in the DSP case. 

Here x1 represents Stage 1 decisions (crop options – wheat, canola, barley and field pea – in 

April), s is the state of nature (tercile rainfall – dry, avg and wet) and x2 (s, x1) represents Stage 

2 decisions (tonnes of grain harvested). These Stage 2 decisions are contingent upon earlier 

Stage 1 decisions and the state of nature that occurs. The farm-planning problem is to choose 

the optimal crop mix in April to maximise the expected level of return across climatic states. In 

algebraic terms, the main elements of the model are as follows.   

  

FGH I[JK = ∑44N1 34M4                                         [Equ 1]  

R 

M4 = O P1Q H1Q + ∑TSN1 PCS4 HCS4                                          
QN1 

[Equ 2]  

  

subject to:  

Land, labour and capital constraints  

R 
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O G1UQ H1Q + ∑TSN1 GCS4 HCS4 ≤ WU      for all X, Z              QN1 

Use of crop outputs  

[Equ 3]  

R 

O G1[Q4 H1Q + ∑TSN1 GC[S4 HCS4 ≤ 0   for all \, Z              [Equ 4]  
QN1 

  

Where model parameters 

are: πs    probability 

of state s  

c1j  the costs of growing crop j in Stage 1 ($/ha) a1ij   the quantity 

of resource i required by crop j in Stage 1 (units/ha) a1mjs  the quantity 

of output m produced by crop j in state s (t/ha or bales/ha)  

c2ns  the net revenue or cost from activity n in state s (crop price less yield 

dependent costs   related to harvest, levies, freight) a2ins   the quantity of 

resource i required by activity n in state s a2mns  the quantity of output m required by 

activity n in state s (tonnes) bi   the availability of resource i   

  

and the model variables are:  

ys    the net return in state s  

x1j   the area of crop j planted in Stage 1  

x2ns   the level of activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (tonnes of grain harvested and sold)   

The objective function (Equ 1) maximises the expected net return from activities across three 

climatic states. The expected return takes into account the level of return in each state and the 

probability of each state occurring. The expected net return is maximised subject to constraints 

on the overall number of steers available for sale. The DSP model was solved using the What’s 

Best!® 14.0 add-in to Microsoft Excel®.   

The two-stage decision process is reflected in returns for each state (Equ 2). The left-hand term 

of Equ 2 indicates a commitment of input costs (variable costs of growing winter crops) based 

on the selection of Stage 1 activities (x1j), while the right-hand term reflects state-contingent 

revenue derived from Stage 2 activities (x2ns) (harvest and sale of crops). The inputs committed 

through Stage 1 decisions are the same in every state of nature, while outputs in Stage 2 are 

specific to each state. While production is state-contingent, as per the outputs from the 

biophysical model, the prices of inputs and outputs (e.g. crop prices) were assumed to be 

independent of climatic conditions. With a high proportion of most Australian crops sold into 

international markets, this was considered a reasonable assumption.   

Constraints in the economic model are reflected in Equ 3 and 4. Equ 3 constrains the choice of 

crops to available land, labour and capital as per conventional farm level linear programming 

models. In this application, labour and capital are not represented but constraints are introduced 

in the model to reflect the availability of cropping land (50% of total area – 2500 ha) and 

rotational constraints. To ensure that responses to climate forecasts are kept within rotational 

limits, the area of land allocated to field pea is fixed at 25% of the available crop area (625 ha), 
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barley is allowed to vary between 15% and 25% (375–625 ha), while wheat and canola can be 

grown on the remaining 60% (1500 ha).  

Linkages between decisions taken in Stage 1, and state-contingent outputs in Stage 2, are 

captured in Equ 4. For example, the commitment of inputs to grow a winter crop in Stage 1, 

combined with the intervening rainfall state, leads to crop output in state s, represented by a1mjs. 

This output forms a resource that can be utilised by Stage 2 activities (x2ns) which is simply an 

opportunity to harvest and sell crops up to the amount physically produced. Importantly in some 

sowing combinations (e.g. low stored soil moisture at sowing) that result in low yields, it may be 

uneconomic to proceed with harvest in a dry state because the cost of harvest, levies and 

cartage (i.e. yield dependent costs) may actually exceed the crop price on a per tonne basis. 

The model will not harvest in this instance and therefore avoids compounding losses of a dry 

season.   

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different crop decisions in each state. This is an 

important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the modelling 

reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something readily 

observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, rational 

farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily reflected in 

a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based on forecast 

skill.  

2.1 Valuing the forecast system  

Without a climate forecast, dry, average and wet states all have an equal chance of occurrence 

so the weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state 

(Ydry, Yavg, Ywet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, πwet). The optimal 

crop mix without a climate forecast is the one which provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. For example, a skilful forecast of a dry 

season results in the assignment of a higher probability to a dry state so the outcomes of a dry 

state are given more weight in the objective function of the model. For a forecast to have 

economic value, the change in weighting must lead to a change in the cropping decision relative 

to the without-forecast scenario. Model restrictions ensure that the overall probability of the 

occurrence of each climatic state is the same as its historical probability of occurrence (i.e. the 

prior probability πs). This restriction ensures that the model is valuing improved knowledge about 

the occurrence of each state.  

The value of the forecast system is derived from optimal decisions taken with and without the 

forecast. Expected returns in the DSP model (Y) is a consequence of non-stochastic returns in 

Stage 1 (prior to uncertainty being resolved) and stochastic returns in Stage 2 (after the state of 

nature is revealed). With a risk-neutral objective function of the DSP model (Equ 1) and the 

hypothetical forecast system described elsewhere, the value of a specific forecast f within this 

system was defined as:   

Vf s|f y*s f

 y*so  [Equ 5]  
s=1   s=1 

where:    

y*s f   denotes the net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal crop choice 

x*sf based on forecast f; and  

y*so   denotes net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal crop choice x*so  

based on the prior probabilities (assumed to be historical climatology).   
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This is simply a statement that the value of forecast f is equal to the difference in expected net 

return with and without the forecast. The forecast will have no value in the event that x*sf = x*so 

(i.e. where the with-forecast and the without-forecast decision is the same). The estimated value 

of a particular forecast accounts for both the decisions made in Stage 1 (May) and the state-

contingent tactical adjustments made in Stage 2 (November).   

  

The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of each forecast within the 

system by the frequency with which each forecast occurs. If F denotes a forecast system and qf 

is the frequency with which each forecast occurs, then the value of a forecast system with three 

possible forecasts can be defined as:  

VF 

qV
f f  [Equ 6]  

f =1 

  

The value of the forecast system is influenced by attributes of the forecast system and attributes 

of the decision setting. The main attribute of the hypothetical forecast system assessed is 

forecast skill. An increasingly skilful forecast allows the DSP model to divert more resources 

towards production in the forecasted state. With a forecast of three rainfall states (f = fdry, favg, 

fwet) and eleven skill levels (σ = 0, 10%, 20%, …, 100%), the DSP model is solved 33 times in 

order to value the hypothetical forecast system for a given set of conditions (initial soil moisture 

and crop price scenarios).   
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Executive summary   

    Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.   

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the value of SCFs to the management of sugarcane farms. The key 

decision identified by industry was when to harvest the ratoon 3 crop (the last crop to be 

harvested). Two options were analysed, on time or early. The timing of this decision is early 

September for a September–October rainfall climate forecast. Rainfall over this period can 

influence yield and cane sugar content and can increase harvesting costs. A skilful climate 

forecast is potentially valuable if it helps sugar growers to make a better harvest time decision 

compared with the decision made based on historical average rainfall amounts.   

  Methods  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Six discrete 

climate states were identified based on September– October rainfall received at Ayr over the 

period 1893 to 2017. Two climate states were based on the lower and middle tercile of rainfall 

data representing dry and average climate states, respectively. The upper tercile was split 

evenly into four categories representing mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet and extreme wet 

climate states. Each year was classified as belonging to one of these six climate states. 

Agricultural production levels (cane yield, sugar content) for each of these climate states were 

obtained from outputs from the biophysical production model APSIM. These outputs were 

combined with sugar production costs and built into an economic model to capture the links 

between climatic conditions, yield and sugar content. The economic model was used to select 

the most profitable harvest time decision.  

In order to systematically assess the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system of the 

six climate states was used. A total of 11 skill levels were assessed (0%, 10%, …, 100%) with 

0% representing climatology (the historical average) and 100% skill reflecting a perfect forecast 

of the six climate states. Increasing forecast skill results in a higher probability of a particular 

climate state evolving, providing more certainty about future conditions.  

i   
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  Value of forecasts  

Forecasts of the different climate states had varying economic value. A climate forecast of dry or 

average conditions had no economic value as the with-forecast decision did not alter from the 

without-forecast decision (to harvest on time). This was also the case under the mild wet 

forecast. The reason for these findings was that there were no production or economic 

drawbacks to harvesting on time and hence no reason to alter harvest time, no matter how 

skilful the forecast.   

In contrast, moderate wet, severe wet and extreme wet states all resulted in some adverse 

effects either on production and/or harvest time. Skilful forecasts of these states were 

consequently found to be of value. Moderate, severe and extreme wet forecasts had maximum 

values of $448/ha, $1358/ha and $2358/ha, respectively. Improved forecast skill was naturally 

found to be positively related to forecast value.  

This high forecast value for a perfect forecast was found for irregular events. That is, each of 

these finer wet state categories are only expected to occur every 1 in 12 years. Evaluation of the 

forecast system, found by weighting forecast value by relative likelihood of climate state 

occurrence, found a much lower overall value of $0–$347/ha, depending on forecast skill.  

  Key findings  

A general finding was that skilful forecasts of irregular events were found to be of considerable 

value. Noting that the likelihood of the wet climate states is low (1 in 12 years), this value would 

not be realised frequently. Nonetheless, this highlights that skilful forecast of unusual events 

would be valuable.   

It is important to recognise that the decision investigated here represents only part of the risk 

sugar producers manage. The case study necessarily only represented one site and one 

production system. Other sites, other systems and other decisions may find different results. It is 

likely that the general findings around the circumstances for which forecast value was found will 

provide insights for the use and value of SCFs for sugar growers more generally.   
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): growing seasonal rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, 

average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological 

responses to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a 

key technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important 

to distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that 

farmers can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot 

remove the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still 

left with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes 

however well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall et al., 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, 

particularly relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  

Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 
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value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).   

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources32 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This 

project aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to 

assess where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real-time experiments 

in a simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and 

allows farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of 

information has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the sugar case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

                                                
32 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners were invited 

to describe the production system within which SCFs were evaluated. Invited participants were 

selected based on industry reputation and experience and differed depending on the case study.  

The group defined the production system that best reflected local conditions in the area. 

Subsequently, each of the decision points within the system were explored. Each major decision 

point was further scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of SCFs across a range 

of production systems and decision environments. They were not designed to be statistically 

representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total potential value to each 

industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach taken here attempts to 

strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very limited wider applicability 

and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important features of production 

systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Sugar production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

Sugar production makes an important contribution to the Australian economy, with the 2015/16 

season valued at $1.47 billion (ABS, 2016). The Australian sugar industry is export-oriented. 

Approximately 80% of all sugar produced is exported while most refined sugar is sold 

domestically (Australian Sugar Milling Council, 2018). Australian sugarcane grows in high-

rainfall and irrigated areas along coastal plains and river valleys on 2100 km of Australia’s 

eastern coastline, between Grafton in New South Wales and Mossman in far north Queensland 

(Figure 1). Queensland accounts for about 95% of Australia’s raw sugar production and New 

South Wales approximately 5%.   

Approximately 4600 cane growers produce sugarcane on 380 000 ha suppling 24 sugar mills 

(Australian Sugar Milling Council, 2018). The industry produces up to 35 million tonnes of 

sugarcane and can produce up to 4.5 million tonnes of raw sugar. Approximately 85% of the raw 

sugar produced in Queensland is exported, generating up to $1.75 billion in earnings in 2017 

(Australian Sugar Milling Council, 2018).   
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Figure 1 Australia’s sugar production regions (Australian Sugar Milling Council, 2018)  

2.2 Producing sugar in Australia  

Sugarcane is a tall tropical perennial grass and a C4 plant, which is efficient photosynthetically 

allowing the plant to store sugar (sucrose) as juice in its stalks. Sugarcane in Australia is grown 

as a dryland or irrigated crop requiring approximately 1500 mm of water per season (rain and/or 

irrigation). The majority of farms use irrigation water to supplement rainfall.  

Sugarcane is grown on an approximately four-year cycle. In the first year, sugarcane is planted 

and harvested by cutting the cane off at ground level. From this stubble, a ‘ratoon’ crop 

emerges, which grows from the remaining buds and once mature, is similarly harvested. 

Typically, three ratoon crops will be grown from one planting. After the sugarcane crop cycle has 
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completed, growers may choose to fallow the paddock or plant a break or complementary crop 

to improve soils and manage weeds, pests and disease (Creighton, 2012).  

The sugarcane harvest season occurs over many months from June to December. Many factors 

influence harvest timing including farm site, climatic conditions, timing of planting and the 

difference in time to maturity between plant and ratoon crops.  

The sugarcane produced and harvested by growers is milled to produce raw sugar, which may 

be refined further to make food products (e.g. crystal sugar, golden syrup, treacle). Typically, 

growers receive payment for cane based on commercial cane sugar (CCS) percentage per 

tonne of sugarcane that is extracted from the cane and the global price of raw sugar. Hence, 

profits are driven by cane yield, CCS percentage and the price of sugar.    

2.2.1 Commercial cane sugar   

Commercial cane sugar (CCS) percentage varies depending on several factors including 

climatic conditions, the crop phase (plant or ratoon crops), time of harvest in the previous year 

as well as cane variety and farm location, although these influences are less important (Lawes 

et al., 2002). Oliveira et al. (2017) used data mining techniques to weigh the importance of soil, 

weather, agricultural practices and crop variables in determining CCS. Of the 28 variables 

evaluated, the variables with the greatest, and similar, predictive capacity were summed degree 

days, mean minimum temperature and total precipitation, all during the maturity phase.  

The relationship between cumulative rainfall and sugar has been considered in greater detail by 

Cardozo et al. (2015). They investigated the impact of rainfall for the 120 days prior to harvest 

on CCS for a range of cultivars grown in Brazil. They found a negative exponential relationship 

with, as an extreme example, a –7% difference in CSS between high rainfall accumulation in the 

120 days prior to harvest (approximately 800 mm) and low rainfall (approximately 80 mm).   

2.3 Description of climate-sensitive point  

Industry consultation was undertaken to describe the production system and key decision points 

that are sensitive to climatic conditions. Further information on the consultation process is 

contained in Appendix 1: Industry engagement.   

The case study for this analysis was a cane farm in Ayr, Queensland, based in the Lower 

Burdekin River delta region (Figure 2). The production system was based on paddock rotation 

between plant and ratoon crops, and fallow/break crop for an irrigated farm (Figure 3).  
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Figure 2 Map showing the location of Ayr, the case study site  

   



 

 

Figure 3 Broad system characteristics of sugar case study planting timing is generally spread across 
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2.3.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

When will I harvest my ratoon 3 crop?  

  

The harvest period extends from July through to October, from the dry season going into the 

wet season (Figure 3). The timing of harvesting ratoon 3 was selected for the case study as 

this is the latest crop to be harvested and most likely to be at risk of a wet harvest (Table 

2).This decision occurs in September–October when the ratoon 3 crop matures (Table 1). 

Harvest must occur every year, so the primary driver for the harvest timing decision is the 

potential for wet weather during harvest.   

Figure 4 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made 

without SCF information. Further details on the process of defining this decision point and the 

decision drivers are contained in Appendix 1: Industry engagement.  

  

Figure 4 Decision pathway of when to harvest ratoon 3 sugarcane crop including an evaluation of the 

decision made  

2.4 Previous studies of SCFs in sugar production systems  

Inclusion of SCFs into decision-making processes within Australia’s sugar industry may provide 

opportunities for growers to match decisions with expected seasonal conditions. Economically, 

this can provide benefit through reducing risk in poor future conditions (e.g. wet harvest 

conditions with poor outcomes) and by taking advantage of good future conditions (e.g. dry or 

average harvest conditions where crops are allowed to meet their potential).   

To investigate the potential impact of wet harvesting on sugarcane grower profits, Antony et al. 

(2002) interviewed a small number of growers regarding the 1998 season, a particularly wet 

year. Impacts from that season included failed plantings, soil compaction, inability to harvest 

cane and lower CCS. Using the information gathered through the interviews, it was estimated 

that perfect knowledge of rainfall in that season would have saved the sugar industry $19 



 

 

million and a further $1.7 million could have been saved through improved management 

practices.  

Limited studies have been conducted to quantitatively value SCFs for sugar farms. At the 

regional scale, Everingham et al. (2012) used a combination of grower records and synthetic 

data created from these records to obtain crop and harvest information for the Herbert region. 

Using this information, they generated a set of rules regarding the start of harvest for the 

whole crop (i.e. plant and ratoons). Using SOI phase, they modified harvest strategies, 

primarily for the start of harvest. The results indicated that use of the SOI phase forecast could 

improve profits for the region by between $0.1 million and $1.9 million per year. Savings were 

found in El Niño years, where harvesting later than the average due to drier conditions allowed 

for higher yields and CCS.  

In a Master’s thesis, Osborne (2011) investigated the potential benefit of a SOI three-phase 

forecast in modifying the start of harvest, for several areas and different soil types in the Herbert 

region. He found that forecast value differed with location and soil type. A maximum value of 

$23/ha was found for good soils in Bambaroo through to near zero value for poor soils at 

Macknade.  

3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated through maximising returns of the system by 

selecting an optimal harvest time under various system conditions. An overview of the 

methodology is outlined in Figure 5. Four key components are provided to the economic model 

which then evaluates the potential value of SCFs. Each of these components is described in 

the following sections.  

  

Figure 5 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, sugar production costs, sugar price and 

climate state classification of historical data and probabilistic forecasts are used in the economic model to 

select optimal harvest time based on maximising returns.  

3.1 Sugar biophysical simulation model  

The link between sugar yield and climatic conditions was captured through detailed biophysical 

modelling using the Agricultural Production Systems Simulator (APSIM) version 7.8 (Holzworth 

et al., 2014). The APSIM model simulates crop yield for different climate attributes, plant 

varieties, soil types and management decisions. APSIM was configured with climate data 

sourced from SILO patched point dataset (Jeffrey et al., 2001) for station 33002 (Ayr DPI 



 

 

Research Station) for 1889 to 2017. A medium clay soil was selected, common in the Burdekin 

region. The modelling results were compared with sugar mill production statistics from the 

Burdekin region for the time period from 1942 to 2014 and found to be consistent.    

A typical crop cycle for sugar includes one plant crop and three ratoon crops. The crop cycle for 

this simulation was set to 15 months for the plant crop and 13 months for the three ratoon crops. 

Each plant crop cycle was set to start at a fixed planting date (Table 1).  

Table 1 Sugar cane crop cycle used in APSIM simulation  

Crop cycle Start of cycle Harvest (following year) Months  

Plant  20-Apr  25 July   15  

Ratoon 1  26-Jul  19 August   13  

Ratoon 2  20-Aug  12 September   13  

Ratoon 3  13-Sep  7 October   13  

Analyses in this case study focused on ratoon 3, as the time of harvest for this portion of the 

crop (October) is most likely to be exposed to unseasonable rainfall (Figure 3 and Table 2). 

Slight increased likelihood of rainfall in August is interesting, as this may impact harvesting of 

ratoon 1; however, delaying harvest for ratoon 1 may be an option if unseasonable rainfall is 

received as September rainfall is, statistically, lower. The option to harvest later for ratoon 3 is 

not viable as risk of rainfall in November is much higher (Table 2).  

Table 2 Distribution of monthly rainfall (mm) for each harvest month in Ayr (1889–2017)  

Month  10th percentile  50th percentile  90th percentile  

July  0  5.4  49.1  

August  0  2.8  53.5  

September  0  2.4  44.9  

October  0  7.2  59.7  

November  1.7  20.7  104.9  

3.2 Sugar production costs  

Sugar production costs were obtained from the regional Farm Economic Analysis Tool (FEAT)  

(Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, 2015). The Department of Agriculture 

and Fisheries developed FEAT to assist Australian sugarcane growers to plan and measure 

progress and profitability. Scenarios within FEAT are developed in consultation with growers 

and industry advisors from each region, and are current for the year 2015. The operations, 

input costs and yields used in these scenarios reflect broad regional trends and are not 

reflective of any individual situation.   

In this instance, production cost information from FEAT was used as a basis to determine area- 

and yield-based costs and were combined with APSIM crop simulation data to determine sugar 

returns.   

  

Table 3 Sugar production costs and gross margin ($/ha) (Queensland Department of Agriculture and 

Fisheries, 2015)  

Month  Plant  1st ratoon  2nd ratoon  3rd ratoon  

A. Income   $5,766  $5,062  $4,663  $4,274  

Growing costs  $1,663  $806  $806  $806  

Harvesting costs  $1,024  $896  $825  $761  



 

 

B. Total variable costs  $2,687  $1,702  $1,632  $1,568  

C. Gross margin (A – B)  $3,079  $3,360  $3,032  $2,706  

3.3 Key input costs  

Sugar prices were obtained for the 2005–06 to 2014–15 period from IndexMundi33. These 

international sugar prices were converted into local cane sugar prices through the application of 

the standard cane price formula. The formula takes into account the sugar content of the cane 

(CCS) and the price of sugar on the international commodity market, and has been used 

extensively in the sugar industry by processors to establish benchmark prices. An example of its 

application is provided in Figure 6. The constant is a regionally specific amount and was set at 

$0.60/tonne cane in this instance.  

  

Figure 6 Application of Cane Price Formula (MSF, 2016)  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Six discrete  

climate states were identified based on the lower and middle tercile of rainfall (September and  

October) and splitting the upper tercile into four wet categories (   Table 4). Each year in Ayr 

from 1893 to 2017 was then classified as belonging to one of these climate states (Figure 7).  

     

                                                
33 https://www.indexmundi.com/commodities/?commodity=sugar&months=240&currency=aud  



 

 

Table 4 Rainfall categories used to assess the value of SCFs. Dry and average represent the first and 

second tercile and the four remaining categories splitting the upper tercile into four categories. Based on 

climate data at Ayr 1893–2017.  

Rainfall category  Rainfall amount (mm)  Number years (n)  Probability (%)  

Dry  0-8.2  41  33  

Average  8.3-41.5  42  33  

Mild Wet  41.6-53.6  11  8  

Moderate Wet  53.7-74.9  11  8  

Severe Wet  75.0-107.7  10  8  

Extreme Wet  >107.7  10  8  

  

  

  

Figure 7 Total rainfall for September and October at Ayr for 1890–2017 sourced from SILO (Jeffrey et al., 

2001).   

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet (mild, moderate, severe, 

extreme) climate states were obtained by classifying yearly outputs (1893 to 2017) of yield and 

CCS production data from the APSIM production model (see section 3.1). Resulting yearly data 

for each state (    

Table 4) were then averaged to represent each climate state within the economic model. This 

categorisation is a critical part of the approach because variations in production across climate 

states provide the necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for forecasts to offer value in 

decision-making.   

The probabilistic climate forecasts evaluated in this case study are based on a hypothetical 

forecast system. This approach was chosen because there are multiple providers of operational 

climate forecasts and these systems are regularly updated to reflect improvements in 

understanding of climate and weather systems and rapid developments in computing and 

analytical capabilities. The main benefit of introducing a hypothetical forecast, rather than relying 

on operational forecasts, is that key aspects of forecast quality, like skill, can be systematically 

valued. The results of the analysis are then more readily applicable to decisions around the level 

of investment in new forecasting systems.    



 

 

In this study, 11 probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the six climate states each 

representing a different level of forecast skill (0 to 100%). These probabilistic forecasts are 

incorporated into the economic model by assigning a probability to the occurrence of each 

climate state based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with reference to prior 

(without-forecast) and posterior (with-forecast) probabilities was as defined in Equ 1.  

  

= |    [Equ 1]  
. 

 

where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of 

state s. In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the 

decision-maker’s prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is 

set at its long-term climatological mean of 0.3333 for dry and average states (4/12 or 1/3) and 
0.0833 for each of the four wet climate states (calculated as 0.33/4 or 1/12) that comprise the 
wet tercile.   
  

Forecast skill σ is set at pre-determined levels and is rearranged to provide posterior 

probabilities (Equ 2).  

  

| = 1.0 − +   [Equ 2]  

  

The application of Equ 2 can be best shown through an example. Applying Equ 2 to a forecast of 

a mild wet state with an assumed skill of 20% results in a modified weighting assigned to the 

forecasted state as shown below:  

  

Mild Wet =  | =1.00 − +  = 0.20 1.0000 − 0.0833 + 0.0833 = 

0.2667  

  

The residual probability of experiencing one of the non-forecasted states is evenly distributed in 

proportion to the prior probability of each state.   

Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where dry and average each 

has a 33.33% chance of occurring and the four wet states each have 8.33% chance. Table 5 

provides an example of weighting between the climate states for the 11 skill levels for a mild wet 

forecast state.  

Table 5 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for a mild wet forecast state for skill levels 

0% to 100%.   

        Forecast skill      

  Climate state  0%  10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100%  

Mild wet  8.3  17.5  26.7  36.0  45.0  54.2  63.3  72.5  81.7  90.8  100  

Moderate wet  8.3  7.5  6.7  5.8  5.0  4.2  3.3  2.5  1.7  0.8  0  

Severe wet 

Weighting (%)  
8.3  7.5  6.7  5.8  5.0  4.2  3.3  2.5  1.7  0.8  0  

Extreme wet  8.3  7.5  6.7  5.8  5.0  4.2  3.3  2.5  1.7  0.8  0  

Dry  33  30  26.7  23.3  20.0  16.7  13.3  10.0  6.7  3.3  0  

Ave  33  30  26.7  23.3  20.0  16.7  13.3  10.0  6.7  3.3  0  

  



 

 

3.4.1 Sugar biophysical output adjustment  

APSIM output data needed to be modified as the model does not currently account for yield or 

CCS penalties associated with excessive rainfall (Table 6). This is particularly clear in the 

results of the dry and extreme rainfall categories with these extreme opposite categories 

recording similar CCS and yield.   

Table 6 APSIM results for yield and CCS for September–October rainfall categories for ratoon 3 harvested 

in October.  

Rainfall category  CCS (%)  Yield (t/ha)  

Dry  16.8  108.0  

Average  16.7  109.1  

Mild wet  16.8  109.4  

Moderate wet  16.4  111.4  

Severe wet  16.5  108.0  

Extreme wet  16.3  111.1  

The APSIM output data (yield and CCS) were adjusted based on industry consultation 

regarding the impact of different rainfall amounts (Table 7). No adjustment was made for the 

dry or average climate categories nor was any adjustment made for an early harvest option as 

the earlier harvest avoids these negative impacts. Additional costs in relation to longer harvest 

time also needed to be included into the economic analyses. These additional costs were 

similarly included following industry consultation (Table 7).  

Table 7 Industry suggested yield and CCS penalties and additional harvest days required for four 

categories of September–October rainfall. Percentage represents percentage to be taken off the reported 

yield and CCS.  

Rainfall category  Yield  CCS  Additional harvest days (ratoon 3 only)  

Mild wet  –5.0%  –1.0%  0  

Moderate wet  –7.5%  –2.0%  0.75  

Severe wet  –10.0%  –5.0%  1.25  

Extreme wet  –10.0%  –10.0%  1.75  

3.5 Economic model  

The economic model used key outputs from the APSIM production model to capture the links 

between climatic conditions and cane production. The economic model evaluated the changes 

in cane fresh weight and CCS for two harvest strategies (early or on time). This was achieved by 

applying a consistent set of prices and costs to the biophysical outputs, incorporating baseline 

information on sugar production costs and taking into consideration the costs of extra harvest 

days, where appropriate.  

The profitability of the two harvest strategies was assessed under each forecast state (dry, 

average, mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet, extreme wet). The economic model maximises 

returns by choosing the harvest time that has the highest return weighted across the six climate 

states according to the prescribed forecast skill. The economic model takes the form of a 

discrete stochastic programming (DSP) problem which can be solved through adapting a 

conventional linear programming model and is represented in Equ 3.  
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Where πs is the probability of state s and ys  farm income in state s.  

The model is also subject to normal constraints on the use of land and capital so that input 

usage can never exceed availability.  

Without a climate forecast, dry and average states have an equal chance of occurrence of 

0.3333. The wet state also has the same 0.33 overall chance of occurrence, but it is 

disaggregated here into the finer scale wet states which have a 0.0833 probability. The 

weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state (Ydry, 

Yavg, Ymildwet,  

Ymoderatewet, Yseverewet, Yextremewet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, 

πwet, πmildwet, πmoderatewet, πseverewet, πextremewet). The optimal harvest strategy without a climate 

forecast is  

the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of one of the finer scale 

wet season states results in more weight being given to that state in the objective function of 

the model (see Table 5 for example). The change in weighting given to the forecasted state 

may lead to a change in the harvest decision, creating economic value from forecast use.  

Further detail of the economic modelling is contained in Appendix 2: Economic model.  

3.6 Analyses  

The potential value of a probabilistic theoretical SCF was evaluated as the marginal benefit of 

the forecast. Specifically, the change in returns using SCF information compared to the return 

obtained without a forecast. In this analysis, without-forecast is represented by 0% skill. Value 

was calculated in terms of $/ha over the area of ratoon 3. The decision analysed was to 

harvest the crop at crop maturity (on time) which was 7 October according to APSIM or to 

harvest early, 12 September, in line with ratoon 2 harvest time (Table 1).   

Value was assessed for 11 levels of forecast skill for each of the six climate forecasts (dry, 

average, mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet, extreme wet). A total of 132 results were 

produced representing the two harvest options and various forecasts and skill levels (Table 8).  

Table 8 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  

Forecast state  dry, average, mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet, extreme wet  

Forecast skill (%) 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100  

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) harvest time decision was reported. Subsequently, the 

perfect-forecast (100% skill) harvest decision for the six forecast states was similarly reported. 

The potential value ($/ha) of the perfect forecast was calculated as the difference in returns 

between the with- and without-forecast returns. This represents the largest potential value of 

climate forecasts for each climate state. Probabilistic forecast value ($/ha) for each forecast skill 

level relative to the without-forecast decision was calculated.   

Finally, the total forecast system value was calculated. This was assessed by weighing the 

reported forecast value by the relative likelihood of each forecast being issued, taken to be the 

same as the prior probability of each climate state (Table 4).  

4 Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Average yield and CCS based on the climate state (dry, average, mild wet, moderate wet, 

severe wet and extreme wet) for both harvest times was calculated (Figure 8). For dry and 



 

 

average climate states, large differences in yield and CCS were found between the early and 

ontime harvests. This difference progressively reduced with increasing wet states. Yield and 

CCS was generally higher for on-time harvest than early harvest time for all climate states. 

The only exception was for the extreme wet category where CCS was higher for the early 

harvest date.   

  

Figure 8 Average yield and CCS for each climate state forecast category. The colours indicate the different 

forecast allocations of the historical data (1893–2017) with red for dry, green for average and progressively 

darker blue for mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet and extreme wet. Climate states are for total rainfall 

September–October.  

4.2 Economic analyses  

4.2.1 Without forecast and perfect forecasts  

The optimal harvest time decision without a forecast (0% skill) must be determined prior to 

calculating the potential value of SCFs. The without-forecast decision was to harvest on time. 

This was contrasted with the perfect-forecast decision for each of the six climate states (Table 

9). The decision to harvest on time was unchanged with a dry, average or mild wet forecast. 

For a perfect moderate, severe or extreme wet forecast, the decision changed to harvest early 

(Table 9). This change in harvest time decision led to a forecast value of between $448/ha and 

$2,358/ha for these three forecast categories (Table 9).  

Table 9 Without (0% skill) and perfect (100% skill) forecast harvest time decision and perfect-forecast value  
($/ha) for each climate state  

  Dry  Average  
Mild wet  Moderate 

wet  Severe wet  Extreme wet  

Without-forecast decision  on time  on time  on time  on time  on time  on time  

Perfect-forecast decision  on time  on time  on time  early  early  early  

Perfect-forecast value   $0/ha  $0/ha  $0/ha  $448/ha  $1359/ha  $2,358/ha  

4.2.2 Imperfect-forecast value   

The forecast value differed with forecast skill and for each climate forecast state (Figure 9). 

Forecast value was evident for moderate, severe and extreme wet categories and increased as 

forecast skill increased (Figure 9). The minimum skill required to yield value was 50%, 30% and 

20% for moderate, severe and extreme wet categories, respectively.   

   



 

 

  

Figure 9 Imperfect forecast value for each climate state ($/ha). Skill (%) is represented on the x-axis as 

calculated in Table 5.   

4.2.3 Weighted-forecast value   

The forecast states evaluated had uneven probabilities. Forecasts of wet states, which were of 

particular interest for this case study, each represented an 8.33% likelihood of occurrence, 

while the dry and average states had 33.33% chance. When considering the value of a forecast 



 

 

system, the value obtained for each forecast needs to be weighted according the likelihood of 

that forecast being issued. Weighted-forecast value by skill is shown in Figure 10. The perfect 

value of the forecast system weighted across climate states was $347/ha, notably lower than 

the maximum perfect forecast for the extreme wet forecast of $2358/ha (Table 9).  

  

Figure 10 Weighted imperfect forecast value across all climate states ($/ha). Skill (%) is represented on the 

xaxis as calculated in Table 5.   

5 Discussion  

The key production decision sensitive to SCFs identified by industry and evaluated here was 

when to harvest to minimise wet harvest impacts. This decision is a trade-off between harvesting 

earlier at potentially lower yield and CCS, and harvesting later with risk of wet harvest which 

lowers yield, CCS and incurs additional harvest costs.   

5.1 Optimal decisions made with and without seasonal climate forecasts   

The optimal without-forecast decision, which assumes the long-term rainfall received, was to 

harvest on time. This result reflects that for two-thirds of the climate dataset (i.e. dry and 

average climate states), there is no penalty for on-time harvest (yield, CCS or additional 

harvest days) and therefore, in the absence of forecast information, this is the best strategy.  

Introducing a perfect (100% skilful) climate state forecast modified the optimal decision for the 

three wetter climate states (moderate wet, severe wet and extreme wet). Under perfect forecast 

information, the decision was to harvest earlier. This decision to harvest earlier was largely 

reflecting additional harvest costs (machinery and labour) associated with a wet harvest. The 

ontime harvest strategy in these wetter years, including yield and CCS penalties for rainfall, still 

led to higher yield and CCS than if the crop was harvested earlier (Figure 8). However, with a 

perfect forecast, this decision was modified to harvest early, with harvest costs out-weighing the 

benefits of additional yield and higher CCS of waiting to harvest on time.   

No value was obtained for perfect forecasts of dry, average or mild wet climate states. Under 

these circumstances, the without-forecast decision to harvest on time remains the most 



 

 

profitable. Notably for these strategies, no additional harvest days are required, with no 

additional costs associated with harvesting.  

5.2 Imperfect-forecast value   

There was value for three out of four wet forecast states (moderate, severe and extreme wet), 

and this value increased with skill (Figure 9). Positive value was found at skill levels of 50%, 

30% and 20% for moderate, severe and extreme wet forecast categories, respectively. At 

these skill levels and above, the optimal decision changed to harvest early.   

The extent of value varied according to the forecasted state. Substantial forecast value was 

found for the extreme wet climate state (up to $2358/ha). The extent of this forecast value is 

driven by a range of factors. Firstly, the probability of the extreme wet category occurring is 8% 

or 1 in 12 years. Thus, even with a skilful forecast, this value could only be realised 8% of the 

time. In order to balance forecast value by the likelihood of climate state occurrence, weighted 

forecast value was calculated (Figure 10). These results calculated the potential value of the 

forecast system as a whole, rather than the value of a single, irregular, climate state. Notably, 

the maximum value of the forecast system was $347/ha, much lower than the individual 

forecast state value of $2358/ha. Secondly, for the extreme wet forecast, this is the highest 

impact category. Thus, great value was found for this particular category due to the deviation 

from average conditions. The mild wet forecast, with the same occurrence probability as the 

extreme category, was not found valuable as this rainfall category was closer to average 

conditions. Nonetheless, the results highlight that a skilful forecast of irregular events can be of 

considerable value.  

5.3 Comparison to previous findings  

Limited studies have been conducted to assess the value of SCFs on Australian sugar farms. 

Two studies using SOI phase forecasts have been conducted, both considering harvesting 

decisions. Using this operational forecast, a regional value of between $0.1 million and $1.9 

million per year was found (Everingham et al., 2012). A Master’s thesis found an on-farm value 

up to $23/ha through the inclusion of a SOI phase forecast (Osborne, 2011).  

In this study we find a large variation in value from $0 to $2358/ha. The difference in results 

between this study and previous research stems from key differences in methodological 

approaches. These include the form of the harvest decision, and a focus here on a skilful 

theoretical rather than operational forecast systems like the SOI phase system (Stone and 

Auliciems, 1992) or Bureau of Meteorology POAMA model (Wang et al., 2004). The 

methodology outlined here does provide a robust framework for further analyses of operational 

forecast systems.   

5.4 Limitations and assumptions   

The case study design used particular parameter settings both within the APSIM production 

model and the economic model. APSIM has been used to investigate sugarcane production 

systems previously (Kingston, 2011; Osborne, 2011; Thorburn et al., 2010). Limitations of the 

APSIM model have been previously outlined (Angus and Van Herwaarden, 2001; Chauhan et 

al., 2017; Hanan and Hearn, 2003; Robertson et al., 2000). For the APSIM settings used here, 

the farm characteristics were developed in consultation with industry to provide a 

representative farm. These characteristics will vary from one farm to the next in terms of 

planting times and soil types. This case study is best considered as an example of the 

potential value of SCFs, not a comprehensive assessment for all possible sugar enterprise 

arrangements.   

In this analysis, total September–October rainfall was used to represent different climate states. 

The impacts associated with rainfall at harvest may differ depending on how rainfall is received 

for the same total rainfall value. For example, a single 80 mm event will likely have a greater 

impact that 80 mm received evenly across the time period. Additionally, soil wetness prior to 

rainfall will modify the potential impact. As most farms are irrigated, it can be assumed that 



 

 

additional soil wetness from rainfall prior to the September–October forecast period may 

amplify the impact of subsequent rainfall. This soil-rainfall-management interaction was not 

solvable within the APSIM model but is important when considering operational use of SCFs.  

The APSIM model does not adequately account for yield and CCS reductions under high rainfall 

conditions. As such, industry was consulted to estimate reductions in yield and CCS (Table 7). 

Alternate reduction values may influence the results. For example, more severe reductions may 

make on-time harvest less profitable and the optimal decision to harvest early may be selected 

more often. Ideally, APSIM would be updated to include impacts on yield and CCS of wet 

conditions. This would require data collection of field observations of yield and CCS changes 

under different conditions and incorporation of processes into the model platform.  

Modification to additional harvest days would likely have a greater impact than different yield 

and CCS penalties under wet conditions. In the economic model, harvesting represented a 

large component of the costs associated with sugar production. Additional harvest days 

associated with wet conditions were sourced from industry advice. This study used industry 

advice to set these wet harvest penalties. In the absence of scientific studies determining these 

relationships, the use of expert opinion was deemed suitable. Nonetheless, further research to 

better understand these relationships is warranted.   

Modification of additional harvest day values would influence the forecast value. If growers are 

able to minimise additional harvest days cost, forecast value will reduce. However, if additional 

harvest days increase notably, the form of forecast value may change. If these costs are 

substantial, the without-forecast optimal decision may change to harvesting early to avoid these 

costs. As such, value would then be associated with dry and average forecasts which would 

change to harvesting on time. Supporting this possibility, Everingham et al. (2012) found that 

forecast value was associated with El Niño type conditions (i.e. dry) as harvest could occur 

later. The flow on influences to subsequent seasons would need to be incorporated if harvest 

was allowed to occur later, as this later harvest will then shift maturity for the following ratoon 

crop later in the year, further into the wet season.  

Like operational forecasts, the theoretical forecasts used in this analysis provided an indication 

of the likely climate state (dry, average, mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet or extreme wet) 

not the precise evolution of weather conditions. The value of a precise forecast may be 

greater. The analysis conducted here sets a challenge to the forecasting community. The wet 

forecasts represent states that each had a 8.33% chance of occurring (1/12 of the full climatic 

distribution). This is a much finer resolution than currently available through the Bureau of 

Meteorology, for example, which issues probabilistic climate forecasts on a two-state basis 

(above or below median; 50th percentile).  
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Engagement with the industry for development of a case study for the sugarcane industry was 

conducted following a meeting with Ms Felice Driver, Program Manager at the Sugar Research 

Council (4 April 2016). Climate risk workshops were held in Gordonvale, Tully, Proserpine, 

Childers, Mossman, Babinda, Mareeba and Mackay with farmers, extension officers and other 

business operators associated with the sugarcane industry. In total, there were 172 participants 

in the workshops. These discussions identified the timing of the annual management calendar, 

key decision points, planting operation, harvest management, milling operations and marketing 

options, and the key climate-sensitive decision points.  

1 Identifying climate-sensitive decision points in the sugarcane 

industry  

The sugarcane industry consists of an integrated value chain including growing, harvesting and 

transport, milling, marketing and shipping sectors. Climate impacts across each of these sectors.  



 

 

The timing of when harvesting takes place can impact significantly across the whole value chain.  

In northern Australia, sugarcane harvest begins during the drier months of the year from May– 

June through to October–November, before the onset of the tropical wet season. A key 

climatesensitive decision is for the harvesting season to start early enough so that all the 

sugarcane is harvested before the rainy season commences, but late enough to capitalise on 

the higher sugar content in the cane stalk, which forms the basis of industry payment. 

Advanced knowledge about the risk of extreme rainfall and other severe weather events 

during the harvest season can be very useful in supporting decisions about the order to which 

to harvest blocks, adjusting the start of milling operations and investment in harvesting 

equipment.  

Forecasts need to provide cane growers with the confidence and capability to plan for an 

optimal start and season length to harvest and to maximise economic returns from sugarcane 

production. During the industry engagement, it was evident that the following weather and 

climate information would be useful to improve decision-making:  

• Accuracy and lead-time of May-Nov rainfall  

• Skill testing of GCMs at seasonal scale  

• Testing of multi-year forecast systems  

• Cyclone forecast systems  

• Forecasts of unseasonal rain during the harvesting season  

• Seasonal and multi-year forecasts, and  

• Tools and support for making key economic and environmental decisions The 

most important key decision point for the sugar industry is:   

  

When to harvest?  

  

Figure 11 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast 

information. This is necessary to evaluate the value of including SCFs against decisions made 

without SCFs.  

  

Figure 11 Decision pathway of when to harvest ratoon 3 sugarcane crop including an evaluation of the 

decision made      



 

 

Appendix 2: Economic model  

1 Overview of the modelling approach  

  

  

2 Economic model description  

The economic model used key outputs from the APSIM production model to capture the links 

between climatic conditions and cane production. The economic model evaluated the changes 

in cane fresh weight and CCS for two harvest strategies (early or on time). This was achieved by 

applying a consistent set of prices and costs to the biophysical outputs, incorporating baseline 

information on sugar production costs and taking into consideration the costs of extra harvest 

days, where appropriate.  

The profitability of the two harvest strategies was assessed under each forecast state (dry, 

average, mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet, extreme wet). The economic model maximises 

returns by choosing the harvest time that has the highest return weighted across the six climate 

states according to the prescribed forecast skill.  

A two-stage discrete stochastic programming (DSP) model was developed for the sugar case 

study where time was divided into the ‘present’ and the ‘future’. A standard linear 

programming model was developed into a DSP model by introducing a second period 

decision. The x → s format of static linear programming changes to x1 → s→ x2 (s, x1) in the 

DSP case. Here x1 represents Stage 1 decisions (harvest early or on time), s is the state of 

nature (rainfall – dry, avg, mild wet, moderate wet, severe wet, extreme wet).) and x2 (s, x1) 

represents Stage 2 decisions (tonnes of sugar harvested). The Stage 2 decisions are 

contingent upon earlier Stage 1 decisions and the state of nature that occurs. The farm-

planning problem is to choose the optimal harvest strategy to maximise the expected level of 

return across climatic states. In algebraic terms, the main elements of the model are as 

follows.   
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Where model parameters are:  

πs    probability of state s  



 

 

c1j  the costs of growing crop j in Stage 1 ($/ha) a1ij   the 

quantity of resource i required by crop j in Stage 1 (units/ha) a1mjs  

the quantity of output m produced by crop j in state s (t/ha)  

c2ns  the net revenue or cost from activity n in state s (crop price less yield dependent costs  

 related to harvest, levies)  

a2ins   the quantity of resource i required by activity n in state s a2mns  

the quantity of output m required by activity n in state s (tonnes) bi  

 the availability of resource i  and the model variables are:  

ys    the net return in state s  

x1j   the area of crop j harvested either early or on time in Stage 1  

x2ns   the level of activity n chosen in state s in Stage 2 (tonnes of sugar harvested and sold)   

The objective function (Equ 1) maximises the expected net return from activities across six 

climatic states. The expected return takes into account the level of return in each state and the 

probability of each state occurring. The expected net return is maximised subject to constraints 

on the overall number of steers available for sale. The DSP model was solved using the What’s 

Best!® 14.0 add-in to Microsoft Excel®.   

The two-stage decision process is reflected in returns for each state (Equ 2). The left-hand term 

of Equ 2 indicates a commitment of input costs (variable costs of growing sugar) based on the 

selection of Stage 1 activities (x1j), while the right-hand term reflects state-contingent revenue 

derived from Stage 2 activities (x2ns) (harvest and sale of sugar). The inputs committed through 

Stage 1 decisions are the same in every state of nature, while outputs in Stage 2 are specific to 

each state. While production is state-contingent, as per the outputs from the biophysical model, 

the prices of inputs and outputs (e.g. sugar price) were assumed to be independent of climatic 

conditions. With a high proportion of Australian crop production sold into international markets, 

this was considered a reasonable assumption.   

Constraints in the economic model are reflected in Equ 3 and Equ 4. Equ 3 constrains the 

choice of crops to available land, labour and capital as per conventional farm level linear 

programming models. In this application, the only constraint introduced in the model is the 

area of land available for sugar ratoon 3 (14 ha for our case study farm).   

Linkages between decisions taken in Stage 1, and state-contingent outputs in Stage 2, are 

captured in Equ 4. For example, the commitment of inputs to maintain sugar ratoon 3 in Stage 1, 

combined with the intervening rainfall state, leads to a sugar output in state s, represented by 

a1mjs. This output forms a resource that can be utilised by Stage 2 activities (x2ns) which is simply 

an opportunity to harvest and sell sugar up to the amount physically produced. Importantly, in 

really adverse harvesting conditions it may be uneconomic to proceed with harvest because the 

cost of harvest may actually exceed the crop price on a per tonne basis. The model will not 

harvest in this instance and therefore avoids compounding losses.   

The modelling approach has a number of strengths in the context of valuing seasonal climate 

forecasts. First, because production in each state of nature is explicitly recognised, it is 

straightforward to assess the consequences of different crop decisions in each state. This is an 

important feature when considering the value of imperfect forecasts. Second, the modelling 

reflects the ability of farmers to consider state-contingent responses, something readily 

observed in practice. Third, with operational forecasts being probabilistic in nature, rational 

farmers will interpret probabilistic forecasts as a shift in the odds. This can be readily reflected 

in a DSP model through the assignment of posterior probabilities to each state based on 

forecast skill.  



 

 

2.1 Valuing the forecast system  

Without a climate forecast, dry and average states have an equal chance of occurrence of 

0.3333. The wet state also has the same 0.33 overall chance of occurrence, but it is 

disaggregated here into the finer scale wet states which have a 0.0833 probability. The 

weighted or expected return (E[Y]) is simply the sum of economic returns in each state (Ydry, 

Yavg, Ymildwet,  

Ymoderatewet, Yseverewet, Yextremewet) multiplied by the probability of each state occurring (πdry, πavg, 

πwet, πmildwet, πmoderatewet, πseverewet, πextremewet). The optimal harvest strategy without a climate 

forecast is  

the one that provides the highest expected return.  

The introduction of a climate forecast with skill greater than 0% leads to a revision of the 

probabilities in line with the extent of forecast skill. A skilful forecast of one of the finer scale 

wet season states results in more weight being given to that state in the objective function of 

the model. The change in weighting given to the forecasted state may lead to a change in the 

harvest decision, creating economic value from forecast use. Model restrictions ensure that the 

overall probability of the occurrence of each climatic state is the same as its historical 

probability of occurrence (i.e. the prior probability πs). This restriction ensures that the model is 

valuing improved knowledge about the occurrence of each state.  

The value of the forecast system is derived from optimal decisions taken with and without the 

forecast. Expected returns in the DSP model (Y) is a consequence of non-stochastic returns in 

Stage 1 (prior to uncertainty being resolved) and stochastic returns in Stage 2 (after the state of 

nature is revealed). With a risk-neutral objective function of the DSP model (Equ 5) and the 

hypothetical forecast system described elsewhere, the value of a specific forecast f within this 

system was defined as:   
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where:    

y*s f   notes the net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal harvest 

choice x*sf based on forecast f; and  

y*so   denotes net return in state s resulting from implementing the optimal harvest  

choice x*so based on the prior probabilities (assumed to be historical climatology).   

  

This is simply a statement that the value of forecast f is equal to the difference in expected net 

return with and without the forecast. The forecast will have no value in the event that x*sf = x*so 

(i.e. where the with-forecast and without-forecast decision is the same). The estimated value of 

a particular forecast accounts for both the decisions made in Stage 1 and the state-contingent 

tactical adjustments made in Stage 2.   

  

The value of a forecast system is obtained by weighting the value of each forecast within the 

system by the frequency with which each forecast occurs. If F denotes a forecast system and 

qf is the frequency with which each forecast occurs, then the value of a forecast system with six 

possible forecasts can be defined as:  
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The value of the forecast system is influenced by attributes of the forecast system and 

attributes of the decision setting. The main attribute of the hypothetical forecast system 

assessed is forecast skill. An increasingly skilful forecast allows the DSP model to divert more 

resources towards production in the forecasted state. With a forecast of six rainfall states (f = 

fdry, favg, fmildwet,, fmoderatewet,, fseverewet, fextremewet) and 11 skill levels (σ = 0, 10%, 20%, …,100%), the 

DSP model is solved 66 times in order to value the hypothetical forecast system.  
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Executive summary   

  Importance of climate variability and forecasts  

There are many sources of uncertainty in agricultural production systems. Of these, it is 

agriculture’s basic dependence on climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the 

most influence on the sector from one year to the next. Seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs) 

provide opportunities for farmers to better match farm decisions to pending climatic conditions. 

Using SCFs, farmers can select crop types, varieties, stocking rates and nutrient inputs that are 

better suited to expected seasonal climatic conditions. SCFs offer economic value by moving 

farmers towards a position of greater certainty about the real state of nature at the time 

decisions are made.   

  Objective of the project  

Insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has been considered to be a major factor limiting 

their adoption in Australia and other countries. Hansen (2002) identified that the value of SCFs 

lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision capacity. This 

project aimed to develop a better understanding of this intersection and assess where, when 

and how SCFs offer value in agricultural production systems by undertaking a range of case 

studies. It is important to recognise that case studies provide an example of the potential value 

of a forecast based on a particular production system, at a specific time of year and at a specific 

location with its own historical climate variability. While the case studies reflect climate-sensitive 

management decisions identified by engagement with industries, they were not designed to be 

statistically representative or assess the potential value of SCFs to a sector as a whole.  

  Objective of this report  

This report focuses on the potential value of SCFs in managing price risk in grains production in 

Western Australia. While seasonal climate variability relates to production risk, uncertainty about 

production also accentuates price risks when it comes to farm-level planning. The key 

climatesensitive decision identified by industry was what volume of potential grain production to 

forward sell in April when crops are sown. Importantly, the SCF is used to make a prediction in 

April of the potential total harvest volume, it does not adjust the proportion of crop forward sold, 

which is based on grain price in April. This decision assists growers to meet a prescribed 

forward selling strategy based on different forward selling prices in April. These selling 

strategies tend to be described as percentages of the final crop, with SCF potentially assisting 

to convert these percentages to volumes. Rainfall over the May to October growing season 

influences grain production and thus the volume forward sold according to the selling strategies. 

This case study investigates whether a skilful seasonal climate forecast issued in April is 

potentially valuable to help grain growers to meet forward selling strategies and lead to 

improved returns compared to if the decision was based on historical average rainfall amounts.  

A probabilistic climate forecast system was adopted to assess the value of SCFs. Three discrete 

climate states (dry, average or wet) were identified based on the lower, middle and upper tercile 

of May–October rainfall received at Burracoppin over the period 1889 to 2016. Each year was 

classified as belonging to one of these climate states. Yields related to each of these climate 

states were obtained by classifying yearly outputs of wheat production data from the biophysical 

production model APSIM. These outputs were combined with wheat prices in April and 

November and results assessed economically to capture the links between climatic conditions, 

soil moisture and grain production. The analysis assessed potential profits of incorporating 

SCFs into forward selling decisions under a wide variety of scenarios.  

A specific interest of this project was to understand how forecast and other important 

nonforecast decision variables interplay to influence forecast value. The use of a biophysical 
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model allowed different levels of starting soil moisture in April to be captured and outcomes to 

be  

NSW Department of Primary Industries, July 2018  

explored in dry, average and wet states. Other key decision variables, including the level of April 

and November prices, help to represent the decision-making context prior to the consideration 

of a climate forecast.   

In order to systematically assess the value of forecast skill, a hypothetical forecast system of 

dry, average and wet states was used. SCFs for 0% and 100% skill were assessed, with 0% 

representing climatology, or historically average conditions, and 100% skill reflecting a perfect 

forecast of one of the three climate states. The analysis was designed to establish an upper 

bound on forecast value.   

  Influence of non-forecast and forecast drivers on the volume forward sold  

The volume of wheat forward sold under three selling strategies (aligned to prices in April sell – 

low 10%; medium 30%; high 50% of the final crop) and four different levels of soil moisture in 

April (25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of plant available water capacity (PAWC)) were assessed with 

and without a forecast. Using a perfect forecast led to small improvements (0.0–0.2 t/ha) in the 

volume of wheat forward sold relative to the desired selling strategy. This small increase in 

precision was traced back to the relatively reliable May–October rainfall at Burracoppin. The 

difference in rainfall between the dry and wet terciles was only 50 mm and this flowed through 

into only small yield differences between climate states.  

The greatest improvement in alignment of the volume of wheat forward sold with the sell 

strategy occurred under low starting soil moisture conditions (25% and 50% of PAWC). 

However, these conditions only occurred for 13% of years, on average. Higher levels of soil 

moisture (75% and 100% of PAWC) occurred more frequently and buffered yields against 

potentially lower growing season rainfall.   

  Value of forecasts  

The relatively small improvements in yield prediction offered by the use of SCFs were analysed 

in the context of wheat price volatility. These improvements led to mixed results in terms of 

changes to income. The critical driver of this outcome was that when the initial forward selling 

decision is made in April, wheat prices later in the season are volatile and unknown. As a 

consequence, movements in wheat prices during the season can result in growers being better 

or worse off under any given selling strategy that is fine-tuned with a climate forecast.   

A skilful dry forecast lowers yield expectations and results in a smaller volume of grain being 

sold relative to the without-forecast scenario. With low April prices, this is advantageous as a 

lower amount is sold at the low April price. However, for high April prices, this increased 

certainty of the final yield was negative as a lower portion of yield was forward sold at higher 

prices and more was sold at lower prices later in the season.  

A skilful wet forecast on the other hand raises yield expectation and results in a greater volume 

of grain being sold relative to the without-forecast scenario. With low April prices, this was a 

negative as a greater amount of grain is sold at a lower price than the without-forecast scenario. 

However, with high April prices, this is a benefit as a greater amount of grain is forward sold in  

April at the higher price. The maximum range of value of use of a perfect forecast, across all 

April and November price settings, was –$24.4/ha to +$18.5/ha.   

  Key findings  

The main finding of this analysis is that while a skilful climate forecast provided marginally better 

yield estimates, and hence better alignment between planned and actual forward selling 

volumes, income effects were variable. The main driver of this variability is wheat price volatility 

that occurs after the forward selling decision is made in April. For this particular assessment and 
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for some decision settings, the provision of better production information did not improve income 

as market settings overrode benefits of improved knowledge of production. 
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Glossary of terms  

Climate state (dry, average, wet): rainfall categorised into terciles of dry, average or wet.  

Forecast skill: the improvement in predictability over using climatology. It refers to the 

improvement in accuracy due to the forecast system alone.   

Without-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on climatology where each climate state 

has an equal chance of occurring (0% skill).  

With-forecast decision: the optimal decision based on the shift in probabilities provided by the 

climate forecast (>0% skill).  

Perfect forecast: forecast with 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Imperfect forecast: forecast with less than 100% skill in predicting a climate state.  

Probabilistic forecast system: gives a probability of a climate state occurring with a value 

between 0 and 1.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Variability in inter-annual productivity and profitability in Australian agricultural businesses is the 

result of tactical and strategic decision-making, within the context of whole-farm planning, largely 

made in response to economic and environmental conditions. These decisions are sensitive to 

many factors including economic returns, cash flow, weed and pest control, lifestyle choices and 

many other influences (Blacket, 1996). Understanding the economic consequences of decisions  

can be difficult for farmers due to limited predictability of weather, prices and biological 

responses to different farming practices (Pannell et al., 2000).  

Although farmers face many sources of uncertainty, it is agriculture’s basic dependence on 

climatically sensitive biological systems that often exerts the most influence on the sector from 

one year to the next. With most farm inputs allocated well before yields and product prices are 

known, farmers allocate resources each season on the basis of their expectations of seasonal 

and market conditions (Anderson, 2003). Improved seasonal climate forecasts are seen as a key 

technology to help farmers make better decisions in a risky climate.  

In recognising the role and potential value of seasonal climate forecasts (SCFs), it is important to 

distinguish the costs of climate variability from the value of SCFs. SCFs are a tool that farmers 

can use to manage production risks associated with climate variability but they cannot remove 

the impact of a particular climatic event like drought. Even a perfect forecast of drought 

conditions acts only to remove uncertainty about the timing of its occurrence. Farmers are still 

left with the problem of drought itself, which will exert some influence over farm incomes 

however well producers are able to anticipate it (Marshall et al., 1996; Parton and Crean, 2016).   

SCFs have been available in Australia since 1989. Early forecast systems of the Bureau of 

Meteorology (BoM) and the Queensland Government (Stone et al., 1996) were statistical-based 

systems relating to historical values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). More recently, the 

BoM developed a dynamic forecasting model known as POAMA (Wang et al., 2004). This is 

currently being superseded with the ACCESS-S model, which is expected to result in gains in 

spatial resolution and model skilfulness. Operational SCFs typically provide information about 

expected climatic conditions over the next three to six months and are often expressed in terms 

of the probability of receiving above or below median conditions.   

Public investment in SCFs is based on the expected value of the information these forecast 

systems can offer to industries like agriculture. A review report investigated the potential benefit 

of SCFs to Australian agriculture and estimated a potential value at between $110 million and 

$1930 million for the cropping and livestock sectors combined (CIE, 2014). This is a large range 

in benefits and the authors did note many assumptions were required to conduct the analysis 

due to insufficient research regarding the value of SCFs in Australian agricultural sectors.   

Indeed, insufficient evidence about the value of SCFs has also long been considered to be a 

major factor limiting adoption in Australia and other countries. A detailed review of research 

investigating the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture confirmed significant gaps (Parton and 

Crean, 2016). The review highlighted that:  

• the majority of previous work has focused on winter grains with fertiliser application in 

wheat particularly over-represented  

• there is much research still to be done to value SCFs in Australian agriculture, 

particularly relating to livestock industries  

• limited research has been directed towards how farmers are actually making decisions 

using SCFs, highlighting a need for more descriptive studies.  

Hansen (2002) provided a concise and application-oriented framework to assist in designing 

research for using SCFs in agricultural decision-making. In his assessment he identified that the 
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value of SCFs lies in the intersection of climate predictability, system vulnerability and decision 

capacity. In considering this intersection, he noted five prerequisites for SCFs to provide value:  

1. SCFs need to address a real and apparent need.  

2. The benefit of SCFs depends on identification of decision points that are sensitive to 

SCFs and the SCF is compatible with the decision environment.  

3. SCF predictions are relevant to the decision time period, are at an appropriate scale, are 

sufficiently accurate and are provided with enough lead time to implement the decision.  

4. SCF information is provided to the right audiences and is correctly interpreted by those 

audiences.   

5. Ongoing and long-term institutional commitment to providing forecast information 

specifically for application within farming decision environments is necessary.  

These observations have been reiterated by Australian-focused research. There is potential for 

SCFs to support farm business decisions to strategically allocate resources to manage risks in a 

variable climate – that is, to minimise losses in poor years and maximise profits in good years 

(Cobon et al., 2017; Crean et al., 2015; Hayman et al., 2007; McIntosh et al., 2005).    

1.2 Project objectives  

Given the estimated potential value of SCFs and the identified limitation of previous research in 

determining this value, a multi-agency project was funded by the Australian Government 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources34 with the aim to bridge the gap between 

seasonal climate forecasts and farm business decisions to improve productivity and profitability. 

The project had three aims:  

1. Valuing seasonal climate forecasts  

2. Using seasonal climate forecasts  

3. Improving seasonal climate forecasts.  

This report is focused on the first of these aims using a farm-level case study approach.   

The case studies aim to provide a better understanding of forecast value by looking at 

decisionmaking environments across a range of agricultural industries and locations. This project 

aims to integrate biophysical models for several industries with economic modelling to assess 

where, when and how climate forecasts offer value. Undertaking real time experiments in a 

simulated environment avoids potentially costly mistakes of trial and error on-farm and allows 

farmers and advisers to become more confident with forecast use.   

1.3 Case study approach  

The case study approach was undertaken to provide a more systematic and largely comparable 

assessment of the value of SCFs. This inter-comparison and common methodological approach  

applied to several agricultural sectors has not been previously undertaken and lack of 

information has limited broader understanding of the value of SCFs to Australian agriculture.  

A total of nine case studies were conducted covering western grains, southern grains, northern 

grains, southern beef, northern beef, prime lamb, cotton, rice and sugar.  

This report contains findings of the western grains case study.   

A key aspect of the case studies was the intentional and explicit focus on farm decision 

environments and the potential value of SCFs within these systems. A common approach was 

used for each of the nine case studies, consisting of three key steps:  

1. Identification of key decision points within the production system sensitive to SCF 

information.  

2. Biophysical modelling to represent the production system and the key decision point.  

                                                
34 http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/innovation/rural-research-development-for-profit/approved-projects   
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3. Economic modelling to evaluate the value of SCF to the decision point within the 

described production system.  

Industry consultation was undertaken to capture important features of the production system and 

identify key decision points. A consistent approach was applied to all case studies following 

Cashen and Darbyshire (2017). A small group of industry experts and practitioners was invited to 

collaborate on the design of the case study. Invited participants were selected based on industry 

reputation and experience and differed depending on the case study. The group defined the 

production system that best reflected local conditions in the area. Subsequently, investigation of 

decision points within the system were explored. Each major decision point was further 

scrutinised to:  

• identify which decisions were potentially sensitive to SCF information  

• identify the key decision drivers including antecedent conditions (e.g. level of starting 

pasture) and SCF information  

• investigate the relative sensitivities of the decision to the identified decision drivers.  

The aim of the case studies was to provide some insights into the value of SCFs across a range 

of production systems and decision environments. They were not designed to be statistically 

representative and so cannot provide scalable results to indicate total potential value to each 

industry. Agricultural systems are inherently dynamic and the approach taken here attempts to 

strike a balance between highly specific farm-level analyses with very limited wider applicability 

and coarser level, more general analyses which can miss important features of production 

systems that may influence results.  

The decisions evaluated in the case studies do not necessarily represent the highest potential 

value of an application of a SCF. They were defined through consultation with industry based on 

their knowledge of the system and understanding of where SCFs could help improve responses 

to climate variability.  

2 Western grains production system  

2.1 Industry overview  

The wheat belt of Western Australia (WA) (Figure 1) is a key industry in the state, as 

demonstrated by the 2014–2015 grain exports, which contributed over $5.1 billion to the WA 

economy (DAFWA, 2016). Production of grains in WA is also significant to the wider Australian 

economy with WA accounting for 46% of Australian cereal exports over the past 10 years 

(WAAFFI, 2016). In recent years, WA has been the nation’s largest grain producing state despite 

relatively infertile soils and low rainfall.   

The total area of WA wheat-belt allocated to broadacre crops is 6 006 038 ha with 3442 

businesses involved. On average, 84% of income is from farm business with another 11% from 

off-farm employment and 4% from other funding sources.   
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Figure 1 Agricultural zones of the wheat belt of south-west WA.  

A variety of broadacre crops are grown in WA (Table 1). A survey for 2014–2015 (Planfarm 

Bankwest, 2015) found that the area of wheat has grown over the period 2004 to 2014 but so too 

has the average farm size, with the proportion of wheat grown on an individual farm consistently 

between 60% and 67% of the total farm area. The survey found that the pasture area has 

reduced to a 10-year low of 26% of arable area. Barley and canola have increased in area with 

improved varieties and pricing making these crops more profitable and attractive. However, 

wheat remains the predominant grain crop grown in WA.  

Table 1 Broadacre crops – cereal crops, pulses and oilseeds in WA area (ha), number of businesses, 

production (t) and average yield (t/ha). *Pulses include lentils, navy beans, field peas for grain, faba beans, 

lupins and chickpeas.  

  Wheat  Oats  Barley  Sorghum  Triticale  Pulses*  Canola  

Area (ha)  5038134  233230  1308458  1453  17415  383515  1396952  

No.  
3559  

businesses  
1875  2818  12  95  1212  2359  

Production (t) 8824410  557595  3192452  3987  21774  515029  1640898  

Yield (t/ha)  1.8  2.4  2.4  2.7  1.3  1.3  1.2  

2.2 Managing the grains market  

Reduction of exposure to price risk is important to many WA growers. Price risk exposure has 

increased following systematic deregulation of the sector and the dissolving of the single desk 

system in 2008. As such, Australian and WA growers operate under the realities of a global 

marketplace.   

This price risk is demonstrated by the notable variation of grain prices throughout the growing 

season with little-to-no seasonal predictive capacity (Figure 2). These fluctuations are the result 
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of global production, storage and other non-local affects with prices independent of local WA 

growing conditions (Grain Growers Limited, 2016).  

  

Figure 2 Relationship between wheat prices ($AU/t) in April and November for 2002–2015 (Profarmer, 2017). 

Line is the linear relationship between April and November prices highlighting poor correlation.  

In response to this price volatility, several market mechanisms have been developed to provide 

price smoothing options for growers and security of supply for buyers. This marketing flexibility 

has allowed growers to potentially better manage market risk from price volatility. One commonly 

used market mechanism is to forward sell a portion of a crop prior to harvest to take advantage 

of current prices and minimise down side risk of price reductions at harvest. Hence, the benefits 

of forward selling lie in income smoothing and reducing exposure to potential price risk.  

Forward selling, like many decisions in farming, is a personal choice driven by grower perception 

of risk and past history. Generally, WA growers tend to forward sell a percentage of their future 

crop before sowing and then another portion is sold in June–August once the global market is 

better known (pers. comm. Roderick Grieve, 13 October 2016).   

There are many selling strategies that can be undertaken which can include a component of 

forward selling. A Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC) fact sheet, Marketing 

versus Selling35 outlines several examples. One approach highlighted was a 33%:33%:33% 

                                                
35 https://grdc.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0022/134338/8363-marketing-versus-selling-fs-pdf.pdf.pdf   
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strategy. This involves forward selling 33% of the crop, selling 33% at harvest and storing 33% 

to sell at a later time after harvest.   

A feature of forward selling strategies is selling a portion of the crop well before production is 

known. Hence, an estimation of the expected crop size at harvest must be made in order to, for 

instance, forward sell 33% of the final crop. Seasonal conditions will influence final yield and may 

assist in determining actual crop volume to sell to meet forward selling strategies.  

2.3 Description of production system and key decision point  

Industry consultation was undertaken to describe the production system and key decision points.  

Further information on the consultation process is contained in      
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Appendix 1.   

This case study was focused on a dryland cropping system on a 7000 ha farm based in 

Burracoppin WA (Figure 3). The farm described had three soil types and a crop rotation of fallow 

and liming – canola – barely –wheat. Wheat was the focus crop with 3000 ha typically cropped to 

wheat for any given year. The variety Mace was selected for analysis as it is the predominant 

variety cropped. Features of the system in Burracoppin, as related to the wheat rotation are 

shown in Figure 4.  

  

Figure 3 Map showing the location of Burracoppin, the case study site  



 

 

  

1 
Various varieties are available (short, medium, long season). This is for Mace, short-mid season variety  

2 
Sowing occurs all years, a proportion will be dry sown due to large program.  

3 
Dependent on seasonal conditions as well as weed and pest and disease mix as to products used and number of activities.  

4 
Rate and timing will vary according to soil type and estimate potential yield. Optimal top dressing may be dependent on seasonal conditions with N application varied from season-to-

season.  
5 
Applied to fallow paddocks ~20% of farm in any one year  

6 
Harvest timing is dictated by plant development timing and logistical arrangements.  
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2.3.1 Decision point  

The key decision point for this system was:   

  

What volume of wheat will I forward sell?  

  

The time of the decision was the first forward sell opportunity, April, when farm plans have been 

determined. There are multiple selling opportunities throughout the season, however this was 

viewed as the most sensitive to SCFs as any future forward selling decisions will be dependent 

on the volume of crop initially sold.  

In deciding what volume of the crop to forward sell, several aspects were considered. Three key 

decision drivers were identified:  

1. Wheat grain price: high prices in April encourages a higher percentage of the crop to be 

forward sold, lower prices lower the percentage forward sold.  

2. Starting soil moisture: higher soil moisture levels encourage a greater volume to be 

forward sold, lower starting soil moisture reduces the volume forward sold.  

3. Growing season rainfall: a wet outlook encourages a greater volume to be forward sold, 

dry outlook reduces the volume forward sold.  

To understand this decision, separation between the forward selling strategy and the forward 

selling volume must be made (Equ 1). The forward selling strategy sets the percentage of the 

final crop allocated to be forward sold. This only varies with April wheat prices. The volume 

forward sold is the forward sold percentage (determined by April wheat prices) of the final yield 

of the crop. In reality, final yields are unknown and are estimated. These estimations are 

dependent on starting soil conditions and seasonal climate.  

= ( )  

 =(100− )x  

 = ( , ,   )  [Equ 1]  

Where   is forward selling percentage,   is the price of wheat in April,   is the volume forward 

sold and   is the final, or predicted, yield.  

As seen in Equ 1, it is the volume of grain rather than the percentage of the crop for which SCFs 

may prove useful in making forward selling decisions. That is, a SCF may assist in a more 

accurate estimate of yield allowing for better alignment of the volume forward sold ( ) with 

the forward selling strategy ( ).  

Figure 5 illustrates this decision-making process, with an option to not include SCFs. This is 

necessary to evaluate the value of including SCF against decisions made without SCF 

information. Further details on the process of defining this decision point and the decision drivers  

are contained in     

Appendix 1.  
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Figure 5 Decision pathway for volume of wheat forward sold in April including an evaluation of the decision 

made.  

2.4 Previous studies evaluating the value of SCFs to WA grain production systems  

WA has been the focus of much research in the grains industries with studies considering the 

use and value of SCFs included. Typically, these studies have focused on the value of SCFs in 

improving on-farm management decisions. For instance, Petersen and Fraser (2001) aimed to 

improve the methodology for assessing the value of seasonal climate forecasting technology 

prior to its development, using the meteorological records in the Merredin agricultural region for 

the period 1907–1995 as an illustration. Results suggested that seasonal climate forecasting 

technologies that provide a 30% decrease in seasonal uncertainty could increase annual profits 

to growers in the Merredin region by approximately 5%, or $2 million.  

Pannell (1994) considered herbicide strategies in wheat production for a perfect forecast of yield 

and evaluated different levels of risk aversion. He found a benefit of $6.1/ha for growers with 

high risk aversion. Moeller et al. (2008) evaluated the value of SCFs for various locations in WA 

for the decision on the amount of nitrogen fertiliser to apply when sowing wheat. For perfect 

rainfall forecasts, the value of the forecasts was found to be between $31/ha and $62/ha. 

Reducing the skill level to 40% resulted in a drop of the value to $15/ha at Merredin and $0/ha at 

Mingenew.   

Several assessments of seasonal forecast value have been conducted using the Bureau of 

Meteorology POAMA dynamic model. McIntosh et al. (2010) and Asseng et al. (2012) 

considered the value of the forecast for the amount of nitrogen applied at sowing. McIntosh et al. 

(2010) found the value of the forecast to growers to be $60/ha while Asseng et al. (2012) found 

the value of the forecast to be up to $50/ha. These studies are further explored by Parton and 

Crean (2016).  

Limited studies in Australia have focused on the use of SCF to assist with marketing decisions. 

Early work (Meinke and Stone, 1997) suggested that seasonal production forecasts can assist 

producers in their marketing strategies. They suggested that if it is likely that wheat yields might 
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be suppressed (e.g. under El Niño conditions), growers will be more conservative when forward 

selling their crop, potentially saving them from over-hedging.   

No research or case studies using SCFs for forward selling decisions were found.   

3 Methods  

The potential value of SCFs was evaluated by assessing the volume forward sold with and 

without a SCF and comparing these to the target forward selling strategies. Assessment was 

made in terms of how close the without and with SCF volumes met the target forward selling 

percentage. Evaluation was then conducted to assess the economic consequences of changing 

forward selling volumes with a SCF from the volumes forward sold without a forecast. This was 

assessed as differences in revenue only as costs were assumed to be constant and independent 

of selling strategies.   

An overview of the overall methodology is outlined in Figure 6. Key production and price 

components are used for the economic analysis to evaluate the potential value of SCFs. Each of 

these components is described in the following sections.  

  

Figure 6 Methodological overview. Generation of biophysical data, wheat prices and climate state 

classification of historical data and forecasts are used in the economic analyses to select volume of wheat to 

forward sell to assess which criteria best meets the forward selling strategy and the economics 

consequences.   

3.1 Wheat biophysical simulation model  

The Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM) version 7.8 (Holzworth et al., 2014) was 

used to produce the biophysical simulations of wheat yield. APSIM is a farming systems model 

that simulates key biophysical processes in a daily time step related to crop growth and wheat 

growth, water, carbon and nitrogen cycling in the soil-plant system under prescribed 

management strategies. Changes in soil water and soil nitrogen supply during the cropping 

season are included dynamically. APSIM has been tested extensively against field 

measurements of wheat in various growing conditions, including Mediterranean climatic regions 

of Western Australia (Anwar et al., 2015; Asseng et al., 2001; Oliver and Robertson, 2009).  

Soils in the study region depict high spatial variation in terms of plant available water capacity 

(PAWC) due to differences in soil physical and chemical properties (Oliver et al., 2006). Three 
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soil types were considered as a representative of the area according to PAWC, based on local 

experts and previous studies (Oliver and Robertson, 2009; and APSoil 

https://www.apsim.info/Products/APSoil.aspx). They are listed in Table 2.   

Table 2 Three soil types used in the simulation based on Isbell (1996). Soil characteristics were obtained from 

WA soil descriptions in Oliver and Robertson (2009). PAWC is plant available water capacity.  

  APSoil No.  Soil Type  PAWC (mm)  

Soil 1  507  Sodosol and chromosols (shallow sandy duplex)  57  

Soil 2  510  Sodosol and chromosols (deep loamy duplex)  90  

Soil 3  512  Vertosol and dermosol (clay)  135  

In the simulation experiment, each of the three soil types (Table 2) with four levels of starting soil 

water conditions (25%, 50%, 75% and 100% PAWC) at sowing were used to simulate potential 

wheat yield. The model was run using 128 years (1889–2016) of historical weather data 

obtained from the SILO patched point daily weather dataset (Jeffrey et al., 2001) sourced from 

station 10019 (Burracoppin).   

Based on current agronomic practices, the wheat cultivar Mace was used and 25 April set as the 

sowing date each year. To avoid carry over effects of soil nutrients and water, the model was 

reset each year one day prior sowing (24 April) to initialise soil conditions including the PAWC 

levels tested. The amount of N-fertiliser applied at sowing was 14 and 30 kg N/ha as urea in 

soil1 and soil-2, respectively. In soil-3 (higher PAWC (Table 2)), 13 kg N/ha was applied at 

sowing and subsequently top-dressed at floral initiation (about 70 days after sowing) based on a 

soil nitrogen deficit rule36 which typically amounted to 30–41 kg N/ha.  

3.2 Target forward selling strategies  

Three forward selling strategies were defined after consultation with industry. The strategies 

were dependent on April wheat prices only and were reported in terms of percentage of the final 

crop forward sold (Table 3).   

Table 3 Target forward selling percentages for low, medium and high April prices  

April price  Low  Medium  High  

Percentage forward sold 10%  30%  50%  

The value of a SCF in meeting the target strategy was evaluated by assuming the remainder of 

the crop was sold in November (Equ 2).   

! " %=100%− $ "

 " %& %’ 

 [Equ 2]  

  

Where i is the forward sold percentage based on April prices (Table 3).  

3.3 Key input and output costs  

Historical free-in-store wheat prices for Kwinana (2002–2015) (Profarmer, 2017) were used to 

estimate low, medium and high prices. The data were for APW1 values where possible, with 

APW2 used where APW1 values were not available. Monthly April values were calculated as the 

monthly mean across weekly or daily data, dependent on data availability. The 10th, 50th and 90th 

percentiles of these April values were used to assess forward sell options for low, med and high 

                                                
36 N was applied to meet a 40N target with the deficit calculated as 40 minus total N in the top three soil layers.  
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April prices. The same prices were used to test potential November, or remainder of crop, sell 

price. This approach allowed for ease of interpretation of results.   

Sensitivity across all price options was evaluated (i.e. low, medium and high April prices for low, 

medium and high November prices) resulting in nine different price combinations being tested.  

Table 4 Wheat prices evaluated, these were applied to both April and November prices. These were adjusted to 

real prices.  

  Low  Medium  High  

Wheat price  $234/t  $272/t  $376/t  

3.4 Seasonal climate forecasts  

Theoretical tercile forecasts were created using historical climate information (1889–2016) for 

the analysis. The SCF used for analysis was total May–October rainfall. Total rainfall for these 

six months was calculated for each year and classified into ‘dry’, ‘average’ and ‘wet’ climate 

states based on tercile values: dry was categorised by rainfall less than 192 mm, average as 

between 192 mm and 242 mm, and wet as rainfall in excess of 242 mm (Figure 8). Results using 

averages of these climate states were then used to evaluate SCFs of dry, average and wet 

climate state within the economic analyses.  

  

Figure 7 Total rainfall for May to October at Burracoppin for 1889–2016. Dry, Average and Wet represent tercile 

1, 2 and 3.  

Agricultural production levels representing dry, average and wet climate states were obtained by 

classifying yearly outputs of wheat yield from the biophysical production model (see section 3.1). 

Resulting yearly data for each state (42 years) were then averaged to represent each climate 

state within the economic model. This categorisation is a critical part of the approach because 

variations in production across climate states provide the necessary, but not sufficient, conditions 

for forecasts to offer value in decision-making.   

Climate forecasts were evaluated based on a hypothetical forecast system. This approach was 

chosen because there are multiple providers of operational climate forecasts and these systems 

are regularly updated to reflect improvements in understanding of climate and weather systems 

and rapid developments in computing and analytical capabilities. The main benefit of introducing 

a hypothetical forecast rather than relying on operational forecasts, is that key aspects of 

forecast quality, like skill, can be systematically valued. The results of the analysis are then more 

readily applicable to decisions around the level of investment in new forecasting systems.    
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In this study, two probabilistic forecasts were created for each of the three climate states (dry, 

average, wet) representing forecast skill of 0% and 100%. These forecasts were incorporated 

into the economic analysis by assigning a probability to the occurrence of each climate state 

based on forecast skill. The definition for forecast skill with reference to prior (without-forecast) 

and posterior (with-forecast) probabilities is as follows:  

  

)= *+ ,|.* +,  

 [Equ 3]  
/.1*+, 

  

where πs|f is the posterior probability of state s given forecast f and πs is the prior probability of 

state s. In most forecast value studies, historical climatology is assumed to be the basis of the 

decision-maker’s prior probabilities and the same approach is adopted here. Accordingly, πs is  

set at its long-term climatological mean of 0.33 for each tercile.   

  

Forecast skill σ was set to 1.0 for each climate state according to:  

  

 

2|3 =)(1.0−2)+2   [Equ 4]  

  

Using this definition of forecast skill, 0% skill equates to climatology where each state has a 33% 

chance of occurring, while perfect forecasts of dry, average and wet forecasts have 100% 

chance of occurring (Table 5).  

Table 5 Example calculation of weightings of each climate state for 0% and 100% forecast skill  

     Forecast skill   

  Forecast state   0%  100%dry  100%ave  100%wet  

Dry  33  100  0  0  

Weighting (%) Avg  33  0  100  0  

Wet  33  0  0  100  

3.5 Analyses  

The case study site selected has variable soil types for which wheat yields were estimated  

(Table 2). The farm has different proportions of land cropped under each soil type: 21% to soil-1, 

37% to soil-2 and 42% to soil-3. A total farm yield was estimated by weighting the yields 

obtained from APSIM for each soil type according to the percentage coverage of the farm.  

The potential value of the theoretical SCFs was evaluated as the marginal benefit of the forecast. 

Specifically, the change in income using SCF information compared to the income obtained 

without a forecast. The value of the forecast was calculated in terms of $/ha.  

The forecast value was assessed for several different decision environment settings, two levels 

of forecast skill and for each of the three climate state forecasts (dry, average, wet). This 

produced 216 results representing various decision environment settings, forecasts and forecast 

skill levels (Table 6).  

Table 6 Variables and value levels assessed to evaluate forecast value  

Variable  Values tested  
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April price  low, medium, high  

Remaining crop price  low, medium, high  

PAWC at sowing (%)  25, 50, 75, 100  

Forecast state  dry, average, wet  

 

Initially, the without-forecast (0% skill) selling volume was reported for the different April prices 

for each PAWC value. Subsequently, the perfect-forecast (100% skill) selling volume for the 

three forecast states was similarly reported. The difference between the volume forward sold 

between the 0% and 100% skill forecasts was then investigated.  

The potential value ($/ha) of the perfect forecast was calculated as the difference in income 

between perfect-forecast and without-forecast results. This represents largest potential value of 

each climate state forecast.  

4 Results  

4.1 Biophysical modelling  

Initially, variability in starting soil moisture conditions was evaluated to assess how frequently the 

different categories of soil moisture eventuated. In this instance, starting soil moisture was not 

reset annually within APSIM and a wheat crop was grown and harvested each year. The 

percentage of years which fell into each PAWC category (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) was found 

across 1900–2016 with the initialisation years 1889–1899 removed to ensure stabilisation of the 

soil conditions. This was conducted for each soil type. The allocation of years into each category 

was similar between the soil types (Table 7).   

In most years, stored soil moisture at planting (25 April) was found to be 75% or more of PAWC 

(68% of the time) on average across the soil types. Less than 50% PAWC at planting was found 

for only 13% of years and less than 20% of years for individual soil types. These results will vary 

depending on management strategies (e.g. crop rotation, inclusion of fallow).  

Table 7 Percentage of years for which soil moisture on 25 April fell within each quartile category (1900–2016) 

at Burracoppin by soil type.  

  PAWC  <25%  25–49%  50–74%  75–99%  100%  

Soil 1  

Soil 2  
Percentage of years  

Soil 3  

Mean  

1  12  20  47  37  

8  7  20  45  37  

1  17  26  41  23  

3  10  19  38  30  

Historical yields (1889–2016) weighted across the soil types were estimated for each stored soil 

moisture level (Figure 8). Lower yields with greater variability were found for lower stored soil 

moisture levels (25% and 50% PAWC) at sowing. Slightly higher and more reliable yields were 

found with 75% and 100% PAWC stored at sowing. Overall, there are small differences in mean 

yields between the different starting conditions (2.0–2.2 t/ha).  

Forecast skill (%)  0 , 100  
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Figure 8 Total yields for 1889–2015 at Burracoppin, WA for four different PAWC (%) values at sowing in April. 

The results are proportional across three different soil types.  

Further investigation into the variability in historical yields was conducted. For each stored soil 

moisture level at sowing, the yield distribution was found for the three climate states (dry, 

average and wet) (Figure 9). With lower soil moisture levels at sowing (25% and 50% PAWC), 

dry years cluster at lower yield values and wet and average rainfall seasons result in higher 

yields. With higher stored soil moisture conditions (75% and 100% PAWC), the separation of 

yields based on climate state is less clear. There are instances where dry years in Figure 9 

resulted in relatively higher yields and in other circumstances wet years were among the lowest 

yields recorded.   
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Figure 9 Distribution of historical yields for 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% PAWC at sowing. The colours indicate 

the different tercile allocations of the historical data with red for dry (lower tercile), green for average (middle 

tercile) and blue for wet (upper tercile). Climate states are for total May–October rainfall.  

The combination of the high frequency of 75% PAWC or greater at sowing (Table 7) and the 

limited yield response to climate states with 75% and 100% PAWC at sowing (Figure 9) indicates 

a lower potential for value of SCFs. Nonetheless, investigations into the value of SCFs were 

conducted to quantify any potential value in relation to forward selling decisions.  

4.2 Economic analyses  

4.2.1 Without-forecast decision  

To evaluate the potential value of SCFs, the optimal sell decision made without a forecast must 

be first be evaluated and subsequently compared with the decision made with a forecast.   

The without-forecast forward selling volume was calculated using the historical yield mean 

(1889–2016) for each of the four stored soil moisture levels. A volume (t/ha) was derived for 

each of the three forward selling strategies (Table 3) with 10% forward sold if April prices are 

low, and 30% and 50% if April prices were medium and high, respectively.  

    
Table 8 Forward selling volumes (t/ha) without use of a climate forecast for each starting PAWC level and each 

forward selling strategy (i.e. different April prices for wheat).  

PAWC (%)  Mean (t/ha)   Forward sold (t/ha)   

    Low April price   Medium April price   High April price  
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25  2.00  0.20  0.60  1.00  

50  2.16  0.22  0.65  1.08  

75  2.23  0.22  0.67  1.11  

100  2.24  0.22  0.67  1.12  

Using the without-forecast scenario there were minimal years for which a greater volume of grain 

was forward sold in April than was actually grown (i.e. in this case a grower would be required to 

source grain to meet the forward sell contract and incur significant economic losses). Across the 

analyses, this occurred at most for 3/128 years (2.3% of years) with 25% PAWC at sowing (3 

years) and for 1/128 (0.8% of years) with 50% PAWC at sowing.  

4.2.2 Perfect-forecast decision  

The forward sell volume for perfect forecasts of dry, average and wet climate states (100% skill) 

were evaluated similarly to the without-forecast decision. Using mean historical yields for each of 

the climate states (dry, average, wet), forward selling volumes were estimated for each stored 

soil moisture level at sowing and for each price option in April (Table 9).  

Table 9 Forecast forward selling volumes (t/ha) for each starting soil level, each climate state (dry, average, 

wet) and for low, medium and high April prices.  

PAWC (%)  Climate state  Mean (t/ha)   Forward sold (t/ha)   

       Low April price   Medium April price   High April price  

25  

Wet  2.26  0.23  0.68  1.13  

Average  2.09  0.21  0.63  1.05  

Dry  1.65  0.17  0.50  0.83  

50  

Wet  2.32  0.23  0.69  1.16  

Average  2.23  0.22  0.67  1.12  

Dry  1.95  0.20  0.59  0.98  

75  

Wet  2.31  0.23  0.69  1.15  

Average  2.26  0.23  0.68  1.13  

Dry  2.12  0.21  0.64  1.06  

100  

Wet  2.29  0.23  0.69  1.14  

Average  2.25  0.23  0.68  1.13  

Dry  2.19  0.22  0.66  1.09  

Using perfect SCFs, there was one year (0.8% years) at most for which a greater volume of 

grain was forward sold than grown. This was for a dry year and for when soil moisture was 25% 

or 50% at sowing.   

Figure 10 contrasts the without-forecast and perfect-forecast forward sell volume for each April 

price and stored soil moisture level. In general, the dry climate forecast forward sells less grain 

than the without-forecast decision. Equally, the average and wet climate forecasts forward sell 

more than the without-forecast decision. These differences are small, particularly for low April 

prices (only 10% forward sold) and for high starting soil moisture conditions (75% and 100% 
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PAWC). The greatest deviation from the without-forecast decision was for 25% PAWC and high 

April prices.  

  

Figure 10 Forward sell volume for each April price for 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% PAWC using without-forecast 

and a perfect forecast of each of the climate states (dry, average and wet).  

The difference between the volume forward sold with a perfect forecast compared to the without- 

forecast volume was calculated (    

Table 10). This quantifies the difference in Figure 10. In general, the differences were small with 

the largest deviation 0.17 t/ha (25% PAWC, dry climate state and high April price). Appendix 2: 

Historical deviation illustrates the deviation of individual years from the forward selling strategies 

without a forecast and for a perfect forecast.  
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Table 10 The difference in volume (t/ha) forward sold between a perfect and without forecast for each April 

price  

PAWC (%)  Climate state  Low April price   Medium April price   High April price  

25  

Wet  0.03  0.08  0.13  

Average  0.01  0.03  0.05  

Dry  –0.03  –0.10  –0.17  

50  

Wet  0.01  0.04  0.08  

Average  0.00  0.02  0.04  

Dry  –0.02  –0.06  –0.10  

75  

Wet  0.01  0.02  0.04  

Average  0.01  0.01  0.02  

Dry  –0.01  –0.03  –0.05  

100  

Wet  0.01  0.02  0.02  

Average  0.01  0.01  0.01  

Dry  0.00  –0.01  –0.03  

  

4.2.3 Perfect-forecast value   

The volatile nature of grain prices means that prices in April have no bearing on prices obtained 

later in the season. Indeed, this is one the main reasons to implement a forward selling strategy 

that manages exposure to price volatility within the season. As such, evaluating the economic 

value of including a SCF is dependent on the price at which the remainder of the crop is sold, 

which is unknown at the time of making the decision to forward sell.  

To explore how this expresses in this application of SCFs, two options were considered. Firstly, 

assume that the remainder of the crop was sold at a fixed price which was set to the medium 

price ($272/t). Secondly, evaluate a variable price for the remainder of the crop. The values 

tested were the same as the April prices ($234/t, $272/t, $376/t).  

Assuming that the remainder of the crop was forward sold at the medium price ($272/t), the 

difference in the income the crop generated with a perfect forecast compared to without a 

forecast was calculated. These differences are the result of different volumes forward sold and 

are illustrated in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11 Difference in income between the forecast and no forecast strategy in $/ha. April prices for low 

medium and high were set to $234, $272 and $376, respectively. Remaining crop prices were assumed to be 

medium ($272/t).   

Value varied with climate forecast state and price. The value found ranged from –$17.9/ha to  

$13.6/ha. Negative values indicate greater value was obtained using the without-forecast 

strategy, while positive numbers indicate value in using a perfect forecast. The zeroes are the 

result of the forward sell volume and the remainder of the crop volume all sold at a medium price 

($272/t), hence different amounts for the forward sell volume between perfect-forecast and 

without-forecast had no impact.   

For the dry state forecast, positive values are obtained for low April price as less grain was 

forward sold than the without-forecast scenario (Figure 10). Using the same logic, negative 

values are obtained for the high April price as less grain was forward sold (to meet 50% 

objective). This means a greater portion was sold at the medium price using a forecast, while the 

without-forecast scenario forward sold more grain at the high price (overestimated the 50% 

objective under dry conditions). This led to a negative value for the perfect-forecast scenario.  

This pattern reverses for the average and wet state forecasts. For low April prices, more grain is 

forward sold than for the without-forecast scenario (Figure 10). Hence, a lower portion of the final 

yield was sold at the higher prices. Similarly, with high prices a greater proportion was forward 

sold in the average and wet climate state forecasts. As such, less was sold at the medium price 

than in the without-forecast scenario, resulting in positive value of the perfect forecast.  

Figure 12 expands on Figure 11 and investigates the impact of variable prices for the remainder 

of the crop. These results highlight the difficulty in selecting a forward sell strategy to maximise 

income. As with Figure 11, the perfect dry forecast has positive value under different 

circumstances to the average and wet perfect forecasts. This reflects the dry forecast allocating 

a lower volume of grain than the without-forecast strategy, while the average and wet forecast 

scenarios forward sell a greater volume than the without-forecast strategy (Figure 10).  

Greater values (positive and negative) were found when April prices were high. This reflects the 

greater forward sell strategy applied at high April prices (50%). As such, the forecast forward sell 

volumes have a greater net deviation from the without-forecast decision (Figure 15).   

The value of the forecast, negative and positive, increased with decreasing starting soil moisture. 

For instance, the value of a wet forecast, with high April prices and low November prices, was 

$18.5/ha at 25% PAWC. This decreased to $3.3/ha at 100% PAWC. Similarly, the  

value of a dry climate forecast, with high April prices and low November prices, was  –$24.4/ha 

at 25% PAWC. This reduced to –$3.9/ha at 100% PAWC.  
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Figure 12 Difference in income between perfect forecasts and without-forecast strategies ($/ha). Both April 

price and remaining crop price values (Nov. price) were set to $234, $272 and $376 for low, medium and high 

prices, respectively.   

5 Discussion  

The key decision that is potentially sensitive to SCFs identified by industry was around forward 

selling decisions. This decision is related to risk management of price volatility and is not directly 

related to production. This aspect is a point of difference of this case study. In exploring the 

forward selling decision, the role of SCFs was identified as assisting in allocating the volume of 

grain to forward sell to match a pre-determined forward selling strategy, not to set the forward 

selling strategy. Forward selling strategies are driven by wheat prices at the time of the decision 

and are discussed in terms of the percentage of the final crop to forward sell. In order to meet 

the strategy, the final yield must be known. As yields can fluctuate with seasonal conditions, the 

potential value of a SCF was assessed in converting the selling strategy percentage into a 

volume.  

The without and perfect forecasts were used to set a volume to forward sell, aligning with the 

forward selling strategies determined by prices in April (Table 3), noting that the perfect forecasts 
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were perfect tercile forecasts, not for any particular year. Using perfect forecasts led to only 

small changes (0.0–0.17 t/ha) in the volume of wheat forward sold compared with the without-

forecast scenario (Table 10).   

This small difference in target forward sell volume between the perfect and without-forecast 

scenarios is the result of relatively reliable May–October rainfall at Burracoppin (Figure 7). The 

difference between the dry and wet terciles was only 50 mm. The value of SCFs tends to be 

reduced for climates that are relatively stable, given they have lower production variability. Again, 

it is important to note this analysis considered perfect tercile forecasts, not perfect forecasts of 

any particular year. As such, the low sensitivity is related to the forecast characteristics. Indeed, 

more accurate forecasts, quintiles or deciles, may result in greater sensitivity to SCF information. 

Operational forecasts issued by the Bureau of Meteorology are for two climate states (above or 

below medium), which is of lower accuracy than the theoretical forecasts used here. For this 

particular application of SCFs in this region of WA, higher accuracy forecasts may be more 

valuable in the forward selling decision.   

The greatest change in the volumes forward sold from the without-forecast scenario were for 

starting soil moisture conditions of 25% and 50%. However, these circumstances were evaluated 

to only occur for 13% of years, on average. This further reduces the potential value of SCFs in 

this application. The Burracoppin region tends to store soil moisture at 75% PAWC or more prior 

to sowing. This provides some buffering against potentially poor growing conditions as storage 

soil water can be used by the plants in the absence of good rains.   

Although small improvements in aligning forward selling volumes with the forward selling 

strategies could be obtained by using perfect forecasts (Appendix 2: Historical deviation), this did 

not necessarily translate to improved income. Due to the uncertainty in the market, it cannot be 

known what prices will be available when the remainder of the crop is sold. Thus, under some 

price circumstances, use of a SCF to anticipate forward selling volumes decreased income 

(Figure 11 and Figure 12). For example, using a perfect dry forecast, a lower volume of grain is 

forward sold compared to the without-forecast volume, as it is know that the final yield will be  

lower (    

Table 10). With low April prices, this is advantageous as a lower amount is sold at the low April 

price. However, for high April prices, this increased accuracy of final yield was negative as a 

lower portion of yield is forward sold at higher prices; or more is sold at lower prices later in the 

season (Figure 11 and Figure 12).  

Conversely, this was reversed for wet forecasts. Using perfect wet forecasts, a greater volume of 

grain is forward sold as it is known that a higher yield will occur (Table 10). For low April prices, 

this is a negative as a greater amount of grain is sold at a lower price than the without-forecast 

scenario. However, with high April prices this is a benefit as a greater amount of grain is forward 

sold in April at the higher price (Figure 11 and Figure 12).  

The maximum range of value of use of a perfect forecast, across all April and November price 

settings, was –$24.4/ha to +$18.5/ha. As approximately 3000 ha of the case study farm is sown 

to wheat for any one year, this range is equivalent to a change in income of   

–$73 200 to +$55 500. It must be noted many other possible settings resulted in values much 

lower than these two extremes.  

Reduction in income variability is desired by growers who employ forward selling strategies. As 

such, the different standard deviation between the perfect and without-forecast scenarios was 

calculated (across forecast states, PAWC, April prices and remainder of crop prices). Near zero 

differences were found: the maximum difference was 1.8 x 10–14 (data not shown). Hence, the 

results of the perfect forecast were not found to reduce income variability more so than the 

without-forecast scenario.  
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This analysis only considered the potential value of perfect tercile forecasts. Further analyses 

using imperfect or probabilistic forecasts, which better reflect operational forecasts, were not 

conducted. This was deliberate as inconsistent value in the forward selling decision was found 

with perfect forecasts, and probabilistic forecasts would serve to further reduce any value from 

the without forecast selling options. The mixed results in terms of income from using a perfect 

forecast were due to market volatility. Probabilistic forecasts would produce similar mixed 

results. Finally, the few scenarios that showed notable value (negative and positive) were for 

25% and, to a lesser extent, 50% PAWC stored soil moisture at sowing. 25% or 50% PAWC at 

sowing are not commonly experienced (Table 7) and hence the number of seasons for which a 

small change in volume forward sold from the without-forecast volume would eventuate are few.  

This case study has highlighted the importance of local conditions, both stored soil moisture at 

sowing and seasonal variability, for SCFs to have potential value. Other wheat growing areas 

with greater variability in growing season rainfall would likely demonstrate greater differences in 

forward selling volumes between the without and perfect forecasts. However, the mixed results 

in income when using SCFs will remain. This highlights the difficulty in choosing optimal 

marketing strategies for wheat growers.  

Other forward selling opportunities throughout the season are available to growers. In particular, 

a within-season decision (e.g. around August) provides an opportunity to further reduce price risk 

and is at a time in the season when potential yield may be better understood. The value of SCFs 

for this decision could be assessed, however, again, the volatility in prices means meeting the 

selling strategy may not result in greater income.   

An important feature for wheat growers in Burracoppin that this analysis has highlighted that 

forward selling strategies, when determined as percentages, need only to consider the current 

grain price. When converting the desired percentage of the crop into a volume, this analysis has 

indicated that using long-term historical yields is no more or less valuable than incorporating 

SCF information. This reduces the need to include additional, potentially confusing, SCF 

information into the decision which will reduce the complexity of the decision to market factors 

only.   
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Appendix 1: Industry engagement  

Engagement for the WA grains case study was conducted in consultation with key WA grains 

industry members, following advice from Dr Mike Ewing, Deputy Chair GRDC western panel (1 

July 2016), who suggested target regions to investigate (Merredin and Tambellup). Primary 

engagement was conducted by Meredith Guthrie (DAFWA) supported by Rebecca Darbyshire 

(NSW DPI).  

Several targeted consultations were undertaken. Specifically, Dr Ross Kingwell, Chief  

Economist, AEGIC (16 May 2016 and 13 October 2016); Doug McGinnis, MADFIG chair (21  

July 2016); Tony Murfit, farm manager (21 July 2016); Nigel and Garry Sheriden, growers (22  

July 2016); Roderick Grieve, Farm Management Consultant, Arbitrage (13 October 2016); Greg 

Kirk, Managing Director, Planfarm, Geraldton (24 October 2016); Kim Povey, Director, Market 

Ag, Independent Commodity Advisers (24 October 2016); Greg Shea, Development Officer, 

DAFWA (24 October 2016).  

1 Identifying climate-sensitive decision points  

Discussions with participants centred on a typical farm management cycle based in Merredin 

and in Tambellup. In Merredin, the example rotation system for a larger, corporate farm was 

canola – wheat – barely – oats – long fallow with cover crop. In Tambellup, systems tended to 

include sheep as well as grains, with an example split of 70% grains and 30% grazing. In this 

system, the rotation discussed was canola – wheat – barely – canola/oats or include a clover 

rotation with sheep.  
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Using these typical systems, several management decisions were identified as potentially 

sensitive to seasonal climate information. These included decisions for nitrogen management 

prior to sowing and later in July. There was also some discussion regarding area planted and 

cropping mix, which may alter with different conditions (e.g. switch canola for wheat in dry 

starts).  

A consistent and common topic for discussion centred on forward selling decisions. Typically, 

growers will make forward selling decisions in April, prior to sowing and/or later in August when 

the crop is part-way finished. Anticipating potential yield in combination with market prices and 

movements are key factors in making this decision.  

Given these discussions, it was decided that the focus of this case study will be on wheat 

forward selling decisions. This decision point was selected for three reasons: (1) a body of 

research has already been completed investigating use of seasonal climate forecasts for 

nitrogen management and tools are already operational (e.g.  

http://www.yieldprophet.com.au/yplite/), (2) decisions to plant canola or wheat will be considered 

in the southern grains case study with duplication in WA unlikely to add meaningful additional 

information and (3) forward selling is becoming a common income management strategy and no 

work to date has focused on use of seasonal climate forecasts in WA to assist with this decision.   

1.1 Decision point  

To investigate the forward selling decision, a case study farm based in Burracoppin, close to 

Merredin was used. This farm is 7000 ha with three soil types and a rotation of fallow and liming 

– canola – barely – wheat. Typically, 3000 ha will be cropped to wheat for any given year.   

Decision point:  

What volume of wheat will I forward sell?  

Through discussions with participants, April and August were identified as important for forward 

selling. April represents the beginning of the season, with larger uncertainty in crop performance.  

August represents a time closer to harvest with potentially more certainty in crop performance 

but still some uncertainty in the finish. A rainfall forecast could provide an estimate of yield 

potential, assisting to decide the volume of grains to forward sell. It was noted that other weather 

factors also influence yield, including yield-limiting events such as frosts or early season heat 

waves.   

For both of these decision points, several drivers influence the selling decision.   

The key drivers for the April forward selling decision point are:  

1. Grain price: higher prices would encourage selling, lower prices may discourage selling  

2. Starting soil moisture: higher soil moisture levels encourage selling, lower starting soil 

moisture may discourage selling.  

3. Seasonal rainfall outlook: a wet outlook would encourage selling, dry outlook discourage 

selling.  

The rainfall forecast period is for the growing season, May–October. Figure 13 illustrates this 

decision-making process, with an option to not include forecast information. This is necessary to 

evaluate the value of including seasonal climate forecast information against decisions made 

without this information.  
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Figure 13 Decision pathway for deciding the amount of wheat to forward sell in April  

  

The key drivers for the August forward selling decision point are:  

1. Current grain price: higher prices would encourage selling, lower prices may discourage 

selling  

2. Current soil moisture: higher soil moisture levels encourage selling, lower starting soil 

moisture may discourage selling.  

3. Remaining seasonal rainfall outlook: a wet outlook would encourage selling, dry outlook 

discourage selling.  

The rainfall forecast period is for the remaining of the growing season, August-October. Figure 

14 illustrates this decision-making process.  
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Figure 14 Decision pathway for deciding the amount of wheat to forward sell in August.   

Table 11 illustrates how the three drivers can combine to influence a grower’s decision to 

forward sell at the two decision points (April, August) based on discussions held with industry.  

Table 11 Forward selling decision (percentage of grain sold) at April and August with low (<$200/t), medium 

($250/t), high (>$300/t) grain price, starting soil moisture and seasonal rain forecast for the growing season 

(April) or Aug–Oct (August).  

Grain price in 

April  
Soil moisture at 

sowing  
May–Oct 

forecast  
Forward selling 

(%)  Comments  

      April  August    

Low  

Low  Dry  0  0  Worse position  

Medium  Dry  0  0    

High  Dry  0  0  Sensitivity worse position to summer 

rainfall  

Low  Equal chance  0  0    

Medium  Equal chance  10  15    

High  Equal chance  10  15    

Low  Wet  10  15  Sensitivity of worse position to 

forecast  

 Medium  Wet  10  15    

High  Wet  10  15    

Medium  Low  Dry  0  0    
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Medium  Dry  0  0    

High  Dry  10  15    

Low  Equal chance  10  15    

Medium  Equal chance  30  20  Baseline decision   

High  Equal chance  30  25    

Low  Wet  10  15    

Medium  Wet  30  20    

High  Wet  30  25    

High  

Low  Dry  0  0  Price sensitivity in poor environmental 

position  

Medium  Dry  0  0    

High  Dry  10  15  Best position sensitivity to forecast  

Low  Equal chance  10  15    

Medium  Equal chance  10  15    

High  Equal chance  30  25    

Low  Wet  10  15  Best position sensitivity to summer 

rainfall  

Medium  Wet  30  30    

High  Wet  30  50  Best position  

   

    
Appendix 2: Historical deviation  

The forward sell volumes calculated for the without-forecast (Table 8) and perfect-forecast (Table 

9) scenarios were estimated using the historical mean (1889–2015) and the mean of the years in 

each tercile grouping, respectively. Figure 15 illustrates the deviation of the target forward sell 

volume (10%, 30% or 50% of yield) for individual years in the historical data for the without- and 

perfect-forecast scenarios.   

For a low April price, there is very limited deviation in the dataset from the mean target forward 

selling volume for both the without- and perfect-forecast scenarios. For a medium April price, 

greater deviations are apparent, particularly for lower stored soil moisture levels. Small 

differences can be seen between the without-forecast and perfect-forecast scenarios, with 

average and wet perfect forecasts showing slightly better accuracy at the lower starting soil 

moisture levels. With high April prices, year-to-year variability increases for the without-forecast 

and perfect-forecast scenarios. Note that the without-forecast does not perform notably worse 

than the perfect forecasts. The perfect average climate state forecast performs best across all 

April prices and starting soil moisture levels in terms of lowest year-to-year variability.  
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Figure 15 Year-to-year deviation in meeting forward selling target for without forecast and perfect forecast 

scenarios (dry, average, wet). 0 indicates no difference from the target forward sell volume. The box indicates 

the 25th and 75th percentiles and the line in the box is the median of the data.  
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